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Identity Politics in the ütorka
of Lady Mary Uortley Montagu

Pissrrtation Abstxact
The t h e s i s defines Lady Mary's evolving "1 am" statemeat
from its f i r s t appearance in juveailia to its l u t , novel-based.

Using feminist and neu h i s t o r i c i s t methods, the study penetrates
a multi-voiced epistolarp self to

her iaaginarp works' personae.

The early chaptera are arrsngcd in the following ordar.
Chapter 1 assesses the proto-femiaist standinq claimed for Lady
Hary, a tentative positioning against traditional and male-

authorieed aspects of ber identity.

Chaptar 2 locatea earlp

nodels, Virgilian or Scuderian, bp imitation of whiab Lady Mary
gains selfhood.

Erperiients with foras and poses lead t o the

woman uriter's identity.

of

Chapter 3 declares the ha!W*e

FÏowers an emblematieing of i d e n t i t y .

The self-image in the

Turkish Ernbassy Letters adroits secret codes and adogts proTurkish attitudes.

Chapter 4 examines Lady ~ a r y ' s right to the

"Court Wit" title given to Rochester or Gay.

The Co-

E d o g ~

and t h e answer poems t o pope's D r u ~ c h dexpose a shiftin~literary
figure.

The l a t e r chapters demonstrate mature selfhood.

~ h a p t c rS

treats the nrarriage comedy, S i i n p M g , a3 a role-playing matrix
for Lady Mary as mother/daughter, then coapares her letters t o
Lady Bute with other parent-child disaourses.

Chaptar 6 renders

the physical identity, the body-image o f the intellectual:

Lady

Mary's frequeat portrayals, disguised, enha~cedor " b a x e f a ~ e d , ~ ~
inform the chapter.

Chapter 7 concludes by aligning the q u i x o t i c

Lady Mary with other Quinotes including her
t o profile

OUA

princeas ~ o c i l e ,

the ultioately majestic figure o f the author herself.
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fnnilitity P o l i t i c s in the WorkS

of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu

Introduction
A philosophical indivi\elual, Lady Mary Wortley Montagu (16891762) sought her personal peace in lifelong learning,

Whoever

w f l f . cultivate their own mind will find full employment" she

observed in a 1753 letter to her àaughter, adding, "the search

after knowledge (every brandi of which is entertaining) (renders]
the longest Life

(Letters 3.25).'

. . . too

short for the petsuit [sic] of f t w

Like Lady Mary. this study searches to know,

locating her personality in the smafl eveats and quotidian

actions, as well as the vast, life-shaping movements which she
recorded.

Most of the identfty-revealing poems and prose treated

in this study have arisen from simple inspiration:

self-

entertainment, sister-diversion, daughter-instruction al1
constitute sources and ends,

Even the mighty features of Lady

Mary's life--the invitation to the royal inner circle of Princess

Caroline, the near-death experience of smallpox, the Turkish
journey. the European self-exile-reach

the reader's motions

because Lady Mary felt friends or relatives should share her

thoughts on the experiences,

Her mostly private production has

had an ironically vast and public effect, spanning out from her
own aristocratie circle to reacil the fans of popular literature;

for a period from fifty years before her death to fifty years
after it, the cluster of available poems and essays, together

with the posthumously published Turkish Embassy Letters ( 1 7 6 3 ) ,
touched thousands, going through seven editions by 1861 to meet

popular d-d

( L e t t e r s 1.rvii-xix).

This study establishes the

basis for the positive response in Lady M a r y ' s century, and
locates her power withfn the identity born of her wlark's multiple

discourses

The selfhood of the author emerges in the drama and

long fiction w u c h has finally reached publication; the
imaginative worksr wider circulation-when

compaired to hand-

copied, s i r l g l y delivered manuscripts that were their dominant

form of transmission in her era-is

currently altering critical

understanâïng of Lady Masy's literarp contribution to the
eighteenth century,

Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, née Pierrepont, wrote hundreds of
pages of letters, twelve hundred surviving Fn inanuscript and

print, o v e r a lifetime of regular correspondence with friends and
relatives. About ninety-seven percent of her letters were
published in 1837 under the edftorship of Lady Mary's descendant,

Lord Wharncliffe, though an exchange then suppressed, due to its
adulterous suggestions, joins the more recent three-volume

collection published by Robert Halsband and Isobel Grundy (1965).
Twenty-five of these hushed-up letters from Lady Mary to Count

Ftancesco Algarotti, written between 1736 and 1741. now number
among her publicly-available epistolary w o r k s .
=3e

?&O

Of the letters in

major coilec=zons, Lady Yary 3 e r s e l f grepared o n l : ~ z L f = ~ -

two for publication:

the Turkish W a s s y 5etters, written over a

two-year period between 1716 and 1718 while her husband Edward
9iortley served as Turkey's British ambassador-

iii

The letters, for which she is best known, constitute just
one type of writing that reveals Lady Mary's identity: sbe also

wrote in every othet major literary genre.

Her play, Simplicity,

probably written i n 1734 (not perforxued in her time but preserved

in manuscript form), adapts the 1730 comedy by Marivaux, Le feu
de 1 'amour et du hasard,

Her poems, over a hundred written

between 1703 and 1757 (besides at l e a s t a dozen dubfously
attributed to h e r ) , deal mainly w i t h social issues, and m y take
the form of up&ted Horatian odes, verse satires or personal

lampoons.

Other forms, common i n the poetry that bore less of a

p o l i t i c a l purpose for her, include epigrams, e p i s t o l a r y poems and

panegyrics.

Among the most famous poems are her Eclogues,

written between 1715 and 1716 w i t h Alexander Pope and John G a y Along with the poetry, Lady Mz-ry acknowledged (sometimes i n h e r

closest circle only) fourteen essays or essay-series, dated from
1713 t o 1741; the essays were f i n a l l y recognized, and published,
in 1977 as an important part of her body of work.

Of Lady Mary's

political standing due to the distribution of these essays,
Isobel Grundy says, "She b e l a t ~ d l yassumes t h i s new (essayist'sf
role in the twentieth century, f o r her essays had either been
published anonymously during her lifetime or have remained in
manuscript among her family papers" (EP 3 ) .

Last, the romantic

novel, written in French but made available in mid-1996 in
English translation as Princess Docile, encompasses long fiction

as an addition to the genres of Lady Mary's work,
Criticism giving respectful attention to Lady Mary's writing
rernained in short supply until the Late 1970s and early 1980s.

Besides the analysis provided by Mary Wortley Montagu's two major
twentieth-century critics and biographers, Robert Halsband and
Isobel Grundy, her letters received only glancing, non-academic
consideration before the early 1970s, with no critical text
centrally concerned with her until Cynthia Lowenthal's Lady Mary
W o r t l ey Montagu and the Eighteenth-Century Fami 1iar Letter in

1993.

A survey of

The Modem Language A s s o c i a t f on I n t e r n a t i o n a l

Bfbliugraphy (MLAIB) for the years 1965-1969 reveals that apart

from Balsband's edition of the letters (3 vols.), only Balsband
himself-who

published three articles over the period-produced

criticism in English which focused on Lady Mary's work; she also
received some attention in the Ehrenpreis, Anderson and Daghlian
collaboration, T h e Familiar Letter i n the E i g h t e e n t h Century
( 1 9 6 6 ) . Examples of the sixties' notice of Lady Mary can be found

in Elizabeth Drew's 1964 epistolary overview, The L i t e r a t u r e of
Gossip, and in the 1969 survey undertaken by Ehrenpreis and
Halsband. The Lady o f Letters i n the Eighteenth C e n t u r y .

The

seventies provided two feminist ndiscoverers" of Lady Mary, Alice

Anderson Hufstader (Sisters of the Quill. 1978) and Katharine

Rogers

( Before t h e i r T i m e ,

1979 )

.

In the past two decades , the

concerted attention of three c r i t i c s to the interpretation of
Lady Mary's writing has made a difference to modern criticism of

eighteenth-century literature:

Cynthia Lowenthal (Lady Mary

Wortley ~Yonraguand +fie Eighteenth-Century Familiar L e t t e r .

1993 ) ; Bruce Redford ( The Converse of the Pen, 1986); Patricia

Meyer Spacks

( Gossip,

1985).

Both Lisa Lowe ' s Cri t i c a l Terrains:

French and B r i t i s h Orientalisms ( 1991 ) , and a related essay by

Srinavas Aravamudan.

"Lady Mary W o r t f ey Montagu in the Hammam:

Masquerade, Womanliness, and Levantinizationn (1995) examine her

position within the conventions of the familiar letter, and
single out the relationship of Lady Mary to other Orientalists of
ber time.

Joseph Lew (1990) and Anna-Francesca Valconover (1986)

treat the Turkish writings with emphasis on their sensual
elements.

Ji11 Campbell, in "Lady Mary Wortley Montagu and the

Historical Machinery of Female Identity" (in Beth Fowkes Tobin's
K i s t o r p . -der

and Eighteenth-Century Li t e r a t u r e [1994]) , and

Marcia Pointon, in a chaptet of Hanging the Head (1995), join L e w
and Valconover in exploring questions of femininity; they

interpret Lady Mary's work of the Turkish Embassy period with
reference to feminist issues of self and other.

Bridget Orr

locates Lady Mary's identity confusion in the colonialist
"baggagen she carries to Turkey: Orr treats the same Turkish
period as Campbell and Pointon do, in "'The Only Free People in
the Empiret" (19941, a chapter of the historicist collection, DeScribing Empire, edited by Alan Lawson and Chris Tiffin.

The questions posed by these critics have raised three main

issues.

The first concerns the contribution Lady Mary's letters

make to the epistolary genre, and to modern understanding of
life-writing as a whole.

The second involves Orientalisrn,

wherein a sense of "Other" in relation to faraway cultures is

examined.

The last positions Mary Wortley Montagu's work in

relation to "proto-feminist" womenls writing.

Al1 issues are

current among the critical concerns in eighteenth-century
studies, and none will be overlooked here,

An overview of t h e

criticism on Lady Mary likewise shows an increasing interest in
Lady M a r y primarily as author instead of subject.

Of the entries

under the heading "Montagu, Lady Mary Wortley" in the MLAIB CDROM covering 1963 to 1980, a total of thirty-two-many

of them

generated by Halsband and Grundy--cover the writer and her work.
From January 1981 to March of 1998, fifty-three entries stand,

most having been published in the first five years of the 1990s.

The striking quality of the recent work is the international,
a l t i - d i s c i p l i n e d milieu of its contributors; Valconover's

dissertation out of Florence, mentioned above, and Michele
Plaisant's 1983 work, "Les Lettres Turques de Lady Mary Wortley
Montaguru herald fresh notice of European attention fixed upon
the roving Englishwoman.
Criticism of the early 1980s remarked mainly upon the
significance of the fact that Mary Wortley Montagu wrote at all.
Today, the attention is to Lady Mary's Orientalism, as well as to
her positioning in relation to feminist thought, of her own time

and of ours.

Ruth Perry's "Two Forgotten Witsn in the Antioch

Review is a typical article of 1981. showing Lady Mary and Mary
Astell as writers who should be rediscovered.
article, "Editing Desire:

Cynthia Wall's

Pope's Correspondence with (and

without) Lady Maryn (1992) raiseç the modern concern with female
voice as embodied in the Turkish Embassy Letters, and with the
interpreting of that voice &y Lady Mary's famous contemparary.

Recent criticism tends to give prominence to Lady Mary's purpose
in writing. bringing out such dualities in the exchanges she had
with her correspondents as submission to/subversion of authority,
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and candour/masking of meaning.

The main question this thesis poses asks how manifestations
of a woman's "imagea are observed and depicted by Lady Mary; the

study explores both the literal and figurative senses of "image-"
Working outward from the symbolic objects that comprise the
"Turkish Love-letter" sent to England by Turkish "ambassadressn

Lady Mary, the thesis answers the question of how image--for
which one could read "emblemU but also "reputationn-ois created.

A sense of self-image informs Lady Mary's writing, both
epistolary and creative,

The reader ta whom Lady Mary addressed

the image-reliant Turkish Love-Letter (1716), unidentified for us
except as "Lady

," received physical items which made up a

coded collection, and a simple code to decipher the objects'

Lady Mary describes the things she put together to

meanings.

form the sought-after love-letter as placed
and order'd
1.388).

. . . deliver [ed] to

in "a little Box,

you with this lettern (Letters

Because the symbols collected in the letter, which range

from rose to pearl, also stand for aspects of the womanly self,
they are needed for a study of female identity politics--"I amn
statements, as Isobel Grundy calls them ("Booksn 13).

Lady

Mary's work, from her earliest to latest-recorded points of view,
makes these statements.

Onto the chronological framework, the

personal-political inquiry builds; such a study has not
specifically beea undertaken by other critics who have examined
Lady Mary's work, though the section of Lowenthal's letter

analysis on identities receives acknowledgment and attention-

The question of "character," complementary to the one of
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"image," is articulated by Ellen Pollak in her essay, "Pope and

Sexual Differencen (1984):

The concept of character w a s protean in the
eighteenth century, the term having current and

historical associations, not only with a particular
literary genre, but w i t h the techniques of writing,
hieroglyphics, engraving, coin-making, and painting
as well.

(462)

This conflation of the physical and spiritual manifestations of
character leads to exploration of both character-as-personality,
and character-as-carven-symbol.

Thus, t h e Love-Letter's contents

and even Lady Mary's involvement in the battle for inoculation,

definitively treated in Grundy's 1994 Lumen a r t i c l e , "Medical
Advance and Female Fame," associate the struggle against the

medical establishment with the essence of Lady Mary's female
character.
To examine the theme of woman's image as it is addressed by
Mary Wortley Montagu, the present study uses both her life-

writing and imaginative writing, privileging neither type.
Likewise, the thesis explores t h e nature of "charactert'--its
etymology from the Greek m o t "char&ssein," to engrave--and

connects it n o t only w i t h her writing but afso with her l i f e choices, each aspect o f social a c t i v i t y helping t o d e f i n e her

character.

For example, Lady Mary's championing of the process

of inoculation, the public advocacy a daring act in England in

her time, reveals part of the picture of her "character,* One

c r i t i c has even drawn a comparison that initially appears to be a
non sequitur,
-

between this promoting of inoculation and Mary

Wortley Montagu's "classicist recuperation," her literary effort

to renew interest in Greek and Latin narratives; the analogy
eventuaily succeeds in representing of her "injectingn of the
stuff of an exotic culture into English (Aravamudan 72).

Lady

Mary's physical quests match her spiritual ones, and so
performative gestures-the

donning of a harem costume, the

adopting of a Sultan's voice-append

their discourse to ottier

daring displays which infuse her life and ber art,

The addition this thesis makes to the criticism on Lady

Mary's writing is partly one of perspective:

rather than the

imaginative works' being placed in the background, as those who
have analyzed the letters place th-,

her poetry, drama and novel

corne to share the foreground of this study.

Definitions of image

and character, as they are related to individual women, dominate
Lady Mary's fiction, drama and poetry.

Critical theoristsf

definitions of "representation," "gender," "author" and "value"
h e l p integrate the imaginative work with the life-writing.

Al1

the ternis above, defined and linked to the literary work, c m be
built around the central idea of Lady Mary's identity.

Masking

and other kinds of disguise also inform the study, constituting
another facet of Lady Mary's self-representation.
Lady Mary's identity gains substance in the outward and

inward qualities which she chooses to reveal to her
contemporaries; the image is projected, and the character builds

from w i t h i n .

Both "image" and "character" are sub-topai within

the term "representation," described by W.J.T.

Mitchell as "an

extremely elastic notion which extends al1 the way from a stone

representing a man to a novel representing a day in the lifen
(Lentricchia and McLaughlin

13).

The image projected by a

person, or created within that person's prose or poetry,
indicates a 'relationshfp between the representational material
and that which ft representsn (14)- Likewise, a "character" had

been established in seventeenth-century England, on the classical
principles of Theophrastus, as a type of person, suggesting
others who resembled him or ber; an example of the "let this
stand for that" (15) representation is " A Fayre and Happy
Milkmaidn by Sir Thomas Overbury (1615), in which the girl, along
with others like her, has dreams "so chaste that she dare tell
themn (see appendix).

The femaleness of Lady Mary's projected self also configures
her identity politics,

The term "gender," related to "image" and

"character," has been treated by Myra Jehlen as a linguistic
signal with deep implications for reading. Jehlen asserts that

"the character conventionally assigned men and women in novels
reflects history and culture rather than nature, and novels,
poems and plays are neither timeless nor transcendentt'

(Lentricchia and McLaughlin 264).

In that Lady Mary often serves

as her own s u b j e c t , the instability of the character on the page,
as well as of its gender, has implications for readers. As soon

as the question of gender is raised, "contingenciesn arise in
connections among cultural associations and readers' assumptions.

Creed

Eighteenth-century writing i n which gender assilinptions colour

conclusions--in Lady Mary's work, as well as in the essays and

fiction of her peers-abounds.

As an author, Lady Mary assumes every author's place as
creator of t e e , but she also adopts a unique persona as explorer
of her own lived identity through its fictionalized facets
(exemplified by the Turkey Merchant, one voice of her fight for
inoculation [1722]).

The authorial role has attached features of

a u t i i o r i t y , and also of originality.

Donald E. Pease points out

that in medieval times, writers thought they had heavenly
inspiration, with a divine "auctorn (Lentricchia and McLaughlin

107) informing the work from above,

The individual could take

credit for his or her writing by the eighteenth century,

according ta Pease, but then questions about genuine originality
or cultural ncontamination" by the author's milieu arise.

Since

Mary Wortley Montagu is frequently the subject of her own work,
she can often be seen as "actor" in her o m text, changing
experience into account (process into product) and thus carrying

out "the determining cultural practice of the fundamental author"
(Pease 115).

On these grounds, Lady Mary's life-activities, as

recorded by herself and others, carry "textual" validity
alongside her work,
Lady Mary's aesthetic sense shapes her assessment of women's

projected selves, and so a final tenn that requires defining is
nvalue/evaluation.*

Barbara Herrnstein Smith notes that the term

"valuen has "as one of its central senses, the extent to which

Creed
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something is ' h e M in este-'

(presumably by people)" anà goes on

to suggest that value may be perceived as existing within a thing
itself (Lentricchia and McLaughlin 179).

Related ideas concern

"purely sensory/perceptual gratificationn provided by something-

or someone--and raise concepts of the nature of beauty.

Al1

of

these definitions of value elucidate an aesthetic mission of Lady

Mary's, to relate to her correspondents the beautiful things and
people she came upon.

This study resolves an aesthetic issue of text as part of
its exploration of the author's identity.

Two features of Lady

Mary's individuality contribute an appearance to her written text
which is distinct even from the look of her contemporaries' work:
spelling and punctuation.

In quoting from Lady Mary's

manuscripts and printed work, this study retains the spelling and
punctuation which appeat on the original page, except in cases

where the omitted punctuation or misspellings obscure meaning.

Here are samples from a pair of contemporary cases, of the
writers Fanny Burney and Hester Thrale, whose works, quoted by
Katharine Rogers and Dale McCarthy, also show distinct

appearances:

BURNEY.

And so 1 suppose you are staring at the t o m paper

and unconnected sentence--1 don?

tell you what happened

. . .

much wonder--1'11

when 1 have wrote [my journal]

half full 1 join it to the rest, and take another sheet-and so on.

(Rogers and McCarthy 2 8 0 )

THRALE-

1 mentioned an event which might have

greatly injured Mr. Thrale once! and said,

"if it had happened now," said f--"how sorry
you would have been!'--"I

hope," replies he

gravely, and after a pause--"that 1 should
have been very sorry. "

(Rogers and McCarthy 234 )

Like the women whose individualized notation appears above, Lady

Mary wrote for hours of most of her days, making her way through
quills and paper and rarely pausing for much correction; she
produced hundreds of pages of blot-and-scribble-free letters,

four of which might have been written in a given day (HMS 7 4 ) -

A

sense of the flow of Lady Mary's writing is retained, along with
the spelling and punctuation; for instance, her lifelong spelling

of "friend" as "freind" shows a habit uncorrected over time.

In

view of the near-absence during most of her l i f e of a norm-

setting reference for spelling such as Johnson's Dictionary of
the E n g l i s h Language (1755), Lady Mary can be understood by her

modern readers as following the spelling fashions of her circle,
while keeping some flourishes of expression as her own. z
The present study enlarges the field of critical exploration
in treating Lady Mary's imaginative writing as a s e r i o u s literary

endeavour, sometimes resembling the light, entertaining work of
her contemporaries, yet at other times diverging from thls

accustomed tone and purpose.

Upper-class contemporaries might

use their poetry to amuse peers collected in a garden, and to
nark the enjoyment experienced in each other's Company; once t,ie

Creed
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immediate occasion was captured, they would have fulfilled the

demands of the m o m e n t .

Such a pair, Orinda (Katherine Fowler

Philips) and Ardelia (another Society of Friendship member),

express their thoughts with exuberance and inunediacy; the effect
is to show the sisterly nature of the exercise (Ferguson 102113).

8y

contrast, the Nonsense of Common-Sense essay series,

which Lady Mary published anonymously, circulated to raise the

political consclousness of readers,

thus departing from writing

as garden-party diversion (Lady Mary also rose to this occasion.)
The Turkish Love-Letter (mentioned above) which d r a w s
attention to the chance for new primary research was origfnally

contained in the forty-third letter of the Turkfsh m a s s y

t e t t e r s series.

It passes on the code of symbols which Lady Mary

learned (through a translater) from Turkish ladies and their
serving women.

The association of the physical things within the

box with the emblems which were still popular in Lady Mary's day,

reveals dimensions beyond the physical:

edifying mottos

correlated with pictures, cameos, coins and lockets bear a

resemblance to the messages of the Turkish Love-Letter.

The code

of the emblems is twinned by the code of the Oriental flower
language.

This Turkish reifying of love messages can be matched

to the symbolic language current in England since the

Renaissance; through such currency of emblem-fashion the
oopularity of the specifically Eastern "Language of Flowers" can
be explained.

Since Lady Mary arranged the European export of

the secret laquage, she can be claimed not only as a deliverer

of bold personal messages, but also as a carrier of exotic

Creed
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semiotics .
The thesis arranges its chapters in a loosely chronological
way, once concerns of feminist criticism are addressed.

The

introductory chapter treats the problems which are generated by
Lady Mary's unorthodox styles of writing and living.

Though

potentially a "first feminist" (to borrow Moira Ferguson's title
phrase), Lady Mary Wortley Montagu sometimes allowed her l i f e and
work to be framed and constricted by male authority, showing only

occasional self-determination, and thus leaving her feminist

supporters without consistent evidence of her validating £-le
independence in thought and action,

Once the first chapter bas

covered problems with a feminist reading of Lady Mary's work,
gfven context by related eighteenth-century feminist criticism,
it w i l l also study eighteenth-century and curent definitions of

*imagen and wcharacter," as they involve the creating of a
reputation.

Lady Mary's involvement with môle authors, her

attraction t o the Turkishwomenrs "freedom," the campaign she
mounted to provide smallpox inoculation to the British, and her
mid-life retirement to the European continent a l 1 demonstrate the

proto-feminism which some feminist critics (Looser and Ferguson,

for instance) grant her only grudgingly.
The second chapter examines Lady Mary's juvenile writings,

providing foundation material for a v i e w of the writer Lady Mary
would become, througn prefiguring elements in early fiction and

poetry,

Taken into account is the critical view on Lady Mary's

juvenilia as a source of valuable primary material.

Early

influences are exerted by classical authors VirgiL, Ovid, Homer
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and Horace, as well as by French romance writers like Lafayette

and Scudéry; the thesis foregrounds these models.

Independent

learning tasks (with resultant expressive maturity) demonstrate
the formative value of the juvenile efforts of Lady Mary
Pierrepont.

Preserved in the Sandon Hall Archives, the

manuscript pages of juvenilia uncover an imaginative writer,
Chapter 3 considers the question of Orientalism as an
approach to the "Othern practiced by Lady Mary, English

ambassadress to Constantinople (1716-18).

Life in the Hammam, as

witnessed and interpreted by an Englishwoman, provides much
insight into the image and character of woman, allowing exotic
upper-class womanhood to become known through the viewpoint of

the British aristocrat.

The present study's argument is based

upon scholarship which considers Lady Mary as a proponent of
enlightened thought, and also as a supporter of Turkish-style

masquerade for the keeping of women's secrets.

The sense of

masked meaning and identity in the Turkish Embassy Letters can be

located among the manifestations of "Othernessn shown by the
author herself during her courtship, as well as by the Turkish

women Lady Mary met.

The Turkish Love-letter--the game of

flower-symbols with secret meanings mentioned above--joins
veiling and other forms of dress as focus for the chapter's

inquiry. The design of this chapter is governed by the encoding
of love-messages adopted by Lady Mary.
Next,

Chapter 4 studies the witty works of Lady Mary's

court-centred periods.

This chapter includes poetry and essays

from before and after the Turkish trip, treating both the
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Eclogues (1716) and the answering poems to those by Pope and

Swift which offered personal offense (1729-34).

Lady Mary's

interpreting of the role of women as targets for male desire,
and seekers after male affection, shows the effect both of

Restoration wit and eighteenth-century satire on the imaginative
works she produced.

The letters to Lady Mar, her exiled sister,

provide a rounding-out of the discussion of "Court Works," since

these historically-valuable glimpses into court Iife (and Lady

Mary's part in it) also show a theatrical impulse within the
correspondent-from-court, often consisting of rnini-drainas.

In Chapter 5 , t h e didactic aspects of Lady Mary's letters to
her daughter Lady Bute connect w i t h the play, Sfmplicity (1734)-

along with its original, Marivaux's 1730 comedy, Le Jeu de
1 'Amour et du Hasard-as

examples of Lady Mary's articulation of

the parenting dilemmas involved in education and in overseeing
the courtship of a daughter.

The letters, prolifically written

during the mother's self-imposed exile from England (17394762).
provide a showcase of mother-daughter correspondence, giving
expression to Lady Mary's motherly and grandmotherly feelings.
They also link by intention and theme to Madame de Sévigné's
correspondence with her daughter, Madame de Grignan (c.16401696).

A resolution of decision-making issues (conflicts

specifically related to male
play.

familial figures) coalesces in the

By contrast to the crisis-driven handling of courtship

concerns--dazzlingly light-hearted, despite concurrent life
issues--the letters from abroad adopt a leisurely tone.
Independent from rnany of the patriarchal controls that had
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dominated her life-choices until the era of her French and
Italian sojourns, the letters to her daughter demonstrate t h a t
Lady Mary could articulate clearly the view from outside.

The

consistent expression of hope for women, fashioned from their
self-discovery, fotms the theme for tbis set of letters.

The

thematic argument, located in the linking of the plays and the
letters, concerns parental authority wielded in marriage-comedylike conditions.

The chapter also uses curent interpretation,

by Altman and Nussbaum (among other critics) of

how inter-

generational letters function as locutionary acts evoking worlds

for absent but beloved readers.
Chapter 6 concerns the metaphor central to Mary Wortley
Montagu's self-discovery: the overview given by mirrors, as a
symbol of vanity and self-revelation to which Lady Mary's
writings frequently returned, synthesizes themes of feminine
appearance, reptation and image, The chapter builds on the
analysis of Patricia Meyer Spacks, Jenijoy La Belle and Cynthia
Lowenthal, as well as integrating the Lacanian model of society-

as-mirror, The letters to Algarotti reveal the mirror's
importance in the designed world-view of Mary Wortley Montagu's
mid-life, and so these letters serve as focus for the chapter.

In addition, the poses she strikes in tales such as L o u i s a

(c.1745) and Docile (c.1762) attest to her complex s e l f h o o d , so
these fictions build the chapter's argument.

A Iifetime of

positioning herself, literally and figuratively, before mirrors
gave Lady Mary the evidence that a woman could make herself
dependent both Literally

and figuratively on reflective devices.

Chapter 7 examines Princess Docile, Lady Mary ' s novel ,

which Isobel Grundy has translated from French into English

(1996); the novel will fornt the basis for discussion of Lady

Mary's role as a "Female Quixote."

Not only does the naming of

Docile, the central character of the narrative, plainly allude to
Cenrantes' heroine, Dulcinea, but the author's frequent
references to Don Qzzfxote (1615) within the novel (as well as in
her other work) also bear analysis.

The references, direct and

indirect, reveal her awareness of Quixote as a symbolic figure
w i t h whom she and her characters may align themselves,

The

original Fernale Q u i s u t e ( 1 7 5 2 ) , a comic novel by Charlotte
t e m o x , pivots discussion on the male/female a i s .

The Lennox

satire of romance readers amused and diverted Lady Mary, though

she appreciated it for theme more than for style; she wrote in a

marginal comment within her own copy of the text, "Pretty plan,
il1 executedn (ta3S 2 5 6 ) .

Feutale quirotism, the concept embodied

in the life of Lennox's protagoaist, amnifests itself in a

romantic obsession for overdramatizing one's love life, a state
brought on by too much reading of women's love-novels:

it stands

as an equivalent to Don Quixote's obsession over displaying
chivalric behaviour, brought on by the same excesses of reading
(DQ 90).

Complementary to Don Quixote's obsession with outmoded

chivalric code, Arabella's female quixotisrn exbodies terinox's
a n s w e r to Cervantes, in the feminized language of t h e French

romance.

Lemox's adaptation of the obsessive-reader metaphor

serves as a useful device for examining women's belles-lettres.
The conclusion of Chapter 7 synthesizes the chronology of
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the images, the character studies, and the role of observer or

"spectatress" that Lady Mary adopted.

She showed a sense o f s e l f

which displayed marked insights through her social stages and her

literary advances- H e r "1 am" statements were made i n every work
she produced, as w e l l as i n every cause she took up, and through
every material thing of which she claimed ownership.

The image

of woman thus revealed takes its mode1 from the images of Lady

Mary herself.

The seven chapters of the thesis examine Lady

Mary's literary work for the sense of character and image;
findings lead to a conclusive assesment of the identity p o l i t i c s

she practiced.

The proto-feminist standing her work has been

given by some analysts undergoes study, with the goal of placing
her i n a relationship w i t h the major women wtiters of her

century.

Along with examination of Lady Mary's writing, t h e

thesis analyzes her symbolic l i f e - c h o i c e s ,

such as the promotion

of smallpox inoculation and the advocacy of retreats for women
intellectuals, as manifestations of Lady Mary's-the

inner strength.
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Identity Politics in the Works
of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu

Chapter 1

The Dilemma of a Feminist Reading

When, in 1979, Katharine Rogers placed Lady Mary Wortley

Montagu among the advanced women thinkers in Before their Time,
she identified a process of reclamation that redrafts Lady Mary's

reputation, from colleague of males to independent thinker.

The

process of histoticizing and valorixing continues along the lines

recommended by N a o m i Schor in her essay, "Feminism and Gender
Studiesn (1992), a "differencing* that exposes "the role-playing
inherent in the very notion of gendern (281).

On these grounds,

critics uncover roles which Lady Mary consciously played,
especially in dealing with the males who shaped her life.

Sandra

Sherman, Ji11 Campbell, Ruth Yeazell and Isobel Grundy have al1
profiled the amhitious, independent and philosophical Lady Mary

in 1994-95 essays.

These critics identify Lady Mary's production

of politically-provocative essays and letters, as well as her
life-choice of championing causes such as Turkish-style
inoculating of smallpox and dowry-dismantling, as the stuff of
"proto-feminism":

the surmounting of female restrictions that

arise because a woman possesses "a psyche ruled by linguistic and
cultural codes and legitimated by the unequal distribution of
power between men and women in the society at large" (Schor 2 6 5 ) .

The four areas of her life and writing in which Lady Mary most

successfully overcame social limitations were her eventual
freedom from b e i n g "emeshed in dialogue with male writing"
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(Grundy, ffarbour Towers 7 Oct. 1996), her exposing of Turkish

women's paradoxical liberties, ber smallpox-inoculation campaign,
and her conmientary on English mores from Lovere, Avignon and
Gottolengo.

A l 1 four areas of l i f e and miting, together with

c u r e n t critical thought pertafning to th-,

bear close feminist

examination,
The adopting of a feminist perspective from which to regard
Lady M a r y cteates several immediate problems.

It presses the

reader to ask w h a t "feministA means in the conte-

of criticism

surrounding the work of this eighteenth-century woman m i t e r .

"Feminist" means something beyond the mere acknowledgment t h a t
because she was barn female, Lady Mary must have endured
oppression within patriarchal British society; "essentialismn
refers in part to this raising up of women's writing purely on
the basis of their s e x , an inclusive process against which
researchers have been cautioned by writers like Cixous and
Schweikart, according to Beth Fowkes ~obin.' Such a unifying
principle generaiizes the grounds for acceptable writing by
women, and at worst creates a bottomless hold-al1 that contains
work valorized because it is by one sex: Gilbert and Gubar (1996)
include works' literary merit in the canon-making, exercising
"pedagogical and critical good sensen ( x x x v ) and thus presenting
work of quality in their revised Norton Anthology of L i t e r a t u r e
by Women.

Feminist text-reclaiming and criticism transcend

"centuries of persecution, pathologizing, and erasure" (Schor
264).

placing the historical context of women's writing in full

view but a l s o seeing "woman" as a term of inferior status in the
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social construct.

Lady Mary, created fortunately unequal by her

upbringing as an aristocratie Englishwoman, nonetheless subverts

several myths of femininity rendering women unfortunate.

The

myths, endorsed by dominant society in her time, are embodied in

the four reasons Renaissance patriarchs used to bar a woman from
public office:

" l e v i t a s , fragilitas, imbecillitas, i n f i m i t a s

[frivolity, frailty , feeble-mindedness and faint-heartedness] "
(Smith 35).

The subversion to which Lady Mary subjected all four

pronouncements promotes seeing her as a feminist foterunner, and
prompts the chapter's overview of her proto-feminist writing and

act ivity .
Lady Mary had the education of an eighteenth-century male,
and, for a time, a standing among literary figures equivalent to
that of her male contemporaries; though she always valued her
learning, she had an increasing certainty that it created social
liability for her as a woman.

Once associated with Pope and Gay

in what Grundy calls a "historically visible comection with male

authorsn (7 Oct, 19961, she chronicled with them the behaviour of

privileged men and women of England,

Eventually, Lady Mary

surrendered the collegiality with Pope and Gay (to disaffection
in both cases, the latter finally termed "a mean poet" [Letters
3.83n.2]), giving up the connection that resembled Thrale's,

Burney's and Lennox's with Samuel Johnson.*

She turned from

lampooner to lampooned, in the literary battles of the time, but

maintained her inclination to discover more about her companions

or adversaries, and to display the poetic results of the
discoveries.

Pope compliments her acute wit in h i s
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correspondence with her between 1716 and 1718, telling her as he

sends two versions of a poem,

'(11

wish you had been in England

to have done this office betterw (Letters 1.445n.4);

like Pope,

learned men would enjoy her epistolary productions during her two

years at the Turkish Pmhassy and-if
the next forty-four years after.

remaining in her favour-for

The satitical writing that

showcased her learning often constituted a breach of social

custom-yet

even the learning itself defied the conduct-manual

advfce of the tinte.

Eliza Kaywood (1744) depicts a young woman

w'educated in the strictest Rudiments of Piety and VirtuetU as

representative of a "Girl

of Condition'" (Jones 38, 4 1 ) ; by

contrast, Lady Mary's reading of romances, fantasies and epics
would be judged as a destabilizing and an n'over-excit[ing] ' "
influence on a young woman (Jones 16).

Warnings by rakish women

l i k e Charlotte Charke, who said in 1755 of her own learning t h a t
"'it might have been sufficient for a Son instead of a Daughter'"

(Ferguson 2 8 8 ) , articulate society's cautious attitude to an
education like Lady Mary's.

The implication is t h a t t h e educated

woman must be a foolish or tragic figure.

Lady Mary's practical

opinion that she should conceal the extent of her education

illustrates the social antagonism to forma1 learning for women.
She pursued new knowledge throughout her life, yet wrote her

daughter that a grand-daughter should downplay the same kind of
educatlon, even as t h e g i r l accumulated it:

.

,

"The

. . .

caution

is to conceal whatever Learning she a t t a i n s , w i t h as much

solicitude as she would hide crookedness or lameness" ( L e t t e r s
3.22).

The grandmotherly stand makes Lady Mary's proto-feminist
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status problematic:

she has followed in her Iife's practice the

feminist principle of equally rich education for males and
females, yet has overturned the principle in her advice to other
females.

However, another reading of the letter locates the

advice in nostalgia for an elusive golden age peopled by
authority figures who complimentad the learning she receivedœ3
Lady Mary's literary status gives further indication of

readerst dilexnas in classifying her among feminist thinkers; she
attained a w i d e readership among the educated and sophisticated

of her tirne, yet had her life-writings popularized, rather than
turned into the material of academic inquiry, in the Victorian

era.

On the other hand, her ideatity politics l e d ta bold

actions, including the spectacular intellectual disengagement

from Pope, the defiant inoculation campaign, and the extended
solitary stay on the European continent.

The literary figure

recedes, and the exotic person, the "charactern remains.

If we

take an overview of Lady Mary as student, reader and writer, we
witness her consistent engagement with the male authority figures
who embody erudition for her.

The association might spoil her

feminist standing in the hindsight of the twentieth century, if
surveyers do not also consider the intellectual skirmishes Lady
Mary mounted, aimed at these learned men.

Interpreting the

poetry of the ancients, arguing with revered travel-accounts,

accusing doctors of profiting by withholding cures--in al1 these
acts, her self-positioning begins ta look willful to her
detractors, female-foregrounding t o her feminist exponents.

The

education she m a y have taken from h e r brother's t u t o r opens the
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case,

since the learning had been intended for the Pierrepont

family's amle scion, and not for his older sister- Already, she
might have used paterrra1 fndâfference to her a c t i v i t i e s as the

g i f t it r a s t o an independent âaughtet, chooaing m g r ~ r lover]
s

fathersm in faabel Gnsndp's bfxuuy (Grun*,

=Booksw 1 6 ) .

Within

her books uere lessons on love and pawer that she knew

patriarchal relatives muLd deay her.

Stubbommess rhripeà her deveiloping of an LOdivfdual identity
by drivfirg her

kPowledge.

to take Initiative rather tban beiztg M e d

The stage of learning beyond utmt the borrowad tutor

ptottfded was a maste-

of Latin-secret

because leasned aiales

like Wortley discouraged her formal training in the ancient

language of authority ( L e t t e r s 1.8-9).

The learning demonstrates

willful acquisition of skills not nieant for ladies.

What makes

her Latin self-teaching especially flamboyant as a manetver is
that Lady Mary w e n t on t o display quite publicly the lcuowledge

gained this way,

H e r letter to Gilbert Burnet, scholar and

clergyman, offers disclaimers as to her talent in-or

even her

right to--Latin schalarship, while enclosing her translation of

Epictetus for Burnet's evaluation (1710).

Without any trace o f

acknowledgment of female predecessors, other than the character
type of the leatned woman, who must be a "tatling, impertinent,

vain, and Conceited Creature" (Lerrers 1 - 4 5 > , she proffers fier
own f a i r copy:

*My only intentfon in presenting .'i

is

ask

your Lordship whither (sic] 1 have understood Epictetusn ( 1 . 4 4 ) .

The pages of her first section of English translation czawl witA
soiky lines of a ~ n e t : scritfcism, Zireczed ta tex:

and ;lor ==:
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author; yet they also carry the sense that the work must be
admired, as he indicates through his check-marks on the
manuscript page (EMS 2 5 2 ) .

Though the product appears competent

and smooth, Lady Mary's engagement in the process of translating
should intrigue feminist inquirers for its indication of an early
willingness to engage with forms dominated by male authorities.
'FAeaddress to B u m e t establishes her defiant attitude to the

expected roles for girls and women.

A self-identified character

in her wAutobiogtaphical Romance" (c. 1715) represents a

departure from the social expectation of her female peers'
coquetry, so that when she gave a measured critique of "a n e w
play being then acted," while sitting among 'a set of Rompsn from

whom her young man "did not expect much Conversationn ( E P 7 8 ) ,
Laetitia/Lady Mary attracted his guarded respect,

The person Lady Mary should have been, according to the
eighteenth-century social order, obeyed king, bishop, fathet and
finally husbarid, serving them al1 ~nquestioningly~To the extent
that she could perform obeisance to these figures without u t t e r

compromise of her sense of self, Lady Mary usually did,

She paid

court in person to t h e monarch in power in Britain from her late
teens onward, briefly presenting inner-court-circle duties

between 1714 and 1716.

She gave outward signs of religious

devotion and loyalty, following the f o m s of larger ceremonies-"nor thinking it right to make a J e s t of Ordinances that are (at

least) so far Sacred as they are absolutely necessary in al1
Civiliz'd Governments" (Letters 2 . 4 8 6 ) -

She also spoke and wrote

with suitable humility and deference to clergymen such as Gilbert
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Burnet (1710) and the Abbe Conti (1716)--a skeptic w h o had given

up his church although retaining his t i t l e (Selected L e t t e r s
She often engagea male authority figures in debate or

170n.l).

other intellectual challenges which conduct books cautioned
against, as Rambitious for a young and untutored womanm
(Lowenthal 5).

Lady Mary invented the secular w o m a n classicist

by her own example-

In other tasks, she did respond submfssively

to traditional demands,

To her father, wfdowed early, Lady Mary

brought the duties of &ughter and surrogate wife on the social

circuit:

carving of t h e roast represents this activity,

performed by cerenionial strokes ( L i f e 8 ) .

This custom appears to

have established the male head of the table as the person who

must be served, especially by the closest relative present at the
table.

The near-wifely role of roast-carving was given over to

his second wife, Lady Bentick, in 1714 (EP 30), but t h e
activities attendant upon it show, as they do when Chaucer's

Squire performs the same ones for the Knight, a c l a s s i c obedience

to the father-f igure

( Canterbury

T a l e s A99-100

)

.

Lady Mary's attitude toward her husband-to-be, then spouse,

Edward Wottley, asserted her identity p o l i t i c s as standing at
odds with the custom for brides.

Disobedience to her father and

husband in matters of courtship and marriage constitutes the

h a r t of this matter; in hez divergence from a n o m of
compiiance, Lady M a r y made the strongest statement of self in her
young l i f e .

First, the choice of husband that overturned her

father's plans f o r her r i s k e d (and received) t h e financial
penalty of disinheritance.

Second, her opinions about Wortley's
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chances for preferment, her inspiration for bringing about the
Turkish ambassador assignment for Wortley, indicate an ambition
that brings to mind Lady Macbeth's designs for her lord ( L e t t e r s

1.214).

The fact of her accompanying him to Turkey, with her

firstborn under four years of age and a second child on the way,
also indicates her willfulness, especially in view of the dangers

in the territory to which they w e r e headingThe assertion of her independence shapes Lady Mary's " m i d life crisisu ( G t u n d y , Selected Letters 2 2 6 ) , leading to selfPiberating identity politics.

Long after the marriage expired in

al1 but its outward form, Lady Mary's pursuit of a young
nobleman, Algarotti (who had received the somewhat debased title
of count in Italy i n 1736), raised no scanda1 due to a socially-

acceptable cover story, the idea of seeking the air or the water
on the continent to combat il1 health (Letters 2.151; E-mail

message, 1. Grundy, 7 June 1998).

The subsequent collapse of the

a f f a i r and relinquishing of the dream, that Algarotti and she had

anything beyond epistolary flirtation working f o r th-,

could

have made her into a pitiable figure, the jilted older woman.

However, her resolute occupying thereafter of a "country
gentlewoman'sn spaces transforms the crisis of the loss of
Algarotti into the opportunity for her exercise of individual
will, in the relatively solitary, unconventional setting of her

European homes.

A l 1 the

life-events sumxnarized here materialize

through the will of the woman herself; if hers is a life that
frequently curtsies to dominant males, it is equally one which

turns i t s back on them.

These events create only the lived p a r t
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of the remarkable picture, though; the w r i t t e n record of her

thoughts on England from Europe, as well as of her s t o r i e s ,

essays, poems, novel and play, creates the other part,
A widening crftical perspective wrst accompany a widening

access to the products of Lady Mary's creative output.
imaginative works included in Romance Wri tings

( 1996 )

The
give

literary treatntent to issues that are also the focus of

contemporary letters:

mrnen's toles, womenrs social triumphs,

women's scandalous defeats,

This studp8s criticism of works

other than non-fiction celebtates the greater availability of the
fiction under the heading, Romance W r f t i n g s .

A characteristic

example of the ctitical focus prior to the release of the fiction
collection is Cynthia Lowenthal's; her 1993 publication, the most
comprehensive critical work on Lady Mary's writings to date,
concentrates on the letters, as is signaled by her book's t i t l e ,
Lady M a r y Wortley Montagu and the Eighteenth-Century Familiar

Letter.

Lowenthal's l o o k at Montagu's essays and poems, as well

as at other writers' novels which Lady Mary owned and read,
serves mainly to help identify the enduring insights of the
letters.

For example, Mary Wortley Montagu's comments on Pamela,

a copy of which she received in 1741 ( L i f e 216), are shom by

Lowenthal to relate indirectly to real-life servant uprisings, a

concern which dominates several l e t t e r s (174). Thus, in keeping
with the Marxist approach typified in Terry Eagleton's reading of

Pamela, which credits the novel with a liberating vigour ( T h e
Rape of Clarissa, 1982), Lady Mary detects the creation within
Pamela of class-leveling subversion:

" [ ~ ) h ecircumstances are so
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laid as to inspire tenderness

,

. . and

1 look upon

. ..

Pamela

[and lar ris sa] to be t w o Books that will do more general mischeif

than the Works of tord Rochestern (Letters 3.9).

In this, a

reader with a delicate sensibility may share Lady Mary's unease,

since the mischief of both authors originates in the use of sex
to stir up readers.

The present thesis treats the material of

P a m e l a differently, as a source of contrast withfn the novel

genre for Lady Mary's own narrative.
The identity politics evident in her writing ftom 1708

onward are declared by her ongoing private study of the vfable
positioning of g i r l s and women in the upper-closs British
milieu,

Lady Mary manifests

a continuing interest i n h o w the

women around her occupy themselves.

No matter whether she

creates fiction or non-fiction, a short tale or a letter, she
foregrounds as her theme women's roles, especially in love or in
conflict with men.

T h e paradfgm fonas novelistically in Princess

Docile, which profiles a character whose mother and husband force
her to maintain her assigned role, but whose thinking brain
informs her that she deserves a better role.

Though Princess

Docile serves as the culmination of her lifetime observations on

women, Lady Mary had profiled women fighting male authority for
decades before she wrote the novel.

An example of literary

treatment of women's roles asserts itself in her s a t i r i c
declaration that "knocking d o m Windmils" could gain her more
favour than could defending women's reputations (Letters 2.33),

even though she spends much time in this defense.

With her

record of the incident in which some "Amazonsn she knew,
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*resigned sufferers for liberty," stormed the halls of Justice in
March, 1739, to deniand their right to audit sessions in the House
of Lords (Letters 2-136-7), she defends somewhat exaggeratedly

the women's right to rally to their cause.

Although the letter

containing this incident represents half of a private exchange,
Lady Mary avails herself in her more widely-circulated narratives
of the choice indicated by Çidonie Smith:

"the discursive

authority to interpret herself publicly in a patriarchal culture
and

b]androcentric genre that have written stories of

woman

for hern (45). The medium of letters, as well as of "Accountsn

(her Court of Gaorge I [c.17151 examplifying this fonn) , gives
priority to lived and observed experience; Lady Mary combines
action and literary productivity and thus defies expectation.
Not the accustomed stand for women but the proto-feminist one,

her self-positioning brings female thought-and

can create or describe-to
consciousness.

the projects it

the forefront of eighteenth-century

Despite its drawbacks, she adopts a multi-layered

role that she has designed for herself, and so undertakes

in private but also in public a massive project,
Lady Mary's fame in her own time provokes for modern critics

the question of her independence.

Addressing the letters of

Madame de Sévigné, ta whom Lady Mary is often compared, Michele
Longino Farrell has said that the works of women famous in their
own times present a groblem for modern critics because the

chances are great that the women have identified themselves with

the e r a t s prominent males, and have bound up their successes in
patriarchal culture, subservient to rules that modern women do
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not honour.

Such women's writings, Farrell (paraphrased here)

says, "cannot be easily claimedn for the cause of a stronger

standing for women, since they will not be "recovered as

exemplary feminist t e x t s n (Farrell 1).

Having enjoyed Lady

Mary's Tùrkish Bubassy Letters, Voltaire contrasts her themes
with Madame de Sévigné's, finding their scope much greater than
the Frenchwomftn'~(qtd. in Drew 8 8 ) .

As a man of influence,

Voltaire exemplifies the literary figure whose endorsement Lady
Mary's writing and thought elicited.

Attentive to this approval-

seeking behaviour and the test it produces, Sidonie Smith (1987)

argues that male-identified or male-sanctioned texts by women
adhere to "familiar codes of the languagescape [sic]

. . . that

have been infiuenced by male models and by male theorizing about

female modelsn; she argues that formalist critics will join the
women writers' texts to males' texts and "presume to speak

authoritatively about the entire zone" (16).

However, Lady Mary

breaks or subverts the codes of patriarchy through her letters,
as well as her stories and poems, and m a y not so easily be
conjoined to writers inhabiting such a zone.
Lady Mary's identity politics, manifested in how she acted

and h o w she wrote, attracted international attention; her fame in
her l i f e t i m e rose despite--and sometimes due to--defiant poses

she struck, yet t h e iconoclasm has not always been sufficient to

gain her entry to ferninisi "good books."

Attitudes c o n t r a r f to

those of the dominant culture emerge in her stories of males who
seduce and mistreat women--"Louisa" (c.1742)--as well as in the
exposing of adulterers, in letters to Lady Mar and in the
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"Epistle from Mrs. ~ [ o n g e ] "(1724): these writings convey the
sense of a viewpoint unsupportive of male privilege.

The

activity of inoculation, conducted in public so anyone could
l e a m of it, constitutes an outrageously counter-cultural
behaviour.

Yet F i r s t Femfnfsts, a collection taking into account

"key areas of discrimination against womenw ercluded Lady Mary:
the editorts focus caused her to select "writets [who] w e r e able
to transcend personally difficult circtimstancesn (Ferguson 9).

As a writer whose position and associations assured privilege,
Lady Mary was not a woman in persona1 difficulty of gendered
origins.

The "easen of her life does not, however, erase the

positioning of the majority of her creative work outside the zone
Smith identifies (see p.12, above), of writing done to elicit

male approvaL4
Mary Wortley Montagu's reputation has caused a mixture of
teactions among critics who bring her into discussion of early
feminism.

Katharine Rogers, in Feminism in Eighteenth-Century

England (L982), a s s e r t s Lady Mary's feminism without hesitation

(93).

Devoney Kay Looser (1994) demonstrates Lady Mary's

"sisterhood" with writers like Aphra Behn ( 4 4 ) , b u t argues
against t h e view that Lady Mary's was an advocacy of feminism

(Rogers and Spender 4 5 ) .

The sisterhood emerges ironically in

conventionally sympathetic accounts of exotic, princely lovers
given in Behn's Oroonoko (1688)--"Very reody, apt, and quick of

comprehension" (Rogers and McCarthy

19)--and in Montagu's

Turkish Letter describing Ibrahim Bassa as " a Man of W i t and

Learningn (Letters 1.333).

Instead of focusing on t h e feminist
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in these works, says Looser, critics must question whether women
authors of other centuries like Lady Mary are naturally "role

models and heroinesn (52) for our century-surely
anachronistic and oversfmplifying notion.

an

Looser concludes that

feminist critics must avoid the privileging priority "that puts

women-in

this case, white aristocratie European women--above the

fray of other conflicts and discoursesn ( 5 2 ) .

Obsessions with

race, gender and power positioning do shape the American
perspective on literary figures of the past; a Canadian

feminist's literary consideration (as is this studyts)may

transcend the temporal struggles with proto-feminist figures-if
only by offering greater empathy, colonially inspired, for the
occasionally oppressed female aristocrat.

A conffict for aristocrats is "private writing versus
public," an issue with political implications that was addressed

frequently in the eighteenth century.

The venality of writing

for pay kept Lady Mary from publishing under her own name.

As

Lady Mary tells her daughter about a "man of quality," "he should

confine hirnselfe to the Applause of h i s Freinds" (Letters 3.37).
Serving as patron and supporter for her cousin, Henry Fielding

(and to a lesser extent, hiç sister, Sarah), Lady Mary had
concluded that due to financial constraints in their branch of
the family, their living could not corne any other way.

However,

the professional, money-making feature of writing degraded any

aristocrat, according to Lady Mary's assessment, and after

reading David Simple (1744). she sighed ovet other novels she
attributed to Sarah Fielding:

"1 suppose they proceed from her
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pen, and heartily pity her, constrain'd by her Circumstances to
seek her bread by a method 1 do not doubt she despises" (Letters

3-67). As for the problems that arise for talented women who
make their writing public, Elizabeth Abel (1982) describes the

central critical issue:

each writer delving into a subject from

a past era must make an "analysis of female talent grappling with
a male tradition," based on the recognition that a woman with
such talent "translates sexuai difference into literary
differences of genre, structure, voice and plotw (2)--yet
probably, in addition, she tries to reach the same audience as

male peers.

Though she formed her identity partly through relationships
with characters out of popular novels, Lady Mary still monitored
the characters' hold on her imagination.

Certainly, readers can

locate among Lady Mary's choices of narrative vehicle, especially
her letters, the departure from genres such as the novel, which
she perceives as male-developed.

A letter to Sir James Steuart

on Smollett's Peregrine Pickle (1751) exemplifies her tendency to
see males as novel-authors/ autharities; she defers to one by
mocking her own poetry--"How the great Dr Swift would stare at
this vile tripletn--and to another ironically, complimenting "the

great Lord Viscount Bolingbroke" for his profitable study of
obscurity (Letters 3.219).

Having (in 1752) praised Lady V a n e

for t h e memoirs included in Smollett's novel (Letters 3.2), she
concedes to public opinion in re-attributing Vane's memoirs in
1759, when she states that "her l i f e is writ by Dr. Smollettw

(Letters 3,219).S

As an avid reader of picaresque and romantic
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novels, Lady M a r y provides correspondents with criticlsm of the
uovel and its artifices, especiallp as the form is practiced by
Richardson:

"Thfs Richardson is a strange Fellow.

1 heartily

despise him and eagerly read U m , MY, sob over h i 8 works in a

scandalous aanner" ( L e t t e r s 3 . 9 0 ) . T ' u s Lowenthal plrniaines
Lady W a r y ' s narratives in letters as "antidotes to Richardson's

fiction

. . . . Rejecting Richascison's

mthods, she [studles] the

dangers of invisible vfrtue as i t is articulated in hi6 fictionm
(173).

The lettet to her âaughter on the death of her half-

sister, Lady Catolina, who mdishonnour[ed] her Famîly by ber =an

marriagea leads meaningfully t o a thumbnail profile of so-called
progress:

'The Heros and Heroines of the age are Coblers and

Kitchin Wenches* ( L e t t e r s 3.35).

The concept of a dialogue

between the tales of her expatriate l i f e i n Europe and the
fiction of Richardson projects a more subtle picture of the
letters to Lady Bute than Lowenthal observes; however, no one can

deny that Lady Mary attempts to stir her daughter's analytical

and critical skills in reading Richardson, observing for instance
that 'it is plain he i s no better acquainted with [ I t a l y ] than he

i s with the Kingdom of Mancomugiw--the latter given as an Incan
name i n Halsbandfs note ( L e t t e r s 3.91&.)
To her sister Frances, wife of Lord Mar, Lady Mary presents

herself as the family representative in London, identified within

a colouiful and amddening milieu of female courtiers.

In her

twenties, by contrast t o her sixttes, Lady Mary uses the

narrative fonn of the letter to pass on stories; she is given

x
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hyperbole when she recounts London l i f e to her sister ( " M r s .
Murray is in open Wars with me" [ ~ e t t e r s
2-63]) , but she stays
with facts as the basis for her story-telling.

The letters

provide a narrative outlet by being the regular and entertaining
medium by which Montagu sends court news to please the depressed
Lady Mar (Letters 2-1-85), The letters through which the sibling
is to be diverted from feelings of isolation mingle exaggeration

and speculation with adorned fact:

can't tell whither

[whether] you know a Tall, musical, silly, ugly thing, niece to

Lady Essex Roberts, who is call'd Miss Leigh" (Letters 2 . 7 8 ) .
With reference to (self-)portraits in this mode, placing Lady

Mary among such "silly things," Judith Kegan Gardiner points out
that 'female identity is a process," directed toward a stable

role for the wrfter and for her portrayed version of self (Abel
179).

Katharine Rogers locates in Lady Mary's female-deprecating

portrayals an ironic awareness that women, including herself, can
carry themselves more forcefully than they do:

" A e r feminism is

typically veiled in apology or flippancyn (Feminism 9 3 ) .

Shown

as a seli-empowering, sister-empowering series, the letters to
Lady Mar meet Francesrs emotional needs while deepening Lady

Mary's sense of her own observer's identity.
As a basis for recognizing an author's identity within a
text, Schor discusses the concept of "gendered subjectivity," the
writer's self pro~ected, based on h i s or her own perceived sex-

role.

Citing the "archaeologyn carried out by Virginia Woolf on

the literary contribution made by women, Schor says Woolf wished
"to theorize and valorize a suecifically fernale subjectivity and
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textuality, and that specificity was bound up with the maternalm
(Schor 2 6 6 ) .

When the works of Lady Mary are related to the

study of eighteenth-century female selfhood, her materna1 self as

represented in her letters to her daughtet gains a hfgh profile,
as do her f~mnleprotagonists in fictional works such as Indamora
and Princess Docile.

Schor secures the position of mother-

daughter themes like those expressed by Lady Mary to Lady Bute by
calling attention to issues around the term "gendern and

specffically, the sub-term, "woman," illustrating by historical
and literary instances how the authorities have ercluded texts

from the canon by marginalizing those of writers whose "sexed
bodiesn do not belong to heterosexual males.

Where Lady Mary's

choice of genre or subject has caused her to be overlooked or
undervalued as a writer, as with the extended French-fable genre
of Docile or the controversial topic of Turkish-style

inoculation, we can apply Schor's criteria for reconsidering
n e g l e c t e d works to the reclamation of Lady Mary's text.
Woman as subject informs t h e image of woman represented in
Lady Mary's work.

This subjective positioning l o c a t e s the

central concern of the image-building as unveiling her s e l f image; the self is revealed through the way she positions herself

in analyzing the characters of other women.

Lady Mary's sense of

image is not an abstraction; it shows itself in portrayals of her
friends and enemies, and in self portraits i n prose that have

their equivalent in the paintings, sketches and etchings t h a t
capture Lady Mary from her eighth to her fiftieth years.
features as a multi-faceted aspect of the author's work.

Image
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Together with her recorded impressions of female character, image
discussion leads to a sense of her identity politics, her
placement of herself among the ûthers.

fsobel Grundy maintains

that the "1 am" statements corne to light in Lady Mary's library,
"left by its owner in her works, b e g i ~ f n ga t f o u r t e e n " (mBooksn

13)-

The identity theme defines itself in the terms, "imagen and

Rcharacter," as her own century defines them.'

Lady Mary

srimm;irizes the v i e w of the kind of wom;in she is at twenty-one,

telling B u r n e t , " T h e r e i s hardly a character in the world more
Despicable or more liable to universal ridicule than that of a

Learned Womann ( L e t t e r s 1 . 4 5 ) .
To work within the feminist critical matrix when material
dates f r o m the eighteenth century is to rely on meanings for the

idea of feminism developed by Lady Mary's mentor, Mary ~stell,'

who influences the younger womants political writings; as well,
the writings of other thinkers, such as Daniel Defoe ( A n Essay on

Projects 16971, exert an influence.
Astell's contribution to her era:

Moira Ferguson d e s c r i b e s

"She put explicit feminist

demands on a iirm footing and with rational common sense helped
dissolve preposterously unscientific notions about womenf' (15).
An example of such

thinking by m e n , mentioned by seventeenth-

century author Owen Felltham (1623), is their imagining "a deceit

in a l 1 womenn--in addition to women's being easily "made il1
[and] fearful" (Resolves 3 2 4 ) .

Not only did Mary Astell serve as

a mode1 for some of Lady Mary's self-assertion, but more
specifically, she a l s o took a stand on issues of dowries

and

womanly ownership of property which would eventually Secome Lady
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Mary's own:

"(~Iarentsand guardians chaose as they think

convenient, without ever consulting the young one's inclinations,
who must be satisfied, or pretend so at least, upon pain of
their displeasure, and that heavy consequence of it, forfeiture

of their estaten (Rogers and M c C a r t h y

128).

In providing the

praise-filled foreword to the Turkish Embassy Letters, she

affirmed Lady Mary's talent and sentiments:

"[A] Lady has the

skill t o strike out a New Path and ta embellish a worn-out
Subject w i t h varfety of fresh and elegant Entertainmentu

(Ferguson 1 9 8 ) .

Extolling her friend's vivacity, spirit and

purity of style, she also demotes the status o f men who have

covered the same ground.

This frequent Astell theme, of re-

balancing gender roles, sometimes receives more caustic
treatment.

Astell's outlook on women's thwarted potential may be

fixed ironically in her discussion of "chainsn--figurative
manacles (arguably symbolized in jewellery given by men)--within
her essay, "Some Reflections on Marriage* (1700):

Only let me beg to be informed, to whom we poor
Fatherless Maids, and Widows who have lost their

Masters, owe Subjection?

. .

. Women

united as to fc2rm an Insurrection.

are not so well

They are for

the most part wise enough to love their Chains, and
to discern how very becomingly they fit.

(Ferguson 1 3 5 )

Lady Mary learns h o w to declare her femaie politics through
Astell's maxims; she adopts both the stand and the tone in her
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own essays.

The irony of the above address to Astell's sisters

subverts meaning; in an equivalent obscuring of message, Lady

Mary's disguise with the voice of a male, apparently
disinterested but kind in addressing women's issues, creates the

ironic effect for her prose.

The perfect example of this

disguise occurs in the political essays published in 1737 and
1738 as The Nonsense of Common-Sense, responses to the paper

Common Sense, instigated bp Prime Minister R o b e r t Walpole ' s
opposition in F e b t u a r y , 1737.

The central essay among the nine

Nonsense issues, published on January 24, 1738, i s identified as
her own by the words, "wrote by me

MWM," on the surviving

manuscript (HBS 2 5 5 ) , but it is tendered in male voice.

Within

the essay, the description of women, as if by a sympathetic man,
shows Lady Mary playing with a detached view on her sex.

She

responds to Chesterfield's accusations of women's looseness, made

in Common Sense ten days before, by maintaining that while

he recommends to them, Gosiping, Scandal, Lying and a
whole troop of F o l l y s instead of [adulterous liaisons].
as the only preservatives f o r their Virtue

. . -

I am for

treating them with more dignity, and as I profess my selfe

a protector of a l 1 the oppressed 1 shall look upon them as
my peculiar care.

(EP 131)

Otherness, or alterity. was an issue o f growing concern i n
the eighteenth century broadly and in Lady Mary's work
specifically; moreover, it becomes a revisionary issue f o r
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critics and social historians trying to redress the imbalances
in the critical view of the eighteenth century.
Eighteenth Century (1991)

T h e New

. Nussbaum and Brown ' s critical

manifesto asserting the necessity of giving prominence to women's
writing as part of a redefinition of the era. provides a
different standard for te-

concerning woman's character. terais

which signify Mherness in the study of feminist themes,

Defining 'woman" allows Nussbaimi and Brown to take up the cause

of feminist te-eramining of eighteenth-century texts by authors
of both geaders:

["W]omann must be read as an historically
and culturally produced category that is
situated within specific material conditions
and is interactive with the complicated problems

of class

....

(Nussbaum and Brown 15)

In Nussbaum's essay, "Heteroclites: The Gender of Character in
the Scandalous Memoirs," dealing with the female memoir-writers
of the eighteenth century, she speaks of "character" as an
understood concept in the early part of the c e n t ~ r y . ~

References to the character-study fads of the previous

century in England begin Nussbaum's reidentifying of character
study w i t h prose portraits by H a l l (1608), ûverbury (1614) and

Earle (1628) making these authors the genre's male "modulators"
(146). Using explanatory remarks in the preface of Henry Gally,

a contemporary translator of Theophrastus, classical developer of
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t h e exercise, she points t o the s t a t e w h e r e i n "each trait and

detail rnust derive [from] and be expressive of a whole and

unified personalityn ( 1 4 6 ) .

In the process of describing the

memoirists' change-making force, provided by the random and
scandalous life-stories that defy Theophrastus's--and English
societp's--definhg convention, Nussbaum has identified the

classical basis for explorations of character.

Such holistic

defining of charaster, she explains, began ta se-

'

inadequate

w h e n forms such as women's autobiography became prominent.

In

order to show that the reflection of a woman's i n t e r i o r by her

exterior s e l f needed re-examining, and that examples of the
refiguring process began to proliferate in the m i d seventeenhundreds, Nussbaum a s s e r t s the premise on which female character
had been founded, long before:

For eighteenth-century woman, "character"or selfhood
w a s guaranteed only if the "In could recreate itself

in the images created by man and God, and women's
autobiographical writing testifies in part to that
kind of patriarchally authorized "selfhoodn (157).

D e s p i t e the presence of a qualifier, here in italics, her

identifying of the patriarchal view held throughout the century
as the customary definition of a woman's sense of self s t i l f

holds validity

.

Lady M a r y ' s questioning of male authority set t h e tone of

her identityts voice; she was by no means alone in the questions
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she raised, yet she risked her reputation in the process of
asking.

The anti-patriarchal approach emerged, in part, due to

the influence of the scandalous memoirists, Charke and
Pilkington, who refused to allow a transgressive image formed

from models like nSeduced Maidenn or "Fallen Woman" to stand as
descriptive of themselves,

The equating of "image" with

"reputation," argued against at the start of Nussbaumts
n8eteroclftes,w indicates that the outward, public self,

especially of the upper-class woman (all-important to her social
standing), suffers if she transgresses the patriarchal codes.
T h e womants highbred characteristics surely remain though her

innet-circle status may not,

The aristocrat tended to yield to

rules of public reputation, choosing apptoved manners and

fashions for outward display-yet
after all.

not having much free choice,

This theme of submission to the opinions of the

public, and especially of one's equals, turns up regularly in
Lady Mary's letters; after describing a "monstrous fashionn of

huge wigs worn by Viennese noblewomen, Lady Mary speculates to
her sister on the lack of choice: "Even t h e Lovely Empresse her

selfe is oblig'd to comply in some degree with these absurd

Fashions

.

..

"

( L e t t e r s 1.265).

Reputation serves as one indicator of social standing,

present and future, for women who could attend prudently to h o w
they were perceived; equally superficially, a woman like Lady

Mary lost standing as she lost her looks.

No matter how an

aristocratie w o m a n played the social game among peers of
reputation/appearances, however, she had power to which women of
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no other class could aspire.

Aravamudan, in "Lady Mary Wortley

Montagu in the Hammam" (1995), demonstrates how Lady Mary allows
her social standing as an aristocrat to give her entrée into
uncustomary levels of experience; she positions herself with a
reptation in relation to art:

. . . Montagu's

self-conscious protofeminism ought to be

contextualized by the aristocratic signature that
underwrote her intellectual credentials.

She was a

prominent m e m b e r of a social class that was familiar
with autborship, but even more familiar with patronage.

(Aravamudan 74-75)

Aravamudan should and does attend to the paradox of the author's

aristocratically-rigid-yet-sometimes-enlightened outlook,
concluding that Lady Mary resists "a full-fledged cultural
passage or romance metamorphosis" (71).

Isobel Grundy a s s e r t s

that Lady Mary brought her scarred sense of self to the analysis

of Hammam life, assessing the images of the gorgeous women she
saw through contrast with her own smallpox-afflicted face

("Terrainsn 4 8 6 ) . "

Grundy's view is that the "baggagen of her

somewhat less than pretty post-smallpox face did not keep Lady
Mary from responding naturally and confidently to the women of

the Hammam.

Lady Mary's own accounts confirrn the case- Though

women's fashion makes multi-layered statements, some part of
which may r e s i s t male authotity, the appeal to w h a t men find

attractive renders the ultixnate statement pro-patriarchal.

As
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Jill Campbell demonstrates with the underwear-revealing

illustration "The Lady's Disaster" (17461, the "machineryw of
fashion, represented by hoops and stays, adorns and supports the
body upon which male admirers wish to gaze, as well as the social
display designed for male enjoyment (67 [see appendix] ) .

Physical beauty is a central issue for Lady Mary in terms of

her ongoing project of establishing identfty politics.

Lowenthal

introduces, as counterpoint ta Lady Mary's selfhood, the allure
of Turkish women's attractiveness, their embodiment of sensual
delights, adorned by perfumes and Pearl ornaments; in them, Lady
Mary witnesses the Orient:

"Lady Mary is equally fascinated when

women treat themselves as aesthetic objects.

She arrives in

Turkey expecting Turkish women ta be more beautiful than their

western caunterparts, and ber expectations are confirmedm
(Lowenthal 84).

However, the language of her scene at the baths,

while frankly admiring of the naked women crowded around her, is
not noticeably self-deprecating:

"They repeated over and over to

me, Uzelle, pek uzelle, which is nothing but,[sic] charming,
very charming

. .- .

The Lady that seem'd the most considerable

amongst them entreated me to sit by her and would f a i n have

undressrd m e for the bath" (Letters 1.313-314).

Her reluctance to give up her costume in this situation
contrasts with her willingness to adopt a disguise (as a male)
that w i l l readiiy 8ring h e r views t o others' a t t e n t i o n .

After

all, undress allows for no disguise at all, though it transfonns

the viewer's impression (and focus) altogether, with expressive
bodies taking attention away from expressive faces- The disguise
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represented by her later donning of a veil (as women of t h e harem

did) , is an aspect of her womanly role studied in detail by

Aravamudan, who concludes that "Montagu's travel writing
participates at once in feminisrns and orientalisms, in a manner
that camot be readily deciphered through ideological litmus

testsW(93).

Lady Mary has escaped "that infernal machine called

orientalismm by 'mak[ing] sure to indicate that sha is a visitor,
ready to bolt or steal awayn (88). Because of her amhiguous

standing, Lady Mary does not commit the etror of "high
orientalisxnn that would be shown in plainly preferring her own

nation.

Indeed, her view of Turkish manners and mores reaches a

position transcendent enough over common British snobbery to give

her consideration as a fledgling menber of the European
Enlightenment movement.

Ehrenpreis, Anderson and Daghlian,

authors of The Familiar Letter in t h e Eighteenth C e n t u r y (1966),

raise but dismiss the idea now curent, that Mary Wortley Montagu
figures with Montesquieu and Voltaire as a proponent of

Enlightenment thinking:

One doubts that Lady Mary will ever be enrolled among the

philosophers of the Enlightenment

. . . but

her clear and

vivid exposition of the basic assumptions of her time and
of her social class gfves these informa1 letters [broad]
interest (65).

Over thirty-odd years, more credence has accrued to the

perception of Mary Wortley Montagu's enlightenment stance, her
positioning founded on her travel correspondence as Britain's
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ambassadorial wif e . We now regard her as she did herself, not as

the fexuale relative who tagged along with Wortley, but as embassy
"first lady," Britain's wontan in Constantinople.

Further, the

embassy itself receives attention now because of Lady Mary's

social enquiries, rather than for the lacklustre administrative
gambits of the ambassador himself.

Indeed, like the spouses of

modern rock stars--"Mr. CBline Dion," for example-Wortley

takes

up any attention he does by b i s affiliation with the celebrity
traveller, his wife Lady Mary.

The approach to the Turkisiz

m a s s y Letters which affirms the author as a liintinary of the

enlightenment owes much to femiaist reassessment of the
eighteenth century.

As the field of enlightenment thinking,

newly cast in twentieth-century terms of female nmpowerment,
broadened to include the advances in tolerance and understanding
made by a woman, the prospect opened up of locating Lady Mary at

the vanguard of o movement that expressed tolerance for a set of

beliefs held by "heathens."

Lady M a r y ' s challenging of received

v i e w s on the Other grounded itself i n her assertions of the

r e l i g i o u s and social similarity to her own culture of the one she

found among the people with whom she had the most contact in

Constantinople: the aristocratie women.

Lowenthal characterizes

Lady Mary's inquiry by exposing its open-mindedness:

"While Lady

Mary never escapes from the impulse to see difference as ' o t h e r , '
she does reject the earlier strategy of relying on European
customs as the sole measure of appropriate standards.

she perceives equivalents-a

leveling of differences

result [s] in a form of cultural relativismtf ( 8 9)

.

Instead,

.

. . that

With this
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perspective, Campbell asserts , Lady Mary "use Cd] her encounter
with cultural difference to figure [calculate] the historical
specificity of eighteenth-century English notions of female
identityn ( 6 6 ) The Turkish Ehtbassy Letters also help us to see the
limitations of Lady Mary's feminism, in her minimal regard for

members of other social classes; American feminists will be
especially hard-pressed to embrace a figure so allied to her own
class.

In vfew of the "People's Prlncess" designation for the

late Lady Diana Spencer, the humanizing effect of loving the

"little peoplen appears to be the way to the hearts of commoners,

even academic ones.

The irony of her having found tolerance for

new ideas rests in her having received confirmation in Turkey of

an ancient idea, that the aristocracy of any nation desented al1
its prerogatives.

Fascinatingly, the idle time for dallying,

either in the opulent places that atistocratic women in every

culture can afford or in the plainer public baths to which
ordinary Turkish women had access, charmed her into recognizing
the affinity of her life values and those of her hostesses.

The

singulaf luxury of time without men, spent among kindred women
and their girl-attendants in the baths (hammam), gave potential

for Lady Mary's iconoclastie belief that "the object of her
reflection, Turkish ladies of quality [among others], are
completely unfertered" (Aravamudan 85).

. . .

Exploring the bath

experiences, and the visits among foreign princesses and fatimas,
we uncover the erotic, the woman-loving potential in Lady Mary's
Turkish sojourn, as well as her accustomed acceptance of servant-
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class support-

Her presence in the baths reopens the feminist

dilemma of Lady Mary's positing

Turkish women's "freedoms" in

cases that o t h e r s , of her time and ours, interpret as praof of
t h e i r enslavement-

How she perceives actual slaves and their

mistresses reaffirms her class snobbery, even as it illustrates
enlightenntent in her sense of some women's self-loving, self-

governing p o t e n t i a l ,
Stepping into the Turkish bath-house, Lady Mary acclimates
herself to much that differs from, as well as much that echoes,
B r i t i s h custom,

T h e c l o s e d society of the "bagnio," as Lady Mary

calls the f i r s t bath-house she enters i n Sophia, appeals
perfectly t o her sense of social decorun-even

denizens are "stark nakedn (Letters 1.313).

though its
After a greeting by

t h e "portress" a t the door, whose t i p is a matter of coached

protocol (1.313), Lady Mary receives "al1 t h e obliging c i v i l l i t y
possible.

1 know no European Court where the Ladys would have

behav'd them selves in so polite a manner to a stranger" (1.313).
Emphasizing the women of quality present on the scene--obviously
well-off, even without the sartorial gradations that would have
s h o w her their social standing outside the bath--Lady M a r y

accepts the positioning of the young slave women behind their

mistresses as apt and fitting.

Her feminism must appear askew,

here, though it inclines her to accept the reclining ladies as
her equals, dressed or undressed.

The women are, after all,

encouraged to frequent this pleasant but powerless, homogeneous

environment by t h e i r society's gender-segregating laws; to visit
them here

as ambassadress from abroad is to convey approval of
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t h e i r idle, demi-monde existence.

The identity politics of this spectator permit her to play
favourites:

acknowledged ladies of quality receive honour,

slaves do not.

The patrician attitude, here and elsewhere, l o c k s

her in as tightly as do the s t a y s under her garments- The first
bath scene in the Turkish Emhassy Letters allow us to see how

consistently an emotional distance is maintained between Lady
Mary and sembers of the servant class.

Not only does she

describe the slaves kept by Turkishwomen as being akin to English
servants, but she also gains her insights into Constantinople's
daily life by understanding its discourse through the words of
upper class Turkish females, words conveyed to her with the help

of translators.

She learns that the bodies of women have a

treasured status in this place, serving even more than statuary
does as the objets d'art of the bath (Lowenthal 84).

As

Lowenthal futtber indicates, Lady Mary's positive intespretation
of Turkish slaverp-as "no worse than Servitude a l 1 over the
world" (Letters 1.402)--arises from her third-hand conversational

contact with slaves.

Through the well-trained translator who

interprets the aristocrats' judgment on t h e happiness o f slaves
standing right by them, she learns h o w to regard t h e servitude.
"[Slhe speaks positively about the status of Turkish slaves

precisely because she records no conversations w i t h slaves
themselves" (Lswenthal 9 4 ) .

Through cranslators, whose services

were bought by the masters, such conversing would hardly have

been possible; even if it had been carried o u t , the t a l k might
have invited inpertinence among the inferiors, displayed equally
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(in the same naked splendeur, that is) to the way their

mistresses were displayed.
The identity politics exercised among perceived near-equals
reveal Lady Mary as talerant to w h a t she recognizes as analogous,

culture to culture.

She did receive an indoctrination into the

status of princesses and servants, prior to her visit to the
bath, through her Turkfsh contact in Belgrade, Achmet Beg, who

confirmed her views on the inferiar classes in h i s description of
aristocrats' legal right to drink wine:

was a very wise =im

"the prohibition of wine

and meant for the common people, being the

Source of a l 1 disorders amongst them

...

" (1.318).

The v i c e

that might have caused her to reject the l a d i e s of the bath,
however, to Say nothing of their willing servants, is a sexual

one; yet it appears not at al1 before her eyes a s she surveys the
"there was not the least

crowd of cushion-reclined naked women:

wanton smile or immodest Gesture amongst 'a"
(Letters 1.313).
The pronouncement of their modesty in these surroundings counters

a report on their widespread lesbian activity by a Frencfiman.
Yeazell quotes Chardin's Voyages

.

.

en Perse ( 1711 ) as

claiming "Les femmes orientales ont toujours passé pour tribadesn
(117), this l a s t term defined in singular form in the OED, from

its first recorded use in English in 1601, as "a woman who
practices unnatural vice with other womenn:

Chardin's

implication is also Montesquieu's, in t h e L e t t r e s Persanes, that
l e f t in Eemale Company to find their own diversions, the Turkish

women naturally fa11 i n t o the sin of homo-eroticism (Betts 278).
Though suggesting that Lady Mary teases us with "the voyeuristic
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aspects of the scopophiliac cornplex* (84)--1aoking but not
touching, we note--Aravamudan counters the oversimplified vision

of the women in Chardin's narrative by describing the locus of
their bath on these terms:

[T]he hammam

. . . performed the quotidian function

of r i t u a l

purification, as a propaedeutic, as well as a conclusion,

to the business of love.

T h e hammam was an antechamber

to the mosque, thus becoming the transitional site

between the carna1 and the spiritual.

The hammam thereby

represents a parasexual space for the unfolding of
sexuality, one that helped fix the meaning of sex more
than sexual acts themselves. ( 8 6 - 7 )

On these architectural yet symbolic terms, this "wonsen's spacew

explored by M a r y Wortley Montagu on her journey to the East could

be viewed as the representation of women's sexual self-expression
(Aravamudan 87).

The experience of other women's nakedness, a s

Lady Mary remained both clothed and psychologically (as well as

physically) modest, conveys a sense of the protected plunge taken

into the exotic culture; self-exposure, metaphoric and actual,
has been kept under her control.
C r i t i c s sympathetic to Lady Mary's political outlook have

brought to light her philosophical, comections with figures of
the Enlightenment such as Montesquieu and Voltaire; the cornnion

ground among them is expressed in travel writing that offered an
open-minded view of other cultures, along with a skeptical one of
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the European writer's own:
philosophers were xenophiles
period-and

"Ideologically, the Enlightenment

. . . . The

best books of the

the most subversive--used foreign visitors or exotic

settings to make a satirical point[--] to look at one's own
society through fresh and critical eyes* (Solomon 29).

Lowe and

Lowenthal point out the 'levelling" properties of Lady Mary's

early letters with a suggestion that she kept an open mind about
other races-

Lowenthal reveals the cultural understanding that

Lady Mary could bring to the Turks she lived among.

(Hler pronouncegants about freedom for Tyrkish gent lewomen
are, on the one hand, genuine appreciaticns of the different
liberties these women enjoyed and, on the other hand, complaints about English gentlewomen's imprisanrnent
veils, head coverings, and dresses.

. . she

. . . the

d a i m s [along

with the nakedness of the ladies and slaves of the hammam],

do not allow one to distlnguish a fine lady from her slave.

(Lowenthal 100 )

Her eventual uneasiness at the leveling of classes does not
appear here; her identity politics have an outlet i n her dabbling
at role-equalizing pastimes, in exotic environs,

Though the adaptation of the veils mentioned by Lowenthal,
above, features more prominently in discussion of the nature of
disguise, the treatment of "inferiorsn deserves some inmediate
explication, because of its contribution to the dilemma iwour
seeing Lady Mary as open to other cultures, specffically to those
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of the Africans she encounters.

Tolerated cultures had to

display uru~istakablythe cognates of British aristocratic
entitlement, or Lady M a r y had no consideration to give them.

Just as she did with the Turkish slaves, Lady Mary concluded that
she observed no obvious royalty among the Africans she saw, and
so she consigned them to a lower social order.

We locate the

dismissive view of other races which emerges in Lady Mary's

Turkish m s s y Letters at a point where she focuses on a group
of African tribeswomen observed from her carriage window; she

says, "Their posture in siting [sic], the colour of their skin,
their lank black H a i r falling on each side of their faces, t h e i r
features and the shape of their Limbs, differ so little from

their own country people, the Baboons, tis hard to fancy the- a
distinct race

.

,

.* (tetters 1.427).

The parallel with Swift's

Gulliver (1726) on his first view of the Yahoos--"thick hait,

some frizzled and others lankn (Travels 223)--affirms that the
living woman traveller's perspective shares some of its cultural

assumptions with those of Swift's benighted persona.

The

"ancient alliancesn which the Africans and the baboons may have
had, according to Lady Mary ( Letters 1.427), resemhle at least

superficially the biological alliances among species in the
charts developed by Lady Mary's contemporary, Linnaeus, whose
1758 text, Systema Naturae, grouped animals by genus and species.

In

producing the text of Linnaeus's Flora h g e l i c a (1759),

William T. Stearn, editor of the 1973 reissue of the work, states
that the nomenclature of living things developed by Linnaeus was

readily taken up by "keen amateurs" (Stearn x x ) , as was t h e
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naming in an earlier publication in the same field by Ray ( 1 7 2 4 ) .

The judgment on Africans rendered above issues from an
unenlightened part of Lady Mary's psyche; however, the use of a

new scientific principle in her classifying of cultures
ironically retrieves the activity for her enlightened self, not
by its product but by the enactment of its processes.

P r i d e in

her skills of observation leads her to pseudo-scientific
classifying, an exercise resulting, as is typical for Europeans

of her era, in the undemaluhg of another race.

A generatfon

after her assessrnent of the black passersby, she reports ber
affinity for biological classification to her daughter, from her
orchard-surrounded home in Italy-and

shows greater tolerance

(1752) :

Mankind is every where the same:

like Cherries or

Apples, they may differ in s i z e , shape, or colour,

from different soils, climates. or culture, but are
still essentially the same species; and

,

..

the w i l d

naked Negro [is akin] to t h e fine Figures adorn'd

with Coronets and Ribands. (Letters 3.15)

T h e Turkish letters involve such an outlook, according to

Lowenthal, wherever Lady Mary witnesses an enhancing of the
natural, and claims "the empiricist's imperative--to record in

minute detail and observe (as well as to] appreciat [el

.

especially when Turkish people attempt to modify nature,
artificially decorating not only animals but themselves" ( 8 4 ) .
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The knowledge-seeker's excitement, over places and people
only imagined before her journey, has its origins in her wellremembered childhood; yet its effect on the woman experiencing
the East is coloured by adult preconceptions.

A combination of

bedtime tales by a nurse (Letters 2 2 5 ) and Oriental narratives

in her father's library resulted in Lady Mary's early fascination

with the cultures of other nations- Though the s t o r i e s have a
fantastical and a sensationalized basis, their Oriental heroes
and princesses widened her world awareness and heightened her
curiosity over the cultures of the East.

H e r library contains

the works that inspired her particularly female quest for the

Turkey ta be found in womenls spaces:

among the inspiring

narratives she ownei, now in the possession of t h e Earl of

Harrowby, are La Sultane de Perse (1707), and Croix's Mille et un

jours (c-1710). She finds herself living out the exotic

fantasies the books gave her; w h e n Aravamudan and Yeazell comment
on the alternatively sanctified and evil space of the Turkish

bath, they show i t s duality as part of the attraction of

Westerners like Lady Mary to forbidden places.

Until the

journey took place, she was a traveller informed by books alone.
When she set out for the Orient, like virtually al1 her

contemporaries, she was also a "racialist" by Appiah's
definition, thus typically thinking that "members of these
[otherj races shared certain fundamental biologically neritable,

moral and intellectual characteristics with each other that they
did not share with members of any other race" (Lentricchia and
McLaughlin 276).
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The leaming she came to the East with tepresented just one
aspect of her identity as she adapted to Turkish life; exposing

her son Edward, then her daughter Mary (born during her stay) to
aspects of a different culture also helped to define the woman

she was.

Global venture and personal generativity (not only

through mtherhood but through epistolary c r e a t i o n ) came together

i n Mary Wortley Montagu's early married life, s i n c e her son and
her letter-writing occupied much of her time when she set out to
travel by coach to Constantinople, as well as when she began her
life there, pregnant with her second child.

A crucial theme

raised by Lady Mary in determining the identity of a woman in
relation to her child has to do with that woman's willingness to
risk that child's health;

she did so, not j u s t by travelling

with her own children, but also by treating them through a method

untested by Western medicine.

As she describes the "set of old

Women who make it their business to perfom the Operation"

( L e t t e r s 1.338), Lady Mary valorizes a smallpox-prevention
procedure that bas materna1 origins, as well as Oriental ones.

The fact that she had to support "this import from a cultural and
gender Other ...by appeal to establishment values, even w h i l e it

is attacked with multiple snobberiesn (Grundy, "Famen 23) makes
her actions a paradigm of proto-feminism,

Her "fortuitous,

untrained actions" (Grundy "Famen 15) in carrying the process of
inoculation home to England reaffirm her willing acceptance of
the wisdom to be gleaned from foreign custom, far beyond the
superficial civilities of courtly behaviour, or the gaudy
splendour of aristocratic dress,

In Aravamudan's terms, the
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bringing home of the preventive technique serves as analogy to
the larger mission of the d i s t a f f side of the Turkish embassy:

..

,

the travels th~mselvesserve a cultural function

that resembles, at a symbolic level, the homeopathic

act of inoculation, one that stalls a disease by
subjecting the body to a weaker version of it.
Travel narrative
crossover

. . . flirt [s] with

. . . Montagu's

cultural

return with the actual

technique of inoculation represents a masterstroke,

since it coincidentally provides a symbolic mode1

for English cultural retrenchment.

(90)

The irony of Aravamudan's perception tests in the concept that
the English are inoculated against other cultures, yet Lady Mary

scratches at their skin with a new culture-strain that they are
forced to admit into their system.

Lady Mary's campaign for the

use of Turkish-style inoculation does serve the wider cultural

purpose hinted at here:

it forces the British establishment--

medical, scientific and social--to rethink its arrogant stand on
the certainty o f British superiority.

What makes it even more

fitting as a subject for feminist investigation, however, is its
provocation t o Lady Mary to champion its use amang her male

peers, no matter how much individual initiative the campaign
required.

She would launch the campaign on the understanding

that the class system's tenets should be upheld in every way but
the one that the narrow campaign intended t o change,

To this
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end, Lady Mary would cal1 herself a man, a merchant, a
disinterested party-and

in al1 these guises, would sel1 the

technique thathad allowed her to Save her son, as she had not

been able to Bave her brother or herself.
The return from Turkey signaled a change ln Lady Marp's
idantfty politics:

they now trlrnamitted a wide uorld-vlew, along

with several plans of action based on acquired Irnowledge.

Out of

the Turkish travels, Lady Mary gained a social enlightanmsnt that
changed her dress and ornament for years after her return to

England.

The fashion statentent m e s a complex contribution to

the sense of identity Lady Masy nurtured.

As Pointon suggests,

'the grandeur of dress that is particular to the women of
Constantinopleu heightens the impression left by Lady Mary, a

woman short of stature (254 11.55).

The costume results in an

alterity, a disguise, achieved through the layering of tbese

Turkish -ports

onto her body and the bodies of others;

similarly, the act of inoculation sinnrlates a talismanic ritual
equally exotic, and gives the body its own transfomative power:
the power of resistance to a common infection, found locally.

Transformation of a victim of the disfiguring disease of smallpox

is not achieved just in the adopting of attention-distracting
dress, but by her taking away from Turkey of the power of
smallpox prophylaxis.

H e r quest to spread the word that smallpor

prevention, as practiced in Turkey, could Save the livss of

British children, marked her as a revolutionary woman:

she

brought the procedure for a cure from a foreign source, then
promoted it in the public forum, "initiating the smallpox epic by
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importing inoculation from e a s t to w e s t n (Grundy, "Fame* 1 3 )

regardless of the nay-saying that followed loudly on each

demonstration,

Actions taken in Turkey already estabfished Lady Mary's
altered identity as a fighter for a cause.

The structure of her

cause-fighting takes its foundation a l the point of the telease

of the first letter home concerning inoculation, addressed to
Sarah Chiswell and dated 1 April, 1717 (see appendix).

The

reworking of the Ietter for the collection published posthumously
in 1763 as the T u r k i s h Bnbassy Letters s h i f t e d the epistle from

its original audience, her father, to her friend, Sarah Chiswell.
H o w e v e r , it catries a h i n t of the tone that characterizes letters

describing other curiosities of the East (see the dress-observing

letter to Lady Mar, 1.325), while focusing, unlike other letters,

on the scientific:

"The Small Pox so fatal and s o general

amongst us is here entirely harmless by the invention of
engrafting (which is the term they give it)" (1.338).

The letter

becomes a document advocating the Turkish method of inoculation,
with i t s stem message ready for wider distribution than to a

single in-family r e c i p i e n t .
At home in England, the v o i c e and forum have altered again,

disguising the author w h i l e disseminating her opinion-an

wielding great force.

opinion

The second stage of t h e new information's

written dissemination, the letter from the ''Turkey Merchant"
( U Z S ) , foreshadowç Lady Mary's use of male voice for all the

unpopular ideas she would eventually espouse, including Walpole's
ministry, womenrs deserving of equal education to men's, and
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certain tax-levies.

The Turkey Merchant, an Englishman trading

with Turkish entrepreneurs, clarifies the practice of engrafting

-

as a long-standing tradition in the country he does business
with; he extols its relative safety, and notes the rightness of
timing in its introduction to England.

"Out of compassion to the

Numbers abus'd and deluded by the Knavery and Ignorance of
Physicians, I am determin'd to give a true Account of the Manner
of I ~ o c u f a t f n gthe S m 1 1 POX

.

(EP 95).

Not only does the

speaker dispel myths concerning the process, but he/she also

urges readers to take the logical step toward preparing the
bodies of the vulnerable for the all-too-near attack of the

smallpox virus-called

"virolen by the medics Lady Mary has

consulted.

In adopting a male persona, Lady Mary tries on the identity
of someone to whom a wide public will listen.

The manly voice

poses a risk, even though it has a better chance of success than
the womanly one which Lady Mary has used so far.

The males who

control the public sphere, including the Royal Society and the
medical establishment, might show the man supporting smallpox
prevention more respect than they have shown a woman saying the
same thing- T h e piece is incendiary in its condermation of the
physicians, as well as in the irony of its assertion that its
speaker "shall sel1 no drugs, nor take no Feesn ( E P 9 5 ) -

However, the taint of the practicz's Turkish connection--the

xenophobic certainty that the "Othern cannot possibly have a

scientific advantage over the community of medically educated
Cnglish--works against the Turkey rtlerchant's anonymous
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affirmation, just as the taint touches the finer stuff of Lady
Mary's aristocratie pleas.

Grundy judges that Lady Mary's

activity in public carries the greater effect:
one important publication

. . . Lady

"Despite [this]

Mary the leader of society

was more active over inoculation than Montagu the author (Grundy
"Famen 26).

Certainly the link with Princess Caroline forged by

the inoculation of her children meant wider awareness of the

The

process than one individual's claims would have received.

princesr's endorsement, leading to her daughters' 1722
inoculations, reached the public (which revered its royals)
quickly; Grundy maintains that the event of the princessest
inoculation contrasted with any announcement of interest by the
medical profession; "Court events were newsn she asserts, and
therefore reached the streets faster than the pronouncements of
learned men ("Famen 21).

Some of these men-male

authority

figures, the most powerful human agents of change-looked into the
process and gained some compromises from the inoculators on
procedure.

Gradually, the medics allowed news of the

preventionfs efficacy a chance to spread.

However, dissent

remained high, and any setbacks among the inoculated led doubters
to displays of hysteria ("Fame" 18).'

The hands-on activity of

publicly inoculating the children of aristocrats adds to the list
of Lady Mary's assertive moves in conveying her rnost heartfelt
beiiefs to the world.

In the face of fierce opposition, she made

the sheltered island of Britain recognize that a wider world

beyond, peopled in part by women wise with centuries of folk
knowledge, had valuable, life-saving processes to teach.

In
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trying to open the eyes of her p e r s to sanething from far a w a y ,

she dentonstrated a persistence of campaign action;

the staying

power was sustafned by the cognfzaace of public need, an

awareness taat transcended the habitua1 preoccupation with her
relatively small circle of peers.
As

a social lemder (and an underground pamphleteer), ta*

Mary undertook to improve niedical access; as an author wïlling to

acknowledge her work, she fnclfned toward creating sources of
amusememt for whatetrer clrcle of frfends she currently held-

Inconsistencies in her identity as an author occur to the
detriment of her literary proto-femlnism,

Adherence to

traditional forms results, for Lady Mary, in what Llsa Lowe
describes as 'Ynterventions of praise [framed] by means of male
literary and rhetorical models, such as courtly love poetry,
which are not without their own rnethods of female objectification
and subordinationw (48).

The inclination to adopt these miodels

makes Lady M a r y a less-than-ideal feminist forerunner; for
example, the poem written at Pera (1718) closely follows the form

of the Horatian satire.

T h e poet may be a British female,

writing, "Give me, Great God (said 1) a little Farm / In Sumner
shady and in Wintet watmn (EP 1-2) in Constantinople, but the

locus of the poetic creation and the identity of its creator do
not overturn the classical model it follows (Horace's s a t i r e 6.2
[Grundy, &P 206 n. 1:

).

nor the tribute it provides to classical

imitation among her male peers.

In the recalled opening address

to the deity, she has already retained a k e y element of the
classical model; the adopting of these elements stays consistent
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through the poem, as this studyts fourth chapter confirms.
Lady Mary's self-aile to the continent from 1739 to 1762

represents the iast major phase of her self-creating politics.
P a r t l y as an active response to the closlng off of llterary

equals' uelcome, but with self-interest at the forefront, Lady

Mary left England

for the Buropean continent: she left "for my

healtha with ber husbandvs taclt consent, and maintained hetself
on an annuity frm hirp (Selected tetters 247 n.1).

Her voluatary

undertaking pleases femïnists, who praise its solo, self-

maintaining features.

By removing berself from her duties as

aristocratie matron, she w a s able to establish her own identity.

Having fallen into the error of pursuing a younger man

in her own middle age, she developed more sympathy abroad than
she had displayed in her own gossipy youth,

No longer did she

mock aging transgressors of the unwritten rule that the young

should be left to their own age-cohott.

In both words and

actions, she explored n e w s o l e s to replace the accustomed ones at
home.

Despite the core purpose of the relocating as romantic

pursuit, the period of relative self-sufffciency stands as Lady
Mary's plainest retirement from convention.

In the resettling,

she gains proto-feminist status, similar to the positioning which

feminists have granted to outcasts like Charlotte Charke.

Becoming a country gentlewonian, she located her rebellion against
conformity a t a distance from old haunts and old habits.

She

occasionally referred to herself as one of the .01d Beautiesw of
European society, suggesting that she knew herself to be
attractive still, though she had aged since her days as a court
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lady.

However, in her late sixties, she made the enigmatic

declaration that she had not looked in a mirror for years, thus

proclaiming (whether based on fact or not) a release from the
spell cast by its reflection.

This removal of the reflection of

her usual self has symbolic import, especially as she mites
vehemently of the banishing of her mirrors, giving the banishment

narrative impact ( L e t t e r s 3.135).
The question of the evolution of Lady Mary's image m u s t be
answered, not just in its physical aspect but also in its
psychological one:

self-representation, the creating of a public

image, contributes to the forming of a wornan's reputation.
Lowenthal dwells on the question of Lady Mary's reputation, with

emphasis on how the author herself judged other woments images
(132).

Much of what Lady Mary passed on to her sister, Lady Mar,

took the form of image-bashing gossip, of the kind defined by
P a t r i c i a Meyer Spacks

.

In G o s s f p , Spacks concentrates on c l o s e

study of these letters of information Lady Mary wrote to her
absent sister.

Spacks asserts that the "subordinated" members of

society can use gossip to create bonds, allowing i t to provide "a
crucial form of solidarity" as the correspondence between Lady

Mary and her sister does (Spacks 5). Ironically, the image of the
unkempt loner, Mary Wortley Montagu, as "Sapphon in Pope's

satirical sally against her in "Of the Characters of Women,"
remains a dominant impression:

"

.

,

.

Sappho's diamonds with

her dirty smock,/ Or Sappho at her toilet's greazy task / With

Sappho fragrant at an evening Maskn ( 2 4 - 2 6 ) .

It is an image

supplemented by Horace Walpole's letter describing her as "partly
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covered with a plaister, and partly with white p a i n t " (qtd. in
204)'

Life

fou1 and greasy.

Further unflattering descriptions

can be found in other anecdotes of Walpole's, notably in one
detailing the "galimateasn--tawdry rag-layers-of

her dress,

which he then indicates to be analogous to her learning (Melville
104).

Neither Walpole nor Pope was using plain, straightforward

objectivity in his p o r t r a i t s of her; however, the i l 1 reputation

stands on their d e s c r i p t i o n s .

The connotations which these men

attached t o her physical presence descend t o the level of

constant metonymic affiliation w i t h d i r t and filth; it is
tempting ta read her as each one's private madel of Swift's

C e l i a , in t h e stomach-turning satire, "The Lady's Dressing Room"
(1730).

F i t t i n g earlier definitions of character in the present

study (see p.19 above) to her case, w e can picture Lady Mary as a

woman with a damaged reputatian, who speaks out against her foes
rather than silently tolerating a compromised social status; she
protests that more exists of her than what rumour-mongers are

spreading: on D e c . 11, 1731, for example, she remarks on the
stories spreading about her treatment of her ailing s i s t e r .

Defensive though her self-description sometimes is, she gains
reader/followers who accept the delineation of her personality
offered in her writing.

Whatever her self-declared role, certain

supporters--the Steuarts, f o r example, w i t h whom she corresponds

from Gottoiengo--maintain an interest in her self-representation,

and in the actions that have given r i s e t o t h e words.
As we might expect, Lady Mary is not alone in defending
h e r s e l f ; open-minded proponents exist in her age and beyond, to
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reinforce her self-image.

Among Lady Mary's supporters are

numerous high-profile male authors, both contemporaries and
members of successive genetations.

Lowenthal cites men whose

standing as authors and social commentators makes t h e i r

endorsement remarkable:

Smollett, Johnson, Gibbon and Voltaire

figure on her list (82-3).

Responding to her style as chatming

and pleasant, her observations of human nature as enchanting, the

men who are patriarchal models aecept her Turkish letters as part
of the voice of their generation.

From Smollett, she even

receives the compliment that--like modern-day salty snacks--no

one can partake of j u s t a single Turkish Embassy Letter, without
needing to consume al1 the rest (Lowenthal 83).

A different set

of h t t e r s attracts a literary personality from the Romantic era:
the correspondence of Lady Mary and Francesco Algarotti.

Taking

Lord Byron as an English equal of Lady Mary's i n another
generation, we f i n d a sympathetic c r i t i c and collecter of Lady

Mary's work, one w h o noted that she chose a striking role for
herself in later life:

a female Quixote.

The tribute of Byron's

fascination heralds the modern appreciation for Lady Mary's codebreaking life and w o r k .

It was Lord Byron w h o uncovered her ill-starred journey
toward Count Francesco Algarotti (Drew 16-17), the man whom she

characterizes (cross-dressing her persona once again) as her
Dulcinea.

A l g a r o t t i the Italian scholar (1712-i764), w h o caught

Lady Mary's attention, also captured t h e attention of her

neighbour, Lord Henrey ( b y w h a t Ehrenpreis c a l l s h i s

"opportunistic and sexually ambivalent" manner, in coming to
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England in 1736 "to m k e his fortunen at the age of twenty-four
[54]).

We find Lady Mary "not only failling] t o identify herself

as a woman writer but also seemling] to t a k e on a distinctively
male point of view* (Campbell 7 0 ) a t the height of her epistolary
pursuit of Algarotti, thus later bewitching Byron through her
distinctly unconventional self-representation- The reference to

herself as Quixote, her beloved as Dulcinea, casts the a f f a i r i n

a less impressionistic, more focused light, than a similar
reference t o herself a s supplicant, and Aigarotti as the Virgin
Mary (Letters 2.111).

Careful reading reveals Lady Mary's

frequent teferences ta Cervantes, more often with herself in the
quixotic role than otherwise:

"Je me recommande a vous dans tous

les p e r i l s comme Don Quichotte a sa Dulcinée, et je n'ai pas
l'imagination moins echauffee que luin

("1 recommend myself to

you in a l 1 these dangers, as Don Quixote [presents himself] to
his Dulcinea, and 1 have no less inflamed an imagination than
hisn) (Letters 2.147).

Embodying quixotism. she l u e s Byron to

fantasize on the passionate aristocrat she must have been.

Ne,

like any reader of her letters at their posthumous release,
extols her bold, questing, woman's strength.

In composing her romantic fantasy, Princess Docile, Mary
Wortley Montagu reveals a last aspect of the character of noman-and one more image of herself--which emerges from her

imagination:

Docile, a central figure acted upon and p i n i n g for

change, starts by resembling the females sought by "Strephon,"
the hero of Lady Mary's juvenile prose.

She differs from them by

the end of the novel, though, in that she represents the actor, a
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Telemachus refusing to w a t t for adventure, rather than the actedbefore taking any remedies

upon, a reacting type who waits
against oppressors

(m256).

Zn the vigour of her actions, and

also in their saddening, humbling outcome for her, Docile may be
matched to Lady Mary's mature persona-

Patterns through the

life-work of Mary Wortley Montagu include romantic posturing,
autobiographical yearning, unrestrained gossip, and philosophical

conjecture on women's potential,

Though the role reversa1 Lady

Mary took on, of Quixote in pursuit of Dulcinea, looks ta be a

different guise from membership among the Old Beauties of Europe,
it is not so much a departure as a return, to the adventuresome

knight and shepherd figures in whose voice the young Lady Mary
had written.

A juvenile writer as prolific and romantic as Mary
Pierrepont should be studied as the original literary presence
From young womanhood, Lady Mary acknowledged the

she was.

limitations imposed &y her s o c i e t y on those who were botn female.

The perfect example of this awareness is her inscription in the
f i r s t volume of her writing, asking forgiveness for i t s "faultsW

on three grounds:

1

1 am a Woman

2

without any advantage of Education

3

a l 1 these was writ at the age of 14

(HYS 2 5 0 ) .

However,

from t h a t same era of her literary and political
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awareness, she began to defy the conventions that were intended
to hold her in place.

ends late:

The list of violations begins early and

self-taught in Latin, headed to Constantinople

overland when even men of England avofded the route, willfully
separated from a husband she could not live with (and in chase of
the marriage breakdom's CO-conspirator, a bisexual count),

convinced of the w o r t h of a "heathenm inoculation for a disease
killing thousands of the English.

Add the retreat of the country

gentlewoman on the Continent (of a type that Astell petitioned
the women of England to consider), and the portrait of a
subversive emerges.

The writing which accompanies these actions

and beliefs has similar elements of questioning established

authority, from her orientalist: support for some social,
religious and aesthetic choices made by Eastern "barbarians,"
through her novel-writing,

which poses the questions by the use

of elements such as fantasy, magic. romance and allegory.

As

Mrs. Thrale said, on reading the five-volume edition of Lady

Mary's Works, "What a fascinating Creature ' t i s ! ! "(Life 2 9 0 ) .
Lady Mary's life and writing resist appropriation by

feminists seeking a model; her identity politics may place her in
the category "before her tirne," as Katharine Rogers suggests, yet
such a placement creates more problems than it solves.

We m u s t

not ignore the caution put forward by Devoney Looser, that modern
c r i t i c s make a mistake t a Iocate the women's movement in some
a c t s of

some eighteenth-century women.

practice-claiming

"This kind of critical

halcyon lost originso-makes it difficult to

read Montagu with anything but feminist nostalgiat' ( 53 )

.

These
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are the critics (Moira Ferguson among them) who undervalue Lady

Masy's poetry and prose whenever this voriting affirms current
world order, while grasping at her occasional proto-feminist

prose, as *hem she urges retreat and retitement on intellectual
woaien,

taking her cue from Astell.

fn positioning Lady Mary

a ~ n eighteanth-century
g
authors of her gender, ro can discover

thought and srgression that give currency to i s n y of her v i m ,

and leggtimacy to the idea that she is an observant recorder of

some vital details of her era's upper-class existence.

Lady

Mary's writing frequently shows emergy and creativity, and while
neither prose nor poetry needs t o have these qualities to be
considered i n a doctoral thesis, their presence overturns the
sense of her contribution as a glorified laundry list, an
estimate some critics have offered while citing her impulsive,
dashed-off verse as unworthy of critical notice [Grundy, E P v ) .
A n example

of her flair for phrasing shines in her chiding of

Anne Wortley for epistolary neglect; Lady Mary tells this young

woman, the earlfest correspondent whose erchange with her
survives, that *such conduct 1s full as base as beating a poor
wretch who has his hands tied; and mercy to the distressed is a

mark of divine goodness" (Letters 1.2).

The open-mindeaess of a

feminist reader prevents critical il1 treatment of a similar
kind-

The critical approaches of this thesis use a new historicist

viewpoint, informed by feminist critical theory, to examine Lady
Mary's identity politics- The combination allows a sense of
tecasting the canon of eighteenth-century literature to include
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Foster entitle it), which involves women's perspectives on social
action and historical event.

The writing which admits

examination on these grounds no longer exclusively involves the
poetry, novels and essays of the mature author: now, juvenilia,
letters and journals-the

domestic

writing prescribed to women as safe,

diversion and distraction--invites the level of

critical attention formerly reserved for imaginative or
philosophical work by adult males.

politics" d-d

Insofar as "identity

a political stance, a modified Marxist approach-

-that is, a recognition of c l a s s as a factor in Mary Wortley
Montagu's outlook, without a declared wish to have seen her
beheaded for this attitude-has

been adopted.

A holistic

engagement with Lady Mary's self-representation--encompassing
even her choice in the composition of a self-portrait, carried
o u t by a painter she has selected--constitutes the larger

consideration.

Through these c r i t i c a l filters, the present study

attains i t s sense of Lady Mary the person, as well as Lady Mary
the writer,
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Chapter 1

Notes
Tobin, presenting the essentialism debate, notes Schweikart's
psychologizing of -men-as-relationship-maintainers as "as8irming
a universal and transhistorical human nature... profoundly
ahistorical and aculturala; Tobin prefers the Vurning away from
psychology and toward history that Cixous advocates" (2-3).
1

Bester Thrale Piozzi (1741-1821), Fanny Burney (1752-1840) and
Charlotte Lennox ( 1 3 2 0 4 8 0 4 ) al1 received encouragement in their
e i t i n g from Dr. Samuel Johnson, author and lexicographer. Ann
Hessenger records being exposed just briefly to these writers
during mid-twentieth century 'traditional training" on literature
of the eighteenth: Anne Finch, Countess of Winchelsea, was *the
only woman represented in the eighteenth-century anthologiesu(3).
2

3

If Lady Mary's validated approach to Bumet, with het Latin
translation offered for his consideration, is termed the "Golden
Agen of Lady Mary's being taken seriously as a young reader of
other laquages, then ber pining over the los8 of such liberties
may locate itself in an easier time. Dr. Pam Perkins has pointed
out that perhaps not the state of the current time but a
nostalgia for her own youthful power lies behind Lady Mary's
cautions to her grand-daughter. H o w e v e r , the translation was no
bettes accepted in the time-frame of its (lirnited) favour than it
would be in this supposedly harsher time for intellectual young
women

.

4 Ros Ballaster affirms that feminists' primary focus is 'the
means by which gender identity is discursively produced as a form
of social control in a given culture and the ways in which women
as historical subjects and agents have negotiated their relation
to that discoursen (II). A "negotiatorU such as Lady Mary does
not appear at a disadvantage, yet control over het standing, her
self as subject, was often wrenched from her by detractors such
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as Pope and Walpole, H e r novel, Princess Docile, constitutes one
response t h a t reclaims the subject of her gendered self.
Grundy emphasizes Lady Mary's individualized decision-making
on the Vane-Smollett issue--the former could not have written the
memoirs as they appeared in Peregrine P f c k l e , as they were "too
well wrttten to be by Berw ( L e t t e r s .2.120-21 13.3). In her 1748
edition of lYemofrs of Mrs. Pilkington, Lady Mary wrote 'as good
Poetry as Pope'sm ( M
81)--but by then, her estimation of Pope's
work had dropped, and therefore the comment casts more insult on
the male poet than praise upon the fernale one. Other
contemporaries involved in the debate were Thomas Gray, Eorace
Walpole (of course) and John Hill; this last writer queried "The
term Genuine, an odd w o r d ascrib'd to the Lady's Memoirs" (Kelly
5

72).

6 Theophrastus 'designed [the character study] to encapsulate an
identifiable type,= and yet even these models Vhreatenled] to
exceed the prescribed limitations of the generic paradigm"
(Nussbaum and Brown 1 4 6 ) . Eighteenth-century modulators f e l t a
unified "types must avoid exaggerated or inconsistent features.
Mary
adopted
preface
Mary to
7

Astell (1688-1731), Tory, essayist and philosopher,
Lady Mary's Turkish letters as a project, writing the
long before they were t o be published, and coaxing Lady
consider the l e t t e r - c o l l e c t i o n as an enduring document.

8

Nussbaum argues that eighteenth-century thinkers defined
character one way in the first half of the century (holistic)
and another after mid-century (multi-layered) (146).
This study has chosen the viewpoint expressed in Isobel
Grundy ' s review of Lisa Lowe ' s C r i t i c a l Terrains. Lowe ' s
comments, on Lady Mary's smallpox as a liability during her
Turkish voyage (36 6r n.), raise the issue and so deserve mention
here .
9
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10 Jonathan Edwards's death following smallpox inoculation in
1758 l e d to hysteria that exemplifies public reaction leading to
the setbacks in the b a t t l e for inoculation.
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Chapter 2

Juvenilia:

The Woman in the G i r l

Research into the juvenilia of an established writer like

Lady Mary can contribute productively to critical understanding,
securing a sense of her identity in formative stages.

Juliet

McMaster inquires into female authors' juvenilia as "cradles of
creativity."

She explains that "The field of children's writing

is a largely undiscovered continent, with its own geography and
its own conventions that invite discovery and elucidation"
("Apprenticen 1 4 ) .
"the

Lady Mary's juvenile work not only provides

foundation for the themes and structures of her adult work,

but it also yields engaging fiction and poetry that merit close
reading.

Juvenilia provide a biographical depth for apprehending

of the author's l a t e r choices of form and motif; also, close
reading-of

poems, published and unpublished, and of the early

novelette, Xndamara to Lindamira--1ocates the authorts early
voice, which has core features consistent with those seen in the
adult writer's voice.

Mary Pierrepont's individualistic

interpretations arising from her engagement with drama and
romance, as well as her ink-play on manuscript pages, hint at the
inventiveness the author will display in her collaborations and
solo projects as an adult.
Identity politics establish themselves concurrently with
identity i t s e l f ; at the inception of her writing identity, Lady
Mary owed her observer's stance to several factors, internai and

external.

First, at the age of four she lost her mother, a

potential r o l e mode1 of Young, aristocratic matronhood

which she

might have emtlated.

In the 1pothsrless pars of heu gixlhood,

she JoZnad her brother in U s g o v e r ~ ~ s - t a -

lessonn: and due

In " T r a ~ m g r e s s i v eYouthg ( 1995) ,

her mther vould have raisad.

Lois Cbaber dalineatas the conditions that created the

alternative f i l i a l temale sole:

*she [did no+] have the personal

famïly warmth, encouragaaant and shared interest in literature
that A u s t e n (and A l c o t t ) had'

letters, poetrg, fiction-fron

(82).

an tnaar drive; but under later

influances, she paid w h a t Ellan Poll&

Ssrual
(51).

She created her terts-

calls, in Tne Poetfcs of

(1985), "The bleakly iroaic price of self-denial"

In part, this cost involves playing down her learning

before her femala progeny.

A second factor which N n e d her into

an observer and writer was the circumstance which l e f t her t e w
amusements outside the library: her father and grandmother had
other concerns besides the raising of children.

B third

condition was inherent: she w a s a bookworm by nature, so she used
her access to her father's l i b r a y with a reader's z e a l .

According to Isobel Grundyls 'Books and the Woman," 'Lady Mary as

a child spant five or six hours a &y

in the stupendous library

of her father" ( 3 ) .
Fier imagination did m t test with the romantic or heroic

figures of her reading, thougb she read prodigious quantifies of

romance and drama: the identity politics of the teenager involved
practicing the styles she admired, an example being the Ovidian
love ooem answered in her "Julia to ûvïda (c. 1701).

ûvid mites
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of forbidden love i n the Epistles, but also of successful wooing

through the power of words i n A r s Amatoria, and Julia/Mary
responds to both: "Of that soft passion w h e n you teach the A r t /

In gentle Sounds it steals into the H e a r t m (SP 19-20). The
budding poetls dramatic tastes ranged among camedies and

tragedies as diverse as R o w e ' s "Tamerlane" ( 1 7 0 2 ) , btway's Venice
Preserved (1682), Dryden's A i l f o r Love ( 1 6 7 8 ) , and Aphra Bahxl's

.Emperor of the Moonw (1687), each of which has at least

secondaiy focus on loves won and lost,

Al1 are play8 she

recorded having read (Letters 1.296, 327: HMS S S O ) , and most
appear quoted as referepces in her letters on love or politics,
At fourteen, she set about imitating her most beloved t e e s , such

as Ovid's Metamorphoses and Virgil's Eclogues, practicing their
styles while at the same t i m e def ining her own.

Sbe thus

followed the tradition of ffclassicism'establisàed by Dryden and

Pope, as analyzed in the criticism of Brower (Alexander P a p e :
The Poetry of A l l u s i o n [ 1 9 6 6 ] ) , as well as Battestin's The

Providence of Wit ( 1 9 7 4 ) , Segal's Poetry and k@th i n Ancient
Pastoral (l98l), and Patterson's Pastoral and Ideology (1987).
The ease of selecting her reading matetial from her father's

library, with its standard representation o f the classics, made
her "bookish" (Life 71, while the hours of solitude allowed her

ta explore the stories which arose from her own experience and
imagination, as w e l i as from the inspiration of her sources.

The practice of stylistic imitation which flourishes in
Dryden's adapted narratives such as Fables Ancient and Modern
( 1 7 0 0 ) and i n m a n y of b i s plays, including ûedipus (1679) and A H
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for Love (1678), attracted the young Lady Mary to t r y on the
imltator's borrowed robes.

She admirad Dryden enough to list in

her personal catalogue the casts of characters from t w e n t y of h i s

plays ( H F S 250)

.

The classical imitation emerges so strongly in

her own writing that a close reading of a quest in Ovid's

fYètamorphoses, placed baside a simllar one from Mary Plerrepont's
"The Adventureremdemonstrates the t e x t s ' parallel tone and

content, ln a sense of adttenturous events of journeying.
O v l d ' s description

Hare 1s

of Jason's arriva1 in the kingdom of Medea's

father, King Aeetes:

Now the Minyans were cutting their way through the waters,

on board the ship built at Pagasae

. . . . At

they had corne through many danger

and difficulties under

last, when

the leadership of the famous Jason,they reached the s w i f t flowing waters of the ntuddy river Phasis. ( 7 1 5 5 )

Lady Mary's hero, Strephon, describes h i s emergence i n t h e wide
world in t h i s manner:

=Your Curiosity shall bee sattisfy'd--1

sett out when Gay And'in my blooming Youth 1 scarse had counted
20 when 1 saw t h i s Isle, the sea round it seems always calm 6

sxnootb But Oh! t'As false as crocodiles that Weep

. . . In

short

my Lucidor 1 enter'd it accompany['d] By croudsw ( H W 251).

The

t w o combine narrative prose, direct in namfng the quest taker's

major actions, with colourful pezsonal detail, as Phineas ' s blind

tonnent and Strephon's gay youth reveal.

The effect is to hasten

the plotline while keeping a reader's emotions engaged.

Not
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having crossed the ocean (or reached the age of twenty) herself,
Lady Mary still recounts her hero's accomplishment of these
things in the mode of classical antecedents by Ovld, Virgil or

Horace

.

Mary Pierrepont gained her identity as a w i t , along with her

gender politfcs, ramarkably e a r l y .

Not her family situation but

the Pierrepont social circle gave rise to the precacious voice,
w h e n the Kit-Cat Club meunbers, her father's c a n t ~ r a r f e sfa un

erclusive men's club, toasted âet beauty and wft.

faminist conte*,

In the

the scene illustrates Lady Mary's historical

placement among men.

The scene furthet posed a temptation to

female vanity, when her attractive "not yet eightW-year-old self
received the feting and toasting behaviours of society men ( E P
9).

ühen Spacks judges that '@Lady Mary's early letters to

Wortley obsessively proclaim their writer's self-definition as an

unusual young wom;mn (wImaginationsa2 0 9 ) , she confirms the
lesson Lady Mary learned during the Kit Kât Club incident.

The

f i x e d gaze on her beauty by these men and others gave rise to her

sense of herself as a revered figure.

The image that remains

from the Kit-Cat account may be that of a novelty doll, passed
around and admired by men who appreciated a fresh presence, yet
proof of her value, distinct from female p e r s in hallowed male

society, declared itself by the toast of London's elite.

The

early formation of a special i d e n t i t y assumes firm shape.'
Eighteenth-century feminist critfcism has located, in the

male gaze upon a beautiful female. ego-soothing self-affirmation.
Not only is the female supposed to remain abject instead of
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observer, but she must also accept inaction in her "perfectn
state, embodying the lesser self for which males perform actions.
Citing Cixous, Chodorow and Irigaray, feminist authorities on the
patriarciial view, Sidonie Smith affirms that the male declaration
of the toast, proclaiming M a r y as "reigning beauty," is "one more
of those cultural discourses that secures and textualizes
patriarchal definitions of Woman as the Other through which Man
discovers and enhances his own shapen ( 3 9 ) . 2

When Lady Mary

begins to write, especially with herself as subject, she upsets

her status of subordinate, taking for herself the action formerly
carried out by ber father and his friends, of defining her
identity within the dominant culture.

Chaber ascribes to the

writing of adolescent Lady Mary a sense of threat posed to

authority.

She cites the passage in Grundy's forthcoming

biography of Lady Mary that marks a twenty-page tom-out section
(complete with poetic apology) of the 1704 manuscript:
trepass'd [sic] wickedly in RhimeN(82).

to Behn's popular-thetefore

To Chaber, by contrast

roguish or rakish-standing

writer, "Fernale empowerment is

.. .

Lady Mary's novelette under review

"1 own 1

as a

at issue in the edition of

. ..

[as] there were no

precedents like Burney for respectable female success in novelwriting

.

.

[sol writing was truly transgressive for Lady Maryn

(82). The threat of the writing female surely challenges adult
male authority.

In addition to the novelette (yet within it, as well), Lady
Mary favours the genre of autobiography in her early writing; the
life-writing serves to expand the voice of her identity politics
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into forms additional to the letters, with their innate
autobiographical basis.

Among examples of t h e life-writing of

other types CO-existing with epistolary writing in the early
years, the autobiographical fragment contemporary with the agony
of Edward Wortley's courtship, reveals a novelistic urge.

Lady

Mary writes, intent on imbuing herself (as subject) with both

precocity and heightened persona1 draam.

That she believes

herself precocious can be seen in the pride w i t h which she
displays the knowledge of her young heroine-self, in the fragment
described above, to which Halsband and Grruidy give the name
"Autobiographical romance" (c. 1728):

"Laetitia [MWM] took

occasion to criticise in a manner so just and knowing, he was as
much amaz'd as if he had heard a piece of Waxwork talk on that
s u b j e c t " (Grundy, EP 7 8 ) .

This remark f r o m the same source,

following the good impression of her intellect on the gentlemen,

dramatizes her position:

. . .

gave

"this R e p t a t i o n which she d i d not seek

her Enviers and consequently Enemys amongst the Girls

of her own agen ( E P 78).

The romance fragment foregrounds the

author's selfhood as a dramatic construct; Spacks recognizes this

sense of persona1 drama elsewhere, in Lady Mary's letter-writing:

"She

. . .

calls attention to the flavor of fictionality in her

most compelling [epistolary) narrativesn (Benstock, P r i v a t e Self
183); Lady Mary expends no effort in adopting the role of the
romantic neroine.

Even at twelve she perceives and characterizes

her life by means of fictional models, as when she writes "Julia
to Ovid" (mentioned above) in t h e voice of a noble young woman

addressing her poet-lover:

"Will you not sigh and hate the
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wretched Maid,/ Whose fatal Love your safety has betraid?" ( E P
177; 45-6).

Lady Mary m i ~ ~ i ceffectively,
s
capturing the plight

of the emperorls daughter in love beneath her station (Grundy SP
4%.

)

Tom Cleary (1995) ha8 criticixed favourably Lady Mary's
early politically exploratory writings that also imitate literary

models.

He observes that a l 1 of them have el-ts

of

autobiography, yet b a r relation to contemporary imitations of
the era, ineluding the grown-up genre--les

they follow.

Grundy also alludes to the promise shown bg the poetic volce,
speaking in one poem of "Bleak droraaed plainsm with the assurance
of a more mature pastoral poet; indeed, the echo of Titania's
Une. "The f o l d stands empty in the dromed fieldm (2.ii 96) in A
Midsummer Night 's Dream gives Shakespearean resonance to the

landscape, and hints at the allusive power of Lady Mary's
reading.'

Such power also erists in her engagement with the

novella's original; Grundy states that the Tom Brown narrative,
Adventures of Lindamira ( 1 7 0 2 ) , conveys an adventure of
comparable appeal

( EP viii )

.

On the conceptual model that presents Lady Mary acting o u t
the scenes of her narrative, the authoring of Indamora becomes a
private audition for a romantic part.

Through her imaginary

correspondence. the young author m i r n i c s French as well as English
romances, and adopts a dual-voiced role.

Katherine Duncan-Jones

(1992) calls IPdamora "an efficiently accurate miniature of a

Scud6ry-esque romancem (400)--a

type of narrative reliant on the

lover's urgent letter as part of its suspense-building.

Though
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superficially resembling Brown's Lindamira, the work has fts own

distinctive devices, sucb as the awareness of Lindamira's point

of v i e w as well as Indamira's own:

V ' m e too asur'd of your

Freindship to h l e i v e p u will ever discover any thfng that 1
have a a n d to keep secret.

Without Cerenmnp I'le begin ( i n pour

i i m a i t a t i o n ) at nty 16 year" (RW 2 ) .

f rene Tucker illustrates

through the use of Fanny Burney's Evelina tut the double

viewpoint gives insight to the fictional letter-writer's
character.

She uses .the sociality of the ietter forni* (426) in

identifying hou aware the writer must be of the letterrs

receiver.

Just as Evelina, in writing to het guardian, Reveread

V i l l a r s , takes care t o address him ln the humble tone that

respects h i s paternal standing "With the utmost affection,
gratitude and dutyw (Burney 2 4 ) , so, too, does Indamora make
Lindamira's eager listening the guide to her breathless

uncovering of events--%ty Dear you m a t not exspect to see so
much Wit in my letters as 1 find in yoursn begins one variant on
her f i r s t letter's audience-identfficatfon (RW 2n.).

Tucker also

uncovers letters1 "temporal doubleness." giving a sense that
conditions at the time of writing and at the time of reading both
influence a letter's meaning.

Lady M a r y conveys a strong

awareness of t h e dual time-frame as Indamora reminds Lindamira of
a time when they were united, and therefore relieved of the

necessity of writing:

"1 never pass'd 3 weeks pieasanter, 1

heard oft frorn Cleonidas and anjoy'd the Companny of my ever dear

Lindamira Who will allways Possess the Largest share of the
Freindship of

[--1 1ndamoraN ( R W 7 ) . When

they are parted. the
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narrative resumes w i t h "Somewhile after my Oear Lindamira Left
Laurettau (RW 8 ) . evoking the sense of the parted, but still

conmnrnicating, friends.
A

prose narrative of fndrimorarsromantic adventures and

responses to Lindamira's tale by Indamora, the work casts an
adventuresome heroine, half-ocphaned like her creator, aniong
exotic tamptatioris and threats.

Assessing this set of fictional

letters created by Lady Mary, Gnmdy asserte, "It compates *el1

, which went on being
in quality vfth its original [~induarira]
reprintad titi 1751. (EP viii).

An arample of this coapatieon is

found in each book's trestment of picturesque vfews in France,
where Lindamira In the original describes Fontainebleau at second
hand as #the most delightful and charming place in the world,'

causing Lady Mary's Indamora to refuse to describe it ( R W 9 6t
n.2).

Iadamora's alternative response is to describe her trip to

t

France in breathless prose:

"Wee landad happyly, and without

anny Accident arriv'd At Parism (RW 8 ) .

The first has recounted

sights as viewed by a cousin, where the second bas used a more
direct approach, connected w i t h the central character's own

feelings.

A p a r t from the sense of "self in placen imparted by

these descriptions, the remarkable feature of setting in Indamora
is that fts untried author constructs her worldly protagonists's

continental experience based on her reading; a resulting sense of
every European country's being arrived at only by boat
illustrates ber untravelled state, as well as her sense of melo-

brama:

n

[In leo on id as 's] f l i g h t [ f r o m rance] to Bolland

...

the sea proved as fatal to h i m as the Land, the s h i p Sunk" (RW
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9).

Gnindy speculates, " D i d Lady Mary suppose that to reach

another country must involve a sea crossing, or d i d she plan a
voyage down the Seine and through the straits of Daver?" ( R W 9

n.6).
The E n t i r e Works of Clariada (1702) contains more writing

based on European nmdels into which Lady Mary injects herself;
the place called "The Adventurerm stands out as a mingling of

indfvidwl thought anb received opinion.

Like a lament from the

sane volume, =The Adventurern imagines a jaded mrld no longer
Edenic; here are stanzas of similar complaint from "The

Penitentn:

'Curst bee the hour, 1 Left nty Native plain /

...

And unto every God [and] power I've Swore / I t l e wish to see the

Dangerous Town no moreR (HMS 2 5 1 ) .

L i k e the speaker in the short

poem, the hero of the narrative assumes a sophisticated view: fn
this case, it concerns marriage as incompatible with love,

requiring the mythic figure, "the Giant Divorce (to] deliver

. . . Poor Wretchesm

(RMS 251).

Anna-Francesca Valconover (1986)

argues that since Lady Mary had done the bedroom reading of
adolescent girls of her time, including romance novels epitomized
by the ten volumes of de Scudéry's A r t a m è n e or the Grand Cyrus
(1653),

she had developed attitudes that reflected the romances

(Valconover 135).

The Restoration comedyts treatment of marriage

displays the blasé attitudes which d e f i n i t e l y colour tone and
theme in Lady Mary's juvenilia, confirming that contemporary

work, along w f t h the classical, influenced the young author.
Dennis Davison describes the attitudes underneath the "surface

moral feigning and hectic rendezvous" (xi) in a play like
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Etherege's She Wou 'd if She Cou 'd (1668) as suppressing a
"muddled, romantic, sensual, rational plea for 'wedded love'
struggling to escapen ( x i v ) .

Though not al1 Restoration plays

mock marriage, Lady Mary's own view, present in her shepherds'
despair over flighty lovers, conforms with the more toughened

comedic messages concerning relations between men and women-as
with Ariana's query on the pair of young gallants giving chase in
She Wou'd i f She Cou'd,

ad we once

been Deluded i n t o an

Opinion they had been faithful, who Knows into what

Inconveniences that Error might have Drawn us?" (1.2).

The

cynicfsm shown in the scene, and emulated by Lady Mary's
shepherd, apparently contradicts the romantic aspirations that
Lady Mary had in her late adolescence and early adufthood.
Etherege uses the cynical tone to illustrate the preoccupation

Ariana has with courtship and marriage as governing loci in an
adult woman's life: Lady Mary's protagonist replies that the site
of Marriage is "kept by Hymen [where] discord Strife & uneasyness

is it's continua11 Inhabitantsn (HMS 251).

The "castle of Marriage" pointed out earlier contains some

of the cynicism that constitutes an early fashion tried on by
Lady Mary; her identity politics form out of observation, which

consequently adjusts her actions.

For instance, she observes

ladies pining for their lords at war and relying on presents and
keepsakes--"these good ladies take up with the ahadows of [their

men) "

(

Letters 1.18 ) --and so her initial communication with the

absent Wortley, resolutely unsentimental, is declaredly "not
Acting in Form" (Letters 1.211.

The place she contemplates years
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before arriving there, the Castle of Marriage, is a trap for m o s t
who enter, even if they start out by being romantically drawn t o

each other (RMS 251).

Thus, even the starry-eyed Strephon, who

enters as representative of the young L a d y Mary's views, finds
dangers and minimal rewards.

After losing his shepherdess-lover

to another man, he "retirrd ta the sad D e s a r t of Remembrancen
(HMS 251).

We are reminded of the tragedy of love lost that has

shaped the author's own childhood: the death of Lady Mary's
mother.

The bereft daughter's perception of marriage and

subsequent childbearing as risks to women works one effect among

many, and that is a wariness to plunge into the state of
marriage, lest it rob the young woman of single life's pleasures,

as well as ruining the health ( E P 77).

*

*

*

The tone of the early writings changes when Mary Pierrepont
herself becomes the receiver of young men's attentions.

By

contrast to the guarded heart of Lady Mary, the "Adventurern
storyteller, Lady Mary the courted maiden receives flutteringly
the suits of love proferred by young men.

"To day, my Dear Phil,

Feb. 6 [1712], am 1 fancying 1 s e e al1 the Beaux

. ..

Your

Paradise [perfect suitor, in code], and several other paradises,
i n Fring'd Gloves, embrodier'd Coats, and powder'd wigs in
irresistable Curl" (Letters 1.115).

Her exchange w i t h Phillipa

Mundy during her involvement with Edward Wortley

Montagu, shows

that anticipation of marriage has become a fixation within the
friendship.

Consistently playful in its attitude, the exchange

(which has the two young women playinq the game in which marriage
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is Heaven, Purgatory or Hell) demonstrates al1 the symbolic
charging of the marital state with electric significance.

Where

the fourteen-year-old Mary Pierrepont sounded blase about the
institution, we have no transitional imaginative writings to lead
up to her changed viewpoint as a nineteen-year-old belle w h o

finds it a magically heightened state.

In the letters that mark

this level of awareness, a different set of expectations greets

marriage.

Far from giving the chosen girl strife ta contend

with, the romantically inspired marriage wfll relieve her of the

discontent and emotional peril that the single self must contend
with:

Realy, my dear Philippa, tho' nobody can have more

exalted Notions of Paradise than my selfe, yet if
Hell is very tempting, I camot advise you ta resist
it, since Virtue, in this wicked World, is seldom

any thing but its o m reward

.. .

1 give you better

Counsell than 1 can take my selfe, for 1 have that
Aversion to Hell, 1 shall resist it al1 my Life, tho'

without Hope of Paradise. (Letters 1.109)

The extended metaphor reveals courting aspirations of divine

heights, out of which Mary Pierrepont makes absolute declarations
rtght üp until the day of her elopement w i t h Wortley.

She would

rather die a spinster than make a marriage romantically
uninspired.

No matter how the "boy-crazy" exchange c r e a t e s its

signifiers, it giques interest in the two correspondents' maleLdentified early selves.
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An aspect of rornantic inspiration sharply defines the

identity politics experimented with in a literary project
conjoined ta nThe Adventurern in the E n t i r e Works of Clarinda
volume (HMS 251): it reveals the young Lady Mary as a systematic

examiner of the volumes of plays she found and read i n her
father's library.

In

analyzing plays as she does, she performs

the function that Dryden urged on hfs fellow critics and

playwrights, in the "Defense of the Epiloguen (1672):

"[Llet us

render to our Predecessors w h a t is their due, without confineing

our selves to a servile imitation of a l 1 they writn (Guffey and
Roper 218).

Content to base ber first dramatic exercises on the

classical models as translated by Dryden, Lady Mary eventually
marks, admiringly, extremes of interpretation, describing the
hero of Amphitryon (1690) as "flying to Alcmena with the raptures

Mr

. Dryden

puts into his mouthn ( Letters 1 . 2 6 4 ) .

As an

adolescent, she follows a persona1 impulse to categorize the

dramas, an activity which informs the work of a m o d e m c r i t i c
like Derek Cohen, in his separating of farce pattern from comedy-

of-manners pattern (Cohen 268)--only her patterning is based on a
play's placement of female characters in relation to others

within it.

She creates her dramatic categories, says Grundy in

"Books and the Woman,' with "no canon, no syllabus, no signpostsw
( I r ) ! - The section dealing w i t h dramas and romances, toward the

end gr' the volume collected from Lady Mary's mid-teens, lists

cornedies and dramas by English playwrights and then by French
ones, occupying seven dense pages of handwriting.

Simple

rharacter l i s t s for the romances Grand Cyrtrs and Pharamond follow
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upon the annotated drama lists.

What distinguishes the task

undertaken with the dramas from the doodles, "acrossticksn and

other games on the teenaged girl's pages is the powerful

concentration on analyzing relationships.

The Labour i l l u s t r a t e s

a first stage in her literary approach to drama, an approach that
will lead to criticism, but that currently reflects her nascent

ambition to perform theatrically (though only in masquerade, and

in a behind-the-scenes functfon, w i l l she execute the project).
Lady Mary's scribbles on the page characterize her either as

a daydreamer or as a doodler-or

as a ceaseless experimenter i n

new forms for conimunicating her selfhood.

The doodles and small

exercises in the archiva1 material include scribbled sections
that may have been a practice of marks such as periods, brackets
and slashes, as well as long lines of ink like the ruling of

paper, not topped by any writing-

These ink marks of Lady Mary's

mid-teens have an appealingly fluid appearance.

Near them are

more coherent exercises: in addition to taking up dense rows of
script, her groupings of names and titles appear spontaneous, and
motivated by the love of collecting, like the tallying of
baseball statistics carried on by pre-teens non.

The ivory

fabric-covered volume that contains C l a r i n d a also abounds in
page-bottoms full of X t s and T's, having the possible purpose of
decoration (especially four lines deep, as in one spot), or as
practice marks for a troublesome or recently-dipped P e n .

More

focused are word games such as an "acrosstick," which requires
Mary Pierrepont to create a poem out of a classical name, using
each of i t s Letters to start off a line of rhymea verse.

Another
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section of the manuscript volume contains severai standard names
of swains and shepherdesses, forming a distinctive list

structured as if it were lines of poetry:

Lysimena Silvia Clemena Malantha
Amatrillis Artemira Anronia Parthenia Orinda Lacasia (lYW 251).

The list resembles a cryptic epigram in its block-positioning on
the page, but turns out to be a practical collection of the

heroines of bucolic lave poetry and drama, to be drawn from as
needed.

From t h i s gathering exercise, Lady Mary moves on to the

more demanding task of categorizing the plays she has read,
divided by author and by language o f execution, w i t h English and

French as h e r foremost divisions.

Such early classifying of

plays, and of rares within them, prepares for Lady Mary's later

dramatic criticism, such as her review of Addison's Cato (Grundy,
EP 6 2 - 6 8 )

.

Beginning the classifying operation, Lady Mary reveals t h a t
the familiar serves as her first self-identification:

plays begin the list.

English

She lists Beaumont and Fletcher, Dryden,

"Mr Rows [~owe's]plays" and "Mr Lees [~ee's]":futther down the
second page of listings are "Mrs Behns [~ehn's]"
plays, followed
by "Mr Shads [~hadwell's]plays" (EIMS 251).

The order looks to

b e d i c t a t e d by which plays came to mind first.

However, order

and system assert themselves in the next dimension of the

exercise; for most plays listed, the heroine cornes first.

Only

a f t e r the heroine's name has been placed on the page are the male
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characters listed, and crucfally, they are al1 defined by their
social relationshfps with the central female.

An

exception,

Dryden ' s Oedipus, contains the listing of Weidipus [sic]"
followed by .bis w i f a Jocasta,. by which title Lady Mary d t s

Jocasta's other role in relation to her husband: mother.

The

choice demonstrates Lady Mary's adhering to the roles assigned

Jocasta and Oedipus in al1 but their pst-revelatfon scenas; the
play's central figure so garners the young criticts empathy that

in keeping wfth the prophetic mood of the ttagedy, she allons his
role to crowd aside his wifels/ntother's--and Lady Mary's

positioning of Jocasta maintains the illusion of ûedipus that hi8
marriage to her ha8 the blessing of the gods.

In singling out feunale characters to name first, in the vast
majority of the plays, followed by 'her husband* or "ber lover,*
Lady Mary shows her privfleging of a play's female characters,

even if they have not been thus positioned by the playwrights.
She is overturning patriarchal artistic structure in favour of
her own female-centered vision.

In this activity, she is

remarkably forward looking, as she performs privately a "revisioning [of] the cultural productions of patriarchy' similar to
the one which Schor records feminists of the 1970s as carrying

out (266).

We should view Lady Mary's withdrawal fnto the

library as the creation of Mary Louise Pratt's afeminotopia,u
defined as "an idealized world of female self-determination

and enjoyment" (qtd. in Ferguson 4 8 4 ) . '

Every central woman or

girl serves as a potential role to be played by the arranger of
her story, and so the female lead's standing at the front of each
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p l a y ' s cast of characters creates a wish-list of identities into

which Lady Mary might s t e p .
Yet to the dramatist-in-training8 not al1 the women's roles
present a desirable prospect for self-i dentifying
secondary characters is "ambitious step-mother,"
Amestris in the List of "Mr Rows plays."

.

A theme among

the role of

As with a l 1 the

selections of plays and prominent placement of roles, the
foregrounding of this one shows definite idiosyncrasy. Kalsband
and Grundy make clear that Lady Mary's approach to her reading

was highly individualistic, that of the auto-didact.

The

compiling of the dramatic list confirms their assertion regarding

"The family library where Lady Mary Pierrepont laboured at selfeducationn ( E P vii).

According to Grundy, Lady Mary relied on

her own understanding of materials, to the point of interpreting
what she read in the manner of "question[ing] every convention

she usesn (EP viii),

Thus, the stepmother whose ambitions for

the stepchild create tensions becomes singled out for notice by
the vulnerable stepchild/author.

The strongest example of the convention-questionhg identity
politics arises from the focus on each play's major female

character, regardless of the character's prominence within the
play.

Beth Fowkes Tobin has conveyed the traditionally correct

approach within an epic-influenced drama as " t h e heroic formula
of male glory rewarded by female iove" ( 5 ) - In her repetitive

arrangement of heroine and "her lover,* Lady Mary shifts
importance away from the male characters.

She a l s o exhibits a

preoccupation with figures who Say something to her about her own
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role in life.

A singling out of heroic females in the early solo

rehearsal, then, does for Lady Mary what adoption of the
epistolary form does for the y o w g Jane Austen:
find "her heroinels voices in
(Epstein 402).

. . . her

it allows her to

juvenile writings'

Practicfng in the voice of the woaran she wishes

to be, Lady Mary ravels in the mimetic nnmo, gIndamora,m taken

for its herofc female essence from the character ln Dryden's
Aurang-Zebe (1675);

wou'd

her title page aseerts '-1

Desfre the Reader

compare / the 2 lives" (RW l), thus asking not only for a

comparison of Lfndamirals life and fndamora's, but al80 of her
life and Indamorals. Grundy fndlcates that the m i n g =y

have

derived from several sources ( R W I n.l), and yet the tragic-

romantic cast to the Dryden play argues for h i s Indamora as
innnediate inspiration.

Lady Mary gives a tragic cast to

Indamora's life out of her own life, referring to 'the misfortune
of loseing a vertuous and tender mother" (RW 2), though her
ostensible audience, the letter-receiving Lindnmira, must know of
the loss; Indamora confesses that it 'very sensibly griev[esIu
her.

In pinpointing the status of the women and their love-

pairings and triangles, privileging them on the page during the
play-list exercise, she documents her fellow feeling for bereaved

lovers, daughters, mothers and wfves.
The attentive encapsulating of the plays' role-distribution

reveals equally the sophistication of the young reader:

as she

moves to the French playwrights, Lady Mary also shifts to French
notation, so that on the list's fourth page, "Clelfe Les nommes
la dedansn matches her introductory style for the English
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entries.

Combined with apparent wide reading in French, amang

writers such as Corneille (whose "Horace," featuring a military
father and son named Horace the senior and the junior, she
recorded reading), cornes blithe misspelling of names, so that
Moliere becomes nMoleire,n and "L'Imposteurw is rendered as
"L'Imposteur.*

A lifetime of quirky spelling can be seen either

aa a feature of cham or nuisance in Lady Mary's style, but In

her early wrfting, the trait is noteworthy.

In Katherine Duncan-

Jones's review of Indamora, she tefers to the "touches of
individualizationR (400) that make juvenile work an indicator of
the young author's early bid for individual expression.

Although

Duncan-Jones goes on to declare that no particular artistic
expression can be detected, we can find ample amounts of it, from
the flamboyant characterization of Indamora, whose maid 'knew by
my undisembling eyes 1 was not so angry as 1 pretended" ( R W 6) to

the naming and renaming of characters-the

father, origfnally

"Araxis,' then Diphilus, "twice-lovingR as he remarries in
widowerhood ( J i k e Lord Dorchester) and tugs his af.fections away

from his children (RW 2 n.5).

Thomas Tausky maintains that

children who write autobiographically express, frequently, the
need to feel their father's approval ( 4 1 ) : Mary Pierrepont is no
exception.
Juliet McMaster, publisher of Lady Mary's Indamora and other

juvenile wotks, is "intrigued by how the work and identity of
these child authors related to their work and identity as adultsN
(qtd. in Takach 12).

The early work relates chiefly through Lady

Mary's fascination, lasting a lifetime, with the customs of other
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countries, customs which nonetheless yield before the universal
truths of conjugal and parental love.

Juliet McMaster has

declared in prlvate conversation that sometimes a juvenile

narrative will show "achieved brilliance," in its own tight; in

Lady Mary's first fictions, an occasioaol tura of phzase delivers
a charged U n e of self-aware rnmance (Telephone intemiew 9 May
1996)-

%a

As the two

central lovers court secretly in the night,

entertain'd mee in the moveingst T e n u s and oft owore Ettemal

fidelfty- Light Appear'd (or if p u please Aurora) and wee
separate" (RW 7 ) -

isust

The "if you please" may rsfer to Lindamita's

(the intended reader's) preference, but the claesical reference
wotks to poke fun at the formula that saw Dido and Aeneas parted
under the same daun sky ( Aenef d 4 584 )

.

Inarimora/Lady Mary nods

archly to the tradition of the fresh-risfng Aurora.

Similarly indicative of the quality of Lady Mary's early
imaginative work is a pastoral poem written in an assumed male
identity under two titles, 'Recanting,' and .The Cornplaint."
Mack introduces similar pastoral work by the young Alexander Pope

as "a kind of poem that the example of Vergil

. . . had

marked

out as an appropriate first test for aspiring p e t s u (133); Lady
Mary obviously shares the aspiration.

The poem "RecantingU has

its second incarnation as part of the poetic response of Strephon

to his friend Lucidor, in the most extended single writing
project of the first manuscript volumes, at forty-three lines.

The theme concerns deciding to take action against an unfair
lover, by taking back vows of undying love that have been

uttered.

Based on the conversation between shepherds in Virgil's
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First Eclogue, the ment is adapted by Lady M a r y to single out a
romantfc theme from Aaang Yhemes of dispossession, unrequited
love, poetry , f tiendship and rural peacew (Lee, Vf rgil 's E C L m S

For sonm of Vlrgills speakers in the orfgiaal pastorals,

4).

such as Corydon i n the second, the Imxiety of pursuhg love to
the detriment of duty (an ancient theme indeed) forins t h e sub-

tert of the sighing shepherdlsunrequited feelings; pet Laây Mary
ptomotes the love story as the central concern, allowing the

landscape and sky of the lover's own features to create pathetic
fallacy-weather

w i t h i n t h e images conveying hiiman emotfons--to

the lover's lament.
The f i r s t verse of each poem-draft containa the gist of the

narrative, a protest against the f i c k l e l o v e of the shepherdess,
liermensilde.

For the purpose of comparfng the t w o drafts, the

opening score of lines is quoted, constituting the first verse of

each:

Recanting (circa 1703)
1 doe recant-you

are not f a i r

You have no B e a u t i e s i n your face or air
1 own 1 said nay 1 did vow you were

But 1 am not forsworn tho I did vow
1 Thought you fair & so I shou'd do n o w

B u t you are perjurd & your Chams are gone

T'was by p u r seeming Truth my heart was won
No more your eyes that charmfng Lustre Wear
N o more you look al1 innocent and F a i r

1
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No more, yourte sa Engageing in your A i r

10

Those Charms a l 1 vanish when your not Sincere
No more, there's charniing terror in your frown
Noe, fair Ungtatefull al1 your Chams are Gone
Noe more, there's peirceing Lightening in yr Eyes
Where thousand little Cupids Basking Lies

15

The Laughing Cupids al1 are fled
And every Cham begin's to fade

No more, your Breasts like snowy hills appear

Yourte Perjurrd--& no more are fair.
(HMS 2 5 0 )

The twinned verse in "The Adventurer" follows prose narrative, a

story o f Strephon's quest for a place of peace which will take
him beyond safe meadows and familiar companions; the poem now
bears a different title:

The Cornplaint (circa 1704)
1 doe recant-you

are not f a i r

You have no beauties in yr shape or air
1 own 1 said nay 1 did vow you were

But 1 Am not fotsworn tho' 1 d i d Vow
1 thought you fair & soe 1 shou'd doe now

But you are perjur'd & your charms are gone

T'was by your seeming T r u t h my heart was Won
No more your eyes that charming Lustre Wear
No more you look al1 innocent and F a i r

'
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These charms a l 1 Vanish now yourte not Sincere
No more theres Lovely Terror in your Frown
No!

Fair ungratefull al1 yr charsus are Gone

No! more there's k i l l i n g Lightening i n them eyes
Where thousand Little Cupids L i e s

The Laughing Cupids al1 are fled
And every Cham begins to fade

No more your Breasts Like Snowy Hills appear
Yourte perjur'd--and no mare are fair.

(HMS 251)

Chronological ordering of t h e volumes, 250 and 251, provides a
fair certainty that "The Complaintn followed "Recanting."

Other

factors, such as refinement of images, also suggest this order,
even though meter is s t i l l choppy and rhyme occasionally false in
t h e second version of t h e poem.

Some revisions have an

appearance of haste, while others seem more thoughtful.

Line-by-

line analysis can show both types of changes.

In the first t r i p l e t of each poem, Lady Mary the classicist
establishes the cause for protest--words have been s a i d that must
be taken back.

The nature of the vow is explored, a vow which

began as a mere statement of the loved one's "fairn self, but
turned to a sworn utterance.

The word-play on "fair," as a

description of both appearance and sou1 ( o r sense of justice),

continues for several lines- The change from " f a c e w in the first
draft to "shapet' in the second creates a wider sense of the
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*beautiesn possessed by the fickle lover, giving the visage a

chance t o emerge l a t e r as the locus of the lover's major
alteration (and perhaps suggestfng that her inner shape does same
shiftfng, along with her wods).

The lovelorn speaker, identified as .Strephonm in the prose
leading to the second poem-draft, responds axtgrily to the loved

one's lies.

He considers that he is not aforswornm because h i 8

lady love i s "perjur'dW--hi8 orlginal vow casznot be held against

him because it w a s uttered while he was placed by Elesmensilde in

a deluded state.
versions.

An

H e r "seeming t m t h a has lad him astray in both

omission in draft one, of the bracket which would

have joîned the second triplet (following

a pair of couplets),

has been restored by the creation of a tighter rhyme in the latet

version of the poem.

fnstead of "wear," "Faira and "Air* as the

repetitious line endfags, Lady Mary has brought the powerful
"Sincerem inside the brackets, rather than leaving it, as in

version one, as 1.11.

In creating the triplet, she omits 'No

more, you're so Engageing in your Air."

Originally tagging after

the triplet, "These charms al1 Vanish n o w yourte ["when your* in
the first draft] not Sinceren provfdes a closure, previously less

emphatic, to the idea of betrayal.
Another fmprovement, semantic rather than structural,

involves the near-oxymoron "Lovely Terrer,= which &ad been
"charming terrorn in the first version, diluted by the presence
of a half-dozen wcharmw references l n the surrounding lines.

Even if meter has not become more regular in the later draft, a
sense of careful revision is apparent.

The somewhat fleshy image
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which closes the first verse--the "Snowy Hills" of breasts--bas

an aptness of presence in completing the body-as-landscape
picture which has emerged better in "The Complaint," with the
early reference to "beauties of shapen no longer possessed by
Hermensilde.

If the eyes have RLight'ningn in them, then that

natural terror glows fittingly on "hillsR below.
The revisions from other sections of "Recantingn to those

in "The Cornplaintu show Lady Mary's carry-over of the poem's
central images, and retention of the shepherd's voice. Either

separate or integrated with narrative, the poem about recanting
brings out the young Lady Mary's opinion on the cruel

changeability of women.

Making reference as it does to a swain

named nMelibeus,n the poem's mode1 can be identified as the first
of the eclogues of Virgil (Letters 2 . 3 1 6 ) .

e

Lady Mary's

Melibeus, a third man whom Hermensilde betrayed, has been wronged
by a pretty maid whom he trusted too well.

1 knew that Meliboeus Lov'd her first

She, wQ deceiveing Hopes his pasion Nurst

T f w a s he that her first vows receiv'd
he was the fool that first beleiv'd
&

for my sake was he Deceiv'd.

In t h e voice of

â

(fIMS 2 5 0 )

young man who has believed hirnself to be the

ultimate recipient of these affections, Lady Mary utters the
lament as a caution to others:

evidence that once a girl's love

has proven changeable and the young woman indecisive, t h e same
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behaviour may be expected to repeat itself.
Mary Pierrepont's poem underwent refinements when it became

part of the Strephon-to-Lucidor narrative: rhythm8 uere altered,

Images sonetines clarified:

'Noe more there's pierceing

Lightening in y r eyes / Whete thousand little Cupids Basking

Liesa (250) becoiies .No! more there's killing Lightening in them
eyes / lJhere thousand Little Cupids Liesm (HYS 251).

The

uBasking" metaphor has b e n rentoved, inappropriately languid in
view of the approaching electrical stom.

And thuugh the graiamnr

is still askew, with Tupids Liesn as faulty subject-verb
agreement, the need to keep nicely-scanned rhyme overrode rigid

grammar rules; compare, in % x l i a to Ovid," the plaintive lines,
"Say that from me your Banishment does come / And Curse the Eyes
that have expellld you Rome?" (EP 47-8)

Modifications made by a

writer-to-be on a youthful effort do give the promise of

productive verse-making to come, but they can occasionally
display, as McMaster notes, genius in themselves.
The writings of Lady Mary Pierrepont show an author able to

manipulate the works of otbers t o make them serve her literary
purposes:

in cataloguing the plays by heroine plus attached

males, she locates herself in the texts she has read.

In

creating the quest-tale, "The Adventurer," she adopts the male
voice comfortably, to experiment with point of view.

Even the

games she plays on the page reveal how imaginative and
resourceful she was with the reading and writing tasks she set

for herself.

One method of checking on the formative nature of

the early exercises is to look ahead to their recasting in later
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endeavours.

The game of the Racrosstick,a compared t o the poetic

games Lady Mary played with Lord Heney, reveals the same

application of poetic formula works in the guessing archange that
the pair wrote back and forth, startfng with Hervey's question,
.What

is thfs Secret youtd so fain i m p a ~ t ?( E
~P 286-9).

p u t h , as -11

In

as in adulthood, Lady Mary plays the game with

practiced ease,
Indaaior8 to tinrlnmfra crowns this studyts profile of the

juvenile writing as an ambitious and exuberant body of work; the

aovelette's publication in 1994 as part of the Jupenilia P r e s s
collection attesta to the desirable qualities of the early work:
romance, humour--intentional, as well as unintentional-and
endings.'

happy

Isobel Grundy mites, in her introduction t o Indamara,

about the way central themes in a romance of this type are
formed, referring to the comic pronouncement on romance in Oscar
Wilde's Lady Wfndermerets Fan (1892)--that the good end happily
and the bad iinhappily, a rule al1 f i c t i o n s follow.

Grundy adds

that the bad characters in Indamara fail to adhere t o the rule:

"Lady Mary's earliest prose work good-huiuouredly half-satisfies
[Lady ~indermere's] definition* ( R W Introduction viii).

The

whalf-satisfactionm refers to the bad characters ' ends which are
very easily arrived at, thus too short on suffering.

A~so,

these deaths are acconipanied by good characters' demises in equal

numbers.

The "good and truen Indamora is a typical central

character who nearly loses her chance to marry her lover through

a series of misadventures and calls t o duty.

Dennis Davison

argues that there is one ehief obligation of the comedic and
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romantic heroines Lady Mary wanted Indamora to resemble:

"[~hey]

have to learn the graces and tactics of high societyn (xiv) to
bring on a "sentimental happy ending for true loven (xi).

Accordingly, Indamora must accommodate het elders to achieve her
own correct social space-

Addressing her fictitious audience,

the similarly-tried Lindamira, Lady Mary's Indamora accounts for
the times when the two have been apart, relating what befell her
when she was separated from this dear friend.

The convention of

the absent tecipient to a life-story on this scale allows the

author to assume the tone of a loving correspondent, obliged to
hold nothing back from ber confidante, " m y Dearest Lindamiran (RW
1).

A contrast to the protagonist of La Princesse de Clèves
illustrates the heightened peril of Indamora's life story:

barn

into privilege, the princess has al1 the persona1 gifts she can
be blessed with, especially a loving and an insightful mother

(Lafayette 21).

Robbed of this guiding figure in infancy,

Indamora must contend with Eurinoe, her stepmother, as a
detractor instead of an emotional support ( R W 6).

Both heroines

rnarry the wrong man and contend with agonized feelings for t h e
husband of their hearts ( R W 13; Lafayette 40)--but Indaiuora's
mistake has a shipwreck as i t s cause (RW 13), whereas the

princess has instead yielded ta her obligations based on social
standing (Lafayette SO!.

The contrasting transcendence of

external to interna1 forces continues right to the outcome of t h e

narratives:

as supremely happy in Indamora's case as it has been

miserable till the point of resolution ( R W 1 5 ) , and as
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restrainedly holding to the "phantom of duty" in the case of
Madame de Clèves (Lafayette 1 4 7 ) .

The character of Indamara provides insight into Lady Mary's
youthful assumptions about ideal womanhood, in that the romantic
heroine serves a s the paradigm.

Her modest flaws include a

*malencholy T a p e r n (l), which causes her to grieve excessively

over the early death of her mother.

She i s also able t o

ndissemblen feelings which are unbecoming in a young woman (l),
sa that unsympathetic types such as her stepmother Eurinoe are

unable to gauge her moods.

In contrast to this idealized

heroine, the tragic trait of utter openness befalls Princess
Docile (of the eponymous novel written in Lady Mary's last

years)--indeed, the inherent fnability to hide herself from
others causes al1 Docile's grief.

Grundy calls Indamora the last

simple, happy-ending tale to be written by Lady Mary ( R W x i i ) ; to

continue the "last gasp" theme, this heroine naturally resists
the social role her creator will soon be locked into, that of the
yielding daughter/wife with a yearning beyond the constrictions

of her role.

Modesty and a sense of filial duty have a strong

influence on Indamora's actions, and yet these traits are

accompanied by an ability to engender disaster for those who
would deny Indamora's ends; Chaber envisions the young heroine

in a role of ca~sality,in the catastrophes which befalls her,
"faying waste to al1 around her Dy the sheer force of (repressed)

volition" (83).

In fact she does cause the fatal entanglement

of ber ill-chosen suitor with h i s rival by i m o c e n t l y suggesting
action which turns into a duel; also, she seals the f a t e of the
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husband who marries her w h e n she believes her lover drowned:

he

is soon besieged by an illness that he might have escaped by

avoiding his marriage to Indamora,

Chaber clinches the extended

amtaphor of tha fatal Indamora by persuading us that in Indamora,
mfemaledesire has b e n covertly figured as lethal to those

standing fn its w a y a (84). Inâamora's eniotions mdeniably wield
power with mortal physical consequenceAs far

as het herolne's actions are concerned, Lady Mawls

identity politics yield to familial obligation,

To the extent

that she can obey her father and stepmather, Indamora does,
although she sends her sister as substitute for herself in the
marriage to her stepbrother, fustifying the action through the
deep love felt for each other by the
pair.
a

The father figure of

romance, accordfng to Juliet McMaster, may take the villainous
attitude of "concern

. . . not

for hi8 daughter's good, but for

hi8 own complete dominance over herm (wRomancew3 9 9 ) .

For

Indamora, as well as for Lady Mary in the earl's choice of her
Irish suitor, Clotworthy Skeffington, a father could wield this

power without consideration of his daughter's deep feelings.
Indamora's father, Diphilus, chooses for his remaining daughter
(the other having eloped with the man chosen for her sister) a

wealthy and acquisitive man aptly named mLothario.w Here is the
scene that illustrates Indamora's resistance to the decision:

"1

melted in tears at Diphilus feet but it was in vainn (6). An apt

account in the anecdotes of Lady Mary by her grandàaughter,
Louisa Stuart, dfsplays the author herself, as a grown woman,
involved in a similar scene with her own father, w h o entered her
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dressing room "'with the authoritative air of a person entitled

to admittance at all tintes; upoa which

. . . Lady Mary

tnstantly

starting up frora the toilet-tabla, dishevelled as she was, tell

on her knees to ask his blesslng'" (qtd. in EP 30).
woaian

For a gtown

to cower as she did, in the presence of her poung daughter,

Lady Mary must have felt the authority as a cause to abase her

selfhood.

The pragmatf c part of Lady Mary's personality aiaerges as she
deals with novelistic loose ends.

In-ra

loses her father and

stepmother to death, once their part i n the plot ( e f f e c t i v e
opposition to her wishes) 5s complete; she heads ta the Continent
to reunite with her beloved, in hidfng for having s l a i n Lothario.

Indamora meets the tragic n e w s of her Cleonidas's drowning by
hiding away in moutning for two entire months, adding t o her

m i s e r y by ' m y reading some sad t a l e of uahappy Lovers"
apparently to keep her grief fresh.

(RW 9 ) .

Lfke the author, her heroine

is "bookishW in times when she cannot take action (as was Lady
Mary, left on her own by her dead mother, and indiffetent father

and grandmother); early in Indamora, the central figure weeps
V i l 1 1 was weary," and then becomes sa diverted by de Scudéry's

Grand Cyrus that she "was amaz'd to hear Florimel t e l l m e when 1
l e f t o f f that ' t w a s past twelveu (RW 5).

Lady Mary herself

formed such an attacbment to G r a n d Cyrus a t about Indamora's age
that she devoted a massive page of manuscript almost erclusfvely

t o the dozens of charactet names in the ten volumes of the

romance (blMS 251).

In adulthood, the bookishness continued; Lady

Mary's eagerness for the next box of novels from her daughter
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(Letters 3.213) damonstrates her readiness to be diverted again

from the loneliness of her continental exile.
Finally, followfng her love's apparent drowning, InnAmara

marries t h e plning Theanber, who conveniently dies of a
mPleurisie* (RU 14) once Cleonf&s ha8 resurfaced, alive and
still in love with Indamora; the pair can at last unite without

hindrance.

Though Clesrp calls the ending "contrived, if happyu

(479), the reunfon ha8 a greater aptness in its justiffed

yielding to a romantic calling than Cleary suggests.

The ending

answers the dictates of the romance genre, allowing the couple
whose destinfes intertwine their full due-yet

the hetoinets

hesitations grétnt it an emotional t m t h beyond the slap-dash.

Lndamora proclafms, "1 cou'd no longer deny to crown the Wishes
of so constant a Lover" (RU 1 5 ) . imprinting the last scene with a
reminder of her goodness in resisting the union with Cleonidas
till every obstacle has disappeared.

At fourteen, Lady Mary

promotes heroic forebearance for *the traditional sexuallypersecuted heroine of romancen (McMaster, "Romance* 3 9 9 ) .

She

has learned well from her reading of romances.

Indamora has endearlng flaws that reveal the partly-f ormed
idantity of the authot, and the haste of the novelette's

unfolding stands foremost among them.

When Cleonidas appears to

return from the dead, he assures Indamora that she will do right
in marrying M m , since "in t h e Last [letter] you honour'd mee
with[,] you infonn'd mee Diphilus and Eurinoe both are dead" (RCur
24).

The letter, sent to the exiled man during a s t r e t c h in

which Indamora "heard oft from Cleonidas" (RW 13), receives f i r s t
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mention in this afterthought of an elrplanation for the lover's

certainty that Indamora belongs t o him.

In s p i t e of--and

sometimes because of--such narrative convenience, the fiction
moves at a quick pace, with i t s excesses of feeling amounting to

a "pleasant verven in one reviewer's opinion (Cleary 479).
The identity of the maturing author in Lady Mary manifests
itself in imitation, as well as in individualized pursuit of
themes close to her heart

.

What Indamora to Liadamira displays

is, foremost, the young writer's understanding of narrative
conventions, a wisdom shown equally in one of het earliest
preserved letters, to Anne Wortley (1709).

She says she knows

V h e voice to faulter when people sing before judges, or, as

those arguments are always worst where the orator is in a

passionR ( L e t t e r s 1 . 4 ) , and in a later letter she analyzes her
own anti-materialist posturing:

"1 believe you will expect this

letter to be dated from the other world, for sure I am you never
heard an inhabitant of this talk so beforen (Letters 1.7).

Self-

awareness is aiso awareness of the common ground i n her
epistolary narrative.

Lady Mary confesses in a letter in 1758, "when one is

haunted (as I am) by the Dæmon of Poesie, it must corne out in one
shape or anothern (Letters 3.183); the early writing gives ample
evidence that the haunting lasted a lifetime, and that far from

remorse over its possession of her, Lady M a r y often f e l t delight
that the s p i r i t moved her a s i t d i d ,

M.W.M.,"

T h e assertion "wrote b y m e

made at the upper right-hand corner of some manuscripts

(Grundy, EP 130 n.11, affirms a wiilingness to own up to writing;
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and signing her name, especially when an exercise especially
pleases her, means yet more.

H e r juvenilia exhibit signs of her

ownership on page after page, pages which deserve to be admitted

as portions of their author's identity.
J u l i e t McMaster has identified the "particular kind of

exercisew formed for scholars by criticism of juvenilia; the task

is to find critical context for the work studied, and to make a

In the

critical stand based on the analysis (mApprentice*1 4 ) .

"growth and developmentN aspect of the context, a sense of
selfhood can be conjectured, one that takes its power from the
activity of composing, even tbough the risk of discovery by an
authority counts as a possible consequence.

Exuberant self-

discovery informs Indamora, as well as poems that pose Lady Mary

as a woman-puzzled male.

If, as McMaster proposes, conventions

have yet ta be established in the study of the "undiscovered

continentn of juvenilia, then one convention should be the

measure of unfettered self to be taken from early work.

Lady

Mary's early manuscripts establish this selfhood in ample
measure.
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Chapter 2
Notes

1 The Rit C a t scene demonstrates, palpably, the stroking
behaviours of males, sought-after responses for Lady ï!4ary; yet it
also indicates the persona1 paradfgm by which she w i l l shape her
i d e n t i t y politics: centre of attention, ruler of the world, only
*
female peer allowed into the donmin of the secret club of malesThis made1 should not be underestimated as the sub-text o f ail
her subsequent collaborations and conspiracies w i t h m e n .

2 Smith's identiming of the ceremonies which privilege male
dominance extends the discussion on male privLlege by*lixous and
other French feminists. See New French F e m f n i s m s : An Anthology,
tram. Marks and de ~ourtivron (New York: Schocken, 1981 )

.

3 Not only does the Shakespearean influence betoken stylistic
shaping of Mary Pierrepont's work by the Bard, but it also
recalls t h e question of her performative self-stager of rosy
marriage scenes for her sister during isolated stretches at the
Pierreponts' Thoresby estate (See Ch. 3 ) . Given to dramatizing,
she mythologizes even the dreariest scenes she depicts.

4 Mary Astell's and Daniel Defoe's women's retreat projects-delineated in essays in 1694 and 1697, respectively) provide
forerunners for the "feminotopian" model. As Pratt describes it,
such a retirement has benefits as an "idealized wotld of female
autonomy, empowerment, and pleasuren (Imperia1 Eyes 166-7).

In Jane Austen's Love and Frelndship (1790), a novelette among
the author's juvenilia of simiiar dimensions to Indamora , the
individual touches that bespeak much reading of romances develop
Mary Pierrepont's heroinefs (and friends') weeping excesses even
further; the idea of a pair of females, on hearing bad news,
*sigh[ing] and faint [ing] on the sofan ( L e t t e r the 9th) becomes a
hilarious hyperbole that conveys a meta-narrative pushing of
sensibility-romantic sensitivitg--ta L t s hilarious extreme.
5
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Chapter 3

The Language of Flowers:

A Garden of Secrets

Sending home a secret from Turkey, the coded floral laquage

in the Turkish Love-Letter, Lady Mary took her cue from codes
already mastered, intensifying her role as bearer of arcane

knowledge.

A preliminary task to the codifying and pose-taking

she would learn in Tutkey, formed by the Language of Flowers and
the body message of veiling, was Lady Mary's adolescent practice

of positioning herself by means of codes- The encoded image of
woman which takes form in Lady Mary's juvenilia derives mainly

from available literary models.

fncluding Hermensilde, the fair-

eyed Virgilian shepherdesç who is lamented in her juvenile poem,

"The Cornplaint," as well as the jewel-bedecked figure of Indamora

in her short romance, Indamora to Lindamira, the female personae
adhere to classical models, which Lady Mary reads and then reLived experience substantiates

imagines with individual detail,

the models; for example, the "arch-enemy" of Lady Mary's
autobiographical romance (c. 1715) boasts as Virgil's warrior
princess, Camilla, does, in "conceited vanity" over what she

possesses (The Aeneid 11.700).

Camilla takes pride in h e r

fighting skill, such as the use of ber bow, while Mary Wortley

, takes similar pride in

Montagu's figure of vanity,

Mlle.

metaphoric "barbed arrows."

Lady Mary writes of her rival, "She

had a large fortune, which was enough ta draw after h e r a croud

of those that otherwaies would never have thought of h e r .

She

fancy'd she triumphed over Latitia when she related to her the

Number of her Conquests"

( E P 78).

Book-learning o f f e r s models, but Lady Mary examines the
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character of women further, exhibiting some originality.

She

attunes herself to female characters through awareness of her own
maturing.

Like Charlotte Bri3nteVsjuvenilia, which Meg Harris

Williams characterizes as "prototypal [in their] themes* ( 2 9 ) ,

Lady Mary's autobiographical romance indicates, with a fresh

sense of persona1 p o s s i b i l i t y , her evolving selfhood:

"She was

then but newly enter'd into her teens, but never being ta11 had
allready attain'd the h e i g h t she allways had, and her person was
in al1 the Childish bloom of that Age"

( E P 78).

The self-

awareness, as well as the humour, of this passage characterizes
her inward insights.

The passage gives a sense of both

limitation and strength in the author/protagonistts social
struggles to make friends and find beaux.

Unlike Jane Austen,

whose juvenile work relies on the socially sanctioned epistolary

structure, embodying "the rhetoric of gallantry" (Epstein 399),
Lady Mary formulates her image of self by using autobiography, a
relatively unconventional mode of expression. Sidonie Smith
identifies confessions of great men--Augustine or Paul--as the
acceptable manifestation of self-interest (invoking the godly
through the fallibly human), but, using seventeenth-century
principles of exclusion, excepts the l i f e stories of less-than-

saintly women from the list of the acceptable (49).

Thus, Lady

Mary's choice of form in the case of the manuscript narrative of
her otm y o u t h f u l love-life, consritutes an original approach,
contrasting with the Virgilian models that guide other early

exercises and with t h e c o n f e s s i o tradition which was almost
completely restricted to men.
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As she explored her sense of self, Lady Mary also became
adept in her eatly prose at one aspect of the courtship game that
requires mastery: the language of the marriageable woman.

In her

girlhood, Lady Mary exchanged details of hopes and dreams with

her sister Frances, (later the Lady Mar, one of her most frequent
correspondents), as well as with a few close girlfrfends.

In

addition to using the playful marriage-as-paradise code with

Philippa Mundy (discussed in this study's second chapter), Lady
Mary also shared the code with her sister.

Specfal uses for

language have been discussed in feminist terms as a sign of Mary
Pierrepont's symbolic language and thought:

"[S]he expresses

[her] fears to her friend in heightened descriptive and
metaphoric laquagen (Lowenthal 4 2 - 3 ) -

This laquage-pact which

Lady Mary and Philippa enter into is the disguising of a set of
thoughts too emotionally charged to be spoken out-

Examining the

code as preparation for Lady Mary's Turkish experience
establishes it as a girlhood invention that demonstrates ski11
and subtlety.

In the tension-fraught marriage preliminaries for

Mary and Frances, the conveying of the marriage code to each
other, as well as to other girls, exerts a form of control over
how each will handle the ceremonies and their consequences.

Lady

Mary reminisces in 1727 over how she and her sister fretted over
their uncertainties as spinsters, looking to the married state as
an escape from their lonely homelife.

Don't you remember how miserable we were in the little

parlor at Thorsby?

We thought marrying would put us at
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once into possession of al1 we wanted

.

.-

Tho' after al1

,

1 am still of Opinion that 'tis extreamly silly to submit to

il1 Fortune; one should pluck up a Spirit, and live upon
Cordials when one Can have no other Nourishment.
( Letters 2.84 )

Mary and Frances Pierrepont had obviously spent
cornpanionable time dwelling on their unmarried state, together

with their entrapment on a lonely estate where their father had
the final Say in the choice of friends and suitors.

The

solidarity of this remembered sisterly time gave way to conflict,
however, during Wortleyts suit.

Halsband describes one

disagreement which exposes a weakness in the status of close
confidante whfch Lady

Frances would hold in the years after Lady

Mary's elopement with Wortley.

The sisters' disagreement on

courtship protocol occurred at a time when Lady Mary's c o n t a c t

with Wortley placed her standing in the family in extreme danger-

In the scene recorded by Halsband, Frances expressed dismay over
Maryts rash actions in meeting her secret suitor.

Because she

had made the f i r s t call on Mrs. Steele, a commoner,' Lady Mary

found herself castigated by Frances as she would be by any other
family member:

"[The social call] embarrassed her, and on the

way home in their coach her sister Frances scolded her for
misconduct" ( L i f e 18).

Ftances is filling the r o l e f i t t e d for

her, according to one social analyst:

"The sister becomes the

repository of familial value, hence of social values themselves
in a civilization

. . .

whose self-justizication is the
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protection of the familyn (May 30-31).

Since Lady Mary has

become engaged in defiance of her father, and since she has no

mother to guide her in correct behaviour, her sister has the
right to intemene.

The suspenseful tone of the pre-marital plotting carries
over from lived conflict to struggles that take written form.

In

her chapter, "Intimate Negotiations," Cynthia Lowenthal shows why

the plot has to be laid so carefully by both Mary Pierrepont and

Edward Wortley.

She points out that a type of entrapment occurs

for a waman w h o writes ta a man:

"Custom dictates that she not

write to a man unless she is willing to surrender something.

The

ietter itself is a giving over of an emblematic part of the self
and could be interpreted as a prelude to other, more physical

exchangesn (38).

Just as Lady Mary is taking risks by putting

her feelings in pxint, so alsa is Wostley.

Lowenthal observes,

"His unease [ g r e w ] out of culturally inscribed prejudices about

women

.

..

" (38). Since Wortley is asking Lady Mary to give up

her social standing and her home-comforts to be with him, he has

justified reservations about how word of the plamed marriage
might spread.

The coded letters t o Philippa Mundy are written concurrently
with the ones to Wortley, nearing the day of his and Lady Mary's

elopement; a pair of letters typifies the side-by-side timing of
Hary Pierrepont's spistles to her two nain respondents of 1712,

one displaying the paradisical language in Lady Mary's

correspondence with Philippa Mundy, and the other containing a
n e w encoding, of details concerning the plans Y a r y Pierrepont has
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Both are produced in the month of

t o meet Wortley secretly.

August, 1712.

The coded letter to Wortley hints at the worry

caused by the absence of the letter-carrying interniediary between

herself and Wortley ( L e t t e r s 1.139); the coded letter to Mundy

laments "that your Affairs are not in a posture to e x p e c t

Paradise" ( Letters 1 , 1 4 9 )

.

The encoding of plans to meet Wortley serves the practical
function of keeping them secret; discovery would lead to
humiliation, such as Lady Mary suffered over a letter to Wortley
written in 1710, which her father found and made her account for

(Life 12).

The example of the code lies in the phrase, "My

Master has not been here this morning" (Letters 1.139) which
means that the Italian master, Casotti, has not come around as
antïcipated.

The reader is directed by Halsband's note below to

a letter written two months earlier, indicating that Lady Mary's
tutor in Italian, Casotti, would be asked ta convey her next
l e t t e r to her secret suitor, Wortley:

"Direct ta M r . Cassotti,

at Mr. Roberts at the Queen's head in titchfeild street, Soho.
He is my Italian master.

I have made a kind o f p l a u s i b l e

pretence t o him for one Letter to come that way, but 1 dare not
trust him"

(Letters 1.125).

The desperation that leads to the

secret language of the Pierrepont-Wostley correspondence arises

from Lady Mary's father's arrangements, already made on her
behalr', f o r a marriage to another suitûr, Clotworthy Skeffington

(referred t o i n Chapter 1 ) , son and h e i r of the Irish lord,
Viscount Massareene (Letters 1.122 m l ) .

When letters are sent

by unsecurod means, they include hidden detaifs, such as the non-
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specific but meaningful declaration by Lady Mary, "MY Family is
resolved to dispose of me where 1 hoten (Letters 1.123), or her
worried statanent about the wedding licence, "If my Flather]
knows of it 'tis pasta ( t f f e 26).

W a r y dfsguise of true

sentiments characterizes much of the courtship correspondence,
not just at Lady Mary's end but also at Yortley's.

The public self which takes r i s k s constitutes just as solid

a facet of identity politics as the ptivate self that hides
behind coded language.

As

a young woman engaging in social

discourse within a number of circles, Lady Mary has a tendency to

overlook some physical class barriers--for example, the stricture
against entering the home of a commoner, her violation of which

caused her sister such distress.
-ban

The restrictions placed on her

meuverings have more psychological than physical force,

though; her ignoring of them procures for her the profile of a
liberated woman, according to Klein ( 1 9 9 5 ) -

Using her letters to

Wortley as the record of her movements through London in 1712,

Klein disputes the "domestic thesisw of feminist historians, who
locate the eighteenth-century woman's allowed sphere as in or
near their homes.

For Klein, Lady Mary's sallies out toward ber

suitor become the evidence that woaen's freedoms are greater than
the domestic-sphere theory recognizes.

However, the paradox

resides in the purpose for her visits at the home of Mrs. Steele

or the studio of Mr. Casotti (outside of her language 1essons)-to fi% for herself a position of domestic security, which will be
granted to her by Wortley when they wed.

All t h i s running around

as a public woman works the effect of shifting responsibility for
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her protection from her father to her husband, each expecting her
to inhabit his domain-the

ultimate in a domestic-sphere

arrangement.
ühat Klein U s recognized about her nmvements is t h a t the
individual takes her avenues, regardless of patriarchal

expectatfon.

In defiance of the traâitional stationary mode of

the courted maiden, she reveals herself mobile, and lnclfned

toward taking r i s k s .

Klein's use of Lady Mary's novearemts to

epitomize the freedoms of the eighte-nth-century

woraan targets

the wrong person as paradigm, since f e w of Lady Mary's
independent decisions resemble the choices made by the era's
typfcal marriageable daughters.

The aberration that her secret

courtship represents can be detected in how her father's
reaction-incutring

lost income and lessened family standing

for

her (Letters 1.134)--resembles a ffctitlous father's (Samuel

Richardson's conduct-book persona's) outrage oves his daughter's
ill-advfsed marrfage:

"'1 took al1 pains and care my

ciscumstances would admit, and often f l a t t e r e d myself with the
hope, that the happy fruits of it would be made [to] appear in

her prudent conduct.

mat she has now done is not v i c i o u s , but

indiscreet'" (Jones 3 7 - 8 ) .

Judging from Lord Dorchester's

threats--virtually to cut his daughter off financially-be

seems

to have considered al1 the freedoms she took to be not just

indiscreet but indeed vicious (Sefected Letters 6 8 - 9 ) .
The private language she adopts to gain freedom from

parental oppression does have some liberating features.

By ber

early twenties, Lady Mary has developed the epistolary technique
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needed to comaiunicate with Philippa Mtmdy on their shared goal of

a loving marriage: she has also f o m d a way to m i t e to Wortley
with more suggested than s a i d .

The codes so developed make for a

level of self-representatfon that shares its secretive nature
with the %&versive potentials of veiling" (Looser 54). a source

of later fascination for Lady Mary.

Masking the self, the way

female Turks nust do in public. allows for anonymity and
therefora a potential for secret action, as .the m a t expansive
and controversïal vehicle for the ehape-shifting impulse in the
periodm (Castle 83-4).

The Eropean engagement in public

masquerade links. for Lady Mary. to the veiling of the Turkish

women she wlll meet in Istanbul.

Related to this disguise of the

body, the stylized form of writing Lady M a r y talres up t o hide her

plans with her husband-to-be from prying eyes offers practice for
the codes to corne.

Also, the language of the letters in which

she negotiates the terms of her marriage with Wortley resemble
the truce-gambits of warring factions, something Wortley will

carry with hlm as the British ambassador to Turkey ( L i f e 7 9 ) .
Lady Mary's adoption of marriage-planning codes gives early

shape to her tendency toward self-disguise.

The qualitfes of

"codes" put them on a level of representation that calls for some
linguistic analysis.

W.J.T.

Mitchell (1990) has defined the

plural term along these lines:

'These

language, representational schemes

'systems' (tonality,

...

)

may be called 'codes,'

by which 1 simply mean a body of rules for combining and

deciphering representational signs" (Lentricchia and McLaughlin
13).

As the chapter

of feminist inquiry has shown, the
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epistolary conversation with Philippa Mundy contained agreed-upon
tenus t b t stood for the different kinds of martiages, terms

which are easy to master once Paradise, Purgatory and Bell have

t h e i r meanings assigned.
Wortley give Lady Ma-

The marriage-contract negotiatfons with

a different pastner, but a similar chance

to encode private ternis, allowing a .social agre-t8

between

allms b o a t o put

them (Lentr1ceb;La 13) which, for -le,

d o m the letter 'fa to stand for the emotionally loaded tenn,

"father.'

(In Lady Mary's Iast feu epistles [ ~ e t t e r s 1.146-661,

the "f* person dominates.)

Lady M a r y prepares for learning the art of dfplnmacy
deznanded of a foreign traveller by learning careful wording of

tesms required by the conditions of courtship with Wortley.

Married in 1712, the couple contract within four years to journey
in a m e r which Lady Mary declares %as

not been undertaken by

any Christian since the Time of the Greek Emperoursa (Letters
1.310).

Following Wortley, she leaves for Constantinople in

early August of 1716, in a state of mind which Elizabeth Drew
describes as "without insularity

...

[as she] possesses an

insatiable appetite for new experfencesN (72).

Lady Mary

accomplishes much learning of customs during her stay because she

is open to the codes of the new country.

The opposition of

British culture to the Oriental culture of Turkey fornis Lady
Masyfs assumptions as she travels; however, w h a t Pointon raises

as Lady Mary's question of "general cultural valorization"

(151)

begins with the querying of assumptions about the new culture, in
the first of Lady Mary's sepresentations of Turkey.
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Two customary practices that corne ta be familiar to Lady

Mary are those of courtly dress and courtly dance; the former

involves finding the fashions which will allow her to deepen her
identifying with female associates, the ûthers, through mingling

among the princesses and sultanas in her circïe-though

always

with an awareness of having journeyed from elsewhere- Zn

Lowenthal's detailed study of the Turkish Bn&assy Letters in her
chapter, "The Veil of Romance," Lady Mary's position is
identified:

"It is her status as onlooker that leads Lady Mary

to transform these women into objets d'art [sic] and her
'othering' lies in the distance of aesthetic appreciationn

(Lowenthal 104) Lady Mary writes to her sister, Lady Mar, when
she has designed a suitable costume, n I am now in my Turkish
Habit, th6 1 beleive you would be of my Opinion that 'tis

admirably becoming "

( Letters

1,326 )

.

Less easily put on than

smocks and petticoats are the smooth steps that make up a

noblewomen's dance line: "1 sometimes make one in the Train, but

am not skilfull enough to lead" (Letters 1 . 3 3 3 ) .

Not j u s t the

costumes but also the rnovement of the graceful bodies around her
creates the a w e with which she describes her Turkish companions.
" F o r Lady Mary, beauty is embodied quite literally in the

physicality of these women" (Lowenthal 103-4)-

The new

perspective afforded by this contact creates a form of reeducation; far f r o m Seing f r i v o l o u s , the new infornation locatzs
the essence of these women in her chosen foreign milieu, and

gives her temporary admission to their Company.
Lowenthal uses "Enlightenment" and "Orientalism" to describe
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the philosaphical framework of the several-month research project
which Lady Mary undertakes while she stays in the British Rmbassy

in Pera, outside Constantinople.

Lowenthal states that in the

letter-based tratrelogue, ' L a d y Mary presents t h i s 'real

representation' of h u k e y in the rhetorical fozm

...

characterizing nost Western accounts of the Orientw (83-4) and

interprets the philosophical stance:

"Like her contemporary

Voltaire, she positions herself in a broader EPlightament

Mary Uortley Montagu writes a travel narrative

traditionn (87).

based in letters home, in w h i c h the customs of her adopted

country are related to those of her own, with herself as the
conduit and experimentai subject for the testing of similaritles
and differences.

She is following an established tradition of

traveller-as-narrator, giving priority to central subjects from
the erotic culture:

That fascination w i t h the strange and unfamiZiar

practices which organized sexual relations so
differently from Europe-

custom was doubtless

inflamed by the complete inaccessibility to Turkish

wamen

...

[yet she) penetrat [ed] prevfously unknown

female space.

(Ors 1 5 9 )

Like Paul Rycaut, a writer who undertook a similar trip to the
Orient and gave h i s account of it in 1668, she observes what

surrounds her; unlike him or Aaron Bill (as she herself points
out in a May, 1718 l e t t e r ) , she observes conventional beauty in
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the faces of her female hosts, using her own face to set her
standard ( Letters 1 - 3 14 )

.

Rycaut ' s Present S t a t e of the Ottoman

Empire can be termed derivative, owing t o Rycaut's reliance on
received narratives t o convey h i s impression of Turkish women

(Letters 1.405-6).

He says wryly, "1 shall to the best of my

information mite a short account of these Captivated Ladies, how
they are treated, immured, educated and prepared for the great

achievements of the Sultans affectionu (qtd. in Orr 1 5 8 ) .

Lady

Mary's account considers her subjects, literally, in the flesh.

Her identity politics almost inevitably broaden into
toleration of the new during her journey:

to direct contact with the oriental.

t h e t r i p exposes her

Joseph Spence coined

"Orientalism" in 1726, in response to Pope's Odyssey (Sambrook
187); Edward Said (1979) defines t h e word as "a way of coming to
terms with the Orient that is based on the Orientts special place

in Eutopean Western experience" (11,

The changing perception of

Eastern cultural traditions gives rise in the eighteenth century
to calls for religious and cultural tolerance, such as Lessing's

A Lesson in Religious T o l e r a t i o n (l779), which contributes a
fictional Sultan's viewpoint to Enlightenment literature.

The

Sultan, Saladin, poses a question in the form of a parable, about
the religions that he finds in the world, and the question is
answered by his Western interlocutor, Nathan the Wise (Manuel

63).

Such a t a l e indicates the willingness of some Europeans

widen their perspectives through paralleling the Oriental
experience with the Occidental one; Lady Mary's perspective
widens by exposure.

Especially in dealings with Achmet Beg, a

t3
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fellow aristocrat, Lady Mary advocates open-minded assessment, a

judgment which gives her letters from abroad a relationship with
the Orientalist narrative by Montesquieu, Lettres Persanes

(1721). Montesquieu's work is epistolary fiction, while Lady

Mary's letters make use of observed fact; nonetheless, parallels
have been drawn extensively between Montesquieu and Montagu as

Orientalists, notably by Lisa Lowe in C r i t i cal Terrains.

Ber

discussion of the pair as similarly sympathetic Europeans aligns

French and British Orientalisms ( 3 5 - 5 2 ) .
Like Lady Mary, whose identity polftics involve a testing of
the accustomed through the agency of the unfamiiiar, Montesquieu

explores France through the borrowed viewpoint of oriental peers.
Montesquieu explains his approach, in response to criticism of
his Lettres Persanes as sanctioning the beliefs of Muslims, by

describing his love for Christian "dogmas and other religious
trutbsn as justification for his central characters' blunt
cornparisons of the beliefs of the East and W e s t ; he concludes
with delicate irony (and from a distancing third-person

viewpoint) that he allows the characters this freedom of thought

out of "respect for the human race, whose tenderest feelings he
c e r t a i n l y did not intend to woundn (Davidson 2 7 ) .

Lowe rather

humourlessly interprets the respect he claims in this w a y :

"Montesquieu's text displaces interna1 French struggles i n t o

o r ~ e n t a lcharacters and onto orientai spaces" ( 5 5 ; .

Balance or'

the philosopher's Orientalism with his Eurocentrism is achieved--

the latter a bias which is present, Lowe says, despite the

fiction's w i d e r world-view.
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The second term, "Enlightenment," haç an aptness in relation
to views of the Orient expressed by Montesquieu and by Lady Mary.

"Aufklarungn ("Enlightening") as Kant (1784) calls it, means
having the courage to make use of one's own understanding (Manuel
34).

Voltaire (1733) gives the definition "light [ing] up the

firebrand of distord," ("illuminer" in the verb's infinitive
fotm) and mentions "Locke, Bayle, Spinoza, Hobbes, the lord

Shaftsbury [sic]" as " lumièresn of the Enlightenment ' s
intellectual ferment (Manuel 23).

T h e men whom Voltaire has

Iisted have a l 1 added to the philosophical canon o f the Western
world, through works which re-address long-accepted social

conventions; Bayle's Pensées Dfverses (1704), according to
Grundy's "Books and the Woman," not only turned up as a t e x t in

Lady Mary's library, but it also bore the record of Mary Astell's
indignation over its ideas, in annotations which appeared after
Lady Mary lent it to her friend (Grundy,"Books" 7).
Though Lady Mary's transformed identity, post-Turkey, does

not figure in the Enlightenment analyses of the 1960s, w e may
place her among male peers whom experts of the defining period
identified as enlightened.

Scholarship has followed Peter Gay,

whose study, The Enlightenment (1967), is extensively quoted by

1980s analysts of the Enlightenment.z

Gay declares of the

philosophes,

[their] experience

. . . was

a dialectical struggle for

autonomy, an attempt to assimilate the two pasts they had
inherited--Christian and pagan--to oit them against one
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another and thus secure their independence.
Enlightenment rnay be srimmed up in two words:

The
criticism and

power (Gay xi).

Among the philosophers w h o questioned European frotestantism as
the matrix fox interpreting learning, such as Locke and

Montesquieu, Lady Mary can take ber place as someone whose views
advocate free thought on the beliefs and customs of other
nations.

Her letter introducing Turkish religious châracter to

her correspondent, the Abbé Conti, on April 1, 1717, opens, "'Tis

certain we have but very imperfect relations of the m e r s and
Religion of these people, this part of the World being seldom

visited but by

,

. . Travellers

who make too short a stay to be

able to report any thing exactly of their own knowledgen (Letters
1,315).

Having establiahed her longer stay and more concerted

e f f o r t a t observation, Lady Mary reveals results of her detailed

study.

She "condemns the 'extreme stupidity' of previous writers

on Turkish wornen" (Pratt 167) on t h e basiç of h e r own f i r s t person contact: i t is a contact denied to British men.

Learning

by involving herself directly in the activities of the unfamiliar

culture, she makes " [ t ] h e value of experience over theories

. . .

a cornerstone of [her] advice" (R. Davison 6 4 ) .
While the Orientalist most often compared to Mary Wortley
Xontagu i s Montesquieu-4owenthal says that Lady X a r y

"ironically align[ed) h e r s e l f w i t h Enlightenment philosophes

[sic] such as Voltaire and Montesquieun(148)--Rycaut and Hill,
mentioned above, are t w o to whose first-hand observations she
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compares her own

(

L e t t e r s 1,303 ) , telling Lady Mar that she gives

"sorne little scraps of the history of the T o m s 1 have pass'd
through" in emulation of Fiycaut.

For its openness to new

experience, the spirit of her inquiry, however, compares with
Montesquieu's.

Contrasts between the two Orientalists are also

easy to point out; first among these is the imaginative form in
which Montesquieu's "findings" concerning the role of women in
Turkey are rendered.

His Lettres Persanes, based within the

"traveller's talesm genre established by his countrymen Chardin
and Tavernier (Davidson

Lettres Intro. 12), takes creative

license with "factsH that Lady Mary is able to relay from firsthand observation.

Montesquieu's portrayals of restless harem-

dwellers such as the "dejected" Fatme who writes to lament her

master Usbek's absence (37), contrast with Lady Mary's happy and
amused bagnio visitors, with "not the least wanton smile or
immodest Gesture amongst 'em" (Letters 1.313). Nonetheless,
sympathy for the "Other," the person from a different culture,

remains the strongest p o i n t in common within the correspondence
produced by the t w o authors, whose nwriting repeatedly reveals

both a dependence on and a difference from conventional modes of

representation

.. .

suggestling] some collapsing of the distance

from [each) one ' s ob ject" ( O r r 157 )

.

For both authors, the

travelogues of their predecessors provide the model, if only to
alrow plainly-indicated divergence from what went b e f o r e -

The

fictional and factual corne i n t o debate here, in the sense that

Lady Mary's letters, while edited for her Turkish Embassy
collection, have a claim to being d i r e c t l y fact-based, while
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Montesquieu's are plainly labeled as fiction.

Janet Gurkin

Altman notes, in Epistolarity, that the crossover from real
letters to fictional ones is easy to make-that

letters already

manufacture the presence of the single reader where none e x i s t s ,
and therefore create an imagined dialogue between partners:

"

. ..

the I can address only a you who is an image persisting

from the past; likewise, the yau who receives the message exists
in yet another timeu (132).

Aravamudan also coments on the

relativity of " f a c t n within the Turkish Embassy Letters, by

noting that "Montagu's embellished letters, purportedly written
on several occasions to historical individuals

. . . synthesize

the writer's personal interests with the broader appeal of
intellectual commentarym ( 7 0 ) .

The re-construction, like an

artist's recasting of a bronze, ntakes these letters less

"authenticR in themselves than found documents with one obvious
recipient; however, the letters do w h a t such accounts should,
according to J. Hillis Miller (1990): "order and reorder the

givens of experience" (Lentricchia and McLaughlin

6

9

By

conflating the accounts in several letters to pack detail into
one representative epistle, for example, Lady Mary could avoid

repetition.

The description through which several actual letters

on the same scene would drag a reader of the collection would
thus be avoided.

Likewise, she could spread the contents of one

particularly long and v i v i d l e t t e r among those declaredly sent to

several recipients; "she 'edited' by transposing sections and
otherwise manipulating them to achieve a more artistic collection
f Letters L x v i ) .
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The Oriental female ("twice otherm [Pointon 149)) emerges as
a construct within ber letter-based te*,

as well as

Montesquieu's, Turkfsh &Wassy Letters and Lettres Persanes.
Marp Wortley Montagu shows a fascination for her hostesses,

describiag the aristocratic wonun named Fatima:

Vhat surprizing

Harinony of features! that crharming result of the whole! that

exact proportion of Body! that lovely bloom of Complexion
unsully'd by art!" (Letters 1.350)-

Montesquieu takes a les8

ditect approach in portraying the mysterious creatures who take a
prominent role in his epistolarp hero Usbek's life:

in the

ertended narrative of a revolt in the harem, Montesquieu uses

letters from members of Usbek's seraglio alongside letters from
the eunuchs fn charge of the women to cast the truth of the slave
g i r l s 1 words into doubt, and in the

bigger picture, to posit the

relativity of t ~ t h
(Lettres Persanes 2 7 8 - 2 8 9 ) .

Katharine Rogers

assesses the results of this approach in a fashion equally suited
to The Turkdsh Bnbassy Letters:

Tracing the condition of women in a socfaty to religious,

political, economic and climatic factors necessarily
undemines the traditional patriarchôl theory that

women's subordinate status 2s determined &y God and
nature

(71).

Rogers also singles out one harem-dwellerts insightful response

to Usbek's questioning of his wives' morals; Rogers concludes,
"She [ ~ o x a n e ]declares explicitly what has been implicit from the

beginning, that i t is debasing v i r t u e t o identify it w î t h
submission t o a husband's whim" ( 6 7 ) .

Lady Mary's observation of

the "modest" behaviour of her female hosts confirms the self-

detennining natures of any Sultan's wives; she locates their
virtue-if

they care t o maintain i t - i n

their independent a c t s .

Lady Mary looks into womenls sense of themselves on both

moral and physical levels: she hopes, with t h i s l i n e of inquiry,
t o gain an accurate impression o f her own response to the womanly
paradigm represented in these female paragons.

Ta this self-

assessing end, Lady Mary asks herself whether the way women
describe beauty is different from their way (or men's way) of
describing any other quality.

The question arises from her

realization that she inclines to hyperbole Ln her description of
her Turkish acquaintances:

I think 1 have read somewhere that Women allways
speak i n rapture when they speak of Beauty, but
1 can't imagine why they should not be allow'd

t o do so.

I rather think it Virtue to be able

t o admire without any Mixture of desire or Envy.

( L e t t e r s 1,351)

The aesthetic evaluation that gives the concept of "beauty" the
same features

of "social agreement" as o t h e r coded language

causes readers to recognize the code apparent in the T u r k i s h
Einbassy Letters.

An aesthetic evaluator, Immanuel

Kant (1724-

1 8 0 4 ) articulated the philosophy adopted by seekers a f t e r beauty:
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using Kant's C r i t f q u e of Judgment (1790) to equate beauty with

"pure aesthetic value," Barbara Herrnstein Smith ( 1 9 9 0 ) notes
that critics must question closely whether "the various types of

purity o f response and experience posited by such notions [as
beauty] are p o s s i b l e a t all among human beingsn (Lentricchia and

McLaughlin 180).

This question echoes Montesquieu's examination

of beauty through the voice of Usbek, master of the harem.
Obsessed w i t h his beautfful slave women, the master convinces
himself they must be morally impure beneath the perfect surface:

* f ~ ] h most
e
beautiful women in Persia

treasure of m y heart [will be tempted

. . . this precious
frequently] . . . to

depart

from their duty" (Betts 41)- Montesquieu's querulous master's
reservations contrast with Lady Mary's assurances that beauty
accompanies natural good, and deserves rapturous response; her
judgment can be so free because she has little to lose in making
it*
A perception of gendered s e l f and other shapes her

reassessment of her own matron's role i n one striking encounter.
Sheer physical beauty leaves its greatest impression on Mary

Wortley Montagu as she responds to "the fair Fatima" mentioned
above--lady of the Kahya, Second Officer of t h e Empire ( L e t t e r s
1.349).

The breathtaking presence of this young wornan l e a v e s

Lady Mary rapturous with her praise, because youth, wealth and

cultivated attractiveness came together in this epitome of

Turkish womanhood.

S t r i k i n g l y , Lady Mary's correspondent for

this description is Lady Mar, as declared in the letterhead
preceding the Cescription.

Lady Mary wants to entertain her
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sister with the most vivid hriman-interest stories, the juiciest

gossip, and so she privileges her sister with this narrative of
the meeting with Fatima.

The language of beauty figures among

the languages of femininity-cultural

constructs--explored by

Lady Mary in her Turkish Gmbassy Letters. in the months leading

to her assembling of the ultimAte coded entry, the Turkish Love-

Letter.

After the account of Fatima, among the first letters

dispatched to England from Adrianople (April 18, 1717), Lady Mary

rates al1 other beauties she observes by the yardstick of their
loveliness relative t o Fatima's.

The ideal image of woman i n

Lady Mary's work achieves an early definition in this
description, w i t h a sub-text of @sexually arousing" language,

even in the evocation of the %ofa as & l e m
(Pointon 1 5 4 ) .

of decadencew

Bridget Orr finds Lady M a r y 'palpably struggling

ta find a speaking position and lexicon to express her female
'admiration'" (164); however, Lady Mary's own sense that she can
convey the extreme feelings without mingling envy with them
provides some ease ta t h e disclosure.
Another of t h e languages of femininity adopted within the

Turkish Embassy Letters is that of female p r o p r i e t y ; Smith

characterizes t h e position occupied by a well-bred woman i n
patriarchal society as "her place of dependency and

subordination" (109).

Such considerations were not always

pricritized by Lady M a r y , Sut sne makes much of the English

version of the code, which, when applied in England, elicits the
virtues of chastity and moral purity.

She refers frequently in

the courtship lettexs to her "innocence" and her ability not to
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be affected by the flattery of wretches (Letters 1.61).

In

Turkey, despite sensationalizing accounts in the travel books

which preceded her oun, fdeas of chastity before marriage, and of

ceremony and propriety within it, catch Lady Mary's attemtion,
She writes to Pope of a =contracted Wife, whom [her fiaac4) 1s
not yet pennitted t o visit without Witnesses, th8 she is gone
home t o his House" (tetters 1,333)-

Such a fact contradicts

previous first-&and recounting of customs (as Lady Mary remarks,

herself) calling into doubt writers like Hill and Dumont (Letters
1.328), both travellers to the Orient who picture the harem as a

close-guarded prison for a sultan's wives.
The special fotm of coaanunication that will become a

component of British Orientalism takes hold f i r s t of the author's
imagination, then of her female peers' imaginations.

The

Lariqiiirge of Flowers involves the encoding of love-messages, as

carried out among the Turkish haren+dwellers of Lady Mary's timeLady Mary sends the diversion to England, probably to be xeceived
by Lady Rich, a regular correspondent of Lady Mary's

1.387 13.2).

(Letters

Aravamudan introduces the Turkish Love-Letter by

remarking that "Montagu's comments on

. . . private

language

(such as the language of flowers) explore several cross-cultural

constructions of femininity" ( 7 5 ) .

Reaching beyond speech, this

language carries the cachet of membership in a romantic elite,

attuned to a lover's messages with evesy sense ready to be

adâressed.

The flowers that carry the language's intimate

messages have their analogy in Lady Mary's later fictional
narrative, The SuZtaa 's T a l e (c. 1749) ; she uses the semiotics of
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budding flowers in their representing virginal young women, and
exploits the classical fantasy to associate the figurative

meaning of *flouera in the Oxford English Dfctfonary, the 'bloom
and vigour," with maidenly virtae.

In the tale, the mythic Diana, Roman goddess of chastity,
wishes to gauge accurately her nympbs' sexual a c t i v l t y ,

80

consults E m - G o d d e s s Flora, who casts a potent 8-11:

she

'[Flora]

euerted al1 her divine ski11 and cull'd the choicest Flowers, on

which she conferr'd the V i r t u e of continuing a whole Day in their
Bloom if w o r n by a Virgin but to fade and dye in a feu hours if
any other presiimnd t o wear themm ( R W 18)- After contention on

Olympus over the nosegayts potential use on wives as well as
unmarrfed women-and

on goddesses as well as mortals--Flora

tosses the flowers from the heavens, only to see them bewitched
by Juno, spreading thefr powers to blooms below.

After struggles

among goddesses and women, gardeners replace flowers with
"Evergreensw (RW20). to watch them creeping back into favour
within mock-chivalric orders of mortal women (RW 2 0 n . 5 ) , a t l a s t

falsely representing sexwl purity through a secret bodice-tucked
self-watering flower holder or ngarde-fleurs," a phrase Grundy
attributes to Lady Mary herself (RW 25 n.4).

Lady Mary's tale

trails off to a fragment, but it reveals the mimetic power of
f l o r a l imagery t o speak the language of feminlnity.

In s p i t e of the obvious dating ~f the letter with

enclosures, prepared on the sirteenth of March, 1718, some
researchers place the European transfer of the floral language in
the nineteenth century, and credit French travelers with the
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discovery.

The letter's contents, as well as its translating

code, indicate its arriva1 in Lady Mary's t h e , with her
assnmhling of the love-letter

.

Not only does the floral symbolism of the Tale develop as
code for waaen's secrets, but the -ge

8

of Flowers 2tself al80

articulates the love-struck messages of poung Engilshwomen.

The

coding reaches at a universallty of expression, for those uomen

"in the I r n o ~ . ~For everp courted lady of Tutkey or England or
France usho loves roses, an

extra element of meanîng infuses

reception of a rose from a lover:

the message, 'May you be

pleasld, and al1 your sorrows mine!" (Letters 1,388).

The

letter's title, as well as its translating code, mark the

language's arriva1 in Europe in Lady Mary's tirne; she transferred
it in her act of assembling the love-letter.

Despite the title,

th18 package sent by Mary Wortley Montagu contained no

conventional missive of love.

Iastead, what prompted the sending

of the "love letter" was a tequest by a friend for something new.

The sender, Lady Mary, opens ,

1 am extremely pleased, niy dear lady, that you have at

length found a commission for me that 1 can answer without
disappointing your expectation, though 1 m u s t tell you that
it is not so easy as perhaps you think it, and that if my
curiosity had not been more diligent than any other

stranger's has ever yet been 1 must have answered you
with an excuse, as 1 was forced to do when you desired me
to buy you a Greek slave.

1 have got for you, as you
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desfre, a Turkish love l e t t e r .

(Letters 1-388)

Gathering th artifacts that create the new materialist

discourse into the latter's *little box,' she positions among
other items a jonquil to meam, 'Have p l t y on ary passion, a and a
s t r a w to demand that the receiver "Suffer me to be pour
She also includes a p a r , to mean %ive m e s n m ~hop," 8ncî a

grape which stan-

for

eyes8 (h~tters1-388-9).

(Such items

muid not travel well over the weeks of sea-journey ahead: for

these materfal things, the thought counts equally to the
abjects.)

Not only does Mary Wortley Montagu send the symbolic

fruits and flowers to her correspondent in this letter, but she
also placed the language's romantic threads in the fabric of
English life by spreading use of its translater's code,

The

construct which the love-letter becomes relies on the
uapackaging, collecting, and code-investing that takes place

at

For every enclosure, Lady Mary gives a

the other end.

translation of i t s meaning, i n the original Turkish, and in

English, using an intetpreter to help her match flower with
saying with translated meaning.

She starts o f f , "The first piece

you should pull out of the purse is a little Pearl, which is in

Turkish callrd ingi, and should be understood in this m e r :
"Pearl/Ingi

-

Sensin Uzellerin gingi/Fairest of the youngn

(Letters 1.388).
Lady Mary rivals the romantic translation of this epistle in

other Turkish Embassy Letters, particularly in analysis of a
Turkish love poem, which w a s declared in Montagu's letter
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translating it for Alexander Pope to be "most wonderfully

resembling 'The Song of Solomon'"; a stanza of the poem will

illustrate its lyric and its exotic qualities:

Now Philomel renews her tender strain,
Indulging a l 1 the night her pleasing Pain,
1 sought the Groves to hear the Wanton sing,

There saw a face more Beauteous than the Spring.
Your large stag's-eyes where 1,000 glorys play,

As bright, as Lively, but as wild as they (Letlers 1.336).

Lowenthal interprets the poem, as translated by Lady Mary,
to be "a traditional courtly love cornplaint, complete with the
conventions of the genren ( 6 2 ) , noting with the poet that her own

laquage has far less passion than the original.

Lady Mary's

motive in the translation is to enlighten her correspondents,
pointing out to them the way in which courting is carried out in

a country far from theirs.

In "Lady Mary's Portable Seraglio,"

Joseph Lew proposes that "Mary Wortley Montagu drew upon, yet

.

distanced herself from an already flourishing Orientalist

discourse"

(432).

Among eighteenth-century Orientalists, says

Lew, Lady Mary stands out as one who familiarizes her
correspondents with the unfamiliar; Lew quotes S a i d as saying
tbat male Orientaiist d i s c o u r s e o f the same

era in English

travel- writing "defamiliarizes," and Lew himself goes on to show
that Lady Mary chose messages bearing a relation to those current

in England

wl!.

One reaction to the sanie passages of Lady
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Mary's letters is to recognize that among her most powerful urges

in writing is to re-present to her reader the English views
around home, s o that the views now stand for the Turkish ones she
is experiencing.

L e w identifies one passage

-

in whfch
- she makes

Pope see that the discourse of each distinct social~classin

Constantinople has its equivalent among dialects of British
speech; Lew notes h o w Lady Mary exposes a reader to parallels.

In talking to a conmioner, she States, "tis as ridiculous to make
use of the expressions commonly us'd, in speakfng to a Great M a n
or a Lady, as it would be to t a l k broad Yorkshire or Sommerset

shire in the drawing-room"

(Letters 1.333).

The identity politics evidenced in the letter-exchange place
Lady Mary in the position of cultural mapmaker, reading Turkey
for homebodies by the easiest codes, and thus bypassing
difficulties in understanding.

A mode1 to which we can draw a

parallel for the Language of Flowers is the floral -lem,
part of the British consciousness in Lady Mary's time.

still
Receivers

of her letters in England would have found the encoding of the

flower-gifts constructed artificially, yet acceptable because of
their familiarity.

The flowers, when accompanied by their secret

meanings, resemble einblem mottoes.

When Beverly Seaton (1983)

refers to the "natural typology" of flowers, she is recording
just this kind of interest in flowers as symbols of spiritual

truth in nature ( 2 5 5 ) .
Emblematic transmissions let Lady Mary pose herself w i t h the
new material, representing her selfhood by her choices; she finds

a willing audience, already familiar with the discourse.

The
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trade in emblem books is often perceived as falling off around
1700, but records show continued interest in the texts all

through the eighteenth century.

-lem

books by Bunyan, Crouch

and Harvey, for instance, came out in n e w editions, variously, in
1721 and 1757.

Unfortunately, the classifying convention of the

emblem book's heyday as reaching from 1500 to 1700 has misled

analysts, says John Manning.

Instead of picturing a shrug of

disinterest, Maaning insists, a reader must avoid "assunt[ing]
that the emblem disappeared in England during the eighteenth

century.

This is far from the case" (328).

Manning

emphatically replaces this impression with reference to a
"continuing vitality of the literary emblematic tradition in

England in this century" (328).
Lady Mary looked forward, figuratively, in re-interpreting
the stylized Turkish symbol-language through the emblem, its

material equivalent in England.

In the flourishing trade i n the

emblem book, t h e usual images are conveyed with picture, motto
and caption as their tri-partite composition; through the

collections, people comforted themselves with universally
accepted "Silent parable [s]'' (Green 1 ) .

A n example may be seen

in Emblern 5 of John Hall's Emhlems with Elegant Figures, issued

in 1658 (see appendix):

we see a pictured bouquet, and a woman

with her mirror, and learn from the motto (Psalm 90.6) that "In
the morning it flourisheth ana groweth up: in the evening it is
cut d o m and withereth," referring to the earthly beauty of both

the woman and her bouquet.
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rose can more vermilion speake
Then any cheeke,

A richer w h i t e on Lillies stands,

T h e n any hands.

(Hall 9 7 )

Like Hall's coaebook and otbers, Lady Mary's writing relies on

inspirational sources.

The inspiration c m t a k e the fotm of a

biblical allusion, or it may be located in the visible daily

signs of divine presence such as the splendeurs of a season.
Bruce Redford likens ber quest for images ta Cowper's: he says
both "construct designs for living that are also designs for

writing

. . . both

t a k e strength from an epistolary microcosm

that first prefigures and then mirrors a secluded h o r t u s

conclusus" (14). Redford goes on to Say of Lady Mary that, like
Cowper, she used growing things in the landscape to stand for her
feelings.

A poem she wrote while in Pera, outside

Constantinople, represents an especially nature-based example

among her poetic works, thus providing a focus for looking into
Redfordfs closed-garden image.
In the poem, Lady Mary contrasts the chilly fields of

England (and the equally cool protocol of English courts) with
the l u s h courtyards around the embassy she lived in while she was

in Constantinople.

As she gazes, she Longs for a permanent

Edenic surrounding, one which she would eventually find in
Gottolengo, Italy.

The concept of "plastic Nature " shaped Lady

Mary's approach to natural o b j e c t s .

According to t h i s t h e o r y ,
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the plant-world responds to God's hand. or to human iccn-making,

and the result forms part of nature's beauty.

Lady Mary's

impression of her adopted country takes on such features,
creating her reference to *Landschapesn precisely as i f including
the shaping by God's hand ( L e t t e r s 1.397).

The poem

"Constantinople* captures that same impression:

Bere Summer reigns with one Eternal Smile,
And Double Harvests bless the happy Soil.

Fair, fertile, f i e l d s ! t o whom indulgent Heaven
Has every charm of every Season given,
N o killing Cold deforms the beauteous year,

The Springing f l o w e r s no comeing winter fear,

But as the Parent rose decayes and dyes
The infant buds with brighter collours rise

1

And with fresh Sweets the Mother's-Scent Supplies.

(EP 54)

Like Mary Wortley Montagu's translation, above, of a poem from a

Turkish prince to his lover (who has been kept from his arms by
her father in accordance with what the lover considers cruel
tradition), "Constantinople" merges the exotic and the familiar.

Lady Mary's transmitting of each reinforces the workings of her
rnaprnaker/bridge-builder politics.

She remarks on the poem's

similarity to the biSlîcal Song ûf Solomon, telling Pope,

Eastern manners g i v e a great l i g h t i n t o many scripture

passages that agpear odd to us, their phrases being
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commonly w h a t we should call scripture language.

The

vulgar Turk is very different from what is spoke at

. . . amongst

Court

. . . people . . . who allways mir

so much Arabfc aad Persfan in their discourse that it
may very val1 be called aaother language.

( L e t t e r s 1.333)

In spite of similatities of address between the t w o poams,
however, the secular piece by the ~ k i s h p t i n c econtsasts with
the sacred one, tbe "Song of Soloi~on,' i n its idantifying of the

exclusively male i n the R v k l s h poan.

gender of the speakets:

yet balance& between the sexes, with each givan equal stature, In
Collwitzer elaborates on the conttast:

the Song of Songs.

"In

Arabian love poetry we have large numbers of songs i n which the
male lover describes and admires the beauty of his beloved; it is

rare, however, to find t h e Arabian woman saying anything
comparable to w h a t is s a i d by the woman in Song of Songsw ( 4 0 ) .
The love and respect within the Turkish p o w is d i r e c t e d t o a
silent object, flower-like in loveliness:

T h e Nightingale now wanders i n the Vines;

Her Passion is to seek Roses.
1 went d o m to admire the beauty of the Vines
.
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T3e wished possession is d e l a i d from day to day,
T h e cruel Sultan Achipet ni11 not p e n n i t m e t o see those

cheeks. more vermillion than roses.

(Letters 1.334)
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Lady Mary associates the Turkish work with the biblical one, on

the grounds that each emerges from Middle-Eastern sensibility.
Isobel Grundy observes that H o m e s and the Bible .were for her
both canonical and orientalm( "Terrainsm 4 8 6 ) , and thus shows the
political jurtapoeitfon of these works which Lady M a t y has
brought into camparison,

Mary Wortley Montagu lets her reader

make the connection between the tw sets of verses on thematic
ternis, sfnce they have reached her spiritual self through the

same sensual channels- Among her readess, Pope gains the
classical iasights hes allusions present t o hfm; as Mack
describes h i s response, Pope imagines himself accompanying hes,
apparently wfth "the object of his journey

. . . to tread on

'Classic Ground' while he is whispering 'other reasons' in her
earn (Pope 3 0 4 ) -

In emotional contrast, yet with intellectual

commuaion, Lady Mary's ansuering letter shows how interconnected
are her erperiences of Homes (through Pope's translation) wlth
the scenes through which her own odyssey carried h e r .

f read over your Homer here with an infinite Pleasure,

and find several little passages explain'd that 1 did not

before entirely comprehend the Beauty of

- .

- 1 can assure

you that the Princesses and great Ladys pass their time
at their Looms embrodiering Veils and Robes, surrounded
by their Maids, which are allways very numesous, in the

same Manner as we ffnd Andromache and Helen describ'd,
( L e t t e r s , 1.332)
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The reference to Trojan romantic tragedy suggests that Lady
Mary is viewing "a society as Other as that of the fslamic
empiren (Grundy EP x i i i ) through a veil of literary allusion,

In

the stage beyond her adolescent cboice to pose as a classical

character, in the person of shepherd or shepherdess, Lady Mary

now observes around her, in "the seductive home of the pastoraln
(Pointon 1 4 7 ) , the living embodiments of her me-believe

characters.

She does not claim the heroic ideal for herself, at

this stage-but

then, as Hinz (1987) observes, "the subjects in

life-writing documents are invariably treated as special

[by being] immortaliz [ed] through printn ( x )

.

...

In designing ta

have her Turkish letters published, Lady Mary already imparts an

epic breadth to her discovered land, and adds her own profile,

and sensory witness, to complete the modern-day picture.
Moreover, the image-rich voice within the Song of Solomon

matches Lady Mary's sensual one, in the Turkish W a s s y Letters;
the biblical Song speaks of the female lover as "the rose of
Sharon, and the lily of the valleys," and of the male lover as
one who "feedeth among the liliesw (S of S 2.1, 2.16) associates
the flowers with their larger-than-life messages as clearly as
the Turkish verse does.

Also, within the love-letter sent by

Lady Mary, the clove is placed among the assembled items to stand

for this verse:

"You are as slender as this clove: / You are an

trnblown Rose; ,.' 1 nave long iov'd you, and you have not known it"

( L e t t e r s 1.388).

Another image, one that juxtaposes spiritual

representation with the earthly, concerns the imbibing of
heavenly liquors:

the extended metaphor of the womanrs breasts
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and grape-heavy vines (7.7-9) and the "spiced wine" t a s t e of t h e

lover's skin reinforce t h e flower and f r u i t messages that Lady
Mary has discovered in Turkey.

The identity politics of emblem-identification create a
familiar reminder-message for Lady Mary's correspondents.

Huston

Diehl, an expert on the meaning of Pmhlems, quotes Thomas Jenner,

author of The Soules Solace (an nmblem book s t i l l going through
reprints after the mid-1600~)~;
Jenner cautions readers of emblam
books not to confuse the picture with the tbing that it

represents.

He shows an emblem of a man climbing to grab at a

tavern-sign picturing grapes, and urges his readers to
"substitute spiritual for physical sightm ( 6 6 ) .

Unlike the

besotted climber, Lady Mary takes the things themselves as her
gift to an eager receiver, thefr code-accessed spirit intact.

Jwttaposing the fdea of the letter composed in this way and a
notion of Hogarth's demonstrates a synchrony of coding.

Hogarth

once intended, says Mazzaro, to include in The Analysis of B e a u t y
the mission statement that declared his determination not to

"continue copying objects but rather [to] read the language of
them (and if p o s s i b l e find a grammar to it)"

(Mazzaro 213).

The

jonquil placed in Lady Mary's parce1 carries its fragrance, as
well as its encoded message, to support a double meaning, a
"grammas" of the packaged natural object.

The jonquil in her

poem from Pera, Constantinople, shar2s the symbolisrn of the

delivered bloom:

The rich Jonquills their golden gleem display
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And shine in g l o r g emulating &y.

(EP 54)

The attrlbutfon of the Language of Flouers' transmfssion t o
Lady Mary--seeuring her innovator's identity-does

uncontested.

not go

V e r p wrongheadedly, Beverzy Seaton (1982) rejects

the ide8 that anpone traveling pt5or to the nineteemth century

brought the tanguage of Florers to Western Europe.

Writing from

a long-tradition of flower symbolism in French literature, she

claims the floral imageFrench discoverers.

that shaped Victorian literature for

Such a claim underlies Philip Knight's

discussion of Baudelaire's Les Fleurs du H a l , in which 'the
floral tradition was challenged by an ironic anti-pastoral
stance, when the conventions of 'le langage des fleurs' were

stretched to accommodate [Baudelaire's] subversive new aesthetic

coden (Eaxell 733-4).

Seaton argues along these lines in the

following passage:

One of t h e most commdnly mentioned "connecting links*
b e t w e e n the general use of flower symbolisni and the

nineteenth century language of flowers is the Turkfsh
love-letter or selam

. .' . this link

is more in the minds

of Westerners than ln history or literature, for the
Oriental "language of flowers' was aot a language of
f l o w e r s , but a language of objects; and n o t a symbolic

language, but a coniplicated sound game ( 6 7 ) .

Y e t as soon as she has issued this pronouncement, Seaton offers
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the link between bluebells and the message, bconstancy,a

and between pasque-flowers and the message "you have no claim"
( 6 7 ) , codes which mimic the ones Lady Mary sent with her bouquet.

Though flowers are not the only items given secret maning within

the langwge L a d y Mary has

8mt0 het

translated codes match those

which Seaton has claimed for Charlotte de Latours, nineteenth-

cent-

French author of Le Langage des F l e u r s .
As an "exploratrice sociale," in Moira Ferguson's cofned

phrase for eighteenth-century woman travelers, Mary Wortley
Montagu intended, at least partly, to make "use of the m e r
culture to expose the failings of homew ( G t u n d y , ECS 486).

Lady

Mary often contrasts the warmth of Turkish life to the coldness
of Englisb life.

However, a greater purpose is to allow her

correspondents into the pleasures of her adopted world.

ühen she

speaks of 'no colour, no flower, no weed, no fruit, herb, pebble

or feather that ha8 not a verse belonging to it," and boasts of
not having to i n k her fingers to send "letters of passion,
friendship or civility, or even of news," [ L e t t e r s 1.389), Lady
M a r y employs

process.

a tactile analogy for the virtue of this encoding

Its arnusing procedures, occupying fingers and eyes,

construct a discourse out'of collecting flowers.

Clearly, her

own creative work receives an enhancing in the exercise of
composing and assemhling the Turkish love letter,

The private

language made public in this context is the flirtatious one that

composes secret messages encoding woman's image, so that the
jonquil wrapped in ribbon has its equivalent in a woman with a
love-message on her lips.

Lady Mary has extended the code to
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include her female correspondent, adding to the codinq game a
woman-to-woman transmission of its s e c r e t laquage.

Lady Mary's

awareness of the iconic possibilities in this code goes on to
include a "translationRof the icons, first into phonetic Turkish
and then into English.

Defined in the OnD as "an image, figure

or representation; a portrait," and as "an image in the s o l i d , "
the icon transcends its earthbound nature; according to Carlo
Ginzburg, the icon is "couched in a culturally and stylistically

elevated code" ( 8 0 ) .

Based in m y t h , the icon contributes

elementally t o a culture by eliciting from its *readern
sensations which are then linked to the intellectual process of
interpretation; knowledge and faith ascend from the thing itself.
Because she styled herself as an interpreter of the material

objects in Turkey-includfng

the people-Lady

Mary took

responsibility for an accurate rendering of meaning, even in the

smallest object to which she called the attention of the

correspondents back home.

The pearl acquires a tangible

presence, materially and also spiritually; the opening of the box
thus serves as a ritual of reverence, for each item in its
"other" significance.

With the new language learned, Orr

suggests, Lady Mary puts "[l]inguistic and national identity at
risk" (162) among her English cohort; a t the very least, she has
proposed a new system of representation, an icon-making from far
away that m a y be as responsive to Sritish adaptation as systems

that already represent the plant world at borne.'

The secretive behaviour of women in Turkey, as observed by
Lady Mary, involved not only the coded message, but also

the
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personal disguise, entailing the masquerade of the treil.

This

secretive character of woman, glimpsed behind disguises of paint

and plaster or glimpsed behind masks, has been reinforced in the
Turkish love letter.

It may be seen as "one of the iconic fo-

of representation that transcend differences between mediaa
(Lentrlcchia and McLaughlin 13).

This definition may refer to

emblematic things such as a pair of kissfng lips, or a wilted
bloom, which people in diverse m d widespread cultures may

interpret as meaning the s a w thàng; the &lem

d%epans into

archetype--"the original pattern from which copies are made:
prototypeR (O=)--translriitting

codes that may be linguistic or

non-verbal, but that reach the receiving spirit, whlchever medium
carries their matrix.

Where the lcon inclines the viewer to

interpret culturally, the archetype evokes even more powerful
responses from members of its own culture-

Lady Mary is willing to adopt the symbols of Turkish life,
and to adapt them to a state of acceptability among the English.
Michéle Plaisant perceives of Turkishwomen, as Lady Mary does,
that 'L'habit et le voile les dissimulent a u regards indiscrets

et un mari jaloux serait incapable de teco~aftresa femme sous
ce deguisement"

(the robes and veil hide them from indiscreet

gazes, and a jealous husband will be unable to recognfze his wife
in such cloaking apparel) (Plaisant nop.); Lady Mary translates
the activity for her readers into a familiar one, "adventures
with ous gallants"; she suggests that no difference is present in
the impulse--only in the mode of carrying it out (Letters 1,328).

Devoney Looser cautions that when dealfng critically with Mary

Wortley Montagu's Orientalism, feminists must "examin[e]
complicity as thorougbly as w e do resistance" ( 5 8 ) .

Even though

Lady Mary has complied with the class-system in place in Turkey,

and accommodated the slave-holding practices that she has
observed, she has resisted the easy assumption that Englishwomen

are much more free to do as they please than are the women she
has seen i n the Hanmiam.

Having learned first hand about its

a l l u r e in exotic situations in Turkey, she tells her daughter
about the pleasures and dangers of masking (both the already-

present and the orientally enhanced version) forty years later:

"For myself, 1 have never spoken a word in Masquerade which 1
should not have been willing t o Say bare-faced, and 1 have not

found any cause to repent having been at a masquerade" ( S e l e c t e d

tetters 426).

By bringing back further invitation t o self-

veiling beyond w h a t Englishwomen had already adopted, as well as

the symbol-filled love-letter which her host-country's women have
developed, she performs the action of an ambassador, who sees the
advantageous use of codes uncovered among the women in Turkey and
puts them into practice among women in her otvn England.

Chapter 3
Notes

1 By involving Richard Steele (co-editor with Joseph Addison of
The Spectatox, 171142) and his wife in the covert meetings with
Wortley ( Letters I.37), Lady Mary created an intimate connection
between her author acquaintance and her young-adult self,which was
striving for independence. The link may have emboldened her to
wcrk in journalism, as with the Nonsense of Common-Sense essays
(1731). the authorship of which was kept as secret as the
courtship w a s

.

2 For further explanation regarding Peter Gay's contribution to
modern thought on t h e Enlightenment, see R, Porter, The
Enlightenment (Princeton: Humanities, 1990)
Widespread
reference to Gay's definition of the era keeps his book central
to discussion, even thirty years later.

-

3 Reprints of Thomas Jenner's The S o u l e s Solace (1626) were
launched in 1639 and in 1651, when it was named Divine Mysteries,
but reissued in its original format* The "grapes on the placardn

emblem, # 2 8 , bears the caption "The Foolishness of
Transubstantiation." ( S o u l e s Solace reprint-see Manning).
4 Generic classifying in the style of Linnaeus providecl just one
natural science diversion for Lady Mary. For her thoughts on
astronomy, as another source of diversion, see Princess Docile,
Fragment II ( R W 189-92). For an ironic treatment of the same
star-gazing hobby, the lines in "A Satyr" show Lady Kary's view:
The Learned She, who makes her wise remarks
On Whiston's Lectures or on Dr Clark's,
And quite dispiseing mean Domestic Cares
Only regards the motions of the Stars.
A Gilded Telescope oft fills her hand,
Orrery does on her Toilet stand,
New Systems seeks, will al1 Dark points explore,
Charm'd with Opinions never heard before . . . ,
[ ~ 214:
p
148-55)An
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Chapter 4

Court Wit

In La Princesse de Clèves, Madame de Lafayette represents
the courtiers of sixteenth-century France emblematically, callfng
them "the flower of court society, both m e n and womnn, gathered

without fail

..

,

it seemed as if nature had bestowed her finest

g i f t s on fair princesses and noble princes alilse" (4).

Identified with the royals of English society for two decades,

Lady Mary couid be naanberad among the wflowersa for fust a brief
period, between 1714 and 1716.

H e r presence among the courtiers

of England during her raid-twentfes inspired her court-centered
verses, letters and biographical pieces; each of these

accomplished the ends of supporting and eatertainlng the court

circle, if occasionally turalng the court into her object of

satire. Once smallpox took from her the attractave appearance
sought in a favourite, Lady Mary became an observant outsider-at

a great distance between 1716 and 1718, while she wrote from her
ambassadorial travels, and nearer at hand on her return.

In tracing the shift in Lady Mary's arfstocratic identity,
from welcorned insider to genteel outcast, this chapter shows that
the growing tendency of her output is toward withdrawal of

support from the customs of royalty.

Rather than extolling in

verse the accustomed attitudes and activities (even when these

overstepped moral boundaries), Lady Mary shifts, after 1725, to
more direct criticism of quarrelsome aristocratic, inner-citcle

practice-

In her poem "While fruitfull Nïle ador'd his horned

Queena ( c g1734), she assumes this critical stance, denouncing
the ?rince of Wales and his sycophants for in-fighting, and for
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"thought of Flesh pots pastn ( E P 279: 6): though she was amused
by similar behaviours in the droll, satirical Eclogs which she

circulated freely among the ladies of the court in 1718, in her

post-embassy years she derives no more amusement.

A major source

of her disaffection inheres in her falling out with Pope; after
the release of the Dunciad Variarum i n 1729, Lady Mary commences
the series of counter-attacks that define her mid-life literary
production.

She has not ceased to hold her unofficial role as a

C o u r t Wit, but has instead assumed

one of its sub-roles, as

creator (and, with Lord Hervey as well as Henry Fielding, cocreator) of "'answer poems,' either parodies of or responses to
other poemsn ( V i e t h and Griffin 37).

She composes these answer

poems in response to attacks (especially by Alexander Pope)
produced within the literary clique to which she formerly
belonged.

Though neither Pope nor Swift received an unequivocal

welcome at court, each had aristocratic friends and Pope received
occasional notice from the throne (Butt 352); thus we could

declare the pair in the related category of "Town Wit" to allow
for their less-stable aristocratic connections (Wilson 5).

The

answering activity extends by the l a t e 1730s to include "answer
essays," such as the Nonsense of Common Sense series; t h u s , the
work of Lady Mary in her post-Turkish life in England embodies a

stage of identity politics at which she arrives as an outsider.

Once fallen out of favour with Pope and o t h e r s witb power over
British literary circles, she reacts against them by becoming

defender in poetry and prose of herself, as weli as of other

fampoon-victims.

She answers the jibes of the standard-setters.
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Lady Mary's court persona acquired the lustre of royal

blessing as she wrote for the amusement of the i ~ e r
circle
around Princess Caroline-

The fact that Lord Oxford's son

carried a copy of her %ondayu eclogue, by which the poemts

circulation cap be dated in 1715/16, confirms the court-circle
custolir of copying and distrfbuting her poems (Grundy, EP 182).

The te=,

=court wft," carries specific connotations of t i m e ,

place and person, yet the definition allows for careful extension

to this eighteenth-century woman.

Vieth and Grfffin base their

(extendible) definition on J - Harold Wilson's seminal work on the
Restoration, Court Wfts (1948): the phrase refers to a core of

clever men who displayed traits such as incisive wit, proffcient
creativity, and a regard for aristocratic prerogative, no less

valued for being satirically undercut.

John Wilmot, Earl of

Rochester, created "poetry circulated at the court (if not
actually produced there), about l i f e at court," and stood among

the "intimates and social equals of the king" (Vieth and Griffin
3 7 ) , qualifying among the court favourites l i k e Sedley and

Etherege despite poems like his "Impromptu on Charles IIn:

"We

have a pretty witty king,/ Whose word no man relies on;/ He never
said a foolish thing / And never did a wise onew ( V i e t h 120).

Rochester attended on Charles II in the era between 1660 (when
Rochester was j u s t thirteen) and 1680, dying five years before
the monarchls own passing; Lady Mary attended upon the royals of

England, King George 1 and Princess Caroline, between 1714 and
16, and also between 1719 and 27.

Like Rochester, she wrote

poems for circulation at court that might have caused her

.
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trouble, if not for royal tolerance-

Witty and creative, she

also mustered respect for the protocol of the court, even when

circumstances strained her persona1 resources.

The urgency of

following court-rules, and of meeting the responsfbilities given
to her, emerges in one of Lady Mary's letters from around 1715 to
Charlotte Clayton, later Lady Sundon:

I am extreamly sorry that dear Mrs Clayton did not let
me know t h i s morning the favour she intended me.

1 am

this moment going to ~ [ a d y ]Jekyl's according to promise,

and fear 1 cannot make m y Excuse there [in] time enough
to corne to St James's, and to the Play.

If you could

meet me at ~ [ a d y ]J e k y l k it would save tirne, and I sbould
more decently excuse m y breaking rny engagement with her.

If not 1 fear I must be unhappy t h i s Evening for w a n t of
your Company

....

( Selected

Letters 130)

Lady Mary's observations on court l i f e from close at hand collect

in the Eclogs (1715-16), a series of poems based upon a week i n
the lives of socialites; like Gay's The Shepherds' Week (1714),
and like similar eltercises--Rochester's "Dialogue between

Strephon and Daphnen a notable one--produced by the Restoration
court wits, the eclogues created by Lady Mary grow from Virgilian
nodels.

Lady Xar-1's e c l o g u e s

particularly capitalize on the

court setting; thus, they distance themselves both from the
pastoral idylls of Virgil and from recent imitations by male
ooets.
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In Pastoral and Ideology, Annabel Patterson asks how the
interpretation of Virgilian models, often evident within an
imitation, aay position the borrower:

"what people think of

Virgil's Eclogues is key to their cultural assumptions, because

the text was so structured as to provoke, cansciously or
unconsciously, an ideological responsen(7). Lady Mary links her
identfty to that of Virgil's shepherds, as well as ta h i s

shepherdesses- As an admiring adolescent, Lady Mary called her
lovelorn shepherd "Strephonw in tribute to Virgil; in adopting
and adapting the form of the eclogue in 1716, however, she
displays her cultural assumptions differently; her Eclags give

mature, independent expression to the imitation, and shift the

speakers from Virgil's bucolic character-types to familiar court
figures, s o that the m o d e m is made prominent.

She thus

positions herself in the front lines of a current literary
conflict, the struggle of Ancients and Modems,

As Swift's

B a t t e 1 of the Books (1704) demonstrates, in a hands-on-throat

fashion, the reverence for Horace and Virgil underwent daily
attack by authors who wished t o declare t h e classical form
outmoded, and to move on in favour of modern theme and expression

(376-96).

Engaged in by classical imitators of the eighteenth

century, the debate led one of Pope's persona, the speaker in a

Guardian essay later attached to t h e Dunciad, to take a s t a n d :
t h e mrni-essay included with the 1729 t3unciad V a r i o r u m , "On the

Subject of PASTORALS," maintains that "So easie as Pastoral

Writing may se-,

(in the Simpficity we have described it) yet it

requires great Reading, both of the .Ucf ents and .Moderas, to be a
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master of i t t r(105)-

The locus of desire--along with the nature of the desirable-serves

as a central theme in Virgil 's Eclogues; it receives

varyfng treatment among the eighteenth-century imitators, and
Lady Mary's approach ta it, contrasted to that of her

contemporary, Gay, demonstrates how she intesprets Virgil.

The

emphasis on body/bawdy that colours Gay's Shepherd's Week can
develop naturally from country symbols; the flower, rosemary,
appears in a riddle in Virgil's third eclogue, then as a

suggestive query on which flower can "adjoin the Virginn i n Gay's
"Monday; or, The Squabblen; botb cases display the flower in its

countrified setting, at a remove from the royals (mentioned in

each poem) who take an interest in its markings:

"mat F l o w ' r is

t h a t which Royal dloaour craves,/ Adjoin the Virgin, and 'tis
strown on Graves (Gay 118-19).

Gay has faithfully rendered

Virgil 's " D i e q u i b u s i n terris i n s c r i p t f nomina Regum / Nascantur
Flores" (Eclogues 3.106-7), to which the suitably bucolic,

female-name answer, according to Gay's note, is "Rosemary."

In

her Town Eclogs, Lady Mary shifts the t h i r d eclogue out of the
rustic setting and right to the courts and dressing tables,
bringing the emphasis to the gaudy women-flowers of the city:

"The Opera Queens had finish'd halfe their Faces / And City Dames
allready taken Places" ( E P 185 11-12).

The coaches, salons,

opera houses and dressing rooms of t h e couztiers replace the

fragrant meadows inhabiteci by Virgil's s p e a k e r s .
As a three-rnember eclogue-adapting cohort, Pope, Gay, and

Lady M a r y used the Virgilian models in demonstrably different
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ways, though bibliographie doubt still clings to who-did-what.
Lady Mary is believed by Ann Messenger (1986) to have worked

first on a poem of fading beauty, "Friday:

Lydia" (90); she

wrote a version, and Gay wrote a version, and the effect of each
strikes the reader differently.

According t o Pope--though

"Roxana" vies for position--the artistic development of the

eclogues departed from the point of Gay's CO-creation here:

'Lydia' in Lady Mary's poems, i s almost wholly Gay's,
and is published as such in h i s works.

There are only

f i v e or six lines new set in it by that lady.

Xt was that

which gave the hint and she wrote the other five eclogues

t o it.

(Spence 1 0 4 )

Though Messenger argues for Lady Mary's having a greater hand

than Pope allows, thirty-nine lines to Gay's seventy-five (9091), the more important feature of the poem's creation is Lady

Mary's contribution to tone and theme.

Intriguing ideological

possibilities arise if "Fridayn is the first poem created within

the series.

The twenty-six-year-old Lady Mary could conduct the

testing of a poetic persona, with a sympathetic, established
writer or two at her side (Gay's first published poem, mentored
by Aaron Hill, appeared seven years earlier); "Lydia," then,

c o u l d have served as a point of departure i n t o her i n d i v i d u a l

creation.

The stamp of Gay's and Pope's approval, given as they

involved themselves in the poetic process, resembles Burnet's

affirming the worth of her Epictetus translation (1710).
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affirmation which probably lent confidence to her critique of

Addison's Cato as well as to the unperformed epilogue she wrote

for the play (1713).

In 'Friday: Lydia," Lady Mary adopts the

voice of a has-been, characteriziag Lydia as a filtad paramour
who strikes out (against a aiarrfed m a n in her version, but not in
Gay's) w i t h words as weapons.

The point of the patches and

perfume is that thep embody Lydïals thwarted romantic notionsand L a d y Mary's, as well:

echofng nmerous letters to Wottley,

she causes Lydia to ask, 'Am 1 that stupid Thing to bear Neglect/
And force a smile, not daring to Suspect?" (EP 2 0 0 ; 65-6).
while the author's marriage promises to continue-in

the affair of her creation, Lydia-each
romance-

And

contrast to

resigns herself to faded

The sense that i n sophisticated London, 'Al1 for Loven

becomes an untenable ideal, gives the poem a mimetic quality, not
only to the source of Lydiats lament (akin to that of Virgil's
Corydon), but also to the author's bleak four-year marriage.
In the court wit's borrowing of the Virgilian eclogue for
cynical use in urban settings, source and m o t i v e for the daring

combination-gimitated form with contemporary content-can

be

traced to Jonathan Swift, w h o s e crossing of the pastoral genre
with the citified t h e m e in mDescription of the Morning" (1709)

tmpressed the other poets with its juxtapositions:

Now hardly here and there a Hackney Coach

Appearing show'd the Ruddy mornts appraach.
Now Betty from her Master's Bed had flown,
And softly stole to discompose her own (Poetical Works 1 - 4 ) .
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Like this passage-from

society-but

the s t r e e t s and not from fashionable

also like the subtext in Pope's Horatian odes, Lady

Mary's eclogues s t r i k e a balance between the rural classical
mode1 and the modern perspective:

the green-clothed park of the

opening line in PIontaguts gFriday,a along with Lydials sIgh over
the idea that 'No

Lovers naw her wrning Hours molest / And catch

her at her Toilette halfe undresta ( E P 198: 3-4) effect the
creatlon of both edenic and post-fa11 =ban

imagery-

We have observed that slnce her mid-teens, Lady Mary had

been using the Roman pets as nodels: but she had been content t o

leave the pastorals in bucolic settings, as Virgil had done (aven
though she placed a heavier 8mphasis on lost love fhan the Latin
poet had, as is the case with aRecantingm [RMS 2511 in camparison

-

with its original, Virgil's First Eclogue).

In the eclogues

created by Pope, Gay, and Lady Mary, n e w settings provide a fresh
viewpoint on the bucolic themes of the originals.

Where

Amaryllis occupied Strephon's thoughts as ho sat on a fence with
a shepherd-neighbour, now Sttephon sighs ovet Cœlia between s i p s

at a coffee house, lamenting to his fellow fop, Patch, over the

heastless coquette.

Gay is credited by Halsband with the

inspiration of turning shepherds and shepherdesses into courtiers
and ladies, but Swift's altered setting for the mock pastoral,

written a half-dozen years earlier than the first T o m Eclog,
sets the tone f o r otfier such literary shiftsThe Juvenal epigram of Lady Mary's Spectator essay. No. 573

(l7U), frames the portrait of the court wit by hinting at one
provocation for writing:

" C a s t f g a t a remordent" (The castigated
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sting back) ( E P 6 9 ) .

Though the expression applies t o the

empowennent of the widows i n the essay, the epigram also suggests
that Lady Mary understood she risked joining the "castigatan if

she n o t e topical barbs. but that writing allowed har, in return,
to hurt her critics.

çhe drew a particularly ecsndalised

response when the Mozzday eclogue, which erposed the female

spcophants working under Princess Caroline, circuiated-and

in

response t o the pastly shocked, partly delighted reaction, she
continued the s e t i e s .

The half-dozen po-,

.

together wfth the

single essay on the reclaimed power of widows, did not generate
enough bad feeling t o keep her from being welcoied by the inner
circle t o express opinions on her peers.

What Lady loudon

(informing her clique of gossipers in the latter-excerpt below)
chose to exclaim over vas the depiction of the vain, selfish type

of woman w i t h whom Lady Mary--and Princess Caroline herselfconsorted:

a fri end of [ ~ a d yMary's] (1 do not know who it was )

showed a poem she had e n t ~ s t e dthem w i t h [ , ]

1 have not yet seen it, but I ' m told it is

the Court.

very pretty and not a little wicked.

seen it.

writ upon

.

. . The Ptincess has

Poor Lady Mary w i l l not know how to copie to

Court again.

( Li fe 5 2 )

In Lady Mary's "Monday," the sophisticated life of the urbs that

was Rome, glimpsed i n Virgil's first eclogue as the most fickle
of females in the distance (Davidson & c l o p e s end Georgics ln.),
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transforms to London's close-up sophistications, depicted with
jaded cynicism:

"Let Iris leave her Paint, and own her

Grave Suffolkia wed a giddy Pagen ( E P 184; 51-2).

me,/

And

Lady Mary

brings the city, sob the court within it, to the centre of the
discourse, while maintainfng Virgil's concern with human
interaction as a source of both joy and m e .

In Virgil's second

eclogue, the shepherd Corydon scolds hlimnelf over U s
infatuation:

Torydon, you're a pokel;/ Alexis scosns your

gffts,/ Nor could you beat Iollas in a giving matchn (Lee 15; 567), but later determines, "If this Alexis sneers at you, you'll

find anothera (74).

The self-reproach shared by the classical

speaker and the eighteenth-century one locate i n both poeins what
Maynard Mack identifies as sought-after in the Virgilian eclogue:

"a way of life, a power of seeing, a desired condition of things
now vfewed as lost

- . . even

though ft may never actually have

eristed or been in fact enjoyed[--]the grass in the last Pasture

. . . the

Earthly Paradisen (Mack 134).

As a court wit, Lady

Mary shifts the setting but not the m o t i v e base of the classical
works

.
The itonic tone of poetic expose, evident in Lady Mary's

Eclogs and answer poems, corresponds to that of "Birth of a

Squire," a John Gay poem which imitates Virgil's fousth eclogue.
Though the Dryden translation of the same poem anticipates the
artival of the Christ child

( Works

Vol .6 811-1311.) , G a y ' s

interpretation of the material instead follows a newborn noble
through temptations and crises.
boy deserves privilege:

Gay illustrates h o w little the

"How shall his spirit brook the rigid
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r u l e s , / And the long tyranny of gtammar schools?/

. . . NO,

let

h i m never feel that smart disgrace:/ ühy should he wiser prove

than a l l his race?" (43-4,

47-8).

Adapting V i r g i l ln "P[ope] to

Bolingbrokem (c.1735), Lady Mary maintains the male voice and
gives up (at least for her speaker) the empowermsnt of

aristocratic entitlement,

She uses a Virgflian w i m to

underline Nerander Pope's, her persona's, uxaequal standing to
the lord he addresses (Pope hïmself has employed a simifar Srnage

in Essay on lilan

&X],

of himelf in relation t o Bolingbroke, but

this is U s pretogative:

Permit me too, a small attendant Star,

To twlnkle, tho' in a more distant Sphere,

1

Small things with great we Poets oft compare-(EP 280; 9-lln.)

The closing llne of the triplet copies the sentiment expressed in
Virgilts first eclogue that every hierarchy, natutaf or man-made,

shares proportions i n the orbiting rel
ationship of the small to the great.

The layered irony of the

speaker's "smal1nessn contains, along with the reference to

Pope's physical stature, an element of the coaimoner's relation ta
the lord; it bespeaks the aristocratic privilege that Lady Mary
the poet possesses, but that she emphatically denies the poet who

is her speaker.

In a l 2 cases, Dryden's and Gay's and Lady

Mary's, the imitation conveys the basic material of the original,
yet i t r a i s e s issues of specific concern to eighteenth-century
Britons.
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Lady Mary's use of the Virgilian, Horatian or Juvenalian
mode1 enables her to pose as an h a p p y lover or a thwarted

social climber--but also, and equally, as a judge of tbat lover's
or striver's case.

Analyzing the pervasive use of classical

allusion by Pope and his contemporarfes, Brower contrasts the
more subtle, gentle satire modeled on Horace (c.42 B.C.)
directed invective of Juvenal (c.100 A - D g ) :

to the

"Although on

occasion Horace can be as direct in denunciation as Juvenal,
indirection is one of b i s chief characteristics as a moralist and

a poet" (175).

In at least one eclogue, Lady Mary follaws the

more direct Juvenalian tradition despite the "political

innocencen (Patterson 210) of the pastoral mode: she marks the
daily dramas of court life by hard-hitting poetic satire.

As in

the third of Juvenal's Satires, her exposing of aged former
beauties evokes "the harlot empressn: "Pou1 t o the sight and
ludicrous, her face / Puffs forth with layers of bread dough"

(Juvenal 3.6), Lady Mary ridicules Roxana in "Mondayn by
r e f e r e n c e t o h e r weight, under which her chairmen "groan the

cruel load theylredoomld to bearn (EP 183; 5).
Lady Mary does not just expose physical limitations; in her

"Account of the Court of G e o r g e I n (c. 1715), she describes the
bride of the Prince, son of George 1: Princess Caroline of
Anspach "was at that time esteem'd a German Beauty, and had that

Genius which qualir'y'd her f o r the Goverment of a Fool and made

her despicable in the Eyes of al1 Men of Sense; 1 mean a Low
Cunning which gave her an Inclination to cheat al1 the people she
c o n v e r s ' d with" j EP 93).

Lady Mary goes on to express some p i t y
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for the woman, who a l s o fooled and cheated herself by believing
others to be similar; the effect of the description, though, is
to make us recognize that even at the tirne of observing the flaws
i n the character of the Princess, Lady Mary positions herself as

detached observer of the circLe given t o fawning over the rulers.
Fittingly, each "dayn of the ecloguest imagina-

role of women in court-life:

week shows the

a waiting gentlewoman and her

rival, the love objects of a pair of rakes, a womaa deciding
between husband and lover, two vice-ridden women, a beauty fading

because of age, and another with looks ruined by disease-

Learning from her Company, Lady Mary allows her characters
to range outside the court for a deeper sense of their (and her)
shepherd-based poetic identity.

The Eclogs' occasional rustic

allusions shift attention away from court life, allowing t h e m to
include some features of the type of Horatian ode that Pope

emulates; when Roxana "Sighed her soft sorrows at St James's
Gate" (EP 182; 2 ) , the conflating of mood w i t h the outdoor locus

echoes the tone while shifting the placement of the speaker in

Horace's çolitary s t o i c in the Fifth Ode, imitated by Lady Mary
around 1741 ( E P 302).

Similarly, in Pope's adaptation of one of

Horace's satires, the Ninth Ode o f the Fourth Book (c. 1738), the

Italian river Aufidus converts to "the silver Thames" (Butt
Imitations 2 ) ; Pope's customary placement of the original text on
the page opposite ta h i s interpretation lets readers note the

changes immediately; in the following stanza, Milton, Spenser,
Waller and Cowley

(5-9) replace poets named by Horace: Pindarus,

Hornes, Alcaeus and Stesichorus (Butt I m i t a t i o n s 158 )

.

A

merging
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of eras in which notable figures may be found occurs hete:
"Sages and Chiefs long since had birth / Ere Cabsar was, or Newton
named" (9-10).

Finally the ode creates a sense of empires born--

wfthout p e t s to pay them proper homage-and
of every era (16).

satirires the proud

In his " F i r s t Ode of the Fourth Bookm (1737),

d similar replacement occurs:

Paullus, the lover in Horace's

version, transfozms to Murray; Venus is instntcted to .spread

round MURRAY al1 your blooming Lovesa (Butt M t a t f o a s 10).

In

both cases, the poet urges Venus t o visit the *Tinnultsm of love

on another man,

Pope deploys the classical allusion that reveals

his signature style, exposing the folly of hiimsn struggle in

truth-divulging satitical constructs.
Horatian or Virgilian imitation inspires the town/court wit

who pays tribute to classfcal forebears, but added to the rootmaterial is the secondary prospect of making a comment about the
condftfons in the wit's own country and era.

Like Pope, Lady

Mary selects some classical structures and themes from Virgilian
and/or Horatian poems to follow, and places her own constructions

upon the skeleton of the original.

H e r Horatian imitation (of

his Ode III) in "Wednesdayn causes her persona to observe the

"bitter Pleasurew of an affairls consiinanation to be "So closely
follow'd by the Disnal Train / O f cutting Shame, and Guilt's
heart peirceing Painn (EP 191; 81-2

a.)In

"Tuesday," she calls

upon a noble listener as if he were the classical divine patron:

"Oh H[owar]d t u my Lays Attention lend" (3) The note below

describes Charles Howard, t h e 3rd Eatl of Carlisle as a family
friend (Grundy EP 1 8 5 ) . a modern aristocrat that poetic diction
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demands be apostrophized.

Use of the term "Lays" for "songs"

has emerged from the Renaissance (with its first use to mean

"strain or tuuew recorded in 1581 (OED]). placing the poem within
the camp of the modems; however, the traditional address to the

patron locates the opening line as belongiw to the ancients, in
that it aâheres to the Iioratian tradition-

In Lady Mary's Eciogs, the employnient of classical tradition
in a contemporary court settfng extends beyoad the opaaing

address: each of the s i x poems details a contest, akia to the
cornpetitions of the traditional eclogue.

Either the contest is

staged in verse before us, or it is prophesied-or,
case of the first eclogue, it is already lost.

as in the

Brower refers to

the admirable qualities of the warrior, describing Sarpedon in
the I l f a &

"The clear-eyed vigorous choice of action, the fine

sense of responsibility to be 'first in Valour' if one is 'first

in placetw (109).

'Monday:

Roxana or The Drawing Roomw profiles

a defeated character who serves as an unsympathetic narrator; her

role is borne out, not just in content but in form, and the
framing narrative. in an ABA pattern, delivered by a "superiorn

narrator, introduces and departs from the protestations of the
central figure's lines 7-62 a t lines 1-6, then 63-66 ( E P 182-5).

Roxana, cast i n the poemts losing role, laments her rival's
wfnning of the post of Lady of the Bedchamber, which her reallife counterpart. the Duchess of Roxburghe, had recently lost to

the rival renamed Toquettillaw:
184 11.39).

the Duchess of Shrewsbury ( E P

Lady Mary levels obvious criticism at royalty's open

activity of playing favourites in the lines, "Yet Coquettilla's
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A r t i f i c e prevails / W h e n al1 my M e r i t and my Duty f a i l s w ( E P 184;
139-40).

Neither the hired nor the spurned gentlewomgn draws a

reader's sympathy; instead, t h e author appears dfstanced from t h e

entire contest.

Mary Wortley Montagu, through her f r a n g

n a r r a t o r , shows a greates awareness than does her central
speaker, the Duchess of Roxburgh, over why wRoxanam is kept away

from the intimate codes of the ianer circle to which her
replacement, the D u c b s s of Shrewsbury, has admittance (Lffe 5 0 ) .
On the other h;rnd, the woman h i r e d i n

Roranats place has

canraion

flaws which Lady Mary allows to be pointed out by the balked

accuser:

"1 know t h e e , Court! with a l 1 t h y treacherous wiles,/

Thy f a l s e Carreses and undofng smiles!"

(EP 184; 5 5 - 6 ) .

The

lament's final effect 1s to cause the reader to dismiss the

contest itself as an overwrought d i s p l a y of fawning
obsequiousness.
The womanls past standing a t court compares not only t o t h e
current standing of Lady Mary herself, but t o t h a t of Pope's
Belinda; Roxana came i n t o court l i f e "In glowing Youth when
Nature bids, be Gay,/ And evtry Joy of Life before m e l a y n
183: 18-19).

(EP

And although Roxanals ever-prim attitude t o gaiety

and e a r t h l y joy differs from Belinda's w i l l i n g involvement i n

court diversions, Lady Mary's poetic handling of humiliating
public c r i s i s demonstrates that Pope's influence (along with t h a t
of Agamemnon i n the I l i a d , from which both she and Pope borrow)

a f f e c t s Lady Mary's regard f o r and treatment of Roxana.

The Rape

o f the Lock contains these l i n e s on the spiritual s t a t e of the

chief of Belinda's faerie p r o t e c t o r s , drsading humiliation though
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surrounded by the carefree:

"Al1 but the Sylph--With careful

thoughts oppresst,/ Th' impending Woe sate heavy on his Breast"
( 2,5304).

Our first sight of Lady Mary's Roxana reveals that

"Such heavy thoughts lay brooding in her Breast / Not her own

Chairmen with more weight oppress'd" (EP 182; 3 - 4 ) -

Grundy's

.note links the couplets, noting more "classical echoesn of the
fourth Canto opening in the Rape:

%ut anxious cares the pensive

nymph oppressed,/ And secret passions laboured in her breast"

(1V.I-2).

The more weighty of the two borrowings is the first,

in the literal marvler of the chair-lifters' "oppressionR due ta
Roxanats physical heaviness.

Pope's bright mockery of the

classical upper world of sprftes and sylphs yields in "Mondayu to
the more direct satiric attack on the piggish state to which

court indulgences can lead a woman who "lets herself go."
Further to the material presence of Roxana, we can recognize her
ornaments, the " n e w set

.

. . Jewells"

( F P 183; 8), as heavy

representations of her former standing, reminders that she once

shone in court circles, and now simply drags them d o m , by both
her presence and her prudery.

While the laments of the self-

exiled women, Lady Mary's Roxana and Pope's Belinda, fa11 upon
similar thernatic notes, the pair of banishments from a longed-for
milieu lose the commonality at the poems' denouements.

"Despis'd Roxana, cease, and try to find / Some other, since the
Pzincesse proves unkind" ( E P 185; 6 3 - 4 ) advises the scorned lady

to seek another patron, having lost the chance to serve her
princess.

The harsh fate of this contest-loser contrasts to

Belinda's. since she regains her standing S y exacting snuff-
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sneezing revenge on her tormentor, the Baron (V.80-81),

and

receives the honour due to one whose youth and strength promise
great battles to come, not only in the temporal world where

Rorana has failed, but in the upper reaîm, where her lost lock
.adds new glory to the shining spherew (V.142).

Lady Mary's

older contestant has no such recouse.

In aTuesday,* a different court contest emerges:

the one

among men for the attention of the rmst attractive, most
heartbreaking coquettes.

By contrast to the f i r s t eclogue's

serious central issue, the casting out of ill-fated Rorana, the
second eclogue's concern, the tallyfng of favours glven each

courtier by the Ladies, has a lighter tone, suited to its
irreverent content.

Messenger calls the poem "a parody of the

pastoral singing contests in which shepherds praise the charms of

their mistresses

. . . express[ing]

a sense of the los8 of rural

innocencen (102). Rather than parody, "Tuesdayn c a . serve as
extension, a sort of arsumentum

absurdum whereby the

parameters of the classical contest broaden to allow boasting
about sexual gains to become the "singing."

The count-up of the

gains is a literal one, since both Patch and Silliander keep the

*

numbers of "giftsn they have received in their heads, for later
comparison:

buckles, love-notes, snuff boxes, kisses, and even

drinks delivered to the gentleman in the lady's bed-

Patch

describes the activity that results from the generosity of these

court ladies :

Women are allways ready to receive,
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'Tis then a favour when the Sex will give.
A Lady [but she is too great to name,

Beauteous in Person, spotless in her Fame)
With gentle Strugglings let me force t h i s R i n g ,

Another Day may give Another Thing, (EP 187; 42-47)

Through the crude exchange of b o a s t s , once the p a i r bas

established exactly h o w familiar they are with the club and
theatre scene, Patch and Silliander are vying for each other's
recognition of the presence of a true rake.

The crowning

achievement of the contest is one that Halsband and Grundy's note
(EP 189) identifies as having been detailed in Spectator No- 492;
it involves the rake's exact descriptions of the colour of his

lady love's stockings and garters.

The contest has in it the

kind of male bonding associated with today's clichéd locker-room
b o a s t s ; the poem's t a r g e t is its boastful s p e a k e r s , in the style

of Browning's monologue "My Last Duchess" (1842) which equally

reveals its prideful narrator.
Pope noted an association to Virgil's Eclogue XII at three
points in the manuscript-copy of "Tuesday" (Grundy, EP 187-

18811.); the suggested source discovers a metaphor that puts the

urges of Patch and Silliander into context.

While comparing the

avid attentions of a bull to inaccessible cows and those of the

herdsmen to cruel maidens, Virgil has his speaker Menalcas argue,
"Surely love is not the cause with these: they scarcely s t i c k to

their bones-

Some evil eye or other bewitches my tender lamhs"

fDavidson Eclogues and Georgzcs

O

.

This cornparison between
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wasting love and bewitchment may be seen in Silliander's

description of a high-class liaison:
ogling of her GraceJ

"Last nigfrt as 1 stood

Drinking Delicious Poison from her Face/

The soft Enchantress did that face decline / Nor ever rais'd her
eyes to m e e t with minen ( E P 188; 60-61).

The Virgilian image has

been twisted to let the male seducer claim that love is poisoning
him, deliciously.

The role of woman within this exchange is of love object or
temptress, w i t h the pair o f men admitting to being love slaves

one minute, while crowing out their victories over their supposed
nconquerors" the n e x t .

In the familiar role of smitten suftor,

Lady Mary voices her sense that the sexual arena is the place
where social battles are waged, with women more often fuactioning

as the p r i z e s than as the contenders.

In "Wednesday," she gives

her attention to the same gender battle, yet voices the sides
more evenly than in the previous eclogue; t h i s tirne, ber male
character is nStrephon,n a name shared by one of her f i r s t

recorded personae, and her female character is "Danchda,' whose

preoccupation with worldly diversions has already been
established by her name before she speaks.
To align Lady Mary's identity politics with one character in
this poem is to see the gender o f each speaker determining the

position held, and thus to recognize the favoured character.
Dancinda, member of the "beautifull S e x , " has already been taken
as one man's prize, and therefore u t t e r s her thoughts on t h e love

affair from the position of figurative prisoner: "Is't not
enough, Infiuman and unkind!:

1 own the secret conflict of my
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Mind?" ( E P 190: 15-16).

The wife contenplating adultery thus

agonizes (and receives the poet's sympathy) over being made to
name her desires,

Lady Mary's July 1727 letter to L a d y Mar

emphasizes the ucircirmstances extrerimlp risible in these
affairsw; the letter-miter ha8 led in with the ironie opener, "1
suppose you have heard hou good Lady Lansdowne ha8 pass'd ber
Tinie here; she ha8 liv'd publickly with Lord Dunntore, 'Fam'd for

their m e s , their mutual happy Lovesma (Letters 2.81)-

Lord Lansdowne's continuing absence in France dur-

Once

the affair

ha8 been noted, Lady Mary's sense of delicious shock cornes

plainly ocross.

Shocked or not by the tampted woman at a crossroads in her

affair, Lady Mary plays out her scene t o explore the temptation
further.

Dancinda bas not reached Lady Lansdowne's "point of no

returnn in the intrigue that forms "The Tete a Teten:

her

caution to her lover is that they must not take the fateful step

of consummating their union:
JustJIf

.Oh Strephon! i f you would continu

Love be something more than Brutal Lust / Forbear t o

ask, what 1 must still deny"

( E P 191; 77-79).

The pleading tone

of the request acquaints readers with how much is at risk in the

couple's liaison, and with the risks taken already.

Strephon

speaks a t the poem's begiming and at its end, but i s mainly
represented in their case as Dancinda lays it out before him.

Testing the limits of the poetic disguise, Lady Mary tries
on more than one way of closing Dancinda's and Strephon's s t o r y .

A decision Halsband and Grundy have made, in editing this
eclogue, allows analytical study of it at greater depth than the
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fair copy alone would provide:

they have included a changed

ending to the poem, suggested by Lady Mary or by Pope, the

piece's second author (EP 192-3 89-92 L n. ).

The ending w h i c h

currently stands is the briefet of the two, and the les8 fairdealing with the male lover, Strephon:

"Maâam, i f Love-but

he

could say no more / For Made'mofselle came rapping at the doorn
(-192;

85-86).

Her knock heralâs the return of Dancinda's Lord

and the end of the t r y s t , so that al1 of the accusations against
the young

nian

The

stay, without his defense tu mitigate them.

ertended ending allows h i m t o show the gentlam~nlyside of his
nature-at

l e a s t , where professions of love are concerned:

"Madam, if Love could touch that Gentle Breast / With halfe that

ardour w i t h which mine's oppresstd,/ You would not blast my more
than vestal F i r e / And cal1 it Brutal, or impure Desirem

192; 1-4).

(EP

In the total of twenty lines defending Strephon's

intentions, he makes the thinking, wishing aspects of human love

contrast to the animal ones.

A name change, of "DancindaU to

"Delia," hints that the alternative ending has been modified to

stand as a poem on its own; however, its similar theme to the one

in "Wednesday* places in the spotlight the ending Lady Mary
chose.

eclogue:

Here is the ending which never appeared attached to the
"Fair Delia blwh'd, while he put out the Light,/ And

al1 that follow'd was Eternal Nightn ( E P 193; 19-20).

A hint of

damnation for the indulgence of mutual l u s t lurks in these lines,
showing that the contest may not have involved just t w o loversthat Satan also had a stake.

Importantly, Strephon's chance to

respond to Dancinda's sense of entrapment takes precedence, here:
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"Oh, take me, press me to your panting breast!/ L e t me be now,

and I'm forever b l e s t w (EP 1 5 - 1 6 ) .

The "blessingn Strephon begs

for carries a charge of blasphemy, suggesting that the E t e r n a l
Night of the final c o q l e t , earned for their s i n of idolizing one

another, awaits the pair equally.
The temptations that Lady Mary herself usually resists may

be indulged i n poetic form-and

studied.

then their consequences may be

The theme of yielding t o earthy impulses continues to

be handled i n the "Thurs&yn eclogue, subtitled "The Bassette

Table," which profiles t w o women with addictions; one, Cardelia,

cannot gôt enough of card-playing, and the other, Smilinda, has a
similar obsession with her gallant, Sharper.

The comparison

shcws a balance between the t w o preoccupations, wherein each has
its victim barely able to contain a passion for the object
sought-and

each promises heartbreak if the pursuit continues.

The tale of two-fold woe unfolds, along with a survey of the
contenders on the scene around the card tables; for each woman
who steais Sharper's attentions from Srnilinda, tbere is another

who bests Cardelia at her favourite games, Ombre and Bassette.
The women's shared excess is epitomized in t h i s c o u p l e t , moaned

by Cardelia:

"1 know the Bite, yet to my ruin run,/ And see t h e

F o l l y which 1 cannot shunw ( E P 196; 70-71).

In the middle of

Srnilinda's tallying of her gallant's attributes, his "several

graces," a t h i r d character interrupts the exchange:

Betty

Laveit, a wornan whose sentiments do not extend to high romance,
nor to obsessive gambling.

The name of the jaded coquette of

Etherege's The ~Yan of ~Yodecombines with the customary name of a
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female servant, devaluing the listener by name on two countsH e r chiding voice, heard once before at lines 28-29, closes the

piece by dividing the spoils collected by the pair in their twin
pursuits:

a miniature notions case called an 'aquipagew (6P 195;

30 W.) and a snuffbox, g i f t from Sbarper, trade ouners-

Smilinâa claims the former, which has been inperiled already by
Cardelia's betting; and Cardelia takes the latter, from her
Betty Loveit turns

friend's lover whose lnterest has now waned.

out to judge as well as Solomon, since neither mmman would have
parted willingly with the symbol of her costly obsession.

Murphy

comments that Lady Mary ha8 '
a tongue like emery paper and a
heart of flintw ( 2 6 ) , noting unflatteringly the tone of the

obsenrer satirizing human vices.
A n additional element to this eclogue is its apparent

autobiographical content:

Horace Walpole gossiped over Lady

Mary's and Lord Stair's presence in the eclogue in the disguises
of Smilinda and Sharper (EP 193; 4

a.).This

revelation causes

readers to re-examine the intimacies between the two charactets,
and to reflect upon Lady Mary's hints in letters that the keeping

of beaux should receive social approval.

Resembling the fourth

eclogue of Virgil, the poem tallies material goods that the women
have been blessed with, as well as trials that await them--these

things also await Virgil's j u s t - b o n aristocrat (Lee 4 - 1 8 - 2 9 } .
However, unlike the Vfrgilian poem's approach

to theme, the

modern treatment of male-feutale relations makes Smilinda's
concerns current with Lady Mary's.

Exposing the Viennese eustom

of ncisisbeismonto her female correspondents in the English
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court, she adopts the trope of the amused bystander, yet a note

of fascination undeniably creeps in:

"In one word, 'tis the

establish'd custom for every Lady to have 2 Husbands, one that

bears the Name, and another that performs the Dutys; and these
engagements are

.

, ,

well-known" (Letters 1.2704).

Lady Mary involves herself at a more persona1 level in the
final pair of eclogues, revealing her owa vulnerability by
adoptfng the voices of the dispossessed.

If lessons on how the

world's plenty i s distributed enter the fourth eclogue, they
sound even more plainly in the last two.

Each poem examines

waning beauty and a woman's standing at the court, in the contest
of belonging.

Each takes the case from one lone person's

viewpoint, at a distance from the merriment and artifice of

courtly life.

Though the first focuses on the ravages of age and

the second concentrates on the disfiguring effects of disease,

they share their tone--stark in pronouncing the fragility of

court-standing, w i s t f u l in trying to keep hold of what once came
readily .

Now twenty Springs had cloath'd the

Park with Green

Since Lydia knew the blossom of Fiveteen.
No Lovers now her morning Hours molest
And catch her at her Toilette halfe undrest,
The thundering :(nocker wakes the S t r e e t no mors,

Nor Chairs, nor Coaches, croud the silent door;

Now at the Window a l 1 her mornings pass,
Or at t h e dumb Devotion of her Glass.
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Reclin'd upon her Arm she pensive sate,

And curst thlInconstancy of Man, too l a t e ,
Oh Youth!

Oh s p r i n g of Life for ever lost

No more my Name shall reign the fav'rite Toast,
On Glas no

more the Di'mond grave m y N a m e ,

And Lines mispelt record my Lovers Flame.

(EP 198; 1-14)

Because Mary Wortley Montagu had hardly reached her twenty-sixth
year i n the writing of 'Friday," her imagination, joined with
pawers of observation, must be a t work i n t h e poignancy of
Lydiafs self-revelation.

Up to the time of her own disfiguring

smallpox (at twenty-six), Lady Mary was frequently described as a

court beauty at the heigbt of her attractiveness; her
understanding of the has-been who needs a l a d y ' s maid's
compliments t o feel beautiful, displays in Halsband's words "her
versatile skill and empathy [which] enabled her to express any
point of v i e w " (Life 5 0 ) .

As a central element in her identity

politics, the versatility marks this work of her young womanhood

as a b a ~ e rof her complex selfhood.

"Fridayn also demonstrates

her willingness to s h o w admiration of her co-creators by

imitation, as so many obvious reflections of The Rape of the Lock
appear în this eclogue.

Like Roxana and Belinda before her,

Lydia must cope with an appearance so altered that it rnakes her

reluctant to face tnose who formerly welcomed her:

"How am 1

curs'd! unhappy and forlorn,/ My Lover's Triumph, and my Sexes
Scorn! " (EP 35-6)

In T h e Rape of the Lock, Belinda's friend

Thalestris asks if Belinda can tolerate the Baron's flaunting of
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her scissored lock, "TiJhilethe Fops envy, and t h e Ladies stare!"
(ZV.104).

Both outcasts, then, cringe at public gloating over

their retirement.

Both women have been show o f f as their men's

ornaments, and now neither retains her former value; KowaleskiWallace identifies as typical "Belinda's situation as marketable
connnodity

. . . matched

by her status as participant in the

marketplace" (154). Lydia's equally material participation
manffests itself in shopping, her solution to her sadness at
being tossed aside (EP 199; 27-34).

Even more than Belinda does,

Lydia deals with the deprivation of one thing (a new gift from a
lover) by laying her hands on others, minus the middleman.

The

two d i f f e r primarily as objects to be bought, since a piece of
Belinda has alreaey been purchased, so to speak, at a fairly high
cost--and as a refurbished model, she remains a hot commoditywhile Lydia, leased and returned, now languishes on the shelf.
The common root of Flavia's and Lydia's problem-c causes the
portrayal of Lydia to work well with the autobiographical

"Satturday" eclogue.

Their laments are not over conditions they

have brought on themselves, as are the cornplaints of Roxana,
Cardelia and Smilinda; instead, they suffer because of s u r f a c e

changes which take place through forces of nature outside their

control.

The current agony reflected in "Satturdayn allons

readers to assess how important looks w e r e seen to be by Lady
M a r y in the sociai vhirl of her mid-twenties:

they were of v i t a l

importance. Both tone and content in the closing eclogue

illustrate the deep motion that smallpox-scarring brought out in
the author's situation.

Even though the restoring of her health
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has been assured, the loss of good looks means (if only briefly)
that she believes she migh-t: as well be dead.

Most biographers

cast her changed face in the best light possible-only

her

eyebrows lost, only a l i t t l e pitting, just temporary effects,
they assert ( t i f e 5 2 - 3 ) .

Though Pointon prefaces her r m a r k s on

Lady Mary's appearance by cautioning, *There is no way of

describing an image that is not already an act of interpretationR
(141), she continues by stressing the opposition of " r e a l i t i e s w
and flattery " i n relation to the mythic body that is staged in

portraituren (141 ) , and so reinforces the sense that the Lady
Mary w e see in portraits has been flattered by her portrayers
from the time of her smallpox onward- The change i n point of
view begins t o occur immediately, as is marked by the smallpoxrevealing eclogue's concluding passages:

"Monarchs, and Beauties

rule w i t h equal sway,/ All strive to serve, and Glory to obey,/
A l i k e unpity'd when depos'd they grow,/ Men mock the Id01 of

their Former vown (EP 203-4;

85-88),

Lady Mary's Eclogs have a structure worth examining, i n that
there is a sophisticated "bigger picture" to be discerned i n

t h e i r composition.

T h e number and gender o f persons d i r e c t l y

involved i n each one cornes full circle:

the set begins with the

observed-but-solitary Roxana's banishment; it goes on to the

exploits of two men in dialogue, followed by two women (along
w i t h an impatient t h i r d ! ,

similarly in rakish dialogue.

A

retreat is made to an observed single woman again, briefly joined
by the maidservant who w i l l cajole her out of her blue mood; and

last, observed alone once more, the figure of Flavia returns to
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that of Roxana, resigned to her exile from the magnetic heart of

the court.

The parting line of Fiavia's piece, "My Toilette,

Patches, a l 1 the Wocrl>d Adieu" (EP 204; 96), waves a fond
goodbye t o the court scene evoked by the entire series.
synnnetry

A

of construction shows polished artistic form matched to

narrative; Pope and G a y no doubt contributed ta the Eclogs'
inspiration, but Lady Mary's individuai touches abound.

As

G r u n d y asserts, "Lady Mary's eclogues have suffered criticallg

from being classified as among her collaborations

,

..-

evidence suggests that, during the time of composing th-,

But the
Lady

Mary was moving rapidly a w a y from the other poetsn ( E P xii).
Grundy goes on to describe the court concerns that were uniquely

Lady Mary's, such as the status of t h e waiting gentlewomen, and
the tone which resisted outright ridicule of the outcasts.

As

she characterizes Smilinda, Dancinda and Flavia, we interpose
Lady Mary's image on theirs, because their flirtations or agonies

of rejection are also hers,
T h e thematic concerns of the six eclogues in probing a sense

of each t e s t e d woman's identity were also those of the dozens of
letters sent by Lady Mary t o her s i s t e r Frances, Lady X a r , during
the latter's exile t o France over her husband's Jacobite

activities.

The eclogues reveal the complexities of the

suffering or satiation with which the courtiers were rewarded;
Lady Mar received

a less nuanccd record of court life.

Recognizing that her sister regardeci court activities as
delightful in their scanda1 and excitement, but occasionally

boring

ir,

the waiting games t h a t they entailed, Lady Mary wrote
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about the p a r t s that lent themselves t 0 gossip, and so provided
her sister (and eventually the rest of the world) with accounts

of the behaviour of royalty and attendants; these accounts are
notable for their clear vision of al1 particXpmt8.

Lady Mary pours her scorn most strongly on artifice and

self-delusion; she ma)res the hardest case againet women who try
to appear young, beyond the years when youth is natural.

An

obvious target is Lady Rich, who 'prattledn with giddiness long
p a s t the time Lady Mary believed such behaviour became ber.

Lady

Louisa Stuart quotes her grandmother's answer to Lady Richis
ignorant question about the job, Master of the Rofls; Lady M a r y
describes the t a s k as the distribution of baked French rolls,
then in erasperation, finishes, "1 grant it a very fine thing t o

continue always f i f t e e n - t h a t
quite fair:

everybody must hpprove o f ; it is

but, indeed, indeed, one need not be Eive years o l d R

( q t d . in L i f e 115).

Of Lady Rich's attractivenees (despite her

faded beauty) to an already-engaged young gallant, Lady Mary

writes to her sister w i t h i n the same year, "Lady Rich is happy in
dear Sir Robert's absence and the polite Mr. B o l Y s return to h i s
allegiance, who
2.23-4).

. ..

appears bettes with her thaa evert' ( L e t t e r s

An ambivalent attitude to adultery

is based in Lady

Mary's sense of its moral incorrectness ("this nen institution,"
she calls it ironically in 1724 [Letters 2 - 4 0 ) ) , combined with
h e r certaincy thar ic is far too widespread a ptactice to be done
away with,

even by society's upright members.

Since the king

himself keeps mistresses, one of whom she has Peftiended, prudery
; v i l 1 o n l y cause her t o Se excluded from the i W e r c i r c l e s .

Also,
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as the "Wednesdayn eclogue hints, Lady Mary probably has personal
reasons for condoning others' aduitery.

Her identity politics cause ber to register a certain level
of self-justification concerning scandais: though the distancing
efforts can appear t o be "protesting too much," she tries not to
pick up the taint of the corruption she reports.

She records

scandalous events, she says, as an observer, rather than a
participant. Her Spectatress declaration works at establishing
her identity as someone separate from the excesses and follies

which f i l 1 her accouats.

. . . resistance

"This woman speakls her] desire for and

to the assigned rolesR she ha8 received from her

society (Lowenthal 115).

For example, leading to the "Virtue in

Dangern controversy (1721) with Mrs. Murray, the distancing

maneuvers are consistent in Lady Mary's addresses to her friends
and relatives, even before she becomes implicated in the social

backlash which arises from the court case.

The letters that

follow the Gray-Murray incident expose her so-called detachment

as a construct, showing her direct involvement with the
dissemination of scandal-stirring material.

Yet in her letter to

Lady Mar, two months before the "open wars" with Griselda Murray,
Lady Mary says, "This sinfull Town is very populous, and m y own
affairs very nuch in a Hurry, but t h e same things that afford m e

much matter give me very little time, and I am hardly at Leisure
to make observations, muc9 less to write them d o m " { S e t t e r s

2.58).

The leisure to w r i t e poetry, of a type calculated to

provoke, must exist, since the two poems that capture Lady Mary's
observations on t h e Murray-Gray scanda1 (1721) give multiple
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voices t o the event.
In these verses dealing wfth -?îrs. Murray's ignominy, Lady
Mary takes unaccustolaed (but not untried) roles.

Virtue i n

Dangera shares the "Tuesdayu eclogue's braggart tone, along with
its dabbling in elements of popular culture-the

gallants' game

of garter-collecting fn the eclogue, and in the Song, the copying
of a nursery-tune's melody and rhythm (*To the Tune of The
Childran ln the Wooda [EP 2161 ).

A flippant tone--"Thought ho,

this Lady Lyes alone,/ 1 like her comely facew (EP 216; 13-14)gives the 'Lamentable Storym i t s teasing mood o f scanda1 exposed.

Compared to the sung stanzas of aVirtue,a the sombre plea of the
"Epistle From Arthur G[rafyw (c.1721) profiles the act of the
footman, voicing the imagined motivatfon behind a servant's

recklessness.

He l i f t s himnelf above the aTrifflersm with her

heart, insisting, "This is true Passion in my Eyes you see,/ They
cannot, no, they cannot, love like mew (EP 222; 4 5 - 6 ) .

Emphasizing that Lady Mary probably wrote "Virtuefmand quite
certainly wrote the "Epistl~,"Grundy's forthcoming biography of

Lady Mary reveals the footman's d i s c r e d i t e d story of the
encounter, involving bis coming upon Mrs. Murray with "an illicit
lover of her own class [Burnet]" and receiving the blame for the

upset his arriva1 caused (Grundy, Life Draft n-pag.).

Re-

examining the scene portrayed in the two poems, in light of the
evidence that circulated during Arthur Gray's trial, leads to

attributing an audience-indulging impulse t o both poems.

Grundy

assesses t h e more sober poem as an "embroideringU upon Gray's

Newgate letter, "germ of an Ovidian effusion of passion and
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despair:

despair at feeling himself superior in w o r t h to the

despicable upper-class males ha sees besieging his unattainable

beloveda ( t f f eDraft n-pag.).

The author who ha8 assumecl Gray's

voice would be esteemed a t o m wit. at least, for entertaîaing
aristocratic circles with marrent scandal.

Though the .EpLstlea

takes the footman's sida of the dispute to which the incident

gave rise. it aiay also be viewed as an audience-aware production.
ta-

Mary's exposa. mocking her friand's indiscretion through the

servant-transgresser's words, gives her

a powerful weapon of

social aâmonishment; the poem demonstrates that even a person of

this class may judge the careless libertine.

Meanwhile. the poet

can stand back from her work, deny al1 involvement and declare
herself merely an observer.

The implication of mobserving" is that it forms the
important role of the mature atistocrat-a
Lady Mary's identity politics.

role at the core of

The judgment she makes on Lady

Hervey reinforces the distant-but-interested part Lady Mary
plays in relation t a a scandal causer contemporary with Mrs.

Murray.

Careful only to hint at her own part in the social

schedule, the %pectatressU

dispenses with the whole e l w e n t of a

scene that might seem to include her as something in which she
has been too huxried to participate.

Although she does not

disappear entirely as subject of her court and t o m narratives,

the foregrounding of her flamboyant peers obscures the ertent to

which she has joined in the festivities:

"But Lady Harvey makes

the Top Figure in Town, and is so good as t o shew twice a week at
the Drawing room and twice more at the Opera for the
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Entertainment of the Public- As for aty selfe, having nothing to
Say 1 say nothing.

(Letters 2.48).

1 insensibly dnindle i n t o a Spectatress"

B y placing Lady Hervey i n the centre of

attention and drawing back, at least by report, Lady Mary has
given the sense of her lack of participation in the frenzy a t t h e
h e a r t of the action.

A willful self-marginalizing here

leaves us

wita an impression that the later act of flight from England ni11

confirm.

Invited back into the ftay by detractions, of herself or of
prominent figures with whose fates she associates her own, Lady
Mary emerges

critics.

from distant-observer status and counter-attacks the

Chief among these, Pope elicits her defensive poetry by

h i s masterworks of disparagement, The Dunciad Variorum (1729),

the Firsl S a t i r e of the Second Book of Horace (1733) and Of the

Characters of Women:

E p i s t l e to a Lady (1735)

.

The Dunciad

raises up the Goddess, Dulness, and al1 her minions, satirizing
the hacks and scribblers whose work devalues literature; as
A t k i n s insists, Pope d e c i d e s "to be different from the 'plague'

of poetasters" (102).

Though for Atkins such a plague

"exemplif[ies] phallogocentrismn (102). the more obvious imagery

concerning writing-as-childbirth places the dabblers among
adoptive mothers of text, taking materna1 possession of offspring

not their own.

The Dunciad's f i r s t version limits Pope's mock-

q i c targets to iiterary enemies, with special Dante-esque f a t e s
reserved f o r the unscrupulous publishers who pirate the poetry of
those unwilling to s e l 1 it tu them.

Targeting a wider f i e l d of

victims, t h e 1729 release places the Dunciad on a grander scale--
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complete with its footnotes and short essays of partial
exphnation ('partialw

signifies both fncompleteness and a bias

against the more hated "dunce~.~)Lady Mary finds herself
lampooned here (=feelingly personated,'

as Maria of Shakespeare's

Ttuelfth Night would describe it). and she meets the challenge,

countering Pope's public display of her foibles wfth private
responses, not only defending herself agaiast scandalous
implications, but also c d n g to the support of others whom Pope
has insulted.

So begin the answet poema of Lady Mary to Pope,

which can be characterized as a positioning on the defensive
typical of Lady Mary's mid-life imaginative writing.
Lady Mary must respond to daunting misogyny (along with
misanthropy) as she answets Pope and, in the process, exercises
self-preserving identity politics.

In an analysis of The

Dunciad, Marilyn Francus adopts the useful strategy of exploring
the depth of misogyny beneath the casting of a female deity as

the re-producer of Pope's hated dunces.

Francus identifies the

monstrous birth images as manifestations of two-fold anxiety in
Pope, over the fecundity of the female sex in giving birth or in

writing, and over the reproductive frenzy that mass publication
causes the printed word to undergo.

"The acceleration of

materna1 misogyny is largely a function of the politics of
literary culture, in which mass publication, literary paternity
and female authorship are sites of conflictn (Francus 830).

In

the mother-fearing theme, the satire has analogues in both

Swift's goddess, Criticism, in the Batte1 of the Books, at whose

teat/spleen "a Crew of ugly Monsters were greedily sucking" (387)
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and Milton's Sin, giving birth to Death in Book LI of Paradise

'

~ o s t . Whether anxiety or ire inspires the mock-epic

. Pope

definitely bases its list-making in the matrix of mother-love,
with each d u c e figuring as progeny of the monstrous goddess,

Dulness.

Answering Pope's images of over-fertility, Lady Mary

champions motherhood, reclaiming the offspring/texts from the
dung-heap on which Pope places them.

While maintaining the

mother-role of Dullness, she softens the materna1 image in the
opening lines of this answer poem:

Now with fresh vigour Morn her Light displays
And the glad Birds salute her rising rays,

The opening Buds confess the Sun's return,
And rouz'd from Night, al1 Nature seems new born.
( E P 252-2;

1-4)

If Morn creates so beauteous an act of mothering. then Dullness
is simply another mother; her acts o f birthing and rearing no
longer represent motherhood in general.
The lines above open the second of a pair of responses to
Pope's jibes; in the first, Lady Mary turns the imagery back upon
the author, placing h i m at t h e altar of Dullness-worship, and

relocating t h a t altar in his own g r o t t o .

B o t h h e r responses have

self-defense as their basis, yet offense-as-defense characterizes
her untitled poem, begiming " H e r Palace placed beneath a muddy
road" (1729).

It positions Dullness in a cave "Adorn'd within by

Shells af small expence / ( E s n o l e m s of tinsel Rhime, and
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triffleing Sense)" (EP 247; 6 - 7 ) ; the couplet provides poetic
mimesis of both the grotto's decaration and the Dunciad's opening

description of Dulness's aura1 surroundings (Grundy, EP 247; 1-9
&n.)

To situate Dullness upon Pope's own estate is to identify

the poet with bis creatfon, and to lift him up as the dubiously

honoured chief worshipper of the monster.

The answer poems treat

The Dunciad, their source and provocation, as if it had emerged
from one of the ancients-say,

from an irksome Juvenal.

Young

(1993) recognizes Pope's frequent adherence ta the classical

forms-and

to the traditional values within th---as

'informed

by ...[an] explicit and highly charged philosophical and

theological resistancen to modern applications altering poetic

expression and meaning (436). As Lady Mary responds to Pope's
insults in a similar style to the one in which they are
formulated, she becomes a match for her tormentor--ironically
declaring her uninvolved status as she engages: "Whfle I in

silence varlous Tortures bear / Distracted with the rage of

Bosom-War" ( E P 255; 9-10),
Each of the insults Pope levels at his former friend strikes
at a vital aspect of her selfhood.

The Dunciad refers to toasts

for brothel jades "(Whence hapless Monsieur much complains at

Paris / Of wrongs from Duchesses and Lady Mary's)" (2.127-28),
singling out the near-scandalous incident of Lady Mary's loss of
t h e Frencr%an

Rémond's fortune.

Invested by her at h i s request

in the South Sea speculation which became known as the "South Sea
Eubble," his money disappeared by 1721 when investors learned
they had lost everything (Pliinib 26).

Lady Mary's 1721 letter to
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her sister, Lady Mar, expresses the mood of desperation caused by
Rémond's threats to expose her through her letters to h i m , "which
thô God knows very innocent in the main, yet may admit of i l 1

constructions, besides the monstrousness of being expos'd in such

a manneru (Letters 2-3).

Using the narrow miss of the threats--

the fact that Rémond eventually w i t h d r e w his compensation demands

in exchange for preventing a scanda1 (Letters 2.6-7)--&es

Pope

an opportitnist, in that Lady Mary's confessing of the fnvestment
mistake to him would have signaled that she had cast h i m in the
role of confidant, only to lose the confidence in bis poetic
finger-painting- T h e note below the 1735 version of The Dunciad
accuses her further:

" T h i s passage was thought to allude to a

famous Lady who cheated a French wit of 5000 pounds in the SouthSea year.

But the Author meant it in general of al1 bragging

Travellers and of al1 Whores and Cheats undet the name of Ladiesn

(Butt 11211.).

Removing the possibility of a reference to other

"Lady Mary's," Pope creates a specificity where he pretends to
generalize the accusation.
The thematic interpreting of Dulness's nature has Lady Mary

replacing the allegorical associations of Dulness, so that

instead of Chaos and Night as relatives, Dulness gains
"Obscenity" and "Prophanationn as aides; here, her identity

takes expression in distress over Pope's too-free language.

The

choices assocrate gassion with the invoked traits--fiery curses

and blasphemies.

However, these sexual, scatological, or

blasphemous features of Pope's creation can also bespeak dullness

of imagination.

The caution used on posters in Winnipeg high
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schools to discourage swearing--that it represents "the effort of
a limited mind t o l e n d emphasisw--&es

an appeal to the reader

as if to someone whose imagination broadens beyond the obviousSuch 3s Lady Mary's use of these twfn minions of Dulness.

The importance of the Rémond reference, which suggests that
instead of giving advice, Lady Mary prostituted herself and then

cheated ber customer, is that it strikes at a source of her

even the earliest of her letters, to Anne Wortley or

pride:

Philippa Mmdy, frames news and fancies around a cozy habit of

advice-gfving, as she reveals in the m a x i m to Anne, "Nature is

seldom in the wrong, Custom allwaiesn (tetters 1.6).

Likewise,

the core of her identity resis within her friendships, the next
aspect of her personality under seige in Pope's poetry.
F f r s t

The

S a t f re of the Second Book, a Horatian adaptation introduced

above, contains the lines, "P-x'd by her love,/ and libeltd by

her haten (Butt 83-4), revealing Pope's embittered opinion that
each state which elicits Lady Mary's attentions presents equal
danger.

As Isobel Grundy e x p l a i n s in "Medical Advance and Female

F a m e , " the cornplex pun of being "poxed" claims not only the

whore/syphilis associations, but also the inoculation/ smallpox
ones (Grundy "Fame" 15).

If they had received information (or

misinformation) on her campaign of "engrafting" those vulnerable
to smallpox with a small amount of the diseasets dead matter, the

repugnance of Pope's audience f o r the condition of syphilis
s p r e a d through intercourse, would combine with rumour t o raise

the fear that Lady Mary might willfully spread the other "pox."

In ner response to the satire, V e r s e s dddress'd to the I n i t a t o r
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of the F i r s t S a t i r e

(

1733 ) , Lady Mary (in collaboration with her

friend, Lord Hervey) strikes back in criticizing both the form of
Pope's poetry and the form of his body.

She mocks his placement

of Horace's original opposite his imitation, not just for its
content-wwWhere Romau Wit is strfpe'd with English RageR (6P 265;
1-2)--but also for its assumption that the two styles would be

similarly pleasing:

'His

[ ~ o r a c e ' s ]Style is elegant, his

Diction pure,/ Whilst none thy crabbed Numbers caa endure" (EP
18-19).

T h e invoking of "crabbèdR verse-without

the required

accent, so that the omission serves as part of the rebuff-joins
t o a more outrageous opinion along the lines of the Doctrine of

Signatures, the concept that Pope's bodily presence represents
his spiritual one:

"It was the Equity o f Righteous Heav'n / That

such a Sou1 to such a Form was giv'na ( E P 268: 5 0 - 5 1 ) .

The

persona1 attack answers, i f not exactly i n kind (since flaws of
her appearance could be changea), the ones which Pope has aimed
at her.

In Of the Characters of Women, one more insult assails the
person of Lady Mary, on the il1 agreement of women's tasks with
their results, "As Sappho's diamonds with her dirty smock,/ O r
Sappho at her toiletts greazy task / With Sappho fragrant at an
evening Maskn ( 2 4 - 6 ) .

T h i s time, the attack arrives i n what will

becorne a familiar form, in that Lady Mary's appearance engendered

much criricism, from Borace Walpole especially.

His poem, "The

Parish liegister at Twickenham" (1784) identifies the t o m as the
place "Where Montagu, with locks disbeveltd,/ (Canflict of dirt
and warmth divine),,: Invok'd and scandalis'd the Nine" (Melville
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129-30 16-18).

The upset which both male authors suffer

originates in Lady Mary's living presence; letter-writers both,
the men undergo the disturbance of responding to Lady Mary in the
flesh.

If (as Chapter 1 suggests, above) her appearance conjured

the likeness of Swift's Celia, in "The Lady's Dressing Roomn

(1730), then that repugnant image esplains the response of each

man to her physical self,

Exalted in her absence-represented

by

ink on paper until she appeared--the all-too-fleshly living woman
was bard to tolerate, Walpole's verse-record of the Muses' horror
a l her ghost speculates on the universality of the disgusted

response; Pope's affront bespeaks Lady Mary's presence in the
here and now, upsetting to her companions.

Curiously associated

with a flirtatious young womants learning ("Rufa* studying Locke

has preceded the Sappho lines), Pope's notion of Lady Mary's
inappropriate demeanor and image forges the link between
appearance and artifice.
The engagement of women in unsuitable tasks returns to the
thesne of women's inappropriate part in the world of publication,

a strong feature of The Dunciad.

Pope casts the women writers

(as well as publisherst assistants) in most unsavoury roles:
they serve as depositors of excrement upon much-traveled roads
(2.304).

or as "slip-shod Musesn--Haywood and Centlivre, foully

washed Medusas (3.141-5)--or as fecund, gaudily adorned prizes
f a r the noblest among dunces (2.149-52).

Ballaster characterizes

Pope's objection to Haywood as to a woman who "inverts natural

order by 'displaying' her shameful works (and the shameful works
of o t h e r w o m e n ) in publicf* (161): she suogests t h a t Pope believes
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he is championing women against other women's abuses.
Considering the frequency of h i s grotesque use of w m e n ' s labours

aad birthings, wet can hardly credit the champion role.

Lady

Mary's sesponse to the riafattourable depictf ans of other

wo~en

comes across as neutral or even tolerant, in t b t she neither
recasts the central Goddess figure, nor supports the mm--Centlivre, Haywood, Behn w d Manley-whm

wremarkable poetesses and scribblers

, ,

she accepts as

. srnan of

them Esteemed

to have given very uafortrrnnte favours to their Frlends" (Letters
2.97).

However, the charactes of Addison, presented according to

Maynard MBck in Collected in H - e l f

(1982) as .the tentative,

insinuating, never-wholly-coPmiitted hollow m a n who is Atticusw
(49) appears ambiguously praised in An Epistle fram Kr. Pope to
D r . Arbuthnot (1734) : =Like Cato, give his l i t t l e S-te

And sit attentive to bis own applausem (209-210).

Laws,/

Addison

recefves defense from Lady Mary, not just in " H e r Palace," where

'Hostile Adison too late shall find / 'Tis easier to corrupt than

Mend Mankindn ( E P 251; 1 2 8 - 9 ) , but also in W o w with fresh vigour
Morn her Light displaysn (c. 1 7 2 9 ) , w h e r e we hear

This Adison,

' tis true (debauch'd in Schools )

W i l l sometimes oddly talk of Musty Rules,

Yet here, and there, 1 see a Master line,
If e e i ,

and X Confess the power divine.

( E P 254; 7 5 - 8 )

Respect f o r the man goes further when h i s character combines w i t h
those of associates in an ironically framed list in which Envy

and Impudence "blame the coarseness of Spectator's style,/ Shall

swear that Tickell understands not Greek,/ that Mison can't
write. nor Walpole speakn (6P " H e r Palace* 62-4).

A s with

defenses of Robert Walpole in both poetry and prose (Zbe Nonsease

of C-n-Sense

serving as a continued answer to the Walpole-

criticizing C ' n - S e n s e in 1737). the anti-Duncfad pems take
the tone of a mother defending her children from schoolyard
buIlies--and defending her own position and standing in the
process.

Ber fâentity aligns itself with thnse figures attacked

by Pope with whom she shares an iatellectual. sometimes

political. positioning.

In this endeavour, of wcorrectingn the

damage caused by a poetic aiqumentum

hominem, she joins an

ages-old tradition of the oft-beseiged European ruling class-

Mark Antony with his "reasonable mann profile cornes to mfnd.

A further aspect of European aristocratfc tradition that
provoked Lady Mary to make an individualized response w a s the
pressure to participate in court relations.

Two poems that

answer questions about a woman's reputation and obligation in the

court setting relate to the question of h o w Lady Mary, the Court
Wit,

contributed to the debate over womanly behaviour.

"On a

Lady Mistakeing a Dy[e]ing Trader for a Dying Loverw (1723) i s on

"Mrs Lowther, Lord Lonsdale's S i s t e r m j i ttells of the 'dyingW

fabric-tradesman lover who lurks outside the aging Chlosis's door
to gain admittance through f l a t t e r y .

As Cbloris

on her downy Pillow lay,

'Twixt sleep and wake the morning slid away,
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Soft at her Chamber door a tap she heard,
She listenld, and again; no one appear'dWho's there? the sprightly Nymph with courage cries.

Marem, 'tis one who for p u r Lalshfp dies,

(BP 226; 1-5)

With the central pun established, Lady Mary causes the lover to

persist in pleadfng w i t h the utman, who finallg opeos the door-but beholds 'A wzetch who dges by Trade and not by Loveg (29).

Shown his bodily self, the living evidence before her eyes, she
has a tant-,

then calmly cautions others not to be fooled:

"Front sad experieace 1 thfs tnith declare,/ I'm now abandon'd,
th8 1 once was Fairw (61-2).

Lady Mary ha8 adopted the voice of

the sobered old maid, though at thirty-four, she boasts both a
steady ( i f not romantic) marriage and a lively social schedule.
Empathetfc due t o disappointment-a
with Chloris-she

feeling she definitely shares

has reached awareness that fading beauty can

make any woman pathetic.

In her own voice, she indicates seven

years later that a correct a t t i t u d e t o court and its tenptations

will save a person from self-delusion.

Harriet Guest judges *An

Answer to a Lady Advfsing me to Retirementu (1730) to contain

"the claim to an fnterior worth not co-extensive with or bounded
by place" and concludes that this worth "is a means to validate
public appearance, not to designate a private or domestfc sphere
of feminine control as constitutive of gendered fdentitym (497).

The sense of personal worth existing outside the world of the
court does advance itself in the poem, whlch disengages its

narrator front the scandalous, blame-laying world of the court and
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puts forward the *Mercifull and J u s t " ( E P 259; 12) Christian God
as the only judge that a society matron needs to recognize:

You l l t t l e know the Heart that you advise,
1 view this varlous Scene with equal Eyes.
In crouded Court X find
llnd pay

s e l f e alone,

Worship to a nobler Throne.

(EP258-9; 1-4)

The aI"-stateaent withfn this poem asserts ltself through a
verbal shrug over earthly concerns, ephemeral frock-and-fan cares
that preoceupy those m m e n deeply involved in the life of the

laby-in-waiting.

As Rochester stands in attendance on Charles II

while undercutting in poetry the ceremonles ha witnesses, so Lady
Mary observes, and versifies her observations. but does not fully

submit to the procesaes called for by court l i f e .

"Long since

the value of this World 1 know,/ P i t y the Pladness, and despise
the Shown ( E P 259; 5 - 6 ) .

fn her October, 1996, presentation,

"Lady Mary Wortley Montagu and the Theatrical Eclogue,. Isobel
Grundy emphasized the satirical stance of Lady Mary's court-based

poetry, demonstrating through the aloof voice of the eclogues the
author's lack of attraction to the temptations of the scenes

depicted, however v i v i d l y these scenes are brought to l i f e by her
poetry.

An

observer of the social whirl, then, in the royal

court and on the country e s t a t e , Lady Mary a s s e r t s her distance

from unhealthy involvement in the pettiness and a r t i f i c e , not
least during her retirement from mgland to Europe within the

next s i x years.

Even the closing lines of the 'Saturdaym
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eclogue, lines which Grundy renmrks are punnfng on the farewell
to Patch and his ilk (Delta Bessborough Oct. 1996). assert the
distance that the author takes from her material and its
artifice-laden place of origin,

When, in 1739, Lady M a r y takes the retirememt she has
resfsted for nine years, she m u t circumvent a potential for
she is

scanda1 that would seem apt in a Restoration coaeeby:

actually in danger of becoming Congreve's (or her own, in tne
figure of a Merry Wi dow (17151 ) Lady Wishfort/Waitfort

.

As in

Tae Way of the World (1700). she is potentially a figure of pityHowever, in flight to Europe with a plausible excuse, she manages
to enter the final phase of her progtess away from the English
court:

first, she inhabited its centre; next, she lingered

obsesvantly at fts edge; now, sbe takes her continental retreat

from the possibility of se-entering British court-life.
The pastorals and the mock-epic answer poems niatetfalize as
poses which Lady Mary adopts-at

first to evade the critical

voices that would target an author in her high-profile court
position, and later to enjoin the literary confrontation that
Pope inspires, while escaping public accountability,

The

position of court wit creates hazards of association, in that the
tenor of the court will be associated with its spokesperson,
however jesting the tone of the speeches may be.

In addressing

pastorals as eigbteenth-century devices, Hyde (1996) and Casid
(1997) expose s u b - t e e s of the rural idyll adopted by court

figures and artistic coteries.

Zn "Confounding Conventions,"

Melissa Hyde examines the pastoral paintings of François Boucher
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(1703-1770), observing that the French painter resisted giving
his figures the currently approved gender-attributes:
the schema

...

"Within

female bodies do not act, but are soft, roseate

and passive; male bodies are muscular, ruddy, active, and

*

regulated by a self-determining intellectR (38) L i k e Boucher,
Lady Mary suppresses many of the accustomed 'soft" traits of the
shepherdess/courtiers, creating Smilinda and Cardelia, for
instance, as acquisitive, hard-nosed gamblers in their respective
fields; she also imparts some vulnerability to her Strephon, in
"Wednesday," plunging him equally with Dancinda into the throes

of love.
Lady Mary's identity politics of submission to the current

mode cause her to adapt her pastoral poetry to the taste of the

circles in which she moves*

Carrying the classical adaptation to

an extreme, Ji11 Casid approaches the Georgic tradition by
singling out its gender assumptions--and then offers an
interpretation of the classical rural scene that promotes

homosexual role-playing.

In "Queer(y)ing Georgic:

Utility,

Pleasure and Marie-Antoinette's Ornamental Farm," Casid reveals
that the disguise of the trumped-up farm-cottage, with thatched-

roof exterior and pleasure-palace interior led to attacks on
Marie-Antoinette (1755-1793), "in terms of inversion and

perversion from within, that is, on an outside/inside model"
(309).

The presence of the ornamental f a r m on royal ground,

accessible by French courtiers for an illicit rendezvous,

indicates (suggestively) the tangible uses to which the
pastoral/georgic tradition may be put; and though Lady Mary's

r Boucher's lean, vigorous heroines defy type.
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shepherd/courtiers overturn the nafve (occasionally homosexual)
impression that their originals in Virgil leave, she has not

given anything other than figurative r e a l i t y to the concepts,

Patch, in .Tue~day.~
may ogle the lovely Cœlia. .Ber Nightgown
fasten'd with a single Pinw ( R P 188: 71), and Danciada. in
"Wednesday," may count up her * T m thousand Swains" ( E P 1 9 0 : 2 4 ) ,
but Lady Eiary observes current British mores in al1 their
custor~arywlnkfng at hetelcosarual dalliance.

Tâough she will

eveatually keep compax~ywith the biserual Lord Hervey, in 1715
her court associations are with a king who openly keeps
mistresses, and so she tailors her eclogues to meet the

appreciative eye of heteroserual aristocratlc readers.

Like

Rochester before her, Lady Mary pushes the shock value of her

writing as far as royal taste will allow; ualike Rochester, whose

"Signior Dildo" ( 1 6 8 0 ) m e t the indulgent approval of the circle
in which he exercised hfs witO3 Lady Mary takes libertinism in
print only as far as a more constrained court circle allows.
Semi-retired from her Court Wit days, Lady Mary still alters

her identity to argue with her children.

The writer in her has

by no means retired as she withdraws from the inner c f r c l e in

1734; upper-class exposé adopts a new medium-the

comedy,

Simplicity (1734), voices her opinions on parental control of
grown heirs.

The playwright's elegant literary ventriloquism.

consisting of the use of an onstage figure as atticulator of

one's own beliefs and d e s i r e s , a r i s e s from the court poet's
testing of roles that please peers; Lady Mary the writer dons a
disguise to reflect upon Lady Mary the mother.

Combining her
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assumption of the playwright's role and the advice-giving

grandmother's r o l e , Lady Mary invites a new reckoning of her
shape-shifting abilities.
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Chapter 4
Notes

1 Further to the Miltonic imagery of monstrous mothers, the
passage detailing devouring infants pinpoints the fear of the
mother, Sin, who feels her i n s i d e s ravaged as her progeny by her
offspring, Death, feed upon them: "...into the womb / T h a t bred
them they return, and howl and g n a w / My bowels, their repast
(PL 2 . 7 9 8 - 8 0 0 ) .
In Milton's churning reservoir of verbal signs,
the beast-children punish the mother in metaphoric setribution
for her incestuous coupling. The equal distribution of the
monsters (as opposed to the female parent's predominant monsterrole in The Dunciad) shows them mothering, fathering, and being
bred hourly.

..."

Walker establishes the evidence that Rochester's audience went
beyond tolerating to encouraging h i s bawdy poem, "Signior Dildo,"
by observing that "after Rochester's poem, artificial phalluses
were known simply as the 'signior'" ( P o e m s 2 7 1 - 2 ) .
2
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Chapter 5

Parent, Child and Marriage C o m e d y

Parents' reactions to their children's troubling matches
configure the alignment of parent, child and marriage comedy; as
one more acting part in the lifelong sequence of Lady Mary's

performances, the role of playwright/mother-of-script effectively
tests her identity, as does the complementary role of marrying

daughter/heroine-of-script.

The plot-line of Lady Mary's play,

Simplicity ( 1 7 3 4 ) , fictively re-patterns the life-choice of the
author and of her daughter, each having married against parental
wishes, and both answering parental edicts which, like Madame de

Sévigné's epistolary interference with her daughter (1670-95),

have manipulated daughterly behaviour in marriage.

Seen as a

series of parent-child confrontations, Simplicity and its French
original, Marivaux's Le jeu de l'amour et du hasard (1730). along
with Lady Mary's and Lady Bute's courtship chaices, augment the
many-voiced effect of Lady Mary's identity politics.

She

interprets the French play and thus facilitates her symbolic
stand-in for the daughter-figure; through the medium o f her
English script, she tries to fashion a socially approved marital

arrangement.

Having identified her l e t t e r s with de ~évigne's.'

she fashions further links (through correspondence with Lady

Bute) between the two acts of epistolary mothering.

Even her

spirited engagement with son-figures--in Simplicity through the

character of Ned, and i n l i f e , through the contentious Letters t o
and from Edward Wortley jr.--reinforces the impression she leaves
as a belatedly good mother,
Lady Mary and her daughter came to terms as rnother and adult
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child only after Lady Mary had left England in 1739 for European

self-exile; the mathering activity whîch would define her midlife identity was effectuated from a distance.

Cortespondence

between Lady Mary and her recently martied daughter, Lady Bute,
broke through w h a t had been a substantial barrier of conflict,
built around the younger Lady Mary's courtship process-

The

life-theme embodied in the dispute over a marrying daughter's

choice of mate conforms with the narrative theme of Lady Mary's
only full-length dramatic work, the r-ti

c comedy Simplicity.

With roots in both Restoration theatre and French comedic
tradition, the play joins its antecedents in exposing the comic
difficulty of young lovers' marriage-cboices (see appendix).

Likewise, the sense of maneuvering a daughter into the right
marital moves, then having to control the consequences from a
distance--"remote-control parenting," as a Manitoba academic has
called it--amnifests itself i n the exchange of the mid 1600s
between Madame de Sévigné and her daughter, Madame de Grignan,

The French letter-exchange offers a third primary text into which
to read the parental discourse following a daughter's relatively
appropriate conjugal match.

When the daughter is sent out into

the world for marrying purposes, issues arise concerning who
chooses the groom and w h o conducts the post-marriage monitoring

of h i s suitability.

Each text-based dispute over such choices

raises an ironic parallel with Lady X a r y ' s o m courtship and

elopement (1710-12).
Lady Mary embeds in her play a sense of ongoing motherdaughter struggle over the daughter's spousal choice; such an
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underlying theme supports the belief that Lady Mary's comic
creation coincided with her lived maternal conflict over the
play's central issue.

Grundy asserts that "the date she almost

certainly wrote the play is just when her daughter was going
[through] the ercruciating courtship experience:

her father

quite unscrupulously trying to get her into the hands of the
h i g h e s t bidder and out of the hands of the man she'd fallen in

love with"; contfnuing, Grundy posits, "the wish-fulfilment
fmplicit in the way [the heroine] Bel[l]inda is both free and
protected is maternal wish-fulfilmentn (E-mail to J I Rempel 19

Mar. 1998).

Tnis liae of reasoning argues that Lady Mary

transforms her daughterts unsatisfactory betrothal, using

Marivaux's light French comedy as a matrix ont0 which to m i t e a
courtship scene of easily-resolved conflicts. She can enact the
roles of marriageable girl, parent-figure, brother and even
lover, and she can design each part to fabricate family unity.

The heroine Bellinda, apprised of her father Sir John Hearty's
proposa1 to fool her prospective suitor by disguising her as a
servant, exclaims, "1 am sure it is an Imagination so full of
goodness to me that 1 am ready to throw my selfe at my Father's

feet to make my Acknowledgmentsw ( E P 322; 1. i )

.

In no other

situation of Lady Mary's making, lived or imagined, is the
daughter so happy to submit to parental planning.
An

i n i t i a l f o c u s on family as an entity conjoins critical

treatment of Simplicity with parent-child ietter-texts, and

stretches the sense of Lady Mary's personal/political s t a t u s as a
mother.

Leila S. May's article, "The Violence of the Letter:
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C l a r i s s a and Family Bo(u)nds," handles Richardson's Clarissa
(1748) as a printary family-letters t u t , but May's analysis also
applies to iuch of the Wottley Montagus' lived etperioncem2 The
s e t of letters Lady Marp writes between 1739 and 1741, to and

about her stubbotnly-married daughter, displays her in the mode

of the scolding mother:

1 am eorry pour [Wortleyls--and her] Daughtes continues

troubling p u concerning me.

She cannot beleive,

after her behaviour to me the last tinte she was in
Town, that it i s possible to persuade me of any real
Affection

. . . 1 am not only consclous of having
,

in

every point performrd nty Duty t o her, but with a
tenderness and Freindship that is not conimonly
found

....

[S]he owes me not only the regard due t o

a Parent, but the Esteem th&

ought to be paid to

a blameless Conduct and the gratitude that 1s shown
by every honest mind t o a valuable Freind. (Letters 2.168)

This 1740 letter addresses Wortley four years after Lady Mary's
daughter's marriage to Lord Bute, yet it captures the resentment
and outraged parental dignity of t h e entire letter-seriesMother-as-ftiend hardly cornes across from Lady Mary's side of the
exchange, and Lady Bute's side of the inter-generational dispute
is today (mercifully?) non-existent,

Il1 feeling exudes from the

surviving end, and lingers in the destruction of the other end.
The l e t t e s s which expose Lady Mary's resentment exhibit an
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identity altering under pressure, so that the self-explaining
daughter-self of her courtship days becomes the intolerant
mother-self.

In May's view, the difficulty of completing and

even maintaining letter-exchanges may reveal several levels of
family conflict:

"significantly, letters thernselves are waylaid,

distorted, misinterpretedu (30).

This fate rneets not only

letters between Lady Mary and her daughter, but also one bctwecn

prospective in-laws in Lady Mary's play:

the father-figure, Sir

John Hearty, closeted away from his daughter to conspire with his

son, draws out the letter that has acquainted him with the
special condftions surrounding the arriva1 of Bellinda's suitor:

Patience, let me read you part of his father's letter that
1 have just receiv'd

...

"1 have not been able to resist m y

Son's earnest solicitations, that he might wait on you
disguis'd like his footman

....

1 thought my selfe oblig'd

to give you a private notice of it, that you may act upon
it, as you shall judge proper.

(EP 324: 1.1)

The revelation of parental plots here signifies Lady Mary's
casting of Sir John as the patriarch emotionally removed from his
daughter's potential suffering; though he need not t r y to control

events from a physical distance (as Lady Mary daes following her
daughter's marriage), he assumes a psychological distance from
Bellinda, aligning his purposes with those of the suitor's absent
father, and also with those of the amused trickster-son, who now
shares secret knowledge withheld from the daughter.
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In Simpl i c i ty, because no mothering character exists , the
figure most closely allied to the author is t h e young heroine;

Bellinda's outlook approximates the twenty-year-old Lady Mary's,
specifically in the high hopes which the heroine expresses; some
lines denote the author's dramatized return to that self:

"It i s

more necessary to have a reasonable Husband than a Handsome one.
In short, 1 w i l l not marry but t o a Character 1 can esteem, and
that is not so easy to be found"

(EP320: L i ) .

The voice of

the daughter w h o sets het sights thfs way tepresents the literary

ventriloquism--verbalizing through a constructed character-by
which the nostalgic mother reflects on her own rationale for
judging marital suitability.

With implications for the Hearty

household, a s well as the Wortley one(s), May describes a

Lacanian "slidingn of signifiers within the family of
Richardson's titular heroine Clarissa:

her brother acts like a

father, her sister imposes mothering on her, and even her lover
brings some b r o t h e r l y e l e m e n t s to h i s courtship (26).

The

Lacanian shift of the roles, says May, o c c u r s "along metaphorical
and metonymical l i n e s

. . . the apparent

solidity and

irrevocability of the meanings which we assign to the world
obscure the natural f l u i d i t y of the signifiern--causing
"confusion and proliferation of rolesn when a p p l i e d to the

relations of kin ( 2 9 ) .

This set of mixed signifiers and the

mismatched roles parallels the grouping of family and lover

around the heroine in Simplicity, where truth is located not in

appearance (with the costume of a different class disguising each
lover; but in unguarded utterance which uncloaks the i m e r self.
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Provoked by her maid, Lucy, who has taken license in the lady's
disguise, Bellinda flashes her vivid feelings for the man she
will marry: "What busyness of yours is it to rail against a poor
young Fellow that has behavtd himselfe very well?

in Honour to justify him" (EP 345-6;

SA).

1 am oblig'd

And though Bellinda

believes she can rely on father and brother, the two (like the
uppity social climber, Lucy) secretly revel in her misery.

They

do so similarly in Marivaux's Jeu, but in Lady Mary's adaptation,

extra ramifications develop concerning the male relatives'

.

untrustworthiness

Lady Mary's mothering of her script allows her to present a

family dynamic guided toward parental control. Graham Rodmell
alerts audiences to the interactions of Marivaux's father and son

characters w i t h the heroine, Silvia; he accuses them of going
beyond "acceptable faniily teasing' when they "both derive a good
deal of entertainment from Silvia's predicament, which to her is

a very real onew (42).

Likewise, Ned and Sir John hold out the

merry joke on benighted Bellinda longer than kind relatives

would.

Deep in the thrall of her attraction to the servant

William (actually, the master Gaymore disguised),
her father ask, "What's the matter, Bellinda?

Bellinda hears

Your Eyes fix'd on

the ground, and your cheeks al1 flush'd, you seem in some

terrible disorder" (EP 352; 2.i).

.And when her brother Ned

charges her with listening to " s t o r i e s " from William, and she
clairns he misunderstands, Ned insists, "Tis your selfe that grows

incomprehensible. What is it you quarte1 with me about?" ( E P
353; 2.i).

The males have taunted ner with her disordered brain,
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al1 along knowing the source of the malaise.

out

ühat &aws

Bellinda's agony is also what creates misery in the courtshipchoice of Labp Mary's âaughter:

enhance f-lg
transfo-

the "rfghtW match is supposed to

standing, so the girl's choosing of a husband

into sn emotionally-loaded situation,

As

Irene Fizer

tamarks of Buxneyts herofne, aEvelina is taken to be a readily
available comtoditym (89) ; likewise, Lady Bute, and her mther
before her, mire comeâified aa brides-to-be.

the elder Lady Marg's "flippant1y helda

G m d y paraphrases

fear that the pouxzger

would marry a servant, and her added raarark that such
would be "an srperience to ruin the self-estebrought-up girlw ( L f f e Draft

ô

marrfage

of a nicely

nopage). There could be no safer

way to explore the implications of a titled aristocrat's

worst

possible match than by conveying the comic herofne to the

circumstance where only marriage to a servant will bring her
happiness

.

Lady Mary creates in S i r John üearty a father figure
somewhat resembling her husband Edward Wortley, and perhaps her
father, Evelyn Pierrepont-as

well as Marivaux's original, M.

Orgon; these male parentsr assumptions about daughterly obedience
generate conflict in the marriage comedy, either lived or staged.

(Without dollar-figures in his eyes, however, Sir John surpasses
his models in humanity.)

Each father apparently acts on b i s

daughter's behalf without considering her feelings; though
Bellinda blushes and suffers in Act 2, Sir John decides, "1 would
have the disguise last some tfme that nothing may be resolv'd on
rashlyn ( E P 338: 2.1).

While Marivaux, according to Rodinell, has
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limited the abilities of the father and brother to influence the

action--"M. Orgon and Mario are acteurs-témofns rather than
meneurs de jeu [led characteta, not leaders of the gana]" (43)-

the parent retains power as the agent of S i n r p f f c i t p ' s central

actions.

Indeed. Sir John, unlike M. Orgon in Marivatu's play.

suggests h i s daughter's adopting of the maid disguise (to match
the mansemant disguise of her suitor); the French father-fLgure
lets h i 8 daughterts invention conunand the scene ( J e u l A i ) .

M.

Orgon's Une in that scena, "Explique-toi. ma fille [Explain
yourself. my daughter]" leads i n t o Silvia's plan to trade places
with her maid, Lisette, and thus grants agency to the daughter-

M. Orgon then keeps the coincidentally sfmilar plan of the suitor
to himself-

The British playwright has given her parent-figure

power without empathy. yet has crafted a happy ending for the
obedient daughter.

Inhabiting Bellinda's peyche, Lady Mary

labours through the motions of submission necessary t o fulfill
the filial ideal, providing Sir John--and al1 parents of
marriageable children-with

the younger generation's paradigmatic

right answers.

The selfhood of the character Bellinda occupies centre-stage
for the entire play, causing at least one production to align the

character directly with Lady Mary's own.

Isobel Grundy describes

the staging:

Simplicity

.

. toured in England

(Donniar Warehouse) in 1988.

ending in London

1 saw it twice that

year (Cambridge and London) and

..

.it acts beautifully-
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The production too was ercellent, though 1 thought
they did one thing wrong.

They sandwiched the play

between reaâings (beforehand) froa her courtship
letters--optiistic, idealistic-and

afterwards froni het

1720s letters, cynlcal about marriage,

This al1

contributed to the notion that she's draiarrtisfag her
own life-arperieace

a

,

.

(B-aisil t o J . R e m p l 19 Max. 1998)

By frsming SiatpUci ty w i t h readings from Lady M a r y ws courtship

letters, and leavfng out the motherly struggles with Lady Bute,
the interpreters have extended the alliance of Bellinda and the
playwright who created her beyond the ILmits of the mothering

metaphor this study ha8 employed- Though Lady Mary enter8 the
mind of her heroine as she does w f t h no other character, and

creates the conflict outwasd from Bellinda's wish to explore how

one represents oneself before a suitor, the matrix is a materaal
one:

"How a daughter re-examines her selfhood when she is

pressured to marryn srimmrrrizes the reflective motif, filled with
comic potential.

A tantrum over her tortured feelings causes

Bellinda to claim ber father's accusing voice, wailing
ironically, '
1 am il1 temper'd forsooth, and 1 k a o w not what 1

say

. . . Indeed,

Sir, this i s not usage for your Daughter, and 1

declare 1 can bear it no longern ( E P 354 2.i).

She finds herself

ill-represented, and thus claims a daughter's right of protest;
Lady Mary assumes her feelings, but also Sir John'sIdentity politics constitute the core of Simplicfty, with

-
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every scene foregrounding Lady Mary's own question of self-

representation, or the related issue of interpreting the possibly

false representation of others.

The play promotes free

discussion of disguise as a shield against unwilled cornmitment as
well as self-revelation; the story's central device, the masking
activity enlists every character in identity debatesConmunication gaps inherent in representations, according to
W,J,T.

Mitchell, create "one of the potential problems that cornes

up with [these images) : they present a barrier that 'cuts

across,' as it were, our lines of communication with others,
presenting the possibility of misunderstanding, error, or
downright falsehoodw (Lentricchia and
Simplicity's constant chorus of

McLaughlin 12).

Out

of

Let [this one] represent [that

one] " ( EP 322; 1 i ) , Bellinda voices the leading theme, a
disquisition on the hazards of projecting an image that obscures
the inner self-in

this case, the image that has compromised

Gaymore's position by thrusting h i m into a relationship with a
"chambermaid":

"No, 1 would have h i s reason represent t o him al1

the Refflections that are to be made on that Subject [italics
mine]" ( E P 366; 3.1).
Lady Mary has crafted the compliant daughter-image which

Bellinda herself adopts. The playwright thus limits the control

over self-representation which the character herself likes to
zlaim:

directed 5 y her father, needled by her brother, tricked

by her lover and mocked by the servants, Bellinda has assumed a
d i s g u i s e which invites her household to target her for ridicule.

Initialip objecting to the choices that are made for her,
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Bellinda seems only dimly aware that such objections have
constituted her only independence-and

even t u s s t a t e As clearly

compromised by forgone parental conclusions concerning her choice

of mate, conclusIoas whîch are ultfmately, ironically, apt ones.
Lady M a r y , sesiding in England in 1736, couid regireter her

disapproval face-to-face w h e n her âaughter made the choice of

Lord Bute, the poor Scot who
Minister.

riiiould

becnina the Britlsh Prime

The atntosphere of displeasure attendant upon the

martiage re-ignited in subsequent correspondence; since the

mother regarded the union as an isolating and fmpoverishfng one,
she resisted accepting her son-in-Law.

The exchange with Wortley

during the early years of Lord Buteta narriage to their daughter

suggests that Lady Mary experienced vezy few unconditional caring

she vied for control over the family alliances.

moments &le

She exhibited such reluctance to give the younger Lady Mary her
blessing that against her will, the identity of the hard-to-

please mother-in-law entrenched i t s e l f ,

Her own belief that as a

mother she had yielded control readily to her daughter's husband
emerges in this remark to Wortley: "[T]he opinion 1 had of his
Honesty (which is the most essential quality) made me so easily

consent to the matchu (Letters 2.290).

However, Grundy explains

that =Lady Mary and Wortley had reluctantly-rather

than

'easilyt--consentedm (2.290 n.3); this attitude explains the

decade's rancour (1736-1745) of Lady Mary's letters t o and about
her daught er

.

When she substitutes mothering of a plfable script for
mothering of a wayward adult child (or t w o ) , Lady M a r y transfotms
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the family courtship dynaznic; by having Bellinda represent her

daughter, as well as her younger s e l f , Lady Mary resolves some of
the ambivalence of her parenting.

The deliberate mismatch of

parental declaration with private v i e w which Sir John Hearty
practices in Sin?plicitya~lows the playwright to reclaim parental

control.

The duality of proclaimed position and actual position

echoes the split essence of Lady Mary's mthering declarations:
"1 accepted pour marriage easily [she might as well be saying]

even though I will never accept it."

Sir John starts out by

teasing Bellinda and Gaymore, supposed maid and manservant, "Now,

good people, when you begin to love one Another, you are oblig'd

to us for haveing broke the fce between you" (EP 327; L i ) , then

later chides the "nonsensical Lovew Gaymore makes to his daughter

(EP 355; 2.i)-

Conspirator that he is, Sir John draws out the

conflict when he could settle it at any moment by acknowledging
the couple's shared aristocratie class.

Further to the activity of adopting a daughter's voice, to
fret against-yet

finally submit to--parental will, Lady Mary

uses the medium of Simplicity to take up the voice of Ned,
Bellinda's brother, briefly occupying herself with the standard
charming rogue's role.

Thus by fictionalizing, she cornes as

close as she can to understanding her own son, Edward, whose
irksome correspondence is this study's later concern.

Edward's

xsual attitude to her, and reception of ber efforts to reach him,
have caused her much pain; she has been hurt many times by this

son, yet with Ned (uncanny name, since it could serve as a
possible nichame for her own b o y ) , she can tolerate and even
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endorse rakish ways.

Parenting as playwright guarantees success;

confidently, she lets Sir John argue with Ned's assessment of

-

marriage as a convenient but indifferent arrangement (strikingly
like hers and Wortley's):

"Indeed, Ned, 1 am not so well

satisfy'd with your Town breeding to desire your Sister should

have a share of f t n (EP 321; L i ) .

Yet the plan, the "reasonabie

method," to mock Ned's sister for her uunfashfonablem beliefs

about basing a marriage on love, has both N e d and his father
revelling in the challenge to Bellinda's deepest-held beliefs.
Marrfage ceases to be comedy where living daughters are to

be betrothed; Lady Mary knows this both from the daughter's point
of view and the mother's, having agonized in both positions over
the issue of control.

One aspect of the debate which creates

trouble concerning a daughter's disposa1 into marriage, and which
differs from a son's marital arrangements (since he may enter
into marriage with no fortune at all), resides in the dowry
issue, difficult to resolve no matter how a parent deals with it.

The problem the issue raises has been a source of chagrin through
Lady Mary's adult life, since arguably, the dowry bidding which

her own father welcomed led to her follow-through with her own
forbidden elopement as Wortley's bride; she married in haste and

(perhaps) repented at leisure.

As Fizer a f f i n s in Evelina's

case, the dowry issue dominates the marital plans of both Lady
Marys, the elder at twenty-one insisting to her fiance, "You'l

think me Mad, but tis indifferent to me whither [sic] 1 have
E10,000 or 650,000, and [I] shall never quarrel with my family by

pretending to direct in the matter" (Letters 1.69).

The
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information from Bellinda, yet in this he, too, acts from the
lofty conductor's position, taking ultimate command.

Lady Mary, mother of the text, re-enacts the courtship
battles of her early twenties through Bellinda and Gaymore. and

concomitantLy re-creates her courting s e l f .

Conflict within,

over finding a compatible love or sinking into self-hate, fuels
each scene.

The central couple reveal agonies comparable to the

young Lady Mary Pierrepont's as they try to resolve what they

take for misplaced love; each has an ideal of the love-object.

matched in al1 but social class by the other-

When Bellinda

learns that she has unwittingly chosen within her own class,
after all, she declares (in an asfde) *My Life i s sav'dw( E P 357;

2.1).

The previous page of the script gives her the brief

soliloquy, " M y heart is breaking.

1 hate every body, I hate my

s e l f e , 1 could tear the whole world t o pieces [Italics mine]" (EP
3 5 6 ; L i ) , and thus indicates how much selfhood is on the line

for this protagonist.

In contrasting Bellinda's utterance with

t h a t o f Silvia i n Marivaux's original ("Ah! je vois clair dans

mon cœurn), Isobel Grundy calls the scene "[tlhe most striking
example of this transformation [of] delicately sentimental style
(marivaudage) into robust , practical Englishn ( EP 315).

Further

illustrating t h e playwrights' contrasting visions is the
difference i n metaphor.

Seeing into one's heart creates a

pleasing but not vivifying sense of abstract self-discovery,

whereas audiences might respond viscerally to the urgency of t h e

exclamation, "My Life is sav'd," since it irnplies that marriage
to a servant would have been a Corn of suicide.

Bellinda's
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salvation occurs when the effect of their fathers' trick is
removed by het beloved male m e r ; notably, Lady Mary has removed

from her climactic scene the parent-perpetrators of the courtship
mix-up, as she absente& herself fron her own father to m a r r g -

In Bellfnda, Ladp Mary has characterizeü a dutfful daughter
such as neither she nor her own daughter c o u d be, and has thus
modeled the ideal marriageable girl-child on paper.

Because she

never fnhabited the sole herself, i n her lfved erperience, nor
t a i s e d such a person

as her own child, Lady Mary can take

pleasure in occupying Sir John Eearty's role as the anshling and
indulgent (if PPfschievous) father of a traditionally deferential

daughter.

The dramatic construct Bellfnda also allows Lady Mary

to spell out authorial identity politics, by uttering speeches
that explore self-representation- A heroine's role facilitates
literary ventriloquism, especially during moments of crisis:

the

world challenges the girl, and she speaks the mind of her
creator.

Bellinda exposes her creator's beliefs about young

womanhood in explicitly meta-theatrical language as if she were
the younger Lady Mary's about-to-be-uncovered (that is,

"discovered") counterpart (italics mine):

"1 am weary of the

part 1 act, and 1 should have discover 'd my self [already)" ( E P

353; 2 - 5 ) .

If the playwright's own daughter were to give up the

rebel's pose, as Bellfnda longs to dispense with the servant's
pose, then the elder Mary could embrace the younger's decisions;
yet the image of the willful àaughter persists in a way that the

disguise of the less stubborn Bellinda

does not.

Parenting

takes far less effort on the manuscript page than on the letter-
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page, though neither relies on a mother's presence in the flesh-

The easy mothering of the scripted character Bellinda
coatrasts with the task as Lady Mary lives it.

The distance

between inother and living âaughter bas physical as uell as

psychological features-that

is , it involves hunâreds of Pfles

and a body of water, along with a generatlon gap-so

th% aother

ha8 little ability t o influence any aspect of the marriaga ( o f
whfch ~ h e
continues to disapprwe).

The disposal of t h e pounger

Lady Mary, followed by the inevltable trials of the mothar-

dilughter bond, elucidates the identity politics through which
Lady Mary practices parenting from a distance.

ffer willful

assertion of hez rights as mother snd grandmother, advice-giver
and book-recipient/ reviewer effect her growth into entitlement

as a parent.

The irony of this achievement 1s its vast physfcal

pazent-child separation; the aptness of it r i s t appear in the

fact t u t Lady Mary's closest psychological relatioaships have
always been, and will always be, epistolary ones.

The difference

between this circumstance and Madame de Sevignéts lles inherently

in the latter's tangible attachments to her daughter, for

instance when she reaches ecstasy over possible reunion.

The

Frenchwoman yearns for the physical contact, without which Lady
Mary abides, wistful but enduring.
Lady Mary joins an august antecedent in her exchange with

her daughter, and in the second-hand exchange with her son-inlaw.

The European tradition of mother-daughter letters features

the de Sévigné correspondence, long a prize in Lady Mary's own

collection,

Her reading of Madame de S&vignets letters to Madame
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*'

de Grignan inspired this reaction in a 1726 letter to Lady Mar
(her sister,Frances), twenty years before the recorded beginnings
of the letters to Lady Bute:

The last pleasure that f e l l in my way was Mathm
Sevigny's Letters; very pretty they are, but I

assert w l t h o u t the least vanity that mine will
be full as entertainhg 40 years hence-

1 advise

you therefors to put none of 'em to the use of

Wast [el paper

.

[ Letters 2.66 )

Ber recognition of posterity here suggests a relatively early
percefved identity as a famous correspondent &in
Frenchwoman,

to the

Persuasive evidence of their similarity resides in

the complementarily challenging letters written to their sons in

law; hyperbolic praise for her &ughter--"Is

it not true that 1

have given you the prettiest wife in the world?
more modest or more equable?

Could anyone be

Could anyone love you more

tenderly?" (Correspondence 43)--places Madame de StSvigné's son-

in-law at a subordinate level, in need of self-validation.

Likewise, the dim regard contained in the second-hand salutation
to Lord Bute--*not forgetting your busband," the litotes of

grudging recognition-represents

Lady Mary's initial approach to

her son-in-law, though this attitude eventually mellows,

The Wortley Montagu-Bute correspondence from 1740 to 1762
constitutes a similar activity to the exchange between Lady Mary
and Lady Mar:

each letter-series characterizes Lady Mary as a
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social observer eager to make a younger r e l a t i v e part of t h e

scene she witnesses.

However, the establishing o f mothes-

daughter letters underwent more difficulty than sister-sistet

ones, with the daughter's choice of Lord Bute souring
communication.

Lady Mary takes a typical 1-told-you-so

tone on

March 3, 1746, providing the broadest hint of having been in her
daughter's position once herself:

"1 will not trouble you with

repetitions of my concern for your uneasy Situation [penury in

her marriage], which does not touch me the less from having
f~reseeni t many years agow (Letters 2.366).

The generational

parallel plainly informs the wforesight* from which tae younger

Mary should benefit; however, some softening eventually leads to
her l e t t e r of January, 1753, which declares, "1 thought 1 ow'd
you the Justice to lay before you a l 1 the hazards attending
Matrimony.

You may recollect 1 d i d so in the strongest manner.

Perhaps you may have more success in the instmctiag [of] your
DaughterH (Letters 3.24).

The marriage comedy theme l i n k s Lady Mary with Madame de
Sévigné, in that parallel draiuatic functions are performed by

both mothers a s they t r y to e x e r t influence over their married

girls.

Two important similarities between the mother-daughter

exchanges are each woman's conveying o f her frustration over

distance, and each one's fretting over the fate of the young
matron.

Lach w o m a n allows herself t o express affection f a r her

daughter on paper-the

accustomed "My dear child" salutation of

both conveys a warrnth that w e can picture carried into action
with hugs and kisses by the Frenchwoman, though the Englishwoman
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stays aloof, even on paper.

A t an extreme, a 1671 letter by

Madame de Sévigné declares, "1 write tu you w i t h pangs in my

heart fit to kill me.

1 am incapable of writing t o anyone other

than you, because there 1s no one but you kind enough to share my

tenderest feelings" ( Correspondence 5 7 )

Lady Mary similarly

tells her daughter about how she, the youager Mary, was "alone in
m y Family" (Letters 3.23)--the

only daugbter, that is, thus

deserving warm feelings front her mother to make up for a dearth
of sisters (with the lurking implication that Lady Bute is the
only one of her p a i r of offspring owed such affection).

In a letter exposing the tactile sensation o f mother-love,
de Sévigné upstages her English counterpart; Allentuch asserts

that the Frenchwoman's name has become "emblematic of an ability
to give fresh rendering to visual impressionsn (121) in letters
such as the one constructing a metaphoric empty house to stand
f o r her life in her àaughter's absence.

This house surrounds the

mother as long as her daughter resides elsewhere; it stands as
both monument and bitter reminder of Mme. d e Grignan's separate

existence.

Allentuch says the mother "fell i n love w i t h her

daughter when she 'lost' her and

. . .

it was Plme. de Grignan's

remoteness and otherness, emphasized by her absence, that
stimulated Madame de Sévigné's fascination with her" (128).
Similarly, Lady Mary reveals herself attracted to the n e w l i f e
h e r daughter has buiit as a w i f e and mother, Sur by c o n t r a s t , she
uses

a geographic "youn to h i n t at an emotional distance between

her daughter and herself:

"1 can discern spots and inequalitys,

but your [England's] Beauties ( i f you have any! are invisible to
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me, your Provinces of Politics, Galantry and litterature al1

terra Incogxz2tan (Letters 3.104).

The implicit plea to make the

landscape of the daughter's warld known reswbles Maclame de
seftigné's construction of the metaphoric empty house to 8tand for

her life without her daughterfs presence.

Ironlcally, fmdy

Mary's comparison o f her daughter's accustoaed landscape w i t h the
mon gl-sed

through a poot teleacope positions the y o u q

oroi~an

so far auay that ahe Wght as well be an unattainriale celestial

body--yet "Absence and Distunce have not the power t o lessen any

part of mg tendemess for youu (Letters 2.492),

she iasists

elsewhere.
The writiag mothers' viewpoints on sons-in-law share more
than shaded greetings; each âaughtes's husband has lnadequately
f u l f i l l e d the role of protectot and supporter of his fertile

wife,

The shared belief that the son-in-law cannot lay

legitimate claim to the distaff-side lineage launches the
grievance; each wman frets, aftet her daughter's marriage, over
the maintenance of the family Une.

Farrell traces a letter ta

de Sévigné's correspondent, Bussy, in which the mother "protests
t o o much" over the positive way the marriage has shaped lineage,

"as if attempting to fustify the match and to counter any
possible hint of mdsalliance [misalliance)

also drops doubting r-rks

(197).

Lady Mary

about the sthnic line into which her

daughter has married, ramarking on the unreliability of the

Scottish post (tetters 2 . 2 2 3 ) ,

and on the suspicious way-

"Scotch Artifice fn the Designw (tettets 2.163)--a

letter which

her daughter has sent t o ber sits open within an envelope to her
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father, sa that he can read it and sympathizeEach mother, tipping her hand as a scolding in-law, assigns

blame to the husband for her daughter's frequent hazardous
pregnancies:

"Madame de Sévigné's daughter's constant, difficult

and debilitating pregnancies are regular and serious cause for
the mother's concern, and she holds M. Grignan responsiblem

(Farrell 196).

Lady Mary, having relented in the matter of het

grandchildren in serving as godmother to the Butes' first child
(Letters 2.162-3 n.5), nevertheless develops a psychological
distance from Lord Bute sometfme later, around the births of her
many grandchildren.

A lone surviving letter to h i s mother-in-law

from Bute, giving notice of the diff icult b i r t h of h i s and his
lady's son Edward ( 1 7 4 0 ) , receives no recorded answer, nor is

mention made of it in Lady Mary's correspondence of the same
period ( L e t t e r s 2.219)-

The mother-in-law's 1750 letter to

Wortley conveys the sense that her daughter r i s k s her l i f e in

"breeding" Lord Bute's progeny:

"1 have not had any Letter from

my Daughter of [sic] a long time, and am sorry she breeds so
f a s t , fearing it will impair her Constitutionn ( L e t t e r s 2 , 4 5 5 ) .
L i k e Madame de Sévigné, "she continues to claim sovereign power
over her married daughter, and feels authorized to exercise it

. . ."

(Farrell 197).

In Mme- de Grignan's case, not silence

but suspicion greets the daughter's life-endangering childbirth,

since "she [~adamede Sévigné] d e c i d e s t3e r e l a t i o n s h i p
constitutes a threat to her daughter's lifen (Farrell 197).

Lady

Mary identifies h e r s e l f with her daughter in the risky delivery

process--yet agonizes much further over a different sort of
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delivery, that of letters. The transiference of frantic wthering

from the living w o m ~ nto the dead paper underlfnes the emotional
aloofness of Lady Mary.
Thxoughout the de S & v i g n é correspondence, Ham- de Grignan

assumes a palpable presence, quite llke the house her nmther
figuratively stares at while wishing the girl to come fil1 it
with her spirit; bp contsast, Lady Mary's pose as remte advisor
transaiits itself most fully when she frets over the product of

their exchange-the

internat2onally-transmitted letters-fax

more

than she does mer the frequently pregaant mother at the other
end.

The threat of miscarriage serves as a dominant image-yet

the miscarrying of letters elicits more distressed coipmentary
than the potential miscarriage of Lady Bute's -y

children.

Miscarrying, as applied to l e t t e r s which repeatedly go missfng in

transit, generates parental anxiety concerning the sending/
delivery process.

"1 have wrote 5 Letters to my dear Chlld, of

which you have not acknowledg'd the receft.
al1 of them have miscarry'du (Letters 3.18).

1 fear some if not

The idea of losing

what she labours over--her *infantu thoughts of the moment-

continues to produce chagrin in the mother who relies on these
labours to keep her in contact with her daughter.

The double use

of "miscarry" received common acceptance ln the 17009, with both
the loss of child and posted epistle as accustomed meanings
(OED).

Lady Mary employs this double meaning to mother her adult

child-and

also to brood over lost letters.

Not every creation that Lady Mary sends off 1s as blessed as

a favourite child would be; her identity shines in the finer
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creations, she implies, but absents itself from the duller ones,
ûccasionally, she declares her shame at sending rambling,

digressive letters, and in at least one instance, having stated,

.This Letter is so incomparably DuIl, 1 caanot restolve) to o w n
it by setting m y Name to it" (Letters 3-51), sha leaves the

signature off the letter.

Hot only doas her refusal to own ft--

made tangible in manuscript by the lack of ber usual signatureresamhle not giving one's name t o an illegitimate child, but
elsewhere, the refusal also provides the framework for actual

rejection of a child.

Such a rejection constitutes the action

Lady Mary performs when sending a letter to her son, Edoirard.

A striking contrast to the set of motherly letters received
by her "dearest Child,'

Lady Bute, emerges in the exchange

between Lady Mary and Edward.

From earlg adolescence, Edward

displayed h i s disrespect for the social codes of his aristocratie
family:

his "fantastic, disorderly career" fncluded running away

t o enroll at Oxford when he was thirteen, and signing on aboard a
s h i p t o Gibraltar a t fourteen (Life 124-5).

The erchange between

mother and son includes t w o samples of letters from Edward's end

of the pairing; even without these partly supplfcating, partly

irreverent examples of bis address to h i s mother, Edward received
l e t t e r s different from those sent to his sister.

Gone is the

"Dear* address, replaced by curt demands to know whether Edward
has fallen in with gnmblers, or has written out of some other

need for money (Letters 2 . 2 0 4 ) .

Even Eâward's handwriting

appears outrageous on the page, so curlicued and flamboyant that
it symbolizes Edward's freedom from the constraint of h i s
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mother's orderly penmanship.

Though Lady Mary may make herself

vulnerable to her daughter on the page, confesslng to tears or
mental muddle (Redford 4 7 ) , her intellectual underdress would

never show before her opportunistfc son.

If Ned, in SAmplfcïty,

represents a controllable, relatiwely obedient son (occasionally
and mildly a rake) then he has little to do with his siPiiilarly

naned real-life counterpart.
The idantity pulitfcs that inform parent-chlld dealings

impart resounding authority &en

Lady Mary advises her progeny-

yet only if the filial receptioa is accepting.

Unlike the

wayward Edward, Lady Mary's daughter responds to her wther

contentedly; also, she is satisfyingly surrounded by a growing
family and regularly in the Company of a poung husband; Lady Bute

lets the distant mother live a secure, stable life, vicariously.
By contrast to either of her children, Lady Mary eventually

adopts a solitary existence (with urban sojourns in Vsnice or
Padua for variety), the vfrtue of which she e x t o l l s constantly in
letters to Lady Bute.

Bruce Redford notes that the exchange

f a c t i o n s as an inverted reflection of correspondence between
Lady Mary and her sister, Lady Mar-

In the case of the sisterly

exchange, Lady Mary wrote from the centre of the social storm, to
her eriled relative in France (Lady Mar lived for some time in

Paris, but later on a country estate).

B y the time of Lady

Mary's correspondence with her daughter, roles have been
reversed:

it is Lady Mary who leads a quiet, rural existence,

and Lady Bute--once she had moved to London-who

reports (and

gossips) on the topics of the court and the British social scene.
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"The letters ta Lady Mar are reports from the arena to the

cloister; the correspondence with Lady Bute reverses these
locations" (Redford 38).

mile

not strictly nun-like in her

routines (or in her preoccupations with affairs and scandais!),
Lady Mary has adapted many of the ascetic features of the

clofstered lifestyle.

One pleasure she

returns to frequently in

the correspondence--to the point whete she apologizes for i t s

regularity of mention-4s the garden.

The identity of the "earth mot&erm holds only tenuous

connection to Lady Mary, since gardeners followed her wishes in
the creation of the planted haven: nonetheless, every latter to

Lady Bute about the success of the garden is a letter afffnning

As a i f s e -

(from abroad) the mother's mlmetic nurturing ability.

en-scène (play-like staging), the pose in the garden gives
performative flair to the country gentlewoman's role.

Accotding

to analysts of metaphor in the European tradition, garden images
carry a cluster of associations, most notably with the Edenic or
the paradisical:

*Since Paradise is a garden, a garden can, by

transposition, be called a Paradise"

(Curtius 275).

Lady Mary's

use of her garden's characteristics, when she writes to Lady
Bute, invests the space with a sense of sanctuary and retreat.
'My Garden

. . . is

with a s-11

expence turn'd into a Garden

that (apart from the advantage of the climate) 1 like better than

that of Kensington

...

I have turn'd fgrapevine clusters] into

cover'd Gallerys of shade, that X can walk in the heat without
being incommoded by it" (tetters 2.403-4)

.

Not only are the

written records of the Gottolengo kitchen garden deeply
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descriptive of a locus amoenus, but the pictorial record carries

a similar set of qualities.

The hand-&am map may be simple,

even crude, but its repeated legemds such as .kitchen gardan
and 'cwer'd walk," and its strong sense of setting (which
inchdes the m e n s i o n of the dining rom t o t o the garden space),

seme to attach the garden finnly t o its ownet's reclusive l f f e
( see appendix)

To her distant daughter. Lady Mary1s garden map-as

well as

the self-dramatization implicit within it--presents the coded

comment:

"1 am herema I t s significance rests i n its graphic

representatfon of the current statu8 of her identity politics.
Drawfngs or doodles are rare among the extant pages of Lady
Mary's manuscripts, so the sketch of the Gottolengo garden has

more value than just the visual aid it provides to the reader's
picture of the Italian retreat.

There may be scrolls and crosses

among the pages of the juvenilia, but even in that less-inhibited
era, Lady Mary's pen was used for words on the page, and Little
else ( H M S 250).

When the map is drawn for Lady Bute, what is

elrhibited along with the layout of the garden is an emblematic

cartography, indicating where Lady Mary is in relation to her

hard-won Eden.

Description alone has fallen short of conveying

how satisfying the space is, so the garden-sketch supplements the

vision on the page.

The relationship of Lady Mary's gardening t o

the English and the continental European landscaping tradition

can best be covered by a brief background of the tradition.'

but

the immediately noteworthy aspect of the planned space is the

extent to which its harmonious elements syntbolize the orner's
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clarified aesthetic wfshes.

In the manuscript, the sketch, which

has been blotted with an unidentifiecl stain, shows a sense of the

page's iimits: the sketch 1s spacious enough t o approach the

outer edges, but masured out to allow even boundaries t o its
different sections,

The device of writing on the vertical lines

of the covered walks creates a cozy imnge of walking these

earthea corridors with the pen, or with the reading eye.

Though

Lady Mary apologizes for the production, it conveys the spaces

accurately .
Like her inporting of the Language of Flowers, a third of a
centuq earller, Lady Mary's ciramatic promotion of the joys of
gardemfng--complete with blueprint/bachdrop--carries sceneenhancing emblematic aignificance; in both cases, a flower stands

for more than just itself:

' A l 1 the walks are garnish'd with

beds of Flowers, beslde the parterres which are for a mare

. . . Gardening is certainly the next
to Reading . . . " [ Letters 3.407-8).
By means

distinguishld sort
amusement

colourful tenn "garnishn (O-)

of the

to suggest the satisfaction of a

beautifully arranged border, and the hint that different features

of the garden cater to the more high-born floral choices, Lady

Mary &es

the enperience picturesque and lightly symbolic.

With

the cornparison of the activity of gardening to that of raading,
the mother makes her dairghter aware of the high priority placed

in the first task--since the second has long been her declated

preference.

In both cases, she can enjoy "silent c o m p a n i ~ n s , ~

together with her own thoughts.

In the reflective solitude of the garden, Lady Mary's
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circadian rhythm convey the heightened y e t ordinary life.
Cynthia Lowenthal notes a two-tieted arrangement of epistolary

themes:

the familiar and quotidfan observations of her n e w

environment, including stories Lady Mary passes on concerning ber
peers and semants, and the thoughtful long-term view of l i f e and
love that she declares is directed toward her grand-aughter:

a'essays4 insisting on the value of education for gentleromen
whose destfny lies in retframant, and self-representations of the

pleasures and productivity of the retired s t a t e w (188).

Included

w i t h the former 'tiers of the letters is the criticism of the

books that Lady Bute has sent by the ctateload to her mother.
Tbough she sometimes worrfes about whether her ideas are
mtiresomew--nIam afraid you'l think t h i s Letter very tediousn a

recurring comment

(Iietters 2.450)--the

critical mterial seems

almost to count as a fom of repayment for the joy which the
books sent by the daughter have stirred i n the mother.

Occasionally, Lady Mary ackrrowledges that her daughter has been
'divertedm or namuseda by the ideas i n her letters; frequently,
that recognition follows the letters that possess a didactic

quality.

Especially appreciated, according to the sender's

modest reply, are the Rmini-essaysw which have been sent along to

instruct the grand-daughters: "[Ylou tell me my Letters (such as
they are) are agreable to youn ( L e t t e r s 2.457).

As long as tbere

is some chance of persuading members of her female progeny to

choose being informed over being ignorant coquettes, she will t r y
t o shape their ways from her garden of wisdom.
A didactic drama

(leavened by occasional comic relief>
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unfolds in mother-daughter correspondence-in

both Lady Mary's

advice t o Lady Bute and Madame de Sévigné's to Madame de Grignan.

Instruction plays a part i n the correspondence between Madame de
Sévigné and her daughter, Madame Grignan; Ailentuch interprets
the Frenchwoman's teaching urge as part of a larger goal:

to

make her daughter so responsfve to the motherly viewpoint as to
step within a charmed circle of "mystic unitgm:

'her yearning

to merge their identities, to create an unio mystfca with her
daughter in memory and in imagination" (124).

The ultimate

object of the letters is to make the two women into halves of the

same whole, kept in contact through the mail, and yet not
complete until their bodily selves are united.
is possible for Lady Mary and Lady Bute.

No such oneness

Both recognize that the

greatest harmony possible between them is the one achieved at a
distance, because the closer they corne to one another, the larger

loom their differences.

Joanne Costello sets up the mother-

daughter mode1 in a mannes that accounts for both of these

pairings; she notes that for woman writers recognizing their
ties, materna1 positioning "sets up the place of the Other as the
place of desiren (124).

Madame d e Sévigné does a l 1 in her pawer

to narrow the physical gap between herself and her daughter, in

an effort to bring home her "Other," whereas Lady Mary declares
how much she misses her daughter, but keeps herself to herself

and admires the life at the receiving end of the letters; t h e

English pair have issues that distance thankfully silences.

The Wortley Montagu/Bute family comedy, perforrned on
satellite stages in Venice, Lovere, the Isle of Bute and London.
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represents Lady Mary's energized epistolary rendering of her
feelings for her daughter and (stifled by later self-erasure)
Lady Bute's returned regard,

Writing from self-exile as she

does, Lady Mary has the best chance to keep her daughter in a
state of affectionate interest by presenting a busy, directed

self on the page, and by reminding Lady Bute that the two have
had some sustained sharing of purpose and cause oves the years
they have been apart.

Each has arrived at her position at least

partly by willful self-location, and each has defied familial
expectation of the daughter/wife to do so,

Also,

each has

asserted herself against what Nussbaum identifies to be
traditional society's plan for her:

"Woman, as violator of the

authority of her contractual bonds to the patriarchal order,
dares to disdain that authority

,

.."

( Brink 3 )

.

Contracting a

disapproved marriage, or disengaging from a tired one, each must
lie (in the words of the materna1 edict) in the bed she has made

for herself-

Nonetheless, the two find common ground and reflect

fertilely upon it; responding to one of Lady Bute's letters that

has evidently piled on the self-deprecation--my news must be so
boring t o you, I r v e hardly left the house--Lady Mary answers her
daughter by informing her that al1 the important people whose
news she needs to know are on Lady Bute's pages already: the
immediate family, much loved and doted on at this safe distance.

"Remember my unalterable Maxim, where we love we have allways
something to say.

Consequently my pen never tires when

expressing to you the thoughts of your most affectionate Mothern
i L e t t e r s 3.90).

If she were any cioser, the mother might have t o
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step d o m from her parental role, since her affection receives

its freest expression at a distance of Channel and continent.
If the amount of self-revelation contafned in some of Lady

Mary's letters to Lady Bute ver8 delivered in person, the
exposing of self would inevltably produce emotional pain.

A

contrastiag pain would arise for Sir John Heartp If he had to
relinquish respoasibflity for his marriageable âaughter,
B e l l i n a , before the rlght ~ t c had
â
been made.

As an enabler

who imposes conditions that include the right to tease and

âistress his progeny, rather trhrin an outright blocker of hfs
daughter's wlshes, he presents a different parental figure from
the stock Shakespeazean fathet, such as the paternalistic

governor, Leonato, qulck to judge his dsughter Eero in Much Ado

about Nothfng (1600)

.

1n Sinplici ty, Lady Mary conducts the

choosing of a mate for a daughter i n the manner that ha8 eluded
her, both as parent aad as child; having set up the match between

Gaymore and Bellinda to h i s own (and l u c k i l y , h i s &ughterts)
satisfaction, Sir John can declare that he gives her latitude:

'Well, daughter, i f you can ffnd in your heart to so delay your

Lover's happyness, you shall have my leave to divert your selfe
your own wayn ( E P 366: 3.1).

As

in the sixteenth-cent-

proverb

that courtship is a blind bag full of snakes and eels into which

the lover thrusts a hand, the comedies of courting couples carry
their own agents of pain,

Lady Mary never recefved the

benfficent leave of a Sir John in the planning of her own

marriage, nor did she give such leave willingly i n the
matchmaking of Lady M a r y the younger; only in imaginative writfng
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does t h e daughter's "leave to divert herselfn receive voice--and
then, only when a l 1 the parent ' s wishes have been answered,
Though Madame de Sévigné judges her son-in-law harshly, she

receives her daughter's daily news with such unconditional joy
that sbe could serve as foi1 to the reserved heroine created in
Lady Mary's regal materna1 role-playing-

Finally, Simplicity

voices the playwright's ultimate exploration of the marriageable
girl's identity; the play works as a "what-if" scenatlo.

In the

l i f e of its rebel author, the marriage comedy uses a strongminded but traditional voice, Bellinda's, to take a contrarily

submissive stand to authority.
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Chaptes 5
Notes
1 Richardson's novel, C l a r f s s a (1747-8) sets up a family
hierarchy which superficially resembles the one apparent in the

courtship-era exchange between Lady Mary and Lady Bute, with
parents aligned against the daughter's choices, and brother se=serving and wrpredictable (Edward's misadventures during the
early years of his sister's marriage read like a Jungian
discourse of materna1 nightmare archetypes--see 12 May 1740
[Letters 11-185j for suggestions of Edward's incoaipetence,
shiftlessness and contemplation of bigamy). If Anna, the
correspondent to whom Clatissa p o u s out her heart, can be seen
as a fictional Philippa Mundy (secret-sharer of Lady Mary's own
elopement), then the dual-generational stage is set, The merry
and hopeful exchange with Philippa m d y , leading to Lady Mary's
own betrothal (see above, chapter 2 ) , casts Lady Mary's youngadult self as a willing bride, though an unwilling heiress-she
refuses to be "dispose[d ) of ...where I haten ( L e t t e r s
123) In
May' s view, letter-exchanges c& reveal potential f a m i l y harmony
as well as conflict: Anna, Clarissa's sympathetic respondent,
inhabits an inner-family position of her own:
"It is Anna Howe
whom Clarissa considers her true s i s t e r " (26). Between the
sisterly exchange of Mary Pierrepont and Phillipa Mundy and the
emotionally-distant series between Lady Mary and Lady Bute stand
years of Lady Mary's realization that she has unintentionally
married the wrong man--that Wortley has turned out to be her own
Nr. Soames (though a decade must pass before he can receive this
name). The distances between parent and child have multiple
sources, in Richardson's novel and in Lady Mary's l i f e ,

.

2

For t h e expansive 2rospects of gardening as an eighteenthcentury cultural phenomenon, see Mack, The Garden and the C i t y
(1969), as well as Sambrook's discussion of landscape gardening
in The Eighteenth C e n t u r y (1986). See a l s o Peter Martin's The
Gardenino W c r l d of Alexander Pope ( 1985 ) .
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Chapter 6

Appearances in the Mirror of Society

Lady Mary Wortley Montagu projects herself as a warm and
loving mother figure in her correspondence with her adult
daughter, and as a traditional but caring fathet figure in the

comedy, Sfmplfcity; the roles she has taken on in these writing

projects are t w o among mdny over the course of her writing
career.

Even her anonymous publications argue for her use of

guises and personse.

She limited or misguided her audience, by

restricting public access in the first case, and in the second,
by hiding her identity.

Since life-writing forms the majority of

her output, Lady Mary also figures as subject withfn her letters

and poems, giving her still more oppottunity to appear in printdisguise before her reader,

The roles adopted by the speakers i n

her essays and by the narrators in her fiction loin the personae
she takes on in the potentially self-revealing letters as
evidence for author as disguised subject.

Not only does such

analysis suit the quest for Lady Mary's definitive identity
politics, but it a l s o equates persona1 identity with this
chapter's account of her lifelong search for self in the mirror,
especially if Lacan defines that rnirror as a society in which the
woman hopes t o find welcome.

Like the convent in the tale,

Louisa (c,L742), some structures--the mirror among them-can
promise kind refuge, but instead expose the vulnerable to

society's harshest judgments.

Searching for the combination of f a c t o r s that can signify

her self--the reputation, the character given by others and by

personal assessment, the image reflected back in a mirror-lady
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Mary gazes starkly and plainly at the early stages, glances with

fright at the intermediate stages, and winces to avoid the vision

in the last stages.

Often, Lady Mary approaches the glass

willingly, having donned a disguise to keep the view from

appearing too harsh.

Spacks (1976), La Belle (1988), Pointon

( 1 9 9 5 ) , and Sherman (1995) delineate the limits of the mirror

image's power to influence Lady Mary.

Spacks and La Belle use

her banishment of mîrrors from her European refuges as an
indicator of her will-powet, while Pointon shows the ertent of

her influence over the portraiture by which her image projects
into the nert centuries; Shennan casts her in the pose of the
instructor who nudges the fashion-obsessed into recognizing theit
folly.

Campbell ( 1 9 9 4 ) , building her insights on assessments by

portrait specialists Bohls and Pointon, l o c a t e s the hung picture
of Lady Mary as a female body politicized.

The chapter's

argument is that Lady Mary's is a pro-active engagement with her
image; she shapes it as far as she is able, rather than allowing
it to shape her.

The critical perspective on Lady Mary's " I n -

messages joins the perspective of Lady Mary's own identity search

in her often-politicized life-writing; both inform the chepter.
It also focuses on Lady Mary's imaginative prose and poetry,
which impart a risqué physicality to the images on her page,
especially in two projects:

her attacking of Swift through the

response (1733) to his earthy "The Lady's Dressing Room" (1?32:,

and her correspondence in anticipation of a continental
rendezvous with Francesco Algarotti, the Italian count for whom
her passion found vigorous expression.

The mirrors made
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available by society throughout her aging could usually reinforce
the aptness of the identity she chose to cast herself in; the
portraits, c o ~ i s s i o n e dso her body could be displayed, will be

shown t o speak a Ianguage of their own=

It is at the symbolic level of cnamtnication that
the rhetorical language of the body most clearly

articulates power; the surfaces of the body are as
backgrounds upon which items of apparel as objects
in thenmeIves are inscribed.

(Pointon, Tne Body m e d f 7 7 )

The portraits beautify her beyond her own cosmetic-applying
capability.

They, too, take shape undet her influence,

In his gcrfts ( 1 9 3 7 ) . Lacan exposes the conditions he has
recorded, efforts of young minds to form an early identity; the
psychological analysis he makes of these attempts causes him to

see society as an extension of the mirror in which selfhood
originates :

We have only to understand the mirror stage as an
identification, in the full sense that analysis
gives that term, namely the transformation that
takes place i n the subject when he assumes an
image-&ose

{part in this phase goes by] the

ancient term imago

. . . This

jubilant assumption

of his specular image by the child

.,

,

exhibit[s]

the synrbolic matrix in which the 1 is precipitated
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in a primordial form.

(Lacan 2)

La Belle explains further that "Lacan's sense of 'le stade du

miroir' maintains that a mirror fs the threshold between the
purely imaginaBelle 152).
that

..

and what he calls the 'symbolic"

(La

Lacan describes the mode1 of the mirror, in a way

facilitates analysis of Lady Mary's relationship with the

looking glass, by equating the Rmirror-stage* of early chilahood
with a nascent sense of the Other-

Lacan interprets the stage of

fledgllng recognition begun here as a device by which a person

cornes t o know self and not-self:

one's external manifestation,

how one is seen by others and therefore how one must be,

Thus

one conceives an elrpectation for projecting a presence in the

world, an I defined by something (later someone) outside oneself.

In the fifty recorded years of her self-measure, Lady Mary
regulatly placed herself at the threshold of the mirror:

she

altered the lighting, props, effects, so that she would be

pleased by what she saw,

Failing to create a view of self that

satisfied her, she took on the disguise of the Other:

she could

and d i d m o u n t a successful masquerade as a male, or as a Turkish

woman, or as a continental noblewoman.

Less successful~y,she

wote the costume of the devout believer, in one religion or

another,

The Female Themometer evaluates women's efforts to

alter their fortunes through the artifice of disguise or spellcasting; Terry Castle finds Lady Mary's attempts among the

successful ones, referring to the Turkish costume that allowed
her free access ta the streets of Istanbul, as that of a *demi-
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mondainen (half-inhabitant of the lower world) (229 n.46).

The

image of the disguised, slumming Lady Mary through the matrix of

carnivalesque narrative is convfncfng: Castle portrays the
.perpetrator of masquerade intriguem as displaying " t h e sartorial
hints of supernatural power

narrative influerrcen ( 134 )

.

..

symbolic of his or her

Lady Mary assumes the disguise-f or

instance, of the Turkish noblewoman striding undetected through
Istanbul streets-aa
the participant-

the mask of the storyteller, as well as of

T&e frequency of het Turkfsh-dress self-

representation in portraits bespeaks the invitation to the
stories which the disguise sirnimonsi.
Based on the identity politics to which the letters give

evidence, Jill Campbell's assessment of the disguise-fostering
situation offers a caution; she cannot accept as a defining
condition the temporary freedom that this disguise afforded.
Campbell minimizes the impression of the Turkish disguise with
the insfght that 'even when [ ~ a d yMary] reconstrues [ s i c ] her

female identity wfthin what she calls 'the other world' of
Turkish life, she does so primarily by compounding conventional
masculine and feminine roles rather than by reimagining either of
themw ( 7 9 ) .

In t h a t the conventions of male control have

demanded the covering, Campbell's point is well taken.

However,

the heady escape into Turkish masquerade marks her luxurfous but

brief exposure to customs so different from her own that she

cannot claim them as essential to her identity, and so she is

free to revel in them.

Susan O s t r o v Weisser and Jennifer

Fleischner qualify the potentaal freedom of the disguise as Lady
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M a r y touts it in print, for instance in the letter to Lady Mar
extolling its "entire Libertyn-creating potential (Letters
1.328):

Wepresentation

. . . may

be a distancing device that

allows us to look at a problem uncomfortably close to our own
experience, a 'veill
(15).

. . . for ideology that eases discomfortw

Her unwillfngness to remove her clothes for the bath arnong

naked Turkish wmen demonstrates that the altered appeasances can

work only if her own te-

for them have been met: Ifke Ingres,

w h o w i l l follow her lead to create the painting, "Le Bain TurcR

(1862-3), she takes the " p r e t e x t e " of viewing "not naked -men
but nudes," and

(Yeazell 114).

positions herself as an art-loving observer
The distinction appears slight, yet the aloofness

maintained in her refusal to join in the bare-skinned luxusy does

assert i t s e l f .

Clothed in the EnglIsh(men1s) stays, she remains

an outsider: however, muffled i n the Layers of outdoor robes, she

can briefly become an snonymous Turkishwoman. Like the Turkish
dress modeled before her admiring fellow aristocrats on her
return to England, the outfit that gave her freedom of the
streets in Turkey has only a superficial contribution t o make t o
her identity.

The interest in wearing disguises which Castle has
perceived in her--"a fondness for masquerade privilegesw (229

n.46)--continues throughout her correspondence, long after her
return ta the less singular experience of England.

Adopting the

dress or voice of someone not locked into aristocratie womanhood,

as she is, allows her the wider view of court-based conventions
and ideologies.

The s t o r y of her robed and hooded enttance, with
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a similarly swathed princess of Transylvania, inside the spaces

of St. Sophia (for men's eyes only) notifies readers of her
willingness to use dispise for risky expansion of her spiritual

awareness (qtd- i n t i f e 82-3).

In witnessing the ultimate

hidden, male-privileging ceremony, and living to describe it, she
gains perspective on the mildness of British strictuses against

women's public-sphere actfvity.

Now she can confidently voice

dissenting opinions concerning conditions such as divorce by
adulterous husbands and dowry barter of brides. things she would

accept w i t h a disempowered shrug before.

She can al80 test out

what changes would mean, by watching for reaction to her thoughts

as she presents them via a disguised self- In wInstructLng the
'Empire of Beauty,'"

Sandra Sherman profiles the apparently

feminist Lady Mary as an anti-feminist, in a Nonsense of CornmonSense essay (1737), as well as in a male-voiced p o m , "A Satyr"

(c.1718):

in these, she becomes someone who attacks women f o r

their frivolous assumptions about the world.

Sherman believes

that Lady Mary s t i l l holds proto-feminist ideals, in that she
attacks what c m be changed in women, namely their wiles in

dressing to advantage, and their attention to supe~ficiality-for
instance, when they buy the latest fashions--while entire
economic and political realms exist below the surface.

Thus Lady

Mary is recognizing the female sex as an "alternative base of
power,* causing Sherman to propose that readers must recognize

the still-perfectible in womankind; it is not "an always already
constituted (and hence monolithic, in~orrigible)~
body politic

(Sherman 1 )

To Shenaan, the attacks stand for readiness to
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take women on, provoke fresh thinking,

differently.

incite them to act

In the voice of the male proponent, Lady Mary can

enact such change, and without the risîc of censure from both
sexes that a woman stirring women's action would receive-as

Lady

Mary's amallpor campaign, attacked as a "mother's campaign,'
endured (Grundy, 9Fame" 23 )

.

For her erposure of the differemtly political voice i n Lady
Mary's poetrp, Sherman chooses "A S a t y r m (c.1718), a poem which
adapts Boileau's tenth satire, surveying the choices of wife, and

the consequent marriage and suffering that a typical upper-class

Englishman might endure.

Around this multi-layered bride

catalogue, Sherman builds her argument; with her analysfs, we can
construct a profile of Lady M a r y the proto-feminist crusader from

even tbis apparently misogynistic satire.
insipid innocent whose

Sherman features the

"glad Eyes the sighing Croud surveys

[sic]" (EP 212: 93). contrasting har as the p e t does, to t h e
decadent jade who "Courts your Footman or corrupts your Sonm ( E P

212; 8 6 ) ; both expose weaknesses of women's character, yet these

are not the only thumbnail portraits provided.

The images

contribute to a complex array of women's roles, including-among
the spendthrift and the miser, the flirt and the invalid-a

perfect w i f e , "the solid Cornfort" of her husband ( E P 210; 8 ) .

Though this image soon shatters, a lingering gaze on the "Learned
Shen

( E P 2 1 2 ; 148) reveals an undomesticated yet a compelling

figure.

Gazing into space, she "regards the motions of the

Starsn ( l S l ) , only to turn godless in frustration over
unexplained mysteries.

Sherman's interpretation, which
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underlines the misogyny of the piece by stressing the speaker's
male voice ( 7 ) , reaches only a limited understanding of the
poet's aims.

Recognized as a satire on the dismissive labeling

of women, the poem can tease an interest in the potential depth
below the types- Ending with the ferocious
challenges s h a l l o w perceivers of w-ly

woaian

reformer, it

roles to find the

stremgths within al1 the stereotypes, and t o question social

wlawsm t u t created the types in the f i r s t place.
The pair of Lady Mary's poems which take worldly lovers as
their subject answer the superficial stereotyping of 'A Satyrn

with a happy medium, voiced by both male and female lover.

'A

Mistress,* the poem written Fn the voice of Robert Walpole
addressing Maria Skerrett ( G r u n d y EP 234 n-1) responds to "The

Lovern ( c . 1721) in which Lady Mary takes "Mollyn Skerrett's
voice to address Robert Walpole.

wThe Mistressw (c.1723) treats

in mirror-form a l 1 the requirements of a perfect man--but takes

male voice, and characterizes the woman s u i t e d t o eternal love.
Laurence Lernet uses the poem t o define "subversion of the

canon," stating that his idea of women's poetry i n Lady Mary's
time is of "truth bursting out with female directness," and yet
finding that Lady Mary's poetry does not fit t h i s description

(Lerner 3 5 5 ) .

In her "polishedn poems, he asserts, "the bonds of

patriarchal conventions (are defied in a manner which is] not
directn ( 3 5 5 ) .

fndirectness positions L a d y Mary's writing for

the cause of stirring fellow women as a production separate from

those of Charke and Pilkington; the aristocrat appears to work
within the system. defying it through subversive messages while
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expertly using its conventional forms.

Lerner singles out 'The Mistriss" (c. 1723) as exemplifying

the double discourse; the poem adopts masculine voice to list the
qualities desirable in a waman.

The couplet, .May her Face and

her Mind to alure me conspire / And what one begun MY

the other

raise highet" (EP 237; 5-6), identifies the dual nature of a
woman's attractiveness, starting with physical beauty but

continulog with beauty of întellect.

The lines convey a point

central to the mirror-image aspect of Lady Mary's sense of self:
that she holds a rounded view on the body/brain aesthetic, and
valorfaes the 'beautifuln female braia.

A s La Belle explains, a

feminlst places the mirror "at a historical focus of female
identity and questions dichotomies between self and reflected

image, between spirit and flesh, between psychological presence
and physical body* (2).

The poetic speaker's ideal woman

integrates mind and body to create a strong whole person.

Re

further demands of her that she show discretion (not often
counted a possibility for women):

"In public

may

no loose

Demeanor betray / The Freedom she loves, and the Game she does
playn ( E P 238; 3 3 - 4 ) .

The idea that the woman participates in

public discourse, to the extent of having t o hide the loving

feelings there, invests her with a powerful public presence

unlike that of the hot-headed reformer of 'A Satyr," above.
Instead of embarrassing her lover by expressing strong opinions,
or serving as a showy object, pretty but empty-headed, she has
the power within h i s social sphere t o withhold her most dangerous

feelings from view.
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Even the poem that matches such potent empowerment as Lady
Mary's/Robert Walpole's "The Mistrissu contains subversive
themes.

"The Lover: A Balladn lends force to the idea that the

lover's thoughts came readily to Lady Mary, letting her step
outside her gender limftations for two perspectives on the same

scene.

Horace Walpole's hint that Lady Mary suppressed 'The

Mistriss" (Grundy, EP 236) merely auggests that political

priorities overrode literary ones for the poet &ose
and breathed in sight of a harah-judging public,

models lived

Instead of

psesenting "The Loves* as a generic, everytiitoman's poem-albeit
one that idealizes a man of the world-she

gives it t h e voice of

a confidante to Molly Skerrett, and names t r a i t s of the desired
lover that show him sensitive, attuned to the domestic sphere,
and prepared to keep her happy even if Society threatens t a

deprive them of togethemess.

The fact of both lovers'

indiscretions and inffâelities casts an ironic tone on the idyll
which Lady Mary creates; Fielding's possible suggestion that
Molly Skerrett has traits of "Mrs. Heartfree," an under-committed

lover, as well as his bold portrayal of Robert Walpole as "The

Screen," someone given to hiding transgressions and transgressors
behind his public image, convey the iovers' popular caricatures

(Golden 4 9 2 ) .

Nonetheless, through the sympathetic female

speaker, Lady Mary indulges a high-profile couple's illicit
af Zair :

But when the long hours of Public are past
And we meet with Champaign and a Chicken at l a s t ,
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May every fond Pleasure that hour endear,

Be banish'd afar both Discretion and Fear,
Forgetting or scoming the Airs of the Croud
H e niay cease to be formal, and 1 to be proud

.

a

( E P 236; 2 5 - 3 0 )

The man thus gifted with attentiveness wields real power in the
public sphere, yet the womiin does not need to wheedle, to promise

serual delights, or to pout, in order for her out-of-office love
to favour her requests.

Both mamhers of the pair subtly support

activities and beliefs for which an author who declared herself
might pay i n scandal.

An intriguing mood closes wThe Lover,"

invoking, with uncornfortable implications, some classical lovers
and their escape-bent love-objects:

'And as ûvid has sweetly in

Parables told / We harden like Trees, and like Rivers
( E P 236; 47-8).

are cold"

The implication that a virginal woman would

rather take permanent disguise in nature's dress (Grundy,

EP 236

n.) than submit before a "Lewd Raken casts a chi11 on the

delights that the poem has contained to its close.
'

*

The warning

thus lingers that if the woman considers herself undervalued,

placed among the wanton coquettes, she will retaliate by
withdrawing a s completely as the ôvidian maidens have, after they
have transformed into

a laure1 or a Stream.

This classical

caution lets us see Skerrett in a more innocent guise than does

Pope's naming her "Phryne," in 1731, in Epistle tu Bathurst

(121), Phryne being a woman whom Mack identifies as "a celebrated
Athenian courtesan" with many wealthy l o v e r s (?ope 5561; Lady
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Mary may have launched a pre-emptive strike against satirists

with a penchant for classical name-calling.
The situation of a hidden love usually generates

conventional Ann stereotyped famale responses; this kfnd of
romantic sighing typifies w h a t Charlotte Lennor's The Female

Quirote mocked, by showing it to be the result of romance-novel
reading, "a silly activity that will turn a woman's headw (Craft
Love poetry also proves conventional, except when treated

832).

as Lady Mary treats it--equally male and female inspired, equally
voiced, and in some cases, with the least valued participant in
the scene of love given unlikely sympathetic voice.

A n answer

poem at the opposite end of the emotional spectrum from the

tender pair above sends up misguided love.

Written by Jonathan

Swift, a man for whom Lady Mary usually shows the utmost

contempt,' "The Lady's Dressing Roomm (1732) exposes an upperclass beauty as a "gaudy Tulfp

. . . rais'd

from Dungn ( 1 4 4 ) ; the

tone and content inflamed Lady M a r y to answer with reference to
the point of view of the lower-class girl with whom a poet such

as Swift might consort.
Dr. S [ w i f t ]

The result, 'The Reasons that Induced

ta write a Poem call'd the Lady's Dressing room"

(c.1733), parades one unusual Montagu persona:

an impatient

whore.
Lady Mary's commentary models the mud-slinging approach to
theme which has attached to the Swiftian exercise ever since.

Critical approaches to Swift's nThe Lady's Dressfng Roomn have
treated the poem with its bodily functions-and
scatology--upgermost.

especially its

As Melinda Rabb interprets the poem,
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Celia's actions to eliminate and exfoliate bodily wastes signify

Bakhtinian "material acts

.

. . exaggerated

into a comic

transcendence of limitationu (376). With the m t t o , 'Shit lives
forever,.

R a b b identifies the contemts of the chamberpot, and

their subsequent identity in poetic form, as a .material escape

from oblivion'

(376).

There may be more pleasant ways of staying

in the memory of peers and descendants, but none so puagently
long-lasting.

Rabb's analysfs joins Ashraf Rushdy's and Brenda

Bean's in illustrating the sociological, slice-of-life
implications foregrounded in Swift ' s poem.

Lady Mary repositions

the poemts speaker for a different sense of class struggle from
the Bakhtinian one Rushdy foregrounds ( 2 ) , illustrating the pre-

Marrist idea that the impotence of a paying customer thwarted

(not only by his bought mistress's impatience with him, but by
h i s own sexual inadequacy) has led him to seek revenge:

DThe

Reverend Lover with surprize / Peeps in her Bubbys, and her

Eyes, / And kisses both, and trys-and

trysn (EP 275; 63-65). As

Lady Mary t o o k Arthur Gray's voice in two poems, "Epistle from

Arthur G [ra]y to

Mrs M[urra] y * and "Virtue in Danger. " so she

takes Betty's voice ln the answer to Swift.

The poems' analogous

s t a n d i n g to the response to Swift invites inquiry fnto their
identity politics;

each of the three privileges the perspective

of an *inferiorn (high-priced, in Betty's case, at E4 a throw),
while questioning the upper-class protagonist's own motives and

actions.

Each also works as an extension of the gossip that

inflamed Lady Mary's letters to her sister, critical of the mores
of London's élite.

Like the nmbarrassing "moment of truthn for
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the fumbling dean, ~ r s .Murray's exposed state reduces her before

her readers:

Yut, tut quoth he, 1 do not care;/ and so pull'd

d o m the Clothes:/ Wncwertd lay the Lady fair / From bubby to
her toesw ( E P 219; 56-59),

Gray's caressing tone shifts sympathy

in the " E p i ~ t l e ,so
~ it is shared bp the viewlng semant and the
upper-class object of h i s affection:

V saw the dear Dieorder of

your Bed,/ Your Cheek al1 glowfng wfth a tempting red,/ Your

Nightcloaths titmbled with resistless Grace,/ Your flowing Eair
plaid careless round yout face" CEP 223, 76-79).

Social barriers

break dom in both pictured subjects', Swift's and Murray's,

cases, with each lowes-class lover as commentator on the other's
reduced s t a t u s

.

Motivation had a simflar vengeful feature, in al1 of Lady

rumour reports she meant

Mary's servant-sympathetic endeavours:

to answer Griselda Murray's risk-taking betrayal of her social

class in having so flagrant an affair with an adulterer that a
servant like Arthur Gray could discover it and blackmail her
(Grundy, E-mail interview 12 DecPmher 1996).

Here in t h e

response t o Swift, Lady Mary adopts the scolding voice of Betty,
who served as a minor character in Swift's narrative poem.

Now,

her carping lower-class voice replaces Celia's muted (because

absent) high-toned voice in Swift's original:

Strephon, who found the room was *rozd,
And B e t t y otherwise employ 'd,

Stole in, and took a strict Survey,
Of a l 1 the litter as it lay

.

.-

. (5-8)
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Strephon's search through the intimate areas of the innermost
private lady's rooms (gros8 i n their cevelations) becomes Betty's

harangue at the voyeuristic

met,

unable (like Strephon the

soeker, pst-search) to reach arousal or climax with a woman.
The effect created by Betty's account of the story may be

characterfzed as noisy, causing a shift to occur between the

foregroundfng of the sense of sine11 as prima-,

hearing as primary.

and the sense of

Each sense fs assailed as the reader takes

i n the poem; late i n Lady Mary's, "The n m h gtown Furious roar'd
by God / The blame lyes a l l in Sixty oddw (EP 2 7 5 ; 7 4 - 5 ) .

Lady

Mary does not precisely ignore the stink of the dressing roam,
including the close-stool, as giving offense; yet her fascination

lies with the scolding harridan, railing against a lover who has
shown himself to be both du11 and unresponsive.

ûverlooking the

greater mi santhropy Swift displays in his satires, Laura Brown
calls "The Lady's Dressing Room" "a good example of [Swift's
misogynist poems'] typical structure

. ..a

d e s c r i p t i o n of the

a r t i f i c e by w f i i c h the true, corrupt nature of the female body is

concealedn (426). Recognizing that the poem i s "not so much

about feminine identity as about masculine desire and its

frustrations" ( R a b b 3761, Lady Mary provides an answer which
epitomizes the counter-suit, a sense of men's impotence with
living, breathing w o m e n .

The idealizing male narrators of love

poems construct "womanN wrongly when they exclude the physical;
both Swift's and Lady Mary's satires contain the physical,
demonized through the poets' yielding to what Rabb calls "a
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fundamental, or rather primitive, urge to humanize and degrade

forces w e cannot controlu ( 3 7 6 ) .
Ideal woman (she w h o Celia appears to be if t h e dressing

room is not exantined) strolls through eighteenth-century
Uterature beside a man for whom she miaics hiainelf in nmall,
attractive and adoring.

Thus, in her adolescent and early-adult

years, provided she took good care of her image, a woman would
f i n d herself sought after aggressively by men for her ability to

cast a pleasing reflection of them.

ifowever, when her looks

faded, or lost their attraction through her becomfng i l 1 or

disfigured, no m a n wished to behold hfnrself in her gaze, or in

her secondarg reflection of him- Mary Wortley Montaguts
suffering and surviving of a amallpox attack ( 1 7 1 5 ) figures in
her poetry as a break-off point, after which she loses the

attentions of gallants who have pursued her in order t o have her
beauty complement their own.

Further, the turning away of royal

attention, "the eye of royalty, from whom might be hoped

.

..

whatever royal persons have it in their power to bestoww (Mack,

Pope 295) gives the author a sense that her physical self has
been eclipsed-that

only through her wrfting can she gain regard

comparable to what her attractive face used to garner. The loss

of prettiness has transformed her to a companion who might
receive p i t y Ithough the running comment, "Pitted, not pitied"
[Mack 295; suggests otherwise).

After the smallpox, her

productive writing self represented her on the page in a positive
identity.

Illness dfsrupted the positive qualities of her

physical presence-though

it did not keep her from being admired.
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The report on this identity s h i f t , pivotal t o the "1" she

adopts for the rest of her Iife, takes substance in the Town

Eclog, Saturday:

Flavia."

The male gaze discussed in the

context of Lady Mary's childhood standing, as reigning beauty of
the Kit-Cat Club, gave her the need for continued adoration.

Attention and reflection took an apt and uncanny form during her

courtship bp Wortley; the emvelopem accompanying her letters to
h i m show his address as "Mr Wortly at h i s Lodgings weragainst
the Tavetn in Great Queen Street / A Looking Glasse Shopa (EMS
74).

Here, the mirror reflecting her occupies a double ptesence:

it is the man's assessment, and the image in the shop beside h i s

lodgings.

The gaze also affected her by its withdrawal,

according to the autobiographical regrets in the eclogue.
Smallpox has claimed her beauty, thus also claiming her active
court career.

Since beauty of face prsfigures a womanfs success,

the loss of this beauty m o t lead to a loss of standing.

Lady

Mary already recognized this superficial standard of inclusion in

inmost court circles, and captured it in the conventional
exchanges of courting males and responsive females, during her

pre-smallpox days, in "Written ex tempore in Companyw (1713):

While Thirst of Power and desire of Fame,

In every Age is every Womants Aim;
Of Beauty Vain, of silly Toasters proud
Fond of a Train, and happy in a Crowd.

( E P 179: 1-4)

Lady M a r y expresses droll unconcern over these petty
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involvements of the young woman at court; she shares the
awareness-if

not the sense of drollerp-with

a contemporary-

"Letters Moral anà Entertaining" (1729-33). by Elizabeth Singer
Rowe. fncludes a simil81 confession of uoments shallowness.

A

latter in which the correspondent tries to convey awareness of

the effect of beauty recorùs how a cousting count rasponds t o her

appearance:

"'My vaaity made me interpret every little turn of

gallantry as the mark of some peculiar value and innocent
friendship he had for m e

. . .'"

(Jones 2 4 ) .

Rowefs character's

self-awareness mltigates the delusional response to gallaatry,
but her behaviour itself establishes a nom of fentale behaviour

before men's ptaising of beauty:

vain belief in her worth, as a

result of her pleasing appearance.
Lady Mary's DMiss Cooper to--a confirms in a couplet the

worth of uastained young beauty:

"The Croud still follows where

1 please to pass / N o r need 1 dread the Censure of my Glassu ( E P

228 3 - 4 ) .

A t the

same t i m e that the beautiful woman gains her

desires, the one whose beauty bas faded or vanished loses s t a t u s ,
sense of belonging, integrity of identity.

Thus, "Saturdayn's

dominant image is the "Glass revers'd" ( E P 203; 3); its presence
argues that even denial or cloaking of disfigured beauty merely

postpones public response and greater individual suffering over
the face nshunn'd," anticipating the shunning of others:

"Eighteenth-century smallpox discourse w a s gendered:

referring

to men, it spoke of the danger ta l i f e ; referring to women, of
the danger to beauty"

(Grundy, "Fame" 1 5 ) .

Lady Mary's

involvement with the inoculation campaign grows out of this
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double association--out of an obligation to beautiful women and

productive men.

The sense of her own diminished beauty and her

brother's l o s t life would drive the cappaign with inward-inspired

energy

.

Beyond the obvfous points of comparison, of Flavia's beauty-

affecting loss to Belinda's, in me Rape of the Lock, one central

contrast emerges- In Belinda's case, the unreal, the fantastic
eleinents surrounding the loss and retreat, alleviate much of the
suffering-and

some of the pfty in which readets indulge ber.

The sprite-laments, Belfnda's orchestrated languor within the
Cave of Spleen, the celestial support for her vengeful

resolutions, lift the mood from the tragic.

Ln Flavia's case, by

contrast, the fanciful d ~ m a n dmade of the mirror, that it restore
her lost looks, gives way imediately to the more realfstic
"damage controln-ostepping aside for other women of uncompromised

(though initially lesser) beauty.

Flavia decides, rather than

becoming a universal target of pity or mockery, to stay hidden
"Where no false Freind will in my Greife t a k e part,/ And mourn my
Ruin with a Joyfull Heartn ( E P 204; 91-2).

In consequence of her changed fortunes, Lady M a r y chose t o
be like tydfa, of the "Fridayn eclogue, and treat her alienation

by concentrating on wit rather than beauty-directed

in Lydia's

case against the man for whom she has grown too old to be

mistress:

"No perjurrd Man! A Wife may be content,/ But you

shall find a Mistriss can sesent--" ( E P 2 0 0 ; 6 7 - 8 ) .

Lady Mary,

though, can s t i l l turn an understanding smile upon her cfrcle,
and r e m i n

stoic over the lessened attention ber looks receive.
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Her autobiographical fable, "Carabossen (c. 1739) reveals the
stoicism.

After the hateful serpentine Carabosse promises that

the fable-princess will lose her "admirable beauty by smallpox at
the age that she begins to feel its advantages,'

f a i r y named Spirituelle softens the curse:

[EP 384), a

"1 gfve her the

finest aiemory that has ever been, a sound taste, an astonishing
vivacity, tempered by a judgmeat that will measure a l 1 her nords*

(EP 384).

H e r personal compensations and consolations reflect,

eractly, the items on this list-

When Lady Mary's poetry exposes women's disempowerment by
lost beauty, each poem gives w r y voice to the processes that

follow beauty's decline.

Addressing her philandering spouse in

Lady Mary's "Epistle from Mrs. Y[onge] to her husband* (17241,

Mrs. Yonge reveals the current state of their marrfage:

"1 quit

the Woman's Joy to be admir'd / With that small Pension your hard

Heart allows" ( E P 231; 43-44).

Mrs. Yonge exemplifies the woman

replaced by a more powerful one; she s t i l l a t t r a c t s her own

lover, but the affair compounds her loss of social standing,

originating in her husband's disaffection.

Bitterly, she

instructs h i m on the treatment of her rival:

"More than her

Chambermaids, or Glasses, Lye,/ Tell her how Young she looks, h o w

heavenly fair" ( E P 232; 7 4 - 5 ) .

The images contrasting the

persona's tiny measure of husbandly admiration to the rival's
vast measur- atrest ta Drodge's observation that the strong
eighteenth-century woman manipulates her vitality and
attractiveness for position--and that without these attributes,

she has far less chance to shine in society, "a s o c i e t y i n w h i c h
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the female i s primarily sustenance for the male ego

.

. . her

conceit is initially a means of social empowerment which permits
her to operate rather independently within the strictures of her
Lady Mary's poem casts the

society's ritualsu (Drodge 81).

speaker's rival in the temporaty position of a blooming flower,

soon to fade; of course, the speaker herself has perfect
hindsight into the faded, wilted condition, and into the

husbandly âiecarding, since she has lfved it out herself.

A different consolation from berating the competitfon gives
Lady Mary some of the satisfaction in her self-concept that she

enjoyed before smallpor:

het eyes still attract intense

attention, especially from Alexander Pope.

F i r s t her colleague

in the composing of the Eclogs, next her avid correspondent while
she discovered the distaff s i d e of Turkish life, and finally her
neighbouring friend-became-enemy, Pope mollified--even lovedLady Mary before he vilified ber.

Letters bespeaking his

ecstatic regard for her answer her letters from Turkey, prosaic
by cornparison;

Pope dreams that he is "'Endymion gaping for

Cynthia i n a Picture' " (qtd. in Mack, Pope 303).

The creation of

E l o i s a to Abelard, according t o Mack, pays t r i b u t e to the

inspirational Lady Mary, who uncovered "an attraction that women

in distress would exercise on Pope's sympathies
poems, we encounter
Lady Mary

. . ."

,

. . Elofsa;

( H i m s e l f 323).

..

,

In the

in the real world, there w [as]

So deep is the poetic devotion

ta its narrating figure that it gains this kind of sympathetic

review:
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Pope's most sensitive treatment of the gaze is
t o be found in E l o f sa ta Rbelard, a poem i n which

the voice and passion of the female is privileged
over the silence and control of the male.

Yet,

it

is the male gaze that dominates the eye imagery of
the poem; the female gaze is more response than
invitation

. . . with

[Eloisa's] serual history

backgrounding the poem, she i s also the ntost
blatantly erotic of Pope's -men.

(Drodge 84)

Pope enlists Lady Mary's gaze when he describes these eyes as

responding to Abelard's:

My fancy fonn'd thee of Angelick kind,
Some emanatfon

of tht all-beauteous Mind,

Those smiling eyes, attemp'ring ev'ry ray
Shone sweetly lambent with celestial day (E to A 6 1 - 6 4 ) .

Borrowing to create the poemts central image becomes a higher
compliment still, when Pope takes the line from Lady Mary's

"Tuesday" eclogue, "Drinking delicious poison from her faceR ( E P
188; 61) and converts it t o focus on that one paired feature

stili shiningly b e a u t i f u l in Lady Mary's face:
deiicfous poison from thy eyeu ( E to A 122)-

"Still drfnk

Isobel Grundy

characterizes as benign Lady Mary's reaction to the borrowing ( E P
188 11-61),but does not extend attention to Pope's s h i f t in
detail.

When Lady Mary writes "MineR about the line in her copy
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of E l o f sa to Abelard, she evokes a dual borrowing

( Life

76 ) : Pope

has borrowed her line of poetry, but also he has reptesented her

eye's own "delicious poisonw on the page, drawing upon the pain
of hi8 own unrequited love for Lady Mary and identifying ft in
the self-refetential closlng:

And sure if fate

some future Bard shall join

In sad similitude of griefs to mine,

Along with the portrait in

the portraits for

which Lady Mary posed over the course of her life (more taan a

dozen of which are still e x t a n t ) pay tribute to her beauty and
standing and thus must be added to the sense of projected self.

Self images brought to canvas or paper, painted or drawn by
-

others but (in several cases) certainly conceived by the subject

herself, add to the exhibiting of Lady Mary's public identity.
Adler and Pointon's The Body Imaged, as well as Pointon's afangfng
the Head, can enhance the sense oftady Mary's involvement in the

cxeation of her own portrait

section of The Body

privileges the depiction of a subject as one form of language:

'the study of rhetoric

a wider study

productively appropriated

The a r t i s t i c perspective
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appropriated to a wider study of visual culturen (125)- The

artistic perspective here takes the .Nature of legibility in
relation to the body, constnacted as, or through, artifact"
(125); cholces of pose and dress, as well as inclusion of

emble~ticattributes, are part of the rhetoric ln which the

posing figure engages her contemporaries.

The commlssioning of each portrait, as well as its patentla1
withârawal from view if i t displeases the subject, make Lady Mary
its "producer" in a theatrical sense-its

patron and supporter if

it works and its final veto-power, threatening withdrawal if it
fails.

The earliest of the portraits displayed by archivfsts,

biographers and curators, Charles Jemas's 1710 painting,
portrays Lady Mary at twenty-one as a contemplative shepherdess,

staff in hand and lambts gaze upon her strikfng face (Life

Frontispiece).

Jill Campbell analyzes the pastoral setting here

as forming part of Lady Mary's self-image, yet also catering to
the current taste for the pastoral (80).

By 1715, the Young

matron captured in oils by Godfrey Kneller has taken contemporary
dress, though the classical contemplative gaze has not changedThe eyes have become the focal feature of the portrait, and will
continue t o gain foremost attention, except in the costume

dtawings and etchings that convey the exotic in the Turkish dress
which Lady Mary exported.

A decade later, Jonathan Richardson's

portrait of het prompts Pointon's response that "the actual
restoration of her beauty in paint [re-empowers the subject
partly] by that beauty's allusions to the oriental otherw

(Pointon, Head 1 4 4 ) .

Attention to ornament draws the gaze t o w a r d
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a p l e a s i n g whole, w i t h her transformed, smooth face as j u s t one

adorning a s p e c t .
One engrawed portrait, Vertue's, based on a mfniature by
Zincke (1738). promotes an icoaic v i s i o n of Lady Mary by
gathering her attributes in amhlem fonn arouad her.

The 1739

p o r t r a i t a r r a n g e s Lady Mary's immortal t r a i t s i n this pattern:

*oak-leaves and a trunipet f o r fame, a globe for travel, thres
books f o r l i t e r a t u r e , a caduceus and snakes f o r medicine and a
m h l s t i c k f o r attm(Jacket Rif).

The p o r t r a i t a r t f s t included the

Duke and Duchess of P o r t l a n d in the engraving, with their

attributes surrounding th=,

yet a focus on Lady Mary's part i n

the piece shows that societyts mirror has cast back a reflection
of a woman t o o rounded i n her s k i l l s and interests to gain j u s t

an nmblem o r t w o of s e l f - d e f i n i t i o n - s h e

merits a clutter of

symbols, just t o begin t o capture h e r image.

The mAhlstick has

its especial emphasis t o lead, as Lady Mary c o n t r i b u t e s t o the
a r t s not only by h e r poetry and prose, but by her patronage of
o t h e r writers l i k e Fielding-and

by her encouraging of p o r t r a i t

a r t i s t s t o t r y t h e i r hands a t making her image b e a u t i f u l .

When

Pointon h i n t s t h a t "women of t h e ruling class i n the eighteenth

century do seem t o have been a c t i v e l y involved i n the
commissionfng of portraits" (Head 1 4 5 ) , she i n d i c a t e s the agency
i n Lady Mary's artfstic selection-of

pose, d r e s s and ambience,

as w e l l as of the p o r t r a i t artist himseli.
One guise that nevet became a painted p o r t r a i t appears as a
w r i t t e n r h e t o r i c a l one.

I n her September 6 , 1739, letter t o

A l g a r o t t i , Lady X a r y s t y l e s herself as Don Quixote, contemplating
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the happy hour o f reunion with him, her Dulcinea:

"1 commend

rnyself to you in al1 perils like Don Quixote ta h i s DulcLnea. and
1 have an imaginatioa no less fnflamed than U s w ( 2 - 5 0 8 trans-)

H e r pursuit o f Algarotti w a s figurative in the letters she sent

in search of him, but literal in the departure for Europe in
1739.

Her journey taard Algarotti b a r s many stnilarities to

Quirote's quest for gloty in Ihhcinea's name; the Ldentity
politics of the distant lover, elrcling ever closer, definftely

bear analysis.

The lettex i s especially revealing as it is

composed by a woman who has imen referring to her delight over
Cervantes since girlhood (Letters 1,402)-

She idealizes the

object of her p u r s u i t , t o the point of distorting his position in
relation t o herself out of al1 recognition. just as Quixote
idealizes Dulcinea, a common village girl, as "the Empress of La

Mancha, the peerless Dulcinea of El Toboso" (DQ 78).

Lady Mary

reffgures the presence of t h e man a t the other end of her travels
as a saintly one, belonging t o someone who gives her "a devotion
f o r you more zealous than any of the adorers of the Virgin has

ever had for heru (Letters 3,501 trans.); Dulcinea, even in full
view of Sancho Panza as a pitcher of iron bars and a hot-chestnut

handler ( DQ 247 ) , could not have indulged in more earthbound
activities than those of Algarotti's, hinted at by Frederick of

Prussia; the aristocrat's homosexual liaisons in the courts of
Zurope have made b i m ill; the Crown Prince declares that he must

recuperate from " d e s bl&ssures de C ' h è r e [the injuries of
Venus)" (Letters 2.210 n.3).
The relationship between Lady M a r y and Algarotti-for

which
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the illness described above should have awakened concern but d i d
not-developed

mainly durfng a letter-exchange, w i t h the paper

relationship replacing the physical one.

In what can be inferred

as Algarotti's response to Lady Mary's early promises to make him

her love-object, holy or profane, ambivalence hardly shows.

The

mixed feelings arise when the quixotic, much aore pro-active,

Lady Mary, as a traveller free of her English obligations,

pursues Algarotti.

Finally, between Januazy and Match of 1741,

she is put off and repulsed as a more than forty-year-old

heteroseruaf woman.

Little in her romances would have prepared

her for such a rejection-and

in fact, the epistolary promise

that would occasion wrch of the imagfned bliss follows perfectly
the lines of a romance like Scudéry's C l e l f e ( 1 6 6 0 ) .

Lady Mary's corne-uppance, in casting herself so ambitiously

as a pursuer of a loved one and being turned d o m , makes her one

more female (rather than male, as she styles herself) Quixote.
She joins those for whom the abrupt end of lived romance must be
filtered through fiction,

Y e t the

romantic involvements of

Arabella in Charlotte Lennox's The Fenale Quixote ( 1 7 5 2 ) , which
was published a decade after the central events of Lady Mary's

hoped-for a f f a i r , contrast with the one passionate relationship

in Lady Mary's l i f e .

wQuixotism" as interpreted by Lennox

bespeaks the passive engagement in romance, rather than the
active pursuing of it-no

breathing gallant can show the traits

of the proper romantic hero.

Arabella makes her quixotism a form

of inert resistance to what does not suit her image of the loverelationship; she erects a bookish barrier between herself and
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her suitors,

'The novel buttresses its genre distinctions w i t h

I t associates the dangers of romance wfth the sins of

gender.

women and through t h i s association clinches its derision of the

[romance] forma (Dalzfel, fntro. 39).

The romance reader

indulges in romance at the risk of assocfating hersezf with the
evils she bas gasped over in safe privacy; Asabella avoiâs these

more often than she seeks thein--at least, in fleshly form.

Lady

Mary, havîng indulged the romantic w f s h with some preposterous

actions in pursuit, can now repent these moves at leisure, in
fiction and poetry that capture the sorrowful reality,
In Lady Mary's romantic t a l e , Louisa (1742-6),

she recasts

her rejected self as the young girl of the title, in the throes
of an attraction to the all-powerful Duke dtEngufen. The Duke,

resembling Algarotti i n looks if net actions (since he takes the
older -'s

i n i t i a t i v e , rather than being eeduced himself), is

repeatedly described as handsome, i r r e s i s t i b l e and enchanting (RW
The innocent girl who deserves to have the nunaery as

42-80).

her sanctuary, Vhe Solitude of her L i f e removrd from the

commerce of the Worldw ( R W 4 3 ) , instead

f i n d s that her refuge is

a pious brothel, whose Madam Maintenon genteelly procures

unattached g i r l s for rakish but discreet aristocrats.

The Dukets

approaches are at f i r s t met " w i t h that eager application
that

.

,

. more

than paid his Curiosity'

..

.

( R W 4 9 ) , and eventually

he finds he "could n o t defend himselfe against the Inevitable

charms of Louisan ( R W 5 1 ) After various subterfuges and planned
offensives, the Duke discovers he has become obsessed with the
one unassailable virgin in b i s realm--%er virtue alarm'd even by
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the pleasure she felt," i n an Pmhrace she is too innocent to deny
h i m ( E P 60).

At last, she dies rather than submitting to the

duke's lustful desire for her ( E P 8 0 ) , thus putting him through

an uncie.niable rejection.

In the process of unfoldfng this tale

with its heroine steadfast to the death, the author restores her

sense of p o w e r over romantic entanglement.

Contemporary with the romantic h u i s a , a regretful song by
Lady Mary, ' A a s w e r to an Inipromptu Song M d r e s s ' d t o m e at

Avignon by the Count-"

(1746),

expresses her w i s h not t o be led

on any further:

Chantez, chantez vostre tendresse,

Arachez moi mon Coeur par Force ou par Adresse,
Tachez de le gagner, pour moi j e le permets,

Je n'ai point encore fait d'Efforts pour le defendre,
Mais vous n'avez pas scu l e prendre
Et ferez aussi bien de m'en parler jamais. (1-6)

My verse adaptation of this melancholy poem follows:

Sing, of thy tend'rest tokens sing,

My heart, this dove's not caught by lure or spring.

Try winning-for

myself, 1'11 bid you try.

No defense will 1 use t o make you cease,
Yet speeches giv'n on love's increase,
You'll have to learn, this talk 1'11 utterly deny.
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Algarotti's attractiveness and desirability have drawn her away

from her supports (but also her social burdens) in England-yet
then the attraction itself becomes a liability.

If the Lacanian

mîrror reflected Lady Mary closely at this point of flight toward
Algarotti, ft would show a renegade, someone who had t-ed

her

back on conventions and mores that had previously esmconced her
among inhabitants of English society's uppermost level.

In

making the choice of flight toward an uncertain, illfcit love,

rather than country-house arrest, Lady Mary gave cbase, rather
than waiting to be the prized, stationary object of her lover's

affections, like a velvet-encased fewel.

Remaining in Europe

after the assignation failed to take hold, she discovered a n e w
self, the solitary one, hidden mostly happily from her p e r s .
Lady Mary undertook not just an abstract, anti-social

retreat but an actual, personal retreat from the glare of the

mirror, givfng practical application to her declarations of
withdrawal.

Spacks and La Belle concur that the mftror-avoidance

of the self-exiling European years exists on a literal level, as
this letter asserts:
Figure in a Glass.

"It is eleven Year since 1 have seen my
The last Reflection 1 saw there w a s so

disagreeable, 1 resolv'd to spare my selfe such mortifications

for the Future, and shall continue that sesolution to my Live's
end" (Letters 3.135),

To feminist analysts, Lady Mary's refusal

becomes a form of self-liberation-a

defiance against the

humiliating reminder of age and fading.

"What she wishes to

avoid is the tyranny of the mirror, its power to identify her as
aged, ugly, or simply mortal," La Belle voices it (139),
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following Spacks's observing that Lady Mary

assumes that looking in mirrors is a proper
occupation for those who find stnnething pleasant
$0

look at

. . . . Treating her mirror

image as merely one

among the many images available as sources of pleasure
or pain, she connnits herself fairly to the side of
pleasure.

(292)

Yet by denying its power aloud, Lady Mary refers to its strength,
protesting--possibly too much--agafnst a hitherto undeclared foe.
Her escape from English society-as-mittor, however, confisms
the multi-leveled motfvation of her relocating in Europe.

She

writes (Letters 3.181) of choosfng her friends, now (though some
choices, such as the dangerous landlord, Count Palazzi, show pool:
judgment); she sends letters rfch in narratives about picking her
occasions, setting foot in the British embassy only if she has

not currently declared war against its ambassadorial staff
(Letters 3.202).

She also travels within Europe, tather than

remaining w i t h people whose image of her has grown stale.

And

she writes her moral tale, Princess Docile, focus of the
following chapter, in the same tinie-frame as her acknowledgment
of Lennox's FemaZe Qufxote-the novel which articulates her own

romance inspirations--while opening up a far more exotic world
through use of the oriental tale.

Here, Lady Mary will set one

more quixotic heroine on her wanderings toward self-knowledge.

1 Among wtds and deeds th8t inAicate Lady m ' s contemptuous
attitude to S w i f t , as nll as to Pope and Bolingbroke, the
dbcorting of hertcopfteys a mst Odious s a g e :
s

Even aa late as 1757 (long after al1 three had dird),
she shOY6d an Bnglish friead u b 9isited har in V e a i c e
how her close-stool n s pafnted like the bscks of
books by these three- She had koavn the0 -11, ah., said"They uere the gteatest Rascas, but 8he had the
satisfaction of shitting on them every &yn
(Mack P e p e 555).

. ..
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Chapter 7

The A u t h o r as Conttolling Parent

The quixotic central character who can serve as a nrask for
the author--art imitating as well as feeling out life-has

chance to develop fn Prfncess Docile.

a

Lady Mary produces, ln

this story of "ironie disillusiona ( G m d y , RW -1)

which now

bears the name "Princess Docile," a romance uriting-4rundy's
titular tenu for the short fictions ( R W x i v ) .

In spite of the

collection's title, Docile t u m s out t o be as anti-romance as a
narrative can be, on Juliet McMasterts definition of the genre of
romance in the eighteenth cent-

as 'assoclated with d r e m ,

falsehood, and distempered btainsnl and contrasting w i t h writers'
l i n k s " t o R e a s o n , t o Nature, t o T r u t h , to Realitym (393).

Probably completed around 1762 (Grundy RW m i ) , Docile extends
the mythography of Mary Wortley Montagu in sustained fictfonal
form; the second-longest fiction, Louisa (c. 1756), stands at
forty-six printed pages, roughly half the length of Docile.

The

longer narrative, written in French, features a protagonist whose
story is named after ber owing to editorial decision made by
translater Isobel Grundy, since Lady Mary left the manuscript

copy untitled (HMS 8 0 ) .

The work could as easily have been named

"La Princesse Docile et le Prince Sombrem in t h e original, in
accord with French conte tradition ( R W x x i i n.2).

Docile, who

ventures after truth through a hostile world, coexists in the era
of her composition with the heroes of two contemporary tales also
concerned with quests for knowledge:

Johnson's Rasselas and

Voltaire's Candide, both published in 1 7 5 9 .

All three owe part

of their quests' shape to Cervantesr Don Q u i x o t e , but Docile's
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debt reaches further than those of the other two heroes, in that

Montagu aligns her central character not only with Cemantes'
questing hero, and to some extent with his counterpart in

L e ~ o x ' s me Fernale Qudrote (1752), but also, paradoxically, with
Quirote's lady love, Dulcinea.

Princess Docile becomss one more

female Quirote among several in Lady Mary's fiction and letters-

but she also represents the goal at quest's end.

The identitp politics exhibited fn Princess Docfle casa be
fsolated, to show Lady Mary's final long vork accommodating a

political statement that fixes on the strictures of a woman's

role.

Lady Mary expresses her unique view of silenced

wolaan,

an

aspect of her own identitp borne out in Docile's frustrated selfdefinition, by placing the princess in a position inhabited by

princes in most other works of the romance-tale genre (Craft
833).

She may n o t be commfssioned to slay giants (DO 991, and

she f a i l s to kfll monkeys engaged in bestial relationships with
women (Voltaire 5 9 ) , but Docfle fs stfll a searcher after

satisfaction, championing Truth and Honour as Phoennix-like
virtues in need of a self-sacrificing guardian (RW174). Lady
Mary emphasizes-while

throughout-the

aiming lronic volleys a t the romance genre

outrageous affronts and s l i g h t s which the

princess tolerates, taking into special account, prior to the

travels the heroine is forced upon, the cruel w h i m of Docile's
motber, the Queen of Contra-

synopsis).

(see appendix for a narrative

An overview of the relative innocence, malleability,

and sociability of Docile, taken together with the outlooks of

Rasselas and Candide. and with the epic-shaped outlook of Dor,
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Quixote-an

analogue at the mature end of the philosophic

continuum--reveals the puspose of Prfncess Docile, as well as of

Lady Mary's other fictions:

she ha8 placed al1 her protagonists,

who are finally al1 s i p i f i e r s of ber own identity, m l d w a y
between the helpless and the heroic, the victfm in need of rescue

and the brave rescuer,

Docile's gender and socfal role, her

positioning as a marker in the royal game of succession, create
pivotal conflicts that differ from those of the heroes above, to

whom she is compared.

Ros Ballaster asserts, concerning the

Princess of Clèves #hose story is held up to Docile for selfmodeling, "Not only is Maàame de Cleves one of the first marrfed
heroines ln seventeenth-century fiction, but [she also
lntroduces] a radical dfsjuaction between knowing reader and
unselfconscious heroine" (55).

While Docile rarely falls i n t o

the fits indicative of "somatic and hysterical female victims of
passionn that also distinguish the Princess of Cleves (Ballaster
5 5 ) , she shares the married s t a t e and, in her compliant daze, the

unselfconsciouness, of her French forebear.
Lady Mary knew more of Candide than of Rasselas

( if

she knew

the latter at all) after the Voltaire work's 1759 publication,

when she was probably close to completing Docile. A delighted
reference to Voltaire's self-display, translated below by
Halsband, perhaps alludes to Voltaire ' s La Poucelle d 'Orleans
( 1 7 5 5 ) ; through hyperbole, the comment to Algarotti illustrates

how Voltaire inspired Lady Mary:

1 have seen a work of Voltaire's where he pays homage to
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himself in the most beautiful
he sing his own praises!

Panegyric!

mariner.

With w h a t Fite does

That is wtmt is called a sincere

(~]omethingalmost unique.--1

temptatfons to imitate him.

feel vlolent

(Letters 3.302)

The review whfch she wrote inside ber copy of -dide,

" delicleur" (Grundy, RW m), reinforces
her reaction to Voltaire.

the sense of warmth ln

Her gradua1 awareness of Jofinson as

central author o f The Ramblerconttasts i n its tone, however:

The Rambler fs certainly a strong misnoaaner.

Be

allwaies plods in the beaten road of hi8 Predecessors,
following the Spectator (wlth the same pace a Pack

horse would do a Hunter) i n the style that 1s proper

to lengthen a paper.

(Letters 3 . 6 5 )

No evidence of an awareness of Rasselas appears i n the letters,
but w i t h Candide and Quixote in her possession, along with "the
whole library of Mrs. Lemox's Female Quixote" (Grundy, "Books*
8), she had occasion t o refer to (or at least consider) the other

authors ' narratives.

M a r y Anne Schof i e l d asks , "Are [women]

noveliçts fettered by conventional iconography or are they free
to invent new patterns of distinctively feminine lpoagery?w (2)

In Docile, the pr~tagonist's image and identity hold the answer.
Regarding the central tales--lady Mary's, voltaire's

and

Johnson's--critics agree that the tradition of the Oriental tale
i s followed by a l 1 European writers who employ *exotic settings
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to give fresh critical eyes to our societym (Solomon 29).

The

designation of Oriental or Eastern tale signals inclusion of

Eastern themes, *the nationalities of the characters, the entfre
setting and

. . . incidents . . .relat[ing]

traditionm (Kolb xxriv).

the narrative to the

In an "appreciation" prefacing the 1932

edition of Candide, André Maurois refers to Voltairews story as

. . . and the

the "union of classic French

life formed by the fatalist Orient

dissonance" (Bair 9).

Al1

fantastic Image of

. . . produc[ing]

a novel

four storytellers--Johnson, Voltaire,

Cemantes and Montagu-declare

their indebtedaess to Eastern

tales within their narratives.

Johnson dO8s this in bis

characterization of the Arab astronomer who kiânaps Pekuah

(Rasselas 136-7); Voltaire does, too, with the old lady's tale
of her slavery among the Janizaries and Boyars (Bair, Candide
48). Cemantes does, frequently, &y reference t o the Arabfan
Nights and the other tales that have led Quixote to try to

emulate their manly heroes.

Lady Mary d o e s , i n t h e meta-

narrative of Docile that sharply identifies Docile's role models
( R W 111).

Docile "ardently accepted the Imprint of Heroism; she

was enchante& with Telemachus

. . . and

she vowed that al1 her

l i f e she would possess the Silent Modesty of Antiope

111)-

The epic

.

- " (RW

and the oriental tale inform these Europeans'

s t o r i e s , with an extra bookishness, the "textual attitudem
located in Docile's nature, as well as in the nature of Candide

and Quirote, forming the perspective Said mentions i n describing
th literary influence of orientalism on European characterization

-

(92)
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Another influence shared by Docile and Don Q u i x o t e is t h e
supernatural one.

For Cemantes, the evocation of divine beings

in Virgilfan eclogues (DQ 594) gives shape to the imagined

sorceters and their enchantments in Don Qufxote. For Lady Mary,
the fairy-tale-and

speciffcally "the second generation of contes

which mock the happy endings of the firsta (Grundy, RWut1i)--

informs the creation of fair5es and extra-terrestrials in Docile.
The mocking tone that shows a bored Paf-

or a cynical enchaater

probably takes i t s cue from the Contes de

W r e L'Oye of

Charles Perrault (l6W), the endings of which ridicule any
assuniption that fairy storfes will turn out for the b e s t .

Ainied

for the French court, the tales show the limits of enchantment:
Red Riding Hood is seduced and consumed, r a t h e r than rescued,

in

her bedroom scene w i t h the wolf; Cindetella's stepsisters

mutilate themselves bioodily to fit fnto the slipper, and her
stepmother dies horribly at fairy-tale's end.

As Charlotte SI

Huck explicates tbeir themes, these tales speak to adults (68,
187).

A similar grown-up tone accompanies the fairy enchantments

within Docile, where the Fairy responds at last to Docile's

importuning mother, who "had acqyired her Friendship by her
Negligencen; tired of the Queen, the Fairy gets rid of her by

casting a qufrky spell:
163).

"[S]he turned her into Brie Cheese* (RW

The adult level of discourse interprets ancient themes

through the use of court-weary wit.

In each of the three adult narratives, the central

character's innocence is tested by the trials of arduous
journeys, .after which the great teacher called experience, along
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with some lesser human teachers, begins to alter how the person

responds t o his or her choices.

The transfornative power of each

journey manifests itself inside the charactet in changing his Or
her dealings with other human beings.

As Spacks says of

Lennor's

Arabella, another questar after a romantic ideal, several %igh

and noble adventuresm await Docile, measuring *her determination

to create signlficancem (Spacks, "Sophisttym 534).

Each journey

ha8 a mimetic q w l i t y , catching the awakeaing poung persan at
pivotal stages of camprehension during growth.

The innocent

serves as palimpsest for the events of the s t o r y t o stamp upon,

so that al1 imprinted messages stay, even though they ntay
contradict the evidence of wftnessed actions.

Lady Mary's

philosophe, Grundy asserts, stays "out of touch with the real

worlda (RW rxiii), holding to the first "tsuthsn he has received
and subsequently delivered, though repeated experience disproves

them.

Voltaire crafts Pangloss's example to Candide

out of the

philosopher's household preachings, which makes Pangloss *the
greatest philosopher in the province, and therefore in the whole
worldu (18)- Here, Candide's assessment places ironic s t r e s s on
the narrowness of Pangloss the sole model's range, and raises

questions about whether provincial teachings can have rnerit
outside their small domains.

The early training clings to the

consciousness of Candide as he wanders, allowing him to rouse
himself only gradually to the teachings' falseness.

Examples of

the basic theme of s t i r r e d and tested imocence reveal the core

temperament of each character-Candide,
or she awakens to the wider world.

Docile, Rasselas-as

he
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The authors lay out conditions surrounding birth and early

upbringing for each young aristocrat (or, ln Candide's case, poor

relation to the aristocracy).

Rasselas's joining into the

sheltered (if unhappy) life of his royal Abissinian siblings
matches Candide's sharing of the life of his cousins, though they

are legitimate heirs, while ha takes the position of bastard-ward
(Voltaire 17).

Docile's royal parents' early wiahes for her can

be granted by an indifferent fairy-godotother:
F a i t y , 1 grant you a perfect Docilfty.

*Rfght, said the

You will bear a daughter,

and you may Confidently name her Princess Docilen (RW108).

In

al1 cases, the original condftion for child-rearing, the rarefied

atmosphere of the court, provides both shelter, cocoon-like, from
the harsh outer world, and a certain distortion of perspective
amang the privileged heirs.

As Johnson says of Rasselas's early

years, "the sons and daughters of Abissinia lived only to know

the soft vicissitudes of pleasure and repose, attended by al1
that were skilful to delight, and gratiffed with whatever the

senses can enjoyn (11).

Hflton adds that a "foetal' connotation

accompanies Happy Valley imagery, which "resolves into different
stages in individual (here, male) psycho-sexual deveiopmentn ( 4 ) .

In the breaking up of the pleasant palace life cornes the initial
conflict; though Rasselas chooses to escape it (Johnson 21), both
Candide and Docile find themselves thrust roughly out of it, as
if they had never really belonged.

"Baron Thunder-ten-Tronckh

happened to pass by the screen [where Candide and Cunegonde
kissed]; seeing this cause and effect, he drove Candide from the
c s s t l e w ~ t hvigomus kicks in the backside'

(Voltaire 19).
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d i s t a n t from the Capital, where she was almost banished, much to
the Pleasute of the Queen

...

( R W 112).

a

While she has not

taken kicks t o place her there, Docile has lost control in the
choice of her own dwelling-place, as Candide has.

Though

Candide's f a t e is shared by the youngest (or least conventfonal)

son in numerous fairy tales, Docile's 1s the expulsion of the
erring daughtet in standard romances; Catherine C r a f t registers
that the plot pattern of romances co~~entionally
includes "female

error and subsequent submission* (832). Tbough Docile's
submittfng fnforms the novel from its start, her removal from the

heart of court-life after an adoption of unpopular meditating

behaviour (RW 110) holds to this plot-Une.

A . abased identity

for the princess, suitable for an outcast, emerges.

Rasselas's escape from the Happy Valley demands assessrnent
of its subtext:

confinement has masqueraded as a life of ease

and idleness. withholding from Rasselas the freedom to pursue h i s
burning questions (Johnson 16).

Unlike Docile and Candide, he

f i n d s no contentment in place, but must wander for a sense of

completion:

" [ H ] e resolved to obtain some knowledge of the ways

of men [and sol determined to keep his design always in view. and

lay hold on any expedient that t i m e should offerw (22).
Rasselas's motivation, contrasting to Docile's, is shared with
Quixote, who travels with the burning belief that this choice is

no choice at all, but h i s destiny.

Of a supposed enchanter,

Quixote telis his n i e c e , "1 affirm that he will never prevail
over what has been ordained by Beavenn (DQ 95).

The two

deliberate wandzrers have shaped t h e x own adventures, whereas
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the two outcasts have felt the force of a parent-figure's i r e ,

and have set out because the choice to remain was denied to them.
Both outcasts are presented with a utopia over the course of

the travels, however, and both reject the bllssful choice:
Candide beholds Eldorado, and Docile learns of Venus.

The land

of gold shismers i n t o v i e w for Candide as an ideal but

inaccessible world, the exception to the rule of human
ttnhrrppiness (Kolq Rasselas x l i i i ) : it gleams with the same light

as the one amrrnnting from Venus, in the world of Prfncess Docile.

Because her obligation to husband and parents resigns her to an
earthbound fate, Docile b o w s out of going to venus w i t h her
kindred spirit Philocles--to the place where, he assures her, she
would "enjoy imortality with me [; ] a Cloud can convey us in a

moment t o my Father ' s Palacem ( RW 131 )

.

Candide has similar

pressing earthly concerns to Docile's, sfnce each hopes to

restore social standing; but Candide also âiscovers that access
to the utopia t o whfch he has fled is a one-time-only

opportunity:

"It's impossible to sail against the current of the

river that miraculously brought you here

...

[and the]

mountains surrounding my kingdom are ten thousand feet high and

as s t e e p as a wall" (71).
Princess Docile has gtown in the constricted space created
for her by Lady Mary, directing the Queen of Contra-;

and t h e

~
3 i r roams
l
because the space is too crowded when she becomes her

mother's rival.

Obedient to whatever teachers t r a i n her, she

adopts their attitudes and actions so perfectly that her mother
rages against the result of perfect cornplfance.

Docfle's is not
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the "learned helplessness" identified in psychology tertbooks,

but congenital helplessness.

The selfish responses of Lady

Mary's Queen establish the narrative's central conflict;
combining contrariness (and therefore dfspleasure over whatever
she ha8 approved before) with neglect of her daughter, the que=

ensutes that Docile will fail her.

Flow can Docile follow

her

mother's ways if the Queen retreats from her upbringing, holding

to a maxim o f underinvolvement?

The Queen maintalns, "[G]006

breeding does not allow me to undergo the fatigue of instructing
the chfld myself" (RW 1 0 7 ) , and thus causes Docile's

misunderstanding and consequent heartache.
Lady Mary's prfncess suffers under her mother's care, but at

least she has a mother; Voltaire's protagonist occupies the

tentative status of the hanger-on.

Candide's upbrfnging, like

that of the legitimate heirs to the Baron, lies in the bands of
servants and tutors, yet his learning

environment resembles Lady

Mary's own, rather than Docile's, in that Candide is marginalised

as a pupil-not

the intended target of higher learning, but happy

to receive the tutelage he d o e s .

The Baron's blithe tolerance

gives him access to knowledge that would usually be restricted.
The attitude with which the youth receives learning matches

Docile's:

each has a wide-open acceptance for the views and

learning of others, owing to a constitution either "candidu--open
and honest-or

*docilen--ready and even eaget to receive what

learning is given.

The blessing/curse is innate within

Voltaire's central figure, while in the case of Lady Mary's
protagonist, it has been wished upon the g i r l by the Queen of
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Contrary's patron-fairy.

In each protagonist's situation, the

actions that arise from misinterpreted learning lead to horrors
that, owing to an ingrained innocence, neither fully grasps.

David J. Langdon assesses the consequences to readers who learn
of Candide's assailed innocence:

'[P)erhaps

the most obvious

paradox of Çandide is that, despite the rejection of optimism and
the stress on e v i l and suffering, it i s not a gloomy lamentation

but a comic satirew ( 2 8 ) .

Docile's tale also avoids the tone of

gloont, instead revealing witty comedy at every turn; but her il1

fortune, along with the il1 wishing by supposed suppcrters,
contrasts dramatically with the lucky breaks and happy reunions
that greet Candide in almost every scrape.

The contrast of

Docile's more realistic fate with Candtde's more fantastic one
could have garnered this criticism, by a Johnsonian contemporary

who w a s instead assessing Rasselas:

* (Readers who) expect to

frolic along the flowery paths of romance, wfll find themselves
hoisted on metaphysical stilts, and born aloft into regions of

syllogistical subtlety, and philosophical refinementu (Ruffhead
qtd. in Kolb, Rasselas rlix).

The behaviour of Docile's woman

Emily during the marriage between Docile and Sombre shows the

typical disloyalty among her companions:

"men she [Emiw saw

they were to embark, she decided to abandon her mistress there

...

[as] she did not mean to share the Queen's unhappy fateu

( A W 132-32).

By contrast, Candide's same-sex cornpanion, Cacambo,

"was in despair at having to be separated from a good master who

had became his close friend, but the pleasure of being useful to
him overcame the sorrow of leaving him" (Voltaire 7 4 ) .

ühereas
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Candide's friends' kindness reinforces our belief in human good,
the betrayers who populate bocfle embody Lady Mary's assertion of
harsh probabilfty in human relations.

The kindness of family and friends features in Rasselas and
Candide, but not in Doci le.

As w i t h

of age-peers nurtures the poung

ian,

Rasselas, the cnmpanionship
Candide.

H e r solitude in

her own generation sets Docile apart, and this is owing to the

Queen's selfiahness in not bringing pore nuisance-producing
children into the world; the self-centered queen thus has no one

else t o torment so conveniently.

When Docile gives away ber

jewels to her opportunistic coqanion Lady Artifice, she must
appear bare-necked and armed at the King's Birthday-but

her

appearance is only enhanced by the absence of adornment.
Instead of the artairation or acceptance that a loved daughter
would receive, Docile's perfection provokes this reaction from

her mother:

[T]he Queen, who had found her daughter increased in
stature and Beauty in a manner to irritate the best
Mother in the universe, was not slow to suggest t o her

Husband that the princess had failed in respect to him
and desesved at least an exile of some years to teach
her good behaviour.

(RW118-19)

The autobiographical aspect of Docile's coming of age shows in
the neglect which Mary Pierrepont endured, so that she learned in
the absence of supportive parental guidance.

In substitute for
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Lady Mary's dead mother, Docile has a withdrawn one, whose only

contact with her daughter occurs when that daughter gives
offense.

The influence of Docile's tutors and cnmpanions,

greater than that of parents, creates fntriguing messages for

readers about the author's own models.

If w e t a k e the

philosopher's anti-material advice as a fotandatfon for her own
early lessons, for instance, she may be seen as deliberately
playing d o m traditional adornments, perhaps contributing to the
reaction her casual dress sometïmes caused,

Also, Lady Mary

refers several t u e s to her susceptfbility to the stories and
beliefs of her nurse, " M i n g exactly the same as Clarissa

Harlow's, her pious Mrs Norton so perfectly ressembling my

Governess (who had been Nurse to my Mother) 1 could almost fancy
the Author was acquainted with herU ( Letters 3 25-26)

The

nsuperstitious Tales and false notionsm this woman passed on
caused, decades later, a bitterly distasteful delayed response.
The tutors of Docile share conditions and qualities with
Candide's Pangloss and Rasselas's Imlac, besides the confined

world in which they begin the teachings of their young charges.
One aspect of the teachers' presence is their imposition of a

non-aristocratie-even an anti-aristocratie--wor1d-view, which

serves to widen the outlook of the young royals.

Imlacts

description of his merchant father's treatment by "governours of
the province" saddens Rasselas (Gohnson 321, j u s t as Pangloss;~

urging of love for the servant class, no matter how diseased,
touches Candide (Voltaire 26); similarly, James, the charitable
Anabaptist, instills sympathy in Candide for the middle-class
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conditions of bankruptcy and pursuit by creditors (Voltaire 27).

Docile' s tutors enrage the Queen of Coatrary with their

indoctrination of her daughter in ascetic values, though al1 they
have done is t o take up the task which the mother snubbed.

The

results of Docile's learning, carried on out of her motherts
sight and influence, guasantee the queen's displeasure.

In the

H e n n i t and the Philosopher, Lady Mary creates mouthpieces for

esoteric belief systems thut must make Docile allenate herself

from court l i f e .

From the first, she le-

antl-material,

meditative views, and from the second, she derfves the opinion
that the individual must be self-effacing, unwilling t o hold

herself above the s t t e a m of hllm~nity. Each teaches her to
withdraw front the social bustle that a princes8 usually joins--

and even leads, at the head o f processions.
L i k e Docile, Rasselas receives his educatlon isolated from

the common crowü of h i s subfects-to-be.

Unlike Docile, Rasselas

enjoys the support and camaraderie of numerous siblings in his
Happy Valley palace.

Docile 1s clesrly identified with her

rnother, even though the queen's actual involvement is minimal;

Rasselas links strongly with his father as "the fourth son of the
aiighty emperour," yet sees this imperial parent only during "the

annual v i s i t which the emperour paid h i s children (Johnson 9 ) .
The surfeit of pleasure within Rasselas's valley compares to the

sensory overflow of Docile's training, since each form of

instruction induces the royals to "pass their lives in this
blissful captivity" (Johnson IO), worrying about nothing outside
their individual well-being.

Enduring t h e Philosopher's coilege-
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master style of tutoring, Docile becomes "quite stuffed with
Sentiment" by ber course in romantic novels, though itony plays

through the e f f e c t s occurring--opposfte t o the ones each novel
should produce, according to the Philosopher. She reads The

Princess of Clèves, as o b s e m d above, to .brighten her spiritsw
[RWIII), despite its theme of misbegotten, scsadalous love-

The uses of love and frfendship gain focus in the degree of
sociability shown by each tale's principal; among the tales'

messages, Lady Mary's w i s t f u l l self-definition, through Docile's
relation to friends, clearly eiaerges: "1 have never dared hope
[jewels] would bring me so lively a pleasure, a joy as
Incomparable as that of being sertriceable to a Friend* (RW117).
Unfortunately for Docile, yet meaningfully for Lady Mary's

purpose, the friend receiving this news 1s the deceitful Lady
Artifice-and

she signifies friendship the way the loveless

Sombre signifies martiage.

McMaster situates *the standard

motifs of romance* in loverst encounters toward the certainty of
happy marriage (397)-oaltered by the anti-romantic tales i n t o

conclusions marked by solitude and loneliness; she finds friendfigures of a "parody-romance" to include "an attendant Quixote

. . . who

intrigues to make life conform to the fictionn (398),

and so indicates that the Quixote/Sancho Panza bond endures in
the English novel.

Between Candide and Cunegonde, as w e l l as

Rasselas and Nekayah, the k i n s h i p involves blood ties (Voltaire
56) and more, w i t h the first-cousin incest in Voltaire playfully

submerged under the family outrage about Candide's impure
bloodline.

Between Docile and her companions, no such bond can
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form.

The only kindred partnership she takes up must be doomed

from the start, as Philocles, the other-wcrldly spirit, embodies
the wisdom of the alien-a

wisdom that causes him to retreat to

his native Venus when he can no longer bear the social pressures

upon his beloved princess.
distance

passion.

Back on his own planet, 'time and

. . . contrfbuted to curing the Prince of hi8 unhappy
He forgot Docile, and wowed never t o revisit that

planet, whare an honest man is exposed to [unequal] Warfarew (RY
134).

The messages embedded i n other relationships Docile has

thrust upon her concur with Philocles' assessment, that isolation
must be preferable to these connections.

Each self-serving

cornpanion to minister to Ptincess Docile reveals her n a t w e more
plainly : her "Governess [who] accustomed her to neglecting her

appearance as beneath her attentionw because of the governess's
own ugliness ( R W l 1 1 ) is followed by Lady Good Sense (given to

ridiculing al1 atound her) and Lady Artifice, who 'knew so well
how to profit from every emotion that in a few days [~ocile]

could not do without ber" ( R W l 1 3 ) .

Each assistant conforms to

villainous stereotypes with the effect of making Docile "the

traditional sexually-persecuted heroine of romanceu (McMaster
399)- By the time Docile finds herself bound by royal

circumstance to Prince Sombre, she has endured so many cruelties
of her "amies de cours" (court or fair-weather friends) that

Sombre represents a f o m of penance, as she believes she deserres
much of the slander against her ( R W 1 2 9 ) -

Spacks characterizes

Lady Mary as a persan who has undertaken a "search for a persona1

rhetoric of power [which has] led her to the antiromantic,
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antitender [sic] self-presentation of refusal" [nImaginationsn
215); in Docile's embodiment of her creator, someone who loses

friends and lovers as often as she finds th-,

the refusal t o

engage again becomes the message.
Candide and Cunegonde (by contrast with vfrtually any couple

in Lady Mary's narratives) enter their relationship sweetly and
nafvely, and res-

it after separation wfth the same sense of

family bond, mingled wfth serual attraction, at each of their

reunions.

What sets their occasional partnership at a remove

fram Docile's with Philocles (or with her less-perfect suitors,
Sombre and the Cavalier) 1s the Voltairean couple's sharing of
unadulterated happiness, no matter what externals keep them

apart.

Lady Mary d e n f e s Docile this condition, erposing her

warmth of feeling yet denying lt a consistent target.

And though

Rasselas and Nekayah are brother and sister, not only do they
have the kinship of siblings t o keep them united--demortstrating,
according to Roslyn Foy, 'Johnson's
advanced world

. . . where

attempt to explore a more

women play an integral rolew (40)--but

also, each has a same-sex cornpanion with whom to connect
emotionally:

Rasselas has his philosopher-poet, Imlac, at his

s i d e , and Nekayah has her lady-in-waiting, Pekuah.

Circumstance

may interfere with the physical manifestation of these bonds, but
of their value to Johnson's protagonists, there can be no
question:

"Nekayah, having heard her favourite's relation, rose

and embraced ber, and Rasselas gave her an hundred ounces of
gold* (141) The debate between the siblings upon marriage also

exposes the value of relationships, but because they are merely
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obsenred rather than tested in life, the ideas of romantic union

remain, for Johnson's questers, in a theoretical state:

"Some

husbands are imperious, and some wives pemerse," reports

Nekayah, among other dfscoveries, to which Rasselas replies, "If
such be the genetal effect of mrriage

. . . 1 shall, for the

future, think ft dangerous to coaaect my interest with that of

another, lest 1 should be unhappy by my partner's faultw (98)His quest, to which his sfster's research has contributed, has
placed personal enlightarimnnt foremost, and here, Rasselas
demonstrates the egotism-as

well as the rich comedy--involved in

the search for this kind of self-fulfflïment.
While Lady Mary has Docile represent the certainty of

failure in the quest for huntan love, Rasselas gives the quest's
finding an open-ended treatment.

At the narrative's finish,

s t i l l undecided about the constancy of human devotfon (along wfth
any othet form of wcogftationw), or devotion's 'natusal

power of

perpetual duration as a consequence of exemption from al1 causes

of decayn (Johnson 172)--an ironic construction, to be sure--the
royal siblings express some modern thought, in keeping with
wJohnsonlsadherence in Rasselas to a Lockean philosophy of

durationu (Alkon 50): setting out to find a spouse on whom to
lavish devotion will offer no solution for their fnsular s t a t e .

Locke ' s views in An Essay Coacerning Human Understanding on how
"the Memory begins to keep a Register of Time and Order" (187)

thus have their outlet in Rasselasts sense of pain as a longlastfng element of one's thoughts, and of pleasure as fleeting,
in accord with the philosophical principles of the Essay.
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Contemplating the pyramids, the assembled companions conclude
that the toms represent "the wise and the powerful of antient

times (who] w a r n us to rciiexnber the shortness of our present
8tatea (Johnson 174).
For Docile. identity politics also effect isolation; as long

as the herolne holds to principle, or espouses causes, ehe canriot
be w i t h people whose honout ha8 been corproiised.

She tells

Solabre, knowing she will be mocked with the declaration, "It fs

not out of Piety

. . . that

1 choose retirement.

My Honour

obliges me to it, and the necessity of my situationa [RW 183).

Ber decision t o hide away compares with Lady Mary's choice, of

seclusion in her garden retreat at Cottolengo:

in &th

cases,

trying ta develop a lasting understanding witb a man brings the

woman t o the point where she admits defeat, removlng herself from
the main Stream o f society to dwell at fts margins.

The retreat

has its analogue in Nekayahls fanciful shepherdess dream:

She hoped that the time would corne, when, with a f e w

virtuous and elegant companions, she should gather
flowers planted by her own hand, fondle the 1;Lmhs

of her own ewe, and listen, without case. among brooks
and breezes, to one of her maidens reading in the shade

(Johnson 7 7 ) .

An

ironic note to this pastoral wish sounds, in the fact that

Nekayah has j u s t rejected the companionship of actual shephetds,
so coarse and unreflective does she find th=.*

Lady Mary gains
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al1 the benefits Nekayah describes, from her country
gentlewoman's status-and

she gains more, besides.

Redford

believes that in taking up her hermit's residence and renewing

correspondence with her daughter, Lady Mary allows 'her quixotic
illusions [to bel diseasdedmaftet sevanteen years of tilting at
windmills, and uses irony in her writing as a form of selfdefense against false gallantrym (47).

The greater ease of

lFving for Lady Mary, and the freer choice to have or to banish

companionship, stand as real benefits of her self-seclusion,
following her inhabiting of the gallant's sole in relation to
Algarotti.

The end of Cêndïde, which shows its protagonist also

inclined, along with Pangloss and Martin, to "cultivate our

garden" (Voltaire 120), bespeaks a similar philosophical
inclination.

And Rasselas's pernnnial quandary over the small

nation he might rule arrests him in just
being its key (175-6).

such a retreat, stasis

Though the reflective close of Johnson's

tale carries more hope than Voltaire's or Montagu's--hope being

the central subject of the entire narrative-in

Johnson's own era

the use of an unresolved outcome provoked strong reactions to its
gloomy message for humanity.

Fanny Burney registered that she

was "shocked by the pessimism of Rasselasn and wrote Evelina as a
response espousing a more positive philosophy (Bloom Evelina
xxiv).

What helps both Candide and Rasselas, however dark their

conclusions an mankind may be, is a social condition eluding
Docile:

the philosopher-cornpanions have remined with each of

the male heroes.

Candide has Pangloss and Martin, Rasselas has

Nekayah anci Ialac--yet Docile has no one, except the faint
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promise of Mother Superior of the convent to which she retreats:

a person yet unknowa.
The image of the Super5or Mother bears contemplation, in
that the entire control of Docile%

life has been in the hands of

mothers who exercised their powers upon her,

The implications

for ber troubles might thus be that she will not rise clear of
the pressures that inothers, Lady Mary the author/mther and

Contrary, the Queen/mother, have imposed to this point.

However,

a solace might be found in the much superior power of a
sheltering God, to whom the receiving Mother Superior is
uncontestedly marrfed.

At least the bride-prfce issues are

already solved, in a i s circumstance,

H e r fiaal site, like

Candide's and Rasselas's, rests outside the clamour of the world.
If Docile, Candide and Rasselas have common feelings and
sentiments, Quixote abides as a more lasting analogue to Docile
than either of the other heroes.

The particular fosm of anti-

romance that Cervantes has written receives a feminine
counterpart in the portrait Lady Mary creates.

When McMaster

quotes Tobias Smollett's assessrnent (in the preface to Roderick
Randan) of the effect of Don pufirote, she could as easily be

profiling the effect Lady Mary envisioned for Princess Docfle:
"Cervantes, by an inimitable piece of ridicule, reformed the

taste of mankind, representing chivalry in the right point of
view, and converting romance to purposes far more useful and

entertaining, by making it assume the sock, and point out the
follies of ordinary lifew (393).

Lemox's Fernale Quixote (1752)

acknowledges its source directly, and yet Lennox's Arabella can
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be shown to share fax less with Quixote than Docile does.

Lady

Mary makes use of Docile's courtship-and-matriage m e s , not j u s t
to snub the conduct books as Grundy suggests ( R k t x x i i i ) , but to

produce a perverse conduct manual for marrlageable girls; the

novel points out that even a girl's best virtues set her apart

from corrupt s o c i e t y .

The message must take the form of

counselling the opposite to the docility of the heroine,

80

that

girls will protest, object, or disobey when a!en make their plans
for them.

Failing self-assertion, g i r l s m u s t prepare to remove

themselves from the world that does not accept their politicized

selves.

As

Don Quixote hurls d o m the chivalric code,

80

Prfncess Docile urges a bonfire of the manuals demanding
complicity in the male plot of dowried, bondage-like marriage.
By contrast, the threat to Arabella's books in Lennoxts Female

Quirote dissipates at the plea of hes indulgent would-be lover,
Glanville; both her books and the messages within them undergo

salvation by the "hero" whom the
(FQ 56-7).

seductive narratives prornote

Lady Mary's i s by far the more volatile challenge to

the current social order.

The novel Princess Docile derives its plotline from Lady
Mary's early engagement with elopement schemes; what also molds
the t e x t is the l a t e t arrangement, equally unromantic in its
results, which Lady Mary made to corne to Algarotti on the

continent.

As Jill Campbell delves into Lady Mary's frustrated

pursuit of the Italian count, she refers plainly to Quixote's

form of world-view embodied in Lady Mary's own actions--shaped,
as Docile's are, by youthful reading and exposure to romance:
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[Slhe would take her Turkish outfit with her

into exile, and would formulate the erotic passion
she discovered in middle age in terms of the exotic

erperiences of her youth,

Abandoning her early claim

that she was incapable of passion, she frequently

expressed her love to Algarotti, in images of herself

as a fervent male lover.

Thus, she still could conceive

that passion only as it was doubly framed by masculine
roles and by the exoticism of foreign lands.

(Campbell 81)

Tbe case for Docile's status as a female Quixote-unlike

Mary's as a faur male one-rivaling

Lady

Lannox's own Arabella, rests

in the chivalric/duty-bound perspective Docile and Quixote bring

to their interactions with others, as well as in the behaviour
that each displays while making good on inward promises,

Lennox's Arabella does figure as a third, yet the undermining of
her position as a by-the-book heroine makes clear, early in The

Female Quixote, the authorrs parodic, non-empathetic stance,

distant from the protagonist:

Arabella

. . . could

hardly h i d e her Chagrin; for, tho' s h e

always intended to marry some time or other, as al1 the

Heroines had done, yet she thought such an Event ought
to be brought about with an infinite deal of Trouble,.
rrlhat Lady in

Romance ever married the Man that w a s

-
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chose for her?

( FQ

27)

Both Quirote and Docile receive an autobiographical~ytragi-comic
tone as their creatots interpret their mes, p t Arabella 1s
plainly not Lemor's alter-ego ln the s-

way.

The contrast may

rest in the timing within the authors' lives of the characters'

Lady Mary and C e r v a n t e s had becorne "016

creation, since &th

soldiers" in retirement as they dealt w i t t their protagonists,
while Lennor, producing her novel a t the age of twenty-three,

involved herself in her world to the extent of having a m a t o r

like Johnson oversee the characterization of Arabella?

As

Docile responds to teachings (as well as intrinsic codes) on her
obligation to comply with whoever exacts her loyalty fitst, so

Quixote answers to the chivalric ideals he has taken to heart;
each of these missions has also been the author's own, to a

degree.

The distorted outlook in a l 1 three cases creates havoc,

because no one else in the character's world has the same
standards.

When the Cavalier attempts ta corrupt and seduce her

with subversive reading, she innocently interprets h i s motives as

cautionary ( R U 168).

on these grounds:

Womersley mistrusts the Cavalier's actions

"Only a simpleton would imagine that b o o k s

afforded a true and confidential intimacy" (23).

This intimacy

has been precisely what Lady Mary secures from her reading, as
e v e q l e r t a r thankrng her daughter f o r a n e w shipment of novels

confirms.

Quixote interprets book-learning in his customary

dangerous way, in a scene where he spots a boat which, "without
any possibility of there being an error, summons me to embark
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Quixote, Arabella and Docile maintain a belief in the benign
demand of their reading material long past the time it has both

psychologically and socially ruined their lives-

Bizarre to al1 observers, behaviours inspireci by readings
constltute a second common point among Quixote, Arabella and
Docile- Quirote's challenge to the lions matches Docile's

reunion with Sombre; i n both cases, flight is indicated as the
only sane course of action, yet ln both cases, the character acts

on a book-fed delusion that the enemy m s t be faced.

Arabella's

fantasies can work the opposite way, by eetting her to flight
where absolutely no danger faces her, as when the gardener Edward

reappears, and ber romances tell her that he intends to abduct
her, meaning that her duty is to flee his advances (Lennox 9 2 ) .

Count Goodhope dismisses Docile's urge to follow the protocol
which books lay out for principled people: "He meant t o conclude

that sensible People would ignore [ceremonies] whenever they

incommoded thema (RW168). Neither he nor the sensible s i d e kicks of Quixote and Arabella can convince the book-devoted

listener to defy dictated conventions; however, adventures
inspired by conduct-book protocol can turn out to be mild.

By

fluke, the lions have no interest in Quixote, and Edward has even

less interest in Arabella; unfortunately for Docile, Sombre
continues to nurture his obsession over what he perceives as her
f i c k l e nature, but what really constitutes ber standing on

ceremony.

Docile greets with codes of gentility the terrible

results of her cornpliance, consfsting of ostracism and mockery
which leave her "weeping her misfortunes" in the Company of her
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"Strange Husbandn ( R H 161)--aptly, her "[ÉJpowt Bizarre" in the

French original (RW 253).

Bowever, she becomes more numbed tu

defeat with each ridiculing encounter

.

Unlfke Quixote or

Arabella, flnally she must retreat from any social lnteractton;
also unlike Quixote or his female counterpart, Docile can keep to
her beliefs though the world has turned its back on herArabella submits to her "deprogrammingm by admitting, "1 begin to

percefve that 1 have hitherto at least trifled away my Time, and
fear that 1 have already made some Approaches to the Crime of
encouraging Violence and Revengen (Lennox 381)- As McMaster
maintains ( 3 9 2 ) . the deathbed recanting of Quirote still causes

pain among Cervantes' biggest fans.

By contrast to the other

quixotic figures, Docile stays with her resolutions, rejecting
Retirement into the austere order of the Carmelites

the world.

on the far-off Isle of Naxos allows Docile to practice her duties
without the worldrs judgment upon th---bleak
appears.

though the retreat

At the end of Euripedes' Iphigenia in T a u r i s , Iphigenia

similarly disappears, to join the goddesses whose p i t y her

maintaining of principles has stirred ( 5 . v 1462-5).

For both

mistreated daughters, Docile and fphigenia, the exile offers a

way of reconciling life with ideals.
Docile's resemblance to Dulcinea, unlike the one to Quixote,
conjoins the female element in each and seals Docile into the
quixotic mode1 in a w a y that cannot happen for Candide, Axabella,

or Rasselas.

The v i e w of Docile's role as Dulcinea foms in the

likeness of t h e i r names:

for each, the Latin root wdrrlcew

meaning "lovely, dear, sweet" prefigures the womanly character-
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though

" docf lis," meaning "easily trai ned, * also inforais Prfncess

Docile's r~ame.~A sense of both words as constituting t h e

*properm in behavious, the suitable in one's role, al80 enacts

itself in these names.

Each uoman has had traits ascribed to her

from outside berself, as befitting a woman who possesses her name
and station in l i f e .
Similatities occur in Docile's being concelved as the ideal
woman by Goodchild, until she 'transforms* i n t o the amhndimmt of
fallible femaleness, once Sombre States that her 'unsociable

humourn has caused the ndisagreeableu life-choices she has
allegedly fotced him to make--despite her total innocence in this
circumstance (RW 1 4 2 )

.

Dulcinea, conceived as perfection

incarnate by Quirote, undergoes "enchantmentu by Sancho Panza,

who explains the coarse country girl before her adorer's eyes as
the noble Dulcinea suffering under a sorcerer's spell (DQ 248).

Both women have undergone metamorphosis through the words of

males who feel obliged to explain them to other males, as when
Count Goodhope assures Sombre's envoy "that he had lived w i t h her
as respectfully as if he had known [her t i t l e and marital
s t a t u s ] itself" ( R W 187), leading the listaners to be "astonished

at her Artifice and her Wantonness, which masked so corrupt a
Heart with an appearance of such great ModestyR (RW187). A

milder fate awaits Aldonaa Lorenzo, the girl transformed to

Dulcinea by Q u i x o t e ; because it is inconvenient for Q u i x o t e to
conftont the real girl whom he has named RDulcinea,R Sancho Panzo

manufactures a sorcery which will explain away her coarse and
conxnon nature.

Thus, the d i s t o r t e d v i e w of each woman preserves
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and enhances the self-interest of the m a n who has put it forward:

in Sancho Panza's case, he salvages hfs master's world-view by
hiding the tnxth of Dulcineats actual nature; in Prince Sombre's

case, he can keep his own illusions about the princess intact by
denouncfng the cotrupt image of her which he ha8 manufactured,
to other men who might take interest in the real woman.
For both women, the eye of the beholder influences the way
they appear.

Seen without prejudfce, Prfncess Docile always

gives a powerful appearance of innocence and loveliness, nthe
Beautiful stranger [who leaves] pleasurable impressionsw
138).

(RW

Once poisoned by her detractors, the view alters, so that

perception clashes with reality-her

flight from Goodchild, for

instance, explained as her pettish rejection of his court's
charms ( R W l 4 2 ) .

Sombre's c l a m on her create obvious reasons

for her retiring, but only if her honour cornes into doubt-as
does on the

it

romance paradigm of "women as intemperate and

unchaste" (Craft 8 3 3 ) -

Persona1 overindulgence, manifested in

a heroine's capricious and impulsive behaviour, causes her

to

enter "the realm of excess and nonsensen that Longbauer
identifies as construing the romance (29).

Sombre persists in

accusing Docile of such excess (reminiscent of that indulged by
her passionate model, the Princess of Cléves), when al1 she has
ever really done has been simply to oblige her present Company.

Dulcinea, like Docile, meets misunderstanding, but in a specific

circumstance:

whenever she tries to take control of Quixote's

perception of her, she finds him mistaken--and thus becomes
"encfiantedn in his mind, because her own peasant character
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strikes him as unacceptable for a lady whom he worships f r o m
afar.

Whereas this misapprehension leads to Dulcinea's

sanctifying, the d i s t o r t e d perceptions of Sombre and Docile's

other suitors extend to becone a curse upon her:

Docile cannot

alter the w a r p a d view, once it takes hold, any more than Dulcinea

can shift the enhanced one.
Her creation of Docile gives Lady Mary the power t o luntent
the destructive affects of reputatfon and image: ahe shows these

effects by casting them over the identity of Docile, an identity

manufactured on lfttle evidence by her enemfes.

Like the Queen

of Contrary herself, Lady Mary has shaped D o c i l e ' s destiny by
restricting the princessls abillty to change herself agreeably in
the face of negative public opinion.

By using the moral tale in

extended form, Lady Mary creates a forum for her own frustrations

over the handicaps borne by an aristocratie woman, frequently
forced, uuless she removes herself vigorously from them. into
tight social circles.

The control Lady Mary takes over Docile's

fate dramatizes her own protest against rough treatment by her

English and European contemporaries:

how can a

woman change her

destiny when s o c i a l mores inhibit so much of her action?

Halsband proposes that Lady Mary can keep her sense of identity
intact through elaborate self-justification:

If her friendship with Algarotti went beyond the

bounds of convention, she could rationalise i t by
the f a c t that as a wife and mother she had paid her
debt to morality.

Sesides, she proposed to conduct
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her life a deux without openly breaking out of those

bounds,

(Life 176)

W i l l public opinion alter favourably when the woman is likely to

be nocked for defending herself, rather than carrying on the

disapproved behaviour elsewhere? Lady Mary causes al1 of

Docile's efforts in clearlng her name to worsen the opinions that
her people had held before.

In the manipulating of Docile's

encouaters to lead uniformly to retreat as the single solution,
Lady Mary has fashioned wnat Grundy calls an *occluded and

allegorical* autobiography (Grundy, RW x i r ) .

mile reading works

against Docile's ability to belong to the outer world, we can
recognize that for Lady Mary, readings of "books

.-

. . . are

activfties that intertwine through the processes of self-

becomingR, so that "once you objectify yourself

. . . ont0 a

page, then that image has a separate reality" (La Belle 1 5 5 ) .
Viewed as a deliberately separated image of self, Docile

represents ber creator, yet exists outside her, too.

All the

pain of rejection heaps ont0 Docile, away from Lady Mary herself.

A primary contrast between Docile and Quixote places Docile
closer, again, to both Dulcinea and Lady M a r y herself:

heroes,

claims Quixote (as does Arabella, his romance-besotted double
[ ~ e n n o x128) ) bow to the higher law of God (DQ 7 5 ) .

Docile,

neither a hero nor a conventional heroine, submits to whatever

punishment the law passes upon her, in whatever land she finds
herself inhabiting.
rebellion only

Like a peasant g i r l who can take her

in rude gestures and quick retteats, Docile must
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undergo the social restrictions placed upon her, or--when al1 the
yielding she caa do fails ta satisfy her judges-flee
she can live by her own codes.

the retreat among empathetic
p. 262 above):

to where

!Che distinctly female image-

-821

answers Schofield's que-

of

(see

feminine imagery, aven including the iconography

of cross and veil to suggest sanctuarg, does shape the outcoaie of
boci le ' s story.

Docile's crises could net occur for Rasselas or for Candide,
tbough they could for Nekayah or Cunegonde.

Having characters

who serve as differentiated sister/lover to the protagonists

allows Johnson and Voltaire t o speak to the woman's suffering
alongside the nian's; both women number amang the men's "shrewd

counsellors

. - . who

are partly responsible for the

protagonists' movement from ignorance to knowledge of the harsh
realities of life'

(Kolb, Rasselas xliii).

character setves as Docile's foil.

No such other-gendet

E e r solitude at the core of

the adventures, making her face each combat without an

.

understanding partner, causes Docile t o stand apart from the male
journeyers, usually secure in the belief that someone (who may
still be alive) loves them.

Nussbaum contends that in laying out

a distinctive identity for their heroines, women 'attempt

t o mark

that voice and resist incorporation into generic (male)

definitions of self" (129).

Every retreat by Docile from

imprisoning male power constitutes another assertion of Lady

Mary's stand on "relationship, persona1 identity, the interchange
between individual and societyn--the concerns which Patricia
Meyer Spacks believes have always preoccupied novelists [Female
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Imagination 4 ) . As a novel , Princess Docile serves, on Spacks ' s
terms, as "that concealed form of autobiography w e cal1 fictionn
( 5 ) , identifging and yet obscuring its author.

Eavfag taken retreat as her own solution, Lady Mary drags

her last heroine to it after erhausting al1 other avenues of
succour.

Reasoa, nature, truth and reality, which McMaster

characterizes as antitheses t o romance, have had an opportunity
to flourish in the narrative's unusual ending, as ml1 as i n Lady
Métry's retreat.

Aware that she herself has, like Docile's hermit

tutor, hidden away till her neglected health has decayed, she can
take satisfaction in the princess's choice of the convent i n the
initial stage of adulthood.

The retirement she wishes but cannot

bring about for her granddaughters, she achieves for her

fictional child, who evades the complicatfons of marrfage, a fate
"better m i s s t d than found," t o become one of the 'Lay Nuns,"

escapees with the blessing (if not the understanding) of society

(Letters 3.83).

Lady Mary's identity politics rely on verbal

constructs as much as they do on locutionary or other a c t s , with
the word on the page replacing the speech or the deed; she cornes

t o u s as reader and writer, more effectively than as speaker and
doer.

The "senatorial stancen of one portrait (Pointon 1 4 9 )

displays this paradox of her identity, in that the book i n her
hand, the decisive outpointed toe, represent decisive speech and

action when men pose in this position.

When Lady Hary takes the

same posture, her silent, erect figure and her book-loving nature

assert themselves most dramaticalfy, full of reserved, inward-
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creatfve act i n a lifelong artistic

performance, Princess Docile definitively locates Lady Mary's

political self.

I t gives a niagisterial mswer to the piqufng

question that Ric&rdgon's

Pamela posed for Lady Mary when she

read At, *Who will speak so effectively for the uomen of m y class
as Richardson does for the chambermafd's?"

In glïmpsing the

enhancecl selfhood of servant girls who could &eam

they would

meet the happy fate of their model, she posed the challenge t o
herself to provide the royal model.

Owing to the emotional

hardships of her life, however, Docile can be the 'joy of

aristocrats* (as Painala was the joy of chambermaids [ L e t t e r s
2.470))

only by negative example.

The noble heroine has been

assaulted by coded punishments, vilified as a transgressor of

rules impossible to follow, and condamned by the perpetrators of
the lies which level her standing.

Docile invites readers'

sympathy as a titled character whose royal dutfes overburden her:

she holds an elevated yet an essentially powerless status.
As the

voice of experience, Lady Mary s e t s forth this final

beauteous production as the worst-case scenario to the game of

love and chance about which she has spent a lifetime writing.
The attitudes of w r y humour and resignation inform Docdle's

ending, as well as the end of the author1s l i f e .

The effect

casts a certain majesty around the image projected into the time

of Princess Docile's first publicarion:

it is the character of

the intentionally remote noble philosopher.
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chapter 7

Notes

1 Disorder is the perfect way to characterize the bxain of AM
Radcliffe's protagonist i n Tne Pfysterfes of Cidolpho. See Terry
Castlers a-spheric
study of the novel in Nussbaum and Brown,
The New E i g h t e e n t h Century.
*
2

The sheep are mase generally repulsive creatures to Johnson
himself (see Boswell's Life), and even Lady Mary perceives thun
as distant pastoral presences, though her early poses set her
beside then--in portraiture, if not in Life.

The patronage of Johnson worked a transfomative effect on
young authors, making them believe their words were worthwhile.
See Burney's Dfary and Letters for examples of this reaction.
3

4 Latin roots ndulce" and "docilisn both have a sense of
yielding to what is proper: each also carries p r o p e r t i e s of
softness, so that they suggest the feminine aspects of their
name-bearers
S e e K i d d , Collins L a t i n Dictionary.
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THE

LADY'S DISASTER

Sfaiplfcf ty' s Restoration Roats

Isobel Grundy describes Sfmplfcity, Lady Mary's one
sustained dramatic work, as a sturdy adaptation of Marivaux's Le

Jeu de 1 'Amour et du Hasard (1734); the modified version treats
the original "with respectful freedom, translating verbatim when
the idiom and rhythm have English equivalentsn (EP 315); it also
manipulates dramatic conventions of the English Restoration.

.

ûther interpretations of the same French play--Popple's "Double
Deceit" as well as Bickerstaffe's "Love in a Village'
the latter of which converts the play to a co$c

(1762),

opera--

illustrate the Marivaux work's flexibility for English borrowing.

When Simplicity is placed in its dramatic context, as one of many
plays that treated issues of courtship and the class system, it
displays Lady Mary's insights into the topos of the comedy of

manners:

each romantic-comedy playwright designs to marry the

protagonist off not only happily but suitably.
Though this study has identified some characteristics of
Restoration theatre in relation to Lady Mary's juvenilia, an
understanding of the contribution made by Marivaux's French
version, and Lady Mary's English one, of The Game of Love and
Chance, relies on the reader's recognition of the two
playwrights' relation to the same theatrical tradition.
Characteristics of the English Restoration comedy include
earthiness, outright farce, and the inclusion of grotesques as
characters of a play's sub-plot (Wilson 5).

Such gritty features

disappear from a Marivaux comedy like Le jeu de l'amour et du
C

r.

hasard.

In Harivaux:

Seven Cornedies ( 1 9 8 4 ) , Oscar Mandel

describes the typical Marivaux comedy as more 'delicaten (283)
than typical Molière works, which according ta Henry (1986)
provided models for some English Restoration comedy, since bath
Molière and the Restoration playwrights revel in "the disorder
that classical art attempted to suppress

,

.

goes on to profile the Marivaux characters:

,

"(187).

Mandel

"One or two pairs of

lovers at cross-purposes witheach other: an occasional rival who
leaves empty-franded; the servants, busy with their own love-knots
while they are tying or untying their masters'; a father
brother* (Marivaux 7). It is not surprising to'see

. . .a

the theatrical

choices made by Marivaux please and challenge Lady Mary, since
Grundy notes that Mary Wortley Montagu's romance writings "relate

more closely ta French than to English traditions of fictionm (RW
xiii).

Not only the theme, of the folly of youth in disguising

its ends, but also the style of Simplicity bows to Marivaux-and
y e t , her portrayal of Bellinda also benefits from Restoration

paradigms .
An analogous situation to the one faced by Bellinda in
Simplicity appears in S u s a m a Centlivrets The Busie Body

(1709).

The marriageability of Miranda, ward of Sir Francis Gripe, is
discussed by her s u i t o r , Sir George Airy, and her brother Charles
Gripe; jokingly, Sir George poses the question at the heart of
the comic narrative:
w i t h Miranda?

"But what does [sir d rancis] intend to do

1s she to be sold in private?

Or will he put her

up by way of auction, at [ s i c ] who bids most?" (Lyons and Morgan

2 . )

The lighthearted inquiry masks the discourse of d o w r y , an

issue of unsettling dimensions; like Centlivre, Lady Mary

articulates the woes of ber protagonist, pushed by her father
toward a man of her social class whom she has never met.

The

author takes advantage of the romantic comedy genre, with its
origins in Restoration love triangles.

Lady Mary voices her

sense of t h e ultimately choiceless paradox of courtship.
Lady Mary spent hours of her childliood mastering the details
of English Restoration plays, yet her inclination in adulthood
s

was toward the more refined French comedy characterized by the
Marivaux work she chose t o adapt into English.

N o t only the

theme, of the folly of youth in disguising its,ends, but also the

style of Simplicity owes much to Marivaur.

In a reflective

speech by Bellinda's servant, Lucy, the author gives evidence of

a gentle insight into desires of a d e r of the lower classputting readers of her poetry in mind of "The Epistle of Arthur

Gray." Responding to the repeated advances of "Gaymore" (his
servant William, disguised), Lucy t e l l s her mistress's father,
am sure 1 have done my Duty.

Hitherto I have not aim'd at the

Conquest, but since you are pleas'd to shew your selfe so
Indifferent about it 1 shall give my selfe my best airs, and see
what will become of his Heart.

Poor Man!" (2.1).

The thought of

duty before love gives this Lucy nobility of heart, and
demonstrates that she, like her mistress, is answering the
romantic admonition to heed the father figure-to
asserts his supremacy" (McMaster 399).

y i e l d when "he

Marivaux presents less of

an imer struggle in his servant girl Lisette's mind, spacing the
sme speech over several bits of dialogue and thus diluting the

perception of Lucy's social prowess.
Lady M a r y ' s multiple voices within the play allow her to try
out t h e role of the lady, and her maid, and to find the common

feelings between them.

Another maid named Lucy, servant to

Alithea in Wycherly's The Country Wife, ( 1 6 7 5 ) shows h e r s e l f
similarly acute to the Lucy of Lady Mary's play, especially when
she handles social matters.

She, too, advises on finding a good

man, but expresses skepticism over his being found among noble
fops like Alithea's betrothed, Sparkish: "Well, to see w h a t easy

husbands these women of quality can meet with!

A poor

chambermaid can never have such ladylike luck? (CW 3.ii).

Seeing

Harcourt as the better match for her lady, this Lucy resembles
Lady Mary's, who quickly divines the shared qualities of the
disguised Gaymore and her own mistress.

Each maid

debates

whether esteem is t h e primary attitude t o be sought in a lover

(see p. 192, above), yet Wycherly's Lucy perceives Sparkish's
undervaluing o f Alithea, and Montagu's Lucy sees William-asGaymore's mismatch with Bellinda, as a source of conilict to be
resolved (at least in part) by the lady's maid.

In addition to the interaction of characters, setting has an
influence on the believability of Marivaux's plot and Lady Mary's
adapted one; Simplïcity diverges successfully from the accustomed
Restoration scenes of court or city.

Taking place at a country

estate, the story as Lady Mary tells it has the virtue of
allowing its central characters, Gaymore and Bellinda, to believe
more readily in the exchanged identities of servant and
master/mistress because they are removed from the t o m view,

which would have exposed the fraud quickly.
note the change:

Halsband and Grundy

'Lady Mary transposes Marivaux's setting:

instead of Paris she chose not its equivalent London but the
English countryside" (EP 315).

With no outsiders to enlighten

them, the two can persist in their disguised state, each using
the semant-become-superior as a shield against the other--though
each is unaware that the other ha8 played the same trick.

The

setting has enhanced the success of the deceit, but has raised as

well a theme of country-versus-city, one which is also central to

The Country W i f e , even though its setting is right in London.
The sub-plot of Wycherly's play involving Aliehea and Harcourt,
Sparkish the fop and Lucy the maid, resembles Simplfcfty in

several features:

the "wary but romantic" characterization of

Alithea and that of Bellinda, the comic picture of Alithea with
Sparkish and that of Bellinda with the doltish servant William,

and the description of Harcourt, shared with Gaymore, as a " w i t
and railleur" (CW 2.i) who is nonetheless capable of falling

deeply in love with the right woman.

The plot tension created

when each woman banishes her lover, out of a customary sense of
duty, completes the comparative symmetry.
Less closely matched to Lady Mary's play, but also valuable

for readily-ttaced similarities, another Restoration comedy,
Etherege's The Man of Mode (1676), nonetheless conunands some
standard comic themes.

Like Simplici ty, it concerns deluded

young people who mistake imposters for the people who should be

their true loves, with ensuing confusion and comic agony for the
lovers.

The sharing of the name "Bellinda," stock label for the

sweet young heroine of comedy (or tragedy) means a sharing of
some other traits, such as cynicfsm about the ways of lovers
contained in a romantic's hopes for the best p o s s i b l e love-match.
Simplicity begins with Bellinda's arguing against an arranged
society marriage:

"He has wit, they Say:

do not men of wit

conceal il1 Qualitys from the world, t h a t make their Houses the

Image of Hell, and their poor wives suffer al1 the torments of
Purgatory?" (EP 320; L i )

Following a third-act entrance of the
s

character Bellinda i n The M à n o f Mode, her w i t turns upon the

suffering rival, Mrs. Loveit, as Bellinda plans t o unsettle her

friend in the love-game they are playing:

"(Agide) 'If she

should make him jealous, that may make him fond of her again.

must dissuade her from it--Lord,
make him hate youu ( M of M

1

my dear, this will certainly

3.iii).

A difference between the plays concerns the simpier

s t r u c t u r e of Marivaux's/Montaguts, by contrast to the multileveled sorting of couples in Ettieregets; the reduced
complications are natural in a three-act play, by contrast with a
five-act one, but there is more to the difference than relative
length accounts for.

While four separate couples (and adoring,

over-the-hi11 older women) occupy the stage in the Etherege work,
only master and mistress, manservant and maidservant, a father
and a brother f i l 1 the three a c t s of Simplicity.

The streamlined

effect allows for greater character development of the
principals; both central figures have private asides to t h e
audience, or t o a single confidant, that let them examine their
trobuled feelings.

T h e noisier stage of Etherege's play allows

the bouncing-off of differently-aimed lines, the posturing in

range of different type8, to sketch characters instead of
painting them.

Though both comedies stress the theme of masking one's true
s e l f , The Man of Mode contains the character, Mrs. Loveit, w h o

disguises herself conveniently for adultery-to
the Mal1 without giving away her true self.

be approached in

She is made insanely

jealous when her current lover, Dorimant, attends a play with
*

another masked woman, a fact with which her rival Bellinda teases
her :

MRS. LOVEIT:

BELLINDA:

Did you see Dorimant ther:?

1 did, and imagine you were with him and have no

mind to own it.

MRS. LOVEIT:

BELLINDA:

What should make you think so?

A lady masked in a pretty déshabillé, whom

Dorimant entertained w i t h more respect than the gallants
do a common vizard.
MRS. LOVEIT:

mask!

(Aside) Dorimant at the play entertaining a

Oh, heavens!

( M of M 2.ii)

The disguising of a different Bellinda, the one in Lady Mary's

play, has no such possibilities of license w i t h the opposite sex,

in that she means to hold off the attentions of anyone besides
her husband-to-be* To t h i s end, she declares the proposed
groom's manservant to be in for a fight if he accosts her,
dressed as she is in the outfit of t h e lady's maid, a very
vulnerable creature in most households.

Whether servant or

master, a man in a aristocratic household did often approach the
maid for sexual favours.

Bridget Hill observes, "Many husbands

looked rather to their female domestics than ta their wives for
sexual satisfactionm (146).

However, when Bellinda transforms to

become Lucy, she a s s e r t s her powers:

"As to the Footman, You

shall see me carry it w i t h such an Air the scoundrel shalltnt
dare to speak to aiew ( E P 325; Li).

Faced with a sensitive and

refined "mansenrant," the baffled Bellinda performs a series of
m

tests on his sensibilities, and finds him uncommo-nly gentlenanly
in responding to each one.

"Let us part," she tells Gaymore

imperiously in Act II, to which he responds, "Jf X must not talk
to thee, at least leave me the pleasure of looking at thee--laugh

at me, if you will, 1 desenre it all. 'Tis better to part, as you
Say.

Adieun ( E P 349: S A ) .

Rather than scolding the apparent

servant girl before him, Gaymore shows his own vulnerability to
her

.
Amusedly drawing out the differences between social classes,

pitting the s e x e s against one another, and bringing initial

imbalance into happy equilibrium, Lady Mary adapts Marivaux's Jeu
to follow Restoration comic tradition,

Manipulating the language

of Bellinda's prtests against impositions of parental will--"I am
not weary of a single Life' constitutes her pre-courtship
position (EP 318; L i ) - - t h e playwright emphasizes the idiomatic
English of negative assertion that allows a daughter to argue her
case.

Finally, setting her play in country surroundings enables

Lady Mary to lift the scenes out of cynical urban circles, thus
locating Bellinda's decision-making in the setting of Gay's

framed play in The mat d'ye Cal1 It (1715)--the whole comedy
serving as a meta-theatrical work that targets constantly the

conventions of its Restoratioa forebears.

There may be a clue to

the play's title in another Gay work, Three Hours A f t e r Marriage
(1717): the similarly meta-theatrical conversation conducted by

the character Plotwell locates the term for a play with diction
"so lown that, W h y , that their Friends are forced to cal1 it
Simplicityn (Fuller 1,ii).

English comedic roots have certainly
8

informed the production at a primary level, whether or not the

title takes its inspiration here.

Showcasing the playwright's

facility with the medium, Simplicity provides al1 the delights

that its root-works afforded, including clever dialogue, droll
situations, hectfc romantic gamhling, and besides a l 1 these
features, proclaims its author's distinctive voice.

Chapter 7
P r f ncess Docf 1e
Synopsis of the Narrative
with Emphasis on its Drolleries
1. The Queen of Contrary, "favourite of an aged fairy, not for
any good reasonnl begins the novel's action by making herself
indispensable to the fairy, precisely because she doesn't bother

trying to, and consequently being rewarded with a wish. She asks
that the child she is carrying in her womb be perfectly docile,
and her wish, like King Midas's golden-touch request of Dionysus,
is granted. (Like Midas, she will find her daughter's condition
the curse beneath the apparent blessing.) Docile grows to
adolescence reared by eccentrics, among them a philosopher who is
3
"penitent for having originated the sect of Doubtersn ( H O ) , thus
shown as doubting his doubts. Docile learns to yield before
deities, delivering to her mother (with terrible timing) "a very
fine Dissertation on Mortification" (109)--and then insulting her
father by acting on the principle of renouncing worldly goods.
This king, named Imbecile, whose subjects are "struck to the
heart by his wisdomn (107), orders Docile's removal from the
castle for no great cause, and makes the philosopher happy for
retirement, in that "he made a very poor figure at courtn (113).
Two companions who have led Docile astray, Lady Good Sense
and Lady Artifice, are "ascendant . . . .over the innocent
Princess"; they use her even after she is banished (119). The
blameless princess, rumoured to have attempted matricide with a
dagger, or to have become pregnant and reached her seventh month,
is subsequently imprisoned--"net the first time that extreme and
credulous Virtue has attracted infamy" (120). When the king dies
of excess, the Queen of Contrary retires with the crown jewels to
escape the fate she knows she deserves for mistreating her
subjects (122); however, she is regarded as having been cast out
due to her heir Docile's fickle favour.
The powerful and ambitious King Wildman conspires against
Docile, as "a Legitimate Queen who had no fault but her Virtuen

6
I

Al1 quotations from Romance Writings (1996), ed. 1, Grundy.

(123). Proposing an alliance between his son Sombre and the
young queen, he links the humourless young man with Docile; the
girl is, in ber bridegroom's eyes, "a very amiable monsteru (123)
toward whom he begins to feel "Love and Fury" (125); these
feelings persist throughout the narrative. A series of
misunderstandings and miscommunications (resembling Lady Mary's
with Algarotti) worsen relations between the couple. Docile's
the most dangerous coquette
new cornpanion, %niable Emily
at Court" corrupts stories of Docile's purity, especially when
Philocles--a noble courtier who turns out to hail from the planet
Venus--appears on the scene (127). Mistaking Docile's averting
of her eyes (really due to intense attraction) for "displeasure,
and perhaps Angern (128), Philocles falls back, finally quitting
the planet, and Docile marries Sombre as self-punishment for what
she sees as over-potent feelings for a différent man (or alien).
As the Queen of Contrary and a High Priest plot insurgency,
Sombre's own father turns on him--fine wedding gifts from the inlaws on both sides. The couple flee to King Goodchild's domain,
where Sombre conceives a vast jealousy over his lovely bride's
magnetism (136). Though Goodchild has shallow attachments and
ideas, favouring "a sweetly turned drinking Song above a volume
of Metaphysics" ( 1 4 0 ) , Sombre demands (142) that his wife declare
her intention of leaving court (though she looks unforgivably
rude in doing so), and so she leaves hastily, due to her
considering of obedience as "an indispensable duty" (144) The
slighted king lets her go, feeling she is a "cruel beautyn (144)
at whose feet he would languish; Sombre decides that the ease of
Goodchild's relinquishing Docile means the two intend to reunite.

....

II. {Frag. 1 - Sombre, suspecting Docile of plotting with his
father King Wildman, abandons her, and she laments the results
of the prince's "capricesn which have left ber so compromised.)
Apparently abandoned by Sombre, Docile finds rescue through the
seeming kindness of a Cavalier who has styled hirnself "Count
Goodhopen(146); he woos her in her husband's absence, believing
each woman to be a "Game animal made for man's amusement" (150)

A charming sociopath and player of angles, he detects Docile's
learning, but is puzzled because it has too much practicality,
too much grounding in geography and history, to be convent-taught
(155). Despite Docile's modest cornportment, he plots seduction,
"having none of those delicate sentiments which prevent one from
enjoying a happiness unshared by the loved objectm (157).
Planting a corpse that resembles her husband in age, shape and
dress, the Cavalier sends fake news of the body's discovery
through the popular press, a medium certain to catch Docile's
eye. Goodhope is tickled by the shocked reaction of the "widow,"
who now reveals her royal background: "she b e g w 'to weep, and
the Count to dreamu ( 1 5 9 - 6 0 ) .
Meanwhile, the Kigh Priest, "that saintly man," coaches the
Queen of Contrary to take repose in a convent so he can rule as
8
Wildman's Viceroy (161-2). The ween pesters her fairy-patron
for help until she is turned to cheese, and put on display at the
"Contrary Museum," along with other freakish objects (163).
Sombre continues to perceive Docile as a fair deceiver, counting
on the "Austexe wisdom" that he thinks distinguishes him from
the "Crowd of Princesn (164). Just as Docile has been maneuvered
by Goodfiope into the danger of dishonouring her marriage vows (a
danger no one else doubts she succumbed to, years before), Docile
receives a blaming letter from Sombre (170); though Goodhope has
"heaped her with obligations" (166), she accompanies the
messenger-knight toward Sombre out of a misguided reading of
"generosity of sentimentsn in her husband's words (170). She
flies, disguised as a man, from what she believes (erroneously)
is Goodhope's sincere love to what she knows will be Sombre's
certain abuse (173).
Corsairs k i l l Docile's cornpanion at sea, but keep her alive
to become a "pretty Page" (175); after a change of captors, she
is saved by a Knight of Malta as his love object, approached with
"courteous temerity" (177). (~rag.11 The two debate the uses of
astronomy's "truths"; males lose potency when women learn (192).)
The Knight mocks Docile's honour; as infidelity rumours fly to
Sombre's ear, Docile leaves for a convent's 'penancesn (187).
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